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ABSTRACT 
In the history of Christian disciplinary action, 1 Corinthians 5.3-5 has been 
especially important. This thesis traces the passage's history of interpretation and 
its implementation, as well as the current state of research. The text in question is 
worthy of inquiry, firstly because of its significance, and secondly because it is 
particularly difficult. Not only are the grammar and syntax debated, but Paul also 
uses language that is hard for a modern reader to comprehend. However, I 
demonstrate that study of this short passage can illuminate areas of Pauline 
theology, including his anthropology, ecclesiology, cosmology, eschatology, and 
soteriology. 
Thus the purpose of this thesis is to consider the concepts presented in 1 
Corinthians 5.3-5 with the primary intent of explicating how Paul could view 
destructive discipline at the hands of Satan as having the potential outcome of 
salvation for an offender. It examines how ancient traditions, particularly those 
of Jewish scripture, provide essential guides for understanding Paul's admonition 
of the incestuous man and his desire for the maintenance of purity within the 
Corinthian congregation. 
The main insight of this investigation is that Paul demands exclusion of the 
offender for both corporate and individual good. On the one hand, he exhorts the 
Corinthians to engage in discipline because of their status as the people of God; 
on the other, Paul demonstrates hope that the offender will be readmitted to this 
holy group. I argue that by expressing a desire that the man should experience 
eschatological judgment and salvation, Paul intends the discipline to lead to his 
repentance and reintegration into the Corinthian body. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Paul's admonition, `hand over such a person to Satan" is not a frequently quoted 
line from his collection of letters to early Christians. However, despite its acerbic tone 
and relative obscurity, 1 Cor 5.3-5 has not been dismissed by generations of Christians 
since the first century. In fact, its interpretation has loomed large in the history of 
Church discipline: ecclesiastical sentences of execution and excommunication have, 
periodically, found basis in 1 Cor 5.3-5. I propose that this passage merits fresh 
investigation because of its significance and its difficulty. The intent of this thesis is to 
examine the original context of Paul's words to the Corinthian fellowship in order to 
determine if there are appropriate ways for understanding and incorporating this text in a 
modern world. In particular, I will explore the restorative potential of Paul's discipline. 
This chapter will orient the reader to my study. In the first section, I address the 
nature of the interpretative problems, which are both grammatical and conceptual. I 
then examine the state of research of the passage, highlighting that most scholars have 
not adequately explored Paul's intention for the offender to be saved in the day of the 
Lord. Throughout the thesis I will focus on Paul's purpose, i. e. his call to the fellowship 
of believers to disciplinary action for both corporate and individual good. In order for 
the Corinthian congregation to manifest their identity as the people of God, they must 
remove the impurity from their midst - an action that Paul hopes will also bring about 
the incestuous man's salvation. 
4. I will use single quotation marks throughout the thesis to indicate direct quotes 
and for provisional translations, e. g., `hand over', which signifies itapaöi6coµi. I will use 
double quotation marks to highlight meaning, e. g., "to deliver". 
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1.1 The Nature of the Problems 
In Greek, the verses of 1 Cor 5.3-5 consist of several loosely joined clauses, 
which pose grammatical and syntactical problems: 
1 Cor 5.3-5: Eyw µEv yap, äirchv ich 6tµait irapthv 8E i4 7tvEÜµait, f 8rß KEKptxa 
di itapwv TOW oii'cwS iovio xaiEpya6äµEVOV" 4 Ev T övöµait'ov xvpiov [ij[twv] 
'IrIaoü 6vvax0EViwv vµwv xai ioü ýµoü ivsüµaioS avv iý 8vv6µsl 'tov i piov 
ýµchv'IiIaoü, 5 irapa8oüvat iöv'otoüiov'w 6a'ravä Eiq öX Opov tý 6apK6q, Iva 
iö RvEÜµa a(0011 Ev Tljýt pa Tot xvpiov. 
Indeed, James Moffatt underscores the difficulty of this passage when he notes that 
`these three verses are one long complicated sentence, and the meaning is almost as 
obscure as the grammar'. 5 A survey of commentaries yields ten ways in which scholars 
construct this sentence: 
(1) to place `in the name of the Lord Jesus' with `when you are assembled', and 
`with the power of our Lord Jesus' with `hand this man over'; 
(2) to place both `in the name of and `with the power of with `when you are 
assembled'; 
(3) to place both `name' and `power' with `hand over'; 
(4) to place both `name' and `power' with both `assembled' and `hand over'; 
(5) to place `name' with `hand over', and `power' with `assembled'; 
(6) to place `name' with `I have already pronounced judgment', and `power' with 
`assembled'; 
(7) to place `name' with `pronounced judgment', and `power' with `hand over'; 
(8) to place `power' with `judgment', and `name' with `hand over'; 
(9) to place `name' with `assembled' and `hand over', and `my spirit is present' 
with `power'; 
(10) to place `the person doing such a thing' with `name', and `power' with 
`assembled'. 6 
5. James Moffatt, The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, MNTC (London: 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1938), 56. 
6. This compilation is from Hans Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, translated by 
James W. Leitch, Hermeneia (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975), 97; E. -B. Allo, Premiere 
Epitre aux Corinthiens, 2nd ed. (Paris: Librairie Lecoffre, 1956), 121; Leon Morris, 1 
Corinthians, rev. ed., TynNTC (Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1985), 85; and Jerome Murphy- 
O'Connor, "I Corinthians, V, 3-5, " RB 84 (1977): 245. 
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Furthermore, Greek grammar allows that the phrase found in verse 5, Ei; 
öX Opov ific aapK6;, can be understood as either a result or purpose clause and what one 
decides affects the text's interpretation. For example, Herman Ridderbos considers 
Paul's sentence to have a dual purpose, `first to cleanse the church of those who 
desecrate it by their conduct', i. e. `destruction of the flesh', and secondly for `the 
conversion of the sinner', i. e. salvation of `the spirit in the day of the Lord'. 7 On the 
other hand, Fee says that `the expressed purpose of the action, which alone qualifies the 
verb "to hand over", is the final matter only, his salvation. The preposition eis ("for") 
sometimes expresses purpose, but it may also express anticipated result, which seems far 
more likely here'. 8 In light of these considerations, the whole of chapter 2 of this thesis 
is dedicated to the passage's grammar and syntax. 
In addition to syntactical difficulties, there are also semantic, particularly 
conceptual, problems. First, in this passage three words of significance for Pauline 
anthropology occur, ß6p4, ß6µa, and irvcO ia, commonly translated as `flesh', `body', 
and `spirit'. However, these English renditions do not always capture the force of Paul's 
meaning in particular situations. For example, there are a variety of English translations 
for öXE6pov Tf c 6apK6; in v. 5: `the destruction of the flesh' (KJV, NRSV, NAB), `so 
that the sinful nature may be destroyed' (NIV), and `to be destroyed as far as natural life 
is concerned' (NJB). This illustration reveals a debate about whether Paul anticipates 
the physical suffering and/or death of the offender, or if 640pov if g 6apK6q is 
metaphorical. 9 In addition, there are questions about the referents of `the flesh' (Tf 
7. Herman Ridderbos, Paul: An Outline of His Theology, translated by John 
Richard De Witt (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1975), 471. 
8. Gordon D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, NICNT (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1987), 209, emphasis original. 
9. For e. g., Conzelmann says that `the destruction of the flesh can hardly mean 
anything else but death (cf. 11.30)' (Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97). On the other 
hand, Nigel Watson thinks that the this interpretation would strain Paul's usual use of 
`flesh' and `spirit'. To see `destruction of the flesh' as death would `imply a dualistic 
understanding of human nature, according to which body and spirit would confront each 
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6apK6S) and `the spirit' (to tvcOµa). Although most scholars take both to refer to the 
incestuous man, there are those who understand `the spirit' to indicate the church as 
animated by the Holy Spirit. 10 These questions will be pursued in chapter 4. 
Secondly, the phrase `hand over such a person to Satan for the destruction of the 
flesh' will receive close attention. This is Paul's statement to the Corinthians about the 
appropriate response to a flagrant sin and, as such, it has been appealed to by subsequent 
Church leaders in situations of discipline. Below I provide a brief historical overview 
(pages 21-31), but here I note that the phrase raises interpretative issues that merit 
considerable attention. Chapters 5 and 6 examine the figure of Satan, the nature of 
Satan's participation in the procedure, and what action Paul indicates by use of 
napabi& o . u. 
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Thirdly, the way in which Paul expresses his view throughout the letter on the 
nature of the group, particularly in questions of boundary maintenance, is pertinent to 
investigation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 and is the topic of chapter 7. In particular, Paul asserts that 
it is the responsibility of the congregation to participate in the disciplinary procedure. 12 
other as opposites. Such an understanding was clearly prevalent in Corinth but is 
foreign to the unitary tendency of Pauline anthropology' (Nigel Watson, The First 
Epistle to the Corinthians, EC [London: Epworth, 1992], 49). 
10. E. g., `the reference to the spirit in v. 5 is best understood in terms of the Holy 
Spirit of God and Christ which dwells in the community' (Adela Yarbro Collins, "The 
Function of `Excommunication' in Paul, " HTR 73 [1980]: 259). 
11. At issue is if Paul is calling for a ceremony using magical rites. See, for e. g., 
Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97n. 37, who cites Karl Preisendanz, ed. and trans., PGM, 
2nd ed. (Leipzig: Teubner, 1973), 4.1247f, where itapaSoüvat recalls rites of devotion to 
nether gods. 
12. However, Conzelmann says, `what is plain is that Paul is resolved upon a 
judicial act of a sacral and pneumatic kind against the culprit. The community merely 
constitutes the forum; it does not share in the action' (Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97). 
Eduard Schwiezer offers an alternative perspective: Paul `is obviously striving to 
establish the Church as the real bearer of responsibility' (Eduard Schweizer, Church 
Order in the New Testament, translated by Frank Clarke, SBT [London: SCM Press, 
1961], 23e). 
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This participation relates to their identity as a fellowship of believers and, as such, they 
will act with the power of Jesus and with Paul's endorsement (vv. 3-4). 
Finally, Paul's purpose for the procedure, `so that the spirit may be saved in the 
day of the Lord' will be examined. I must first determine to whom `the spirit' refers 
(chapter 4) and then examine what Paul's invocation of salvation and `the day of the 
Lord' entail in this passage (chapter 8). Since Iva iö nvEÜµa awO f Ev rl t pa iov icupiou 
is the outcome that Paul desires from the discipline, this is also the location of a crucial 
interpretative 'handle'. Indeed, it is likely that the purpose of the discipline actually 
defines appropriate understanding for the passage. In other words, since Paul's ultimate 
hope is that the incestuous man will receive salvation, then, based on Pauline concepts 
of salvation, it is possible to identify valid interpretations of the passage. 
These are the problems that must be addressed in order to understand this 
passage. Here I will review the state of research, where it is possible to observe a wide 
variety of interpretations of 1 Cor 5.3-5. Such a range presents another question: Should 
attempts be made to appropriate this text for matters of discipline in contemporary 
churches? 
1.2 The History of Interpretation 
Reflecting on the state of research of the passage, James D. G. Dunn remarks 
that `the situation envisaged in 1 Corinthians 5-6 has remained tantalizingly obscure'. 13 
Indeed, a survey of views bears out this observation. Here I will represent the three 
understandings that have dominated scholarship concerning the nature and intent of 
Paul's discipline: 1) the discipline calls for expulsion of the offender with punishment as 
having a remedial intent; 2) the disciplinary action indicates that death will ensue; and 3) 
the discipline signifies pronouncement of a curse. Following this overview, I will also 
look at the text's interpretive history by examining various themes from the passage that 
have drawn scholarly interest. 
13. James D. G. Dunn, 1 Corinthians, NTG (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 
1995), 50. 
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1.2.1 Views about the Disciplinary Procedure and Result 
A majority of the Church fathers believed that the punishment of the offender of 
I Corinthians 5 was intended to bring about his remorse, repentance, and eventual 
reintegration into the Corinthian body. '4 However, this view, based on connecting I 
Corinthians 5 with 2 Cor 2.5-11, was not universally held. The most notable dissenting 
voice was that of Tertullian, who argued in De Pudicitia against understanding 1 Cor 
5.3-5 as a rebuke for amendment. He wrote that Paul "`surrendered [the incestuous 
man] to Satan for the destruction of the flesh". For it followed that the flesh which was 
being cast forth to the devil should be accursed, in order that it might be discarded from 
the sacrament of blessing, never to return into the camp of the Church'. 15 In chapter 8, I 
will return to patristic views of this passage. 16 Here, it suffices to note that for two 
millennia commentators have displayed varying interpretations about the precise nature 
of the situation in 1 Corinthians 5. 
Modern commentaries also display divergent understandings of the passage. 
Moreover, the divide remains between those who understand 1 Cor 5.3-5 to enjoin 
exclusionary discipline with the remedial intent of repentance and re-admission, 17 and 
14, These include Clement of Alexandria (e. g., Stromata 2.13, in ANF vol. 2, 
360-61), Athanasius (e. g., Epistula ad Seraponiem de Morte Arii 4.13, in PG XXV, 
682), Origen (e. g., Homily 1 on Psa 37, in PG XII, 1375), Ignatius (e. g., Philadelphia 
8.1, in ANF vol. 1,84), Polycarp (e. g., To Philippians 11.4, in ANF vol. 1,35), and 
John Chrysostom (e. g., De Diabolo Tentatore Homily 2, in PG XLIX, 261-62). 
15. De Pudicitia 14, found in ANF, vol. 4,89. 
16. Also, for an excellent survey of the early interpretation of 1 Cor 5.3-5, see 
Bruce A. McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection: The Exegesis of I Corinthians 5: 3-5 
from A. D. 200-451, " (The University of Edinburgh, 1993), unpublished Ph. D. thesis. 
17. As do Allo, Premiere Epitre, 122-24; Fee, First Epistle, 213; Gregory J. 
Lockwood, 1 Corinthians, Concordia (Saint Louis: Concordia, 2000), 186; Morris, 1 
Corinthians, 86; Kevin Quast, Reading the Corinthian Correspondence: An 
Introduction (New York: Paulist Press, 1994), 44-45; J. S. Ruef, Paul's First Letter to 
Corinth, PNTC (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1971), 40-41; Charles H. Talbert, Reading 
Corinthians: A New Commentary for Preachers (London: SPCK, 1987), 19; Anthony C. 
Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians: A Commentary on the Greek Text, 
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those who think that the passage indicates premature death of the offender. There are 
two strands of this latter view. The first is that the man's death was meant to result 
directly by punishment at the hands of the community, ' 8 or at the hands of heaven. ' 9 
The second is that Paul means that metaphysical forces would afflict the man upon the 
event of excommunication, but with the purpose of `eschatological salvation'. 20 
Interpretations along these lines have tremendously impacted the implementation 
of Church discipline. It gained early importance for Church leaders in the first centuries 
of this era for the particular problem of heresy, an interpretation I discuss in section 
1.3.2. More recently, interest in the passage has been revived in relation to the phrase 
itap6i&OµU iw aavavä. In particular, scholarly study has focused on the possibility that 
Paul meant the Corinthian community to invoke a curse against the incestuous man. 
This suggestion has been advanced primarily because some ancient curses contain 
similar phrasing, `irapc I&co n+ cot [N]', to 1 Cor 5.5. This was a formula used by 
professional magicians of antiquity. 21 
NIGNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 396-99; and Margaret E. Thrall, The First 
and Second Letters of Paul to the Corinthians, CBC (Cambridge: CUP, 1965), 40. 
18. See Joseph Klausner, From Jesus to Paul, translated by William F. 
Stinespring (London: Allen & Unwin, 1944), 553. 
19. See Hans Lietzmann, An die Korinther I, II, vol. 9 of HNT, Günther 
Bomkamm, gen. ed. (Tübingen: Mohr [Siebeck], 1969), 23. 
20. In this group are C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the First Epistle to the 
Corinthians, BNTC (London: A&C Black, 1968), 126-27; F. F. Bruce, 1 and 2 
Corinthians, NCB (London: Oliphants, 1971), 55; H. L. Goudge, The First Epistle to the 
Corinthians, 3rd ed., rev., WC (London: Methuen & Co., 1911), 38-39; F. W. 
Grosheide, Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians, NICNT (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1953), 123-24; Moffatt, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 56-57; William F. 
On and James Arthur Walther, I Corinthians: A New Translation: Introduction with a 
Study of the Life of Paul, Notes, and Commentary, AB (New York: Doubleday, 
1976), 188-89; and Watson, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 49-50. 
21. This is highlighted by Adolph Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, 4th 
rev. ed., ET (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983), 302; Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97-98; 
Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 255-56; and David Smith, "Incest and 
Execration: A Study of 1 Corinthians 5, " a presentation to the NT Postgraduate Seminar 
of the Theology Department (University of Durham, March 8,2004). 
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This has served to introduce the various understandings of the disciplinary 
procedure in 1 Cor 5.3-5, but it does not fully portray the various interpretations and the 
ways in which they interrelate. To this end, I have created a diagram that gives a 
broader overview of the interpretive pool. I have structured the diagram according to 
the disciplinary levels described within the text itself: offense (v. 1), response (v. 3), 
action (vv. 3-4), result (v. 5), and purpose (v. 5). This representation conveys the points 
at which interpretations converge and diverge. Please refer to the diagram on the 
following page. 
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As is apparent from the diagram, there are several permutations in scholarly 
thinking, in particular, about the disciplinary action and result. That there is a dispute on 
Level 3 about the action, i. e. the phrase `hand this man over to Satan', is understandable 
because divergent readings of ancient texts (e. g., curse tablets) will render multiple 
views of 1 Cor 5.5. I will consider the plausibility of various readings within Paul's 
context. The diagram also illustrates that there are numerous interpretations on Level 4, 
i. e. the meaning of the phrase `the destruction of the flesh'. This phrase conveys what 
Paul intends to be the result of the disciplinary action, which, again, can be determined 
by comparison to Paul's usage elsewhere of `destruction' and `the flesh'. 
Finally, the diagram reveals that one may understand both the disciplinary result 
and the action in light of the stated goal, `so that the spirit may be saved in the day of the 
Lord'. For the majority of interpreters, it is clear enough that the intent of Paul's 
discipline is the salvation of the incestuous man. 22 There is general agreement about the 
goal, but not about the type of discipline, nor its result. This demonstrates a lack of 
scholarly consensus about what Paul means by salvation. Many commentators will 
conclude by noting Paul's hopes for the man's `eschatological salvation' without 
precisely proposing what this means. James T. South, who has dedicated a large portion 
of a monograph to this passage, is indicative. He writes, `whatever else is unclear about 
Paul's instructions in this verse, the ultimate goal is unambiguous .... This can be 
nothing other than eschatological salvation'. 23 However, his statement is not free from 
22. A quotation from A. Y. Collins represents the opposite perspective: `1 Cor 
5.5 seems to imply that the incestuous man, under the power of Satan and living 
"according to the flesh", would be physically destroyed in that crisis and eternally 
damned. His repentance and rehabilitation are not explicitly excluded, but Paul does not 
seem to have been concerned about them' (Collins, Adela Yarbro, 
"Excommunication, " 259). 
23. James T. South, Disciplinary Practices in Pauline Texts (Lewiston, NJ: 
Mellen, 1992), 36. See also, for e. g., Fee, First Epistle, 213. Barrett pursues the 
question a bit further: `the thought may be simply that of 3.15: the man's essential self 
will be saved with the loss not only of his work but of his flesh' (Barrett, First 
Corinthians, 127). However, this still begs the question - how is the essential self 
saved? 
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ambiguity. It is clear from the verse that `eschatological salvation' is Paul's hope; what 
is lacking is a precise description of that concept. South does not offer an answer, but 
he points in a helpful direction; we must look throughout the Pauline corpus in order to 
discern what Paul means by salvation. 24 
1.2.2 Foci of Studies 
In addition to the various interpretations of 1 Cor 5.3-5 offered by commentators, 
scholars have concentrated on certain topics pertaining to these verses and from the 
surrounding passage. Some of these foci have been well-noted and some are gaining 
prominence. Here I draw attention to eight major subjects from 1 Corinthians 5 upon 
which scholars have based monographs, essays, and commentaries. 
1.2.2.1. Sexual Immorality. 
Verse 1 is explicit that the problem in the passage is that of sexual misconduct 
(nopvEia), but the details are unclear. Paul writes, `it is actually reported that there is 
sexual immorality among you, and of a kind that is not found even among pagans; for a 
man is living with [Exsly here] his father's wife'. It is generally taken that the woman in 
question is the man's stepmother because Paul describes her as the man's yuvll ioü 
naip6; (father's wife, v. 1), which is the way the LXX renders the Hebrew DK 117M. 25 
This relationship is forbidden by both OT and Roman law. It is likely that, according to 
OT laws of marital exclusion, Paul saw the sexual relationship between this man and his 
stepmother as incestuous. However, the exact nature of the relationship is debated. For 
example, John Coolidge Hurd doubts that the union was actually sexual in nature. 
Instead he introduces the possibility that `the pair -a man and yuv1j iov itaipög, 
presumably, his (widowed? ) stepmother - were joined in spiritual marriage. Such a 
relationship could have been considered by the Corinthians as exempt from the usual 
24. See South, Disciplinary Practices, 99. 
25. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 96n. 25. 
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prohibitions, because the union was not a marriage in the physical sense'. 26 Thiselton 
observes that marriage is probable, but not certain. 27 Similarly, Barrett contends that the 
present infinitive Excty indicates that this is a continuing relationship, most likely that of 
marriage or concubinage. 28 
Barrett also believes that since Paul does not call the matter adultery, it indicates 
that the father is either dead or has divorced the woman. 29 John K. Chow considers the 
relationship to be marriage and not cohabitation30 or concubinage. 31 He bases this on 
his understanding that the incestuous man was interested in the preservation of his 
family's wealth. Andrew Clarke, who also takes the man in 1 Corinthians 5 to be of 
prominent social standing, provides an extensive survey of Augustan marriage laws in 
order to shed light on the immoral relationship. He allows that the text permits no 
certainty, but it is highly probable that `the incestuous relationship in 1 Corinthians 5 
may have been motivated by a desire on the part of the man to resist his father's 
inheritance passing on to another family through the remarriage of his father's wife' . 
32 1 
consider these questions in chapter 3 in relation to the connections Paul makes between 
this situation and the book of Leviticus. 
26. John Coolidge Hurd, Jr., The Origin of I Corinthians (London: SPCK, 
1965), 287. Hurd espouses the idea of spiritual marriages based on his interpretation of 
7.36-38, where he understands that several members of the Corinthian congregation had 
actually entered into marriages, but under a vow of celibacy (see Hurd, Origin, 171-82). 
27. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 386. 
28. Barrett, First Corinthians, 122. 
29. Barrett, First Corinthians, 120. 
30. As Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 96. 
31. John K Chow, Patronage and Power: A Study of Social Networks in Corinth, 
JSNTSS (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1992), 133. 
32. Andrew D. Clarke, Secular and Christian Leadership in Corinth: A Socio- 
Historical and Exegetical Study of 1 Corinthians 1-6, AGAJU (Leiden: Brill, 1993), 81. 
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1.2.2.2. Disunity at Corinth. 
Margaret Mitchell, whose contribution to the study of 1 Corinthians has been 
significant, points out that the man involved in nopvcIa is contributing to the 
divisiveness within the community. Her study finds that 1 Corinthians is a `series of 
arguments ultimately based in the subject of factionalism and concord'. 33 Integral to her 
argument is the demonstration that 1 Corinthians is a unified whole and she questions 
those scholars who take chapters 5 and 6 as separate from the rest of the letter. 34 Rather, 
she sees here a continuation of the theme of factionalism from chapters 1-4. In chapters 
5 and 6, Paul discusses the relationship between insiders and outsiders, where `his 
rhetorical strategy is ... 
[to] clarify what membership in the community is. Factionalism 
is a division of persons within the confines of community ranks. One way to eliminate a 
cause of division is to remove such persons from membership'. 35 Thus, the man 
involved in nopvsia should be removed from the fellowship because he has added to 
dissension in the community. 
Mitchell's argument for seeing 1 Corinthians as Paul's sustained deliberative 
argument for concord concurs with my own findings that Paul calls the Corinthians to 
unified action in 1 Cor 5.3-5. It is apparent in 1 Corinthians 5 that Paul seeks to 
demonstrate how discipline of the offender is to the community's advantage; they must 
rid themselves of leaven (ývµrj) because `a little leaven leavens the whole lump' (v. 6). 
These aspects of corporate purity and communal action are important for how Paul 
envisages the group's identity and will be investigated in chapter 7. 
33. Margaret M. Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation: An 
Exegetical Investigation of the Language and Composition of I Corinthians (Louisville: 
Westminster/John Knox, 1991), 65. 
34. Mitchell notes that Johannes Weiß' commentary (Johannes Weiß, Der erste 
Korintherbrief [Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1910]) popularized questioning 
the compositional integrity of 1 Corinthians. For this discussion, see Mitchell, Paul and 
Rhetoric 2-3,190-91, and 225. 
35. Mitchell, Paul and Rhetoric, 112. 
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1.2.2.3. Arrogance and Apostolic Authority. 
A third theme in the study of 1 Corinthians 5 is the complacent attitude of the 
community. Barrett sees arrogance as Paul's main concern about the Corinthian 
community, which is the way 1 Corinthians 1-4 and chapter 5 are connected. He 
observes, 
The Corinthians' tendency to the divisive pursuit of high-flown but essentially 
worldly wisdom was perhaps the most fundamental and significant expression of 
their arrogance before God and self-opinionatedness, the quality which Paul 
describes as being `puffed up'. This could, however, find other expressions ... of which one was laxness in regard to moral questions, and ... Paul proceeds to deal not simply with a case of fornication but with the Corinthian reaction to it, which 
had been marked by levity and arrogance and was perhaps as blameworthy as the 
deed itself. 36 
One may observe with Barrett that Paul expresses anger with the Corinthian 
congregation because they had not disciplined the incestuous man. 1 Cor 5.6-8 indicates 
that Paul is concerned that this complacency demonstrates deeper theological and ethical 
problems, namely that they are not living up to their very identity as followers of Jesus. 
Indeed, Karl Barth notes in reference to 1 Corinthians 5 that `the Church is sick if it does 
not react against such egotistic exuberance of a man in its midst' . 
37 Margaret E. Thrall 
agrees that something is amiss. She says, `the most shameful aspect of the affair was 
that so far no steps had been taken to punish the offender and that the other members of 
the church had not allowed it to disturb their own complacency and self-satisfaction'. 38 
In addition, 1 Corinthians reveals the arrogance of `some' in the congregation 
(4.18-19 and 5.2,6) in relation to their actual lack of power when confronted with the 
power of the Lord Jesus and of Paul as Christ's representative (5.4; cf. 4.19-20). Fee 
takes this as indicative of a threat to Paul's authority in the congregation. In the last few 
verses of chapter 4, Paul reasserts his apostolic authority 
36. Barrett, First Corinthians, 120. 
37. Karl Barth, The Resurrection of the Dead, translated by H. J. Stenning 
(London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1933), 30. 
38. Thrall, First and Second Letters to the Corinthians, 39. 
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in the context of those who were `puffed up' against him and his `coming very 
soon' in order to find out their `power'. What seems to be at stake in the next 
three sections (5: 1-13; 6: 1-11; 6: 12-20) is the crisis of authority that was a large 
part of what lay behind 1: 10-4: 21, and especially the authority of Paul vis-ä-vis 
the `arrogant' who were responsible for leading the church in its new direction, 
both theologically and over against Paul. 39 
Thus Fee considers chapter 5 to be directed against an apathetic and conceited attitude 
among the Corinthian congregation, which is an affront to Paul's leadership. 
1.2.2.4. Nature of the Discipline. 
As noted, scholarly opinion about the discipline enjoined in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is far 
from unified. Dunn expresses the nature of the difficulty well: in these verses `the 
sentence advocated is ... obscure, though it purports to have the individual's [and 
community's] best interests at heart (5.5)'. 40 Given that the sentence of discipline in 1 
Cor 5.5, `hand this man over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit 
may be saved in the day of the Lord', encapsulates the heart of what Paul wishes to 
communicate about what the Corinthians are to do with the incestuous man and that it 
contains rich concepts for the study of Pauline theology as a whole, a majority of my 
thesis will focus on this verse (see chapters 4,5,6, and 8). Here I wish to draw attention 
to the questions that this verse prompts. First, what does `handing over' entail? Is it a 
curse? Furthermore, who makes the decision to act? What is the physical manifestation 
of consignment to Satan? What does Paul mean by `flesh'? Also, what is Satan's 
role? 41 The verse states that the act is to be done for the salvation of the spirit' (whose 
39. Fee, First Epistle, 195, emphasis original. 
40. James D. G. Dunn, The Theology of Paul the Apostle (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1998), 691. 
41. E. g., `Satan is here viewed as being subject to God who ultimately 
determines what Satan will be permitted to do and who will also take care that all this 
will add to His own glory' (Grosheide, First Epistle to the Corinthians, 123). However, 
Fee says, `perhaps we have been too quick to assume that Paul looked on Satan and his 
hosts as directly involved in the "destruction". More likely, whatever kind of buffeting 
from satanic forces he may experience "out there", the actual separation from the 
fellowship of the people of God, God's "Spirit people", who are living out the life of the 
future while they await the consummation, would itself lead to his putting aside his sins 
so that he might once more join the community' (Fee, First Epistle, 213). 
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'spirit '? 4'), but destruction is also mentioned. Does Satan work for the dual purposes of 
destruction and salvation, or is destruction the only result of being handed over to 
Satan'? Finally, what is Paul's concept of salvation in the day of the Lord? 
South has dedicated much of a monograph to the exploration of these 
questions. " He levels a critique against those who support what he calls the 
`curse/death' interpretation of this passage. He characterizes this as `without question 
the most widespread critical understanding of 1 Cor 5.1-8', which is founded on a 
premise that `Paul is enjoining the pronouncement of a curse upon the offender with the 
expectation that he will die as a result'. 44 Certainly this view does exist; however, as 
demonstrated by my interpretative diagram, scholars hold numerous other positions, 
which South does not examine. His goal is to refute the particular views that `hand such 
a one over to Satan' signifies a curse and that `destruction of the flesh' indicates death. 
Furthermore, he marshals evidence in support of the premise that 1 Cor 5.5 points to 
exclusion from the community. 
South's study raises issues that merit expansion. Firstly, it is important to clarify 
the point that `curse' and `death' are not synonymous terms for most interpreters of this 
passage. I have shown that there are those who understand the outcome to be death, but 
do not believe that a curse is in view; similarly some take this as a curse with the 
outcome of exclusion rather than premature death. Thus it is not the case that the 
42. In agreement with A. Y. Collins, Raymond Collins says that Paul `is not 
writing about the incestuous man's "spirit". Paul's perspective is that of the community. 
His concern is for the sanctity of the church' (Raymond F. Collins, First Corinthians, 
Sacra Pagina [Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1999], 213). On the other hand, in his 
first study on the topic, Thiselton concludes that `the spirit' indicates the man's spirit, 
which counterbalances his `flesh' (Anthony C. Thiselton, "The Meaning of EAPEE in 1 
Corinthians 5.5: A Fresh Approach in the Light of Logical and Semantic Factors, " 
SJT 26 [1973]: 226). In his commentary, 27 years later, he takes a mediating position 
that `the spirit' here can signify both that of the offender and that of the community 
(Thiselton, First Corinthians, 397). 
43. South, Disciplinary Practices; see also James T. South, "A Critique of the 
`Curse/Death' Interpretation of 1 Cor. 5: 1-8, " NTS 39 (1993): 539-61. 
44. South, Disciplinary Practices, 38. 
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majority opinion is for a `curse/death' interpretation of 1 Corinthians 5. In fact, there 
are numerous scholars who understand that Paul meant exclusion of the offender here 
with the hope of his restoration. Not only is this clarification of South's claim 
important, I believe his work can be extended by examination of what Paul means by 
salvation, which is the purpose of the discipline. To interpret 1 Cor 5.3-5, one must be 
explicit about what salvation is, but South fails to elaborate what he means by 
`eschatological salvation'. 45 
1.2.2.5. Nature of the Group. 
The wellbeing of the corporate body is also a concern of Paul's in 1 Corinthians 
5. In fact, Dale B. Martin sees this as Paul's focus in the passage. Specifically, Paul is 
interested in `the purity of the church, the body of Christ, and his anxieties center on the 
man as a potentially polluting agent within Christ's body, an agent whose presence 
threatens to pollute the entire body'. 46 In addition, Brian S. Rosner detects three 
communal themes in the passage - covenant, corporate responsibility, and holiness - all 
of which recall Israel's relationship and responsibilities before God. 47 Paul's concept of 
the nature of the group and how this impacts his sentence of discipline will be examined 
in chapter 7. 
1.2.2.6. Source Analysis. 
1 Corinthians 5 has also received attention for source analysis, based on Paul's 
reference in v. 9 to a letter that he had written previously to the Corinthians (Eypayra 
üµiv Ev ilj £7[l noXf ý. Thiselton notes that this focus of discussion goes back to the 
45. South, Disciplinary Practices, 106; cf. 99, where he initiates a discussion of 
Pauline soteriology in regard to repentance and restoration. I dedicate chapter 8 to this 
discussion in order to augment what South begins. 
46. Dale B. Martin, The Corinthian Body (New Haven, CN: YUP, 1995), 168. 
47. See Brian S. Rosner, Paul, Scripture, & Ethics: A Study of I Corinthians 5- 
7, AGJU 22 (Leiden: Brill, 1994), 65-68. 
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commentators Ambrosiaster, Theodoret, and Chrysostom. 48 In a more contemporary 
analysis, Hurd makes much of v. 9 because it is one of two references in 1 Corinthians 
to earlier communications between Paul and the Corinthians. 49 As such, he relies on it 
in order to outline the content of the `previous letter', which, according to Hurd's 
construction, is Paul's letter to the Corinthian fellowship prior to 1 Corinthians. Source 
analysis falls outside of the purview of my thesis. Here I merely note that 1 Corinthians 
5 has been important to source scholars in determining the chronology of Paul's letters. 
Similarly, the vice lists of vv. 10 and 11 have received close scrutiny by scholars. 
Here Paul mentions several types of persons with whom the Corinthians are not to 
associate closely, 50 which in v. 10 are identified as the sexually immoral (2t6pvoq), the 
greedy and the swindler (7EkEOV cr lS Kai hpna4), and the idolater (c o A, okarpTjq). To 
these people are added the slanderer (Xoi. Bopoq) and the drunkard (µE6vaoq) in v. 11. 
Thiselton provides a thorough summary of the most important contributions to the 
discussion about the purpose and intent of the vice lists that Paul includes in 5.10-11.51 
Here I only emphasize that the debate has usually centered around what the possible 
sources of the lists are52 and whether the specific sins are connected with the situation in 
53 Corinth. 
48. See Thiselton, First Corinthians, 408-09. 
49. In his introduction he says, `it is the thesis of this book that the exchanges 
which lie behind 1 Corinthians may be reconstructed with considerably more clarity and 
completeness than has been generally supposed. The mention in 1 Corinthians of a 
letter from the Corinthians to Paul (1 Cor 7.1) and of one from Paul to the Corinthians 
(1 Cor 5.9) provide objective points of departure' (Hurd, Origin, xvi). 
50. Thiselton translates 6vvava tiyvva0at as `to mix indiscriminately with' 
(Thiselton, First Corinthians, 409). 
51. See Thiselton, First Corinthians, 410-15. 
52. The options presented are that Paul draws from Greek lists of morality 
(Stoa), Hellenized Jewish material, and/or scriptural traditions. 
53. See Oropeza, who concludes that `in the Corinthian letters the vices are 
relevant to the situation' (B. J. Oropeza, "Situational Immorality: Paul's `Vice Lists' at 
Corinth, " ExpT 1 [1998]: 10). 
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1.2.2.7. Social Setting. 
The works of Clarke and Chow provide analysis of the social situation in 1 
Corinthians 5. They emphasize that economic advancement may have been a 
motivating factor for establishing the incestuous relationship. If their hypotheses are 
correct - that the immoral man was involved with his stepmother for financial gain 
and/or preservation of the family fortune - then the likelihood is that the man was a 
member of the Corinthian social elite. Clarke states that, 
First century Graeco-Roman society was a society where success at many levels 
depended on status, reputation and public estimation, which in turn depended 
entirely on friendships. Such friendships were maintained through a continuous 
flow of generosity in two directions. It may therefore be seen that success was 
dependent at root on wealth, even considerable wealth. " 
According to Clarke and Chow, patron-client relationships, common within 
ancient Greco-Roman society, likely played a part within relationships of the Corinthian 
congregation. This system was one of asymmetrical exchange, where the client received 
what he or she needed from the patron and, in return, the patron got what she or he 
wanted from the client. 55 If it is the case that patron-client relations existed among 
members of the fellowship and that this particular man was a member of the elite class 
in Corinth, then it is possible that he was a patron with clients in the congregation. This 
raises the possibility that the institution of patronage provides an explanation as to why 
the Corinthians had not already disciplined this errant brother, which would have invited 
enmity within the group. Thus, from the perspective of the Corinthians it would have 
been `more expedient for such a leading figure to be protected from criticism which 
might lead to his excommunication. There may be, in other words, a situation where 
clients have chosen to ignore the sinful actions of their benefactor rather than lose the 
favour of so prominent a person'. 56 
54. Clarke, Secular and Christian Leadership, 32. 
55. See Chow, Patronage and Power, 31-33. 
56. Clarke, Secular and Christian Leadership, 86. 
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Clarke's and Chow's studies offer insight into the motivations of the Corinthian 
congregation concerning what Paul regarded as their moral laxity. I will refer to their 
works throughout my thesis; however, my inquiry is primarily focused on Paul's 
motivations and his promotion of an ideal type of discipline in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
1.2.2.8. Grammar and Syntax. 
That this passage has received attention for its grammatical and syntactical 
difficulties has been discussed above. The primary problem is that there is no consensus 
among scholars about sentence structure, an issue that has been debated since 
Chrysostom and Origen. 57 Chapter 2 is dedicated to investigation of the grammatical 
and syntactical difficulties presented by the passage. 
1.2.3 Gaps in Research. 
Above, I have outlined some of the most prominent issues in 1 Corinthians 5 to 
which scholars have given attention. Whilst there has been extensive scrutiny of this 
text, I find gaps, particularly regarding my verses of interest. Considerable attention has 
been given to the situation of immorality that prompted Paul's response in order to 
understand the exact nature of the nopvcta that Paul condemns. In this area the studies 
of Clarke and Chow are particularly pertinent. In addition, scholars have shown interest 
in 1 Corinthians 5 because of Paul's reference to a letter that he had previously written 
to the Corinthians (v. 9). There has also been investigation into Paul's understanding of 
the corporate identity of the Corinthians, as well as his anthropological outlook 
concerning 6äp4 and irvcÜµa. These endeavors provide valuable insights. 
However, there is still work to do. Whilst scholars focus on the destructive 
capacity of Satan, none make a serious attempt to explain how his work can be for 
salvation. In addition, commentators make an effort to explicate the verses, but many do 
not explain what they refer to as `eschatological salvation'. Thoroughness in this matter 
entails comparison of the passage with other Pauline texts on sin, salvation, group 
57. See Thiselton, First Corinthians, 393. 
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identity, and individual membership. I believe that this is a gap that must be bridged, 
especially in view of the impact this passage has had in various Christian traditions for 
the discipline of members. Here, I propose that 1 Cor 5.3-5 itself be allowed to shape 
the avenues of inquiry and categories of thought about the passage. In other words, 
since Paul frames the text in regard to disciplinary action, result, and purpose, I will 
pursue my investigation along those lines. 
1.3 The Warrant for Investigation 
The importance of a study such as mine would not be great if this passage were 
merely ignored by readers of the Bible. On the contrary, it is one of a handful of NT 
texts about discipline within the `Christian' community58 (see, for e. g., Matt 18.15-20; 
Acts 5.1-6; 1 Tim 1.20; Titus 3.10; 2 Thess 3.6-15; 2 John 10,1159). As such it has 
served as a resource for the Church through the ages in discerning processes and 
rationales for excommunication. In his commentary on 1 Corinthians, Richard A. 
Horsley writes, `the established church's later use of Paul's statement about the 
destruction of the flesh so that the spirit might be saved (5.5) to justify the torture and 
burning of sinners, heretics, and "witches" vividly illustrates the danger of secular and 
ecclesial rulers arrogating to themselves the power of community discipline in order to 
suppress doctrinal dissent and social difference'. 60 This quotation does well to illustrate 
58. The terms `Christian' and `Christianity' convey the sense of an established 
religion, which is anachronistic within the context of the first followers of Jesus. This is 
similar to the situation of Judaism, which also had a less cohesive religious system in 
the first century CE than it does today. Throughout this thesis, I will differentiate 
between the later, self-conscious religion of Christianity and the early believers to whom 
Paul addressed his letters. 
59. My investigation will turn, briefly, to these passages in chapter 6. 
60. Richard A. Horsley, 1 Corinthians, ANTC (Nashville: Abingdon, 1998), 84. 
Derrett also links this text to practices in the Middle Ages of handing over offenders in 
ecclesial matters to civil authorities, which is his interpretation of the situation of 1 Cor 
5.3-5. He says, `our text along with John 2.15 were [sic. ] taken by the Western church 
to justify the excommunication of an offender, and his consignment to the civil power, 
the object being that he should be capitally punished' (J. Duncan M. Derrett, "`Handing 
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the high stakes involved in congregational discipline and the importance of engaging in 
a thorough study of I Cor 5.3-5. It may well be one of the most used yet least 
understood passages of the Bible. 
1.3.1 Uses in a Religious Group: The Mennonites 
Personally, this passage is of interest because of its use by Anabaptist Christians 
called Mennonites, my own religious tradition. Mennonite history is replete with stories 
of stringent communal discipline. In particular, the practice of `shunning' developed as 
an interpretation of how to enact excommunication. Shunning involves breaking all 
social relations with expelled members of the fellowship, the purpose of which is to 
cause the offender to feel acutely the consequences of his or her sinful behavior through 
the loss of social and family ties. This community discipline comes directly from an 
attempt to implement faithfully the instructions of Paul in 1 Corinthians 5. 
Menno Simons (ca. 1496-1561), the person who gave the clearest and most 
sustained leadership to the early Anabaptist movements that later came to bear his name, 
wrote on several occasions about the necessity of excommunication, `lest your poor 
erring brother harden and be ruined in his fall, and perish in his sin'. 61 Menno wrote `A 
Kind Admonition on Church Discipline' in 1541 as a circular letter to others involved 
with the Anabaptist movement. In 1550, he attempted to clarify his position in regard to 
excommunication in a booklet entitled `A Clear Account of Excommunication'. He 
believed his 1541 writing was being misconstrued such that the ban was directed only 
toward the `false doctrine and offensive lives' of the sinner and not to the complete 
Over to Satan': An Explanation of 1 Cor. 5.1-7, " RIDA 26 [1979]: 27). The weak point 
of Derrett's thesis is not that the interpretation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 developed in such a way, 
but that Paul would have desired involvement of the Roman judiciary. 1 Cor 6.1-8, 
particularly v. 4, speaks against this understanding. 
61. Menno Simons, The Complete Writings of Menno Simons c. 1496-1561: 
Translated from the Dutch by Leonard Verduin and Edited by John Christian Wenger, 
with a Biography by Harold S. Bender (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1956), 412. 
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shunning of the excommunicated person. 62 In this work Menno provides a biblical basis 
for shunning and describes, in detail, how it should work. Here he links 
excommunication with 1 Cor 5.3-5: 
We learn that we should deliver an unrepenting transgressor unto Satan .... But now with audible voice through the church he is told that he is rejected from the 
communion of Christ and His church, and he is told that he is now Satan's own 
until he brings forth true fruits of repentance before God and His church. This is done that his adulterous, avaricious, refractory, and idolatrous flesh may be halted, and he may become ashamed and repentant by such declaration and the 
shunning by the pious; that he may go down under as to his flesh, that is, his 
fleshly lusts; so that he may by these means be brought to repentance and his 
soul saved in the day of the Lord Jesus. 63 
Prior to his death, Menno again wrote on the topic in order to clarify his views 
on excommunication. In 1558, he circulated the `Instruction on Excommunication', 
where he says, 
About eighteen years ago, I published a little admonition in which I made no 
distinction of sins but through my inexperience spoke without differentiation 
about three admonitions. I say inexperience, for to the best of my knowledge I 
had neither heard nor known at that time of any fornication, adultery, and such 
like among the brethren. It appeared to me impossible that those who had 
entered with us upon the paths of righteousness should have any desire or will to 
such gross abominations. Therefore, I did not seriously reflect upon the matter. 64 
However, such situations had since come to his attention in the fellowship. Indeed, 
during the interval, he had become personally involved in two divisive situations 
involving excommunication: one concerning the exclusion of a prominent Dutch 
Mennonite leader, Adam Pastor, for christological differences and the other involving 
Swaan Rugers for refusal to shun her own husband who had been banned by the group. 
The result was that she, too, was excommunicated, an action that precipitated a schism 
among the Dutch Anabaptists. 65 
62. Simons, Complete Writings, 457. 
63. Simons, Complete Writings, 469-70. 
64. Simons, Complete Writings, 974. 
65. For these two cases, see William Echard Keeney, The Development of Dutch 
Anabaptist Thought and Practice from 1539-1564 (Nieuwkoop: B. deGraaf, 1968), 161. 
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Menno writes in the `Instruction on Excommunication' about the necessity of 
stringent discipline for those engaging in `gross abominations', drawing very 
particularly on 1 Corinthians 5. In it he distinguished between `erring in ignorance [and] 
erring on purpose, between lying in death and walking into death'. 66 From this, 
distinctions are made between a wayward brother who has been overtaken by sin, a 
heretic, and a persistent carnal sinner. Menno's criteria are these: 
Observe that in this construction the Holy Scripture remains whole and unbroken 
and travels in a straight line; in an offense of brother against brother use three 
admonitions before excommunication [as in Matt 18: 15-20], in the case of a 
heretic or sectary use one or two, and in the case of an open, offensive, sensual 
sinner who is already condemned by the Word of God use none at all, as has 
been heard -1 Cor. 5.67 
Menno argues that three admonitions should not be used on carnal sinners because an 
eternal sentence of death has already been pronounced on them. 68 
Indeed, 1 Cor 5.3-5 has continued to be taken seriously by Mennonites as a 
disciplinary text. Harold S. Bender, an influential Mennonite leader of the twentieth 
century, writes, 
To be in the church is to be in that sphere where Christ lives, where He is Lord, 
and where the Spirit of God operates and there is dynamic striving after holiness. 
To be out of the church is to be denied any relationship to Christ and the Spirit 
and to be in the realm of the devil's dominion. To withdraw the fellowship of 
the church from a member is therefore to do a most serious thing; it means, as 
Paul says in I Corinthians 5.5 (see also I Timothy 1.20), to deliver someone to 
Satan, to exclude him from the place where Christ is recognized as Lord and the 
Holy Spirit operates in power. Here are Paul's exact words, which seem at first 
sight to be harsh and unloosing: `When you are assembled ... with the power of 
our Lord Jesus, you are to deliver this man to Satan for the destruction of the 
flesh (that is, the fleshly principle in him), that his spirit may be saved in the day 
of the Lord Jesus. ' The decline or absence of discipline in a church, combined 
with the absence of real koinonia, makes this statement not only 
incomprehensible but intolerable. 69 
It is striking how similar Bender's thoughts are to those of Menno on the subject. 
66. Simons, Complete Writings, 986. 
67. Simons, Complete Writings, 982. 
68. Simons, Complete Writings, 981. 
69. Harold S. Bender, These Are My People: The New Testament Church 
(Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1962), 55. 
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Bender was the harbinger of a revival amongst Mennonites to return to what he called 
the original `Anabaptist vision'; 70 however, his stance demonstrates little evolution in 
thought from the position of Mennonite leaders of the sixteenth century. 71 
A recent case of excommunication within the Mennonite-Brethren community in 
British Columbia illustrates this same point. The congregation based a two-step process 
of binding and loosing on the texts of Matt 16.19 and 1 Cor 5.3-5, where the member 
was publicly denounced and handed over to Satan by the entire congregation. This 
ceremony involved a gathering of the church `in the name and power of the Lord Jesus 
[to remove] the protection of the Holy Spirit and the angels of God from that person, 
and [to hand] that person over to Satan so that he or she may experience more fully the 
consequences of the master he or she has chosen to serve'. 72 The person involved was 
excommunicated for ten years, from 1989 to 1999, after which time she repented and 
was reincluded in the congregation. Readmission took the form of a congregational 
meeting during which they prayed for a binding of the powers of Satan: "`Right now, 
we, as the church of Jesus Christ, address ourselves to the powers of darkness and in the 
authority and the name and power of the Lord Jesus, we command that you have no 
authority over Allison .... 
Lord, we pray your blessing and protection over Allison"'. 73 
This case highlights that 1 Cor 5.3-5 is still appealed to in matters of church 
discipline. Furthermore, it indicates that it is sometimes used in conjunction with other 
texts that may have only tenuous links with the situation in 1 Cor 5.3-5. Finally, it is the 
70. His article, "The Anabaptist Vision", was originally published in The 
Mennonite Quarterly Review 18 (Apr 1944): 67-88. 
71. See also Confession of Faith in a Mennonite Perspective (Scottdale, PA: 
Herald Press, 1995), 56n. 3, where 1 Cor 5.3-5 is given as the warrant for the statement, 
`suspension of membership [in the congregation] is the recognition that persons have 
separated themselves from the body of Christ'. 
72. Barbara Armstrong, "A Story of Restoration, " MB Herald, originally 
published March 17,2000 (at <http: //old. mbherald. com/39-06/restoration. html>, 
accessed February 21,2004). 
73. Armstrong, "Restoration". 
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case that the passage is sometimes appealed to with little reflection about Paul's original 
intent and the subsequent centuries of Christian interpretation. It is due to this history in 
my own religious tradition and what I see as a rather unnuanced interpretation of the text 
therein that my interest was piqued in regard to 1 Corinthians 5. Furthermore, it is my 
desire to more fully understand this passage so that I may be of use to my religious 
community for reflective interpretation, a goal that has not always been realized. In 
addition, it may be that my conclusions on 1 Cor 5.3-5 will be of use to other Christians 
who practice group discipline and who take Paul as a guide. 
1.3.2. Uses in Religious History: Execution and Excommunication 
It is too facile to make the link, along with Horsley, 74 between interpretation of 1 
Cor 5.5 and the execution of thousands of heretics without some equivocation and 
documentation. Firstly, one must note that 1 Cor 5.5, and the related passage of 1 Tim 
1.20, are not the only NT passages that were appealed to in linking Satan with heresy. 
For example, 2 Thess 2.9-12 and John 8.44 depict Satan/the devil as the instigator of 
deception and delusion. This is the figure of Satan as arch-heretic, whose devices are 
designed to interfere with the true faith of Christian adherents. Secondly, the 
development of this tradition, along with the Church's ability to punish those who were 
deemed to be heretics was centuries in the making. Furthermore, the early centuries of 
the Christian movement are characterized by writings and councils that continually 
address the problem of heresy. Indeed, it was within the context of struggle against so- 
called false doctrines that Christian orthodoxy was defined. 75 
74. Horsley, 1 Corinthians, 84. See page 21, above, for his statement. 
75. See Hans Küng, who points to the example of the struggle against Marcion 
as an impetus for setting the canon: `in him we find someone rare for that time: a man 
who, in complete contradistinction to the apologists of the time, those worthy founders 
of Christian theology, had a penetrating and far-seeing eye for what is specifically 
Christian and specifically Pauline, for the totally different and new aspects of the 
Christian message. It was his intention, by critically analysing and compiling the 
writings of primitive Christianity, to focus attention on what was central in those 
writings - and the fact that the Catholic Church ever drew up a New Testament canon is 
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Thus development of the tradition of Satan as progenitor of deception began at 
least as early as the NT itself. Although 1 Cor 5.3-5 itself does not specifically address 
the issue of heresy, this association is made through the passage's verbal similarity with 
1 Tim 1.20: 76 `among them are Hymenaeus and Alexander, whom I have turned over to 
Satan [napEBcoxa Tw aaTavd] so that they may learn not to blaspheme'. Via this 
connection, `handing [someone] over to Satan' was taken to indicate giving a person 
over to that to which they already belong, i. e. evil. In terms of doctrine, Irenaeus, who 
flourished in the mid-second century CE, was the key figure for linking Satan with 
heretics. Elaine Pagels draws attention to Irenaeus' struggle against Valentinian 
Gnosticism: 
Irenaeus concludes his five-volume work Against Heresies by speaking, in God's 
place, the words of divine judgment: `Let those persons, therefore, who 
blaspheme the Creator, either by openly expressed word ... or 
by a perversion of 
the sense [of the Scriptures], as those of Valentinians and all the falsely called 
Gnostics, be recognized as agents of Satan by all who worship God. Through 
their agency Satan even now, and not before, has been seen to speak against God 
... the same 
God who has prepared eternal fire for every kind of apostasy' 
[5.26.2]. 77 
The development of orthodox doctrines in opposition to heresy continued 
throughout the centuries. Emperor Theodosius in 382 was the first to decree the death 
penalty for heresy. This punishment was levied against Encratites, Saccophori, 
Hydroparastatae, and Manichaeans. 78 Eventually, ecclesial opposition to heresy 
culminated in the organization of regional inquisitions that had the aim of eliminating 
due in no small measure to Marcion' (Hans Küng, The Church, ET [London: Bums & 
Oates, 1967], 245). 
76. This connection is still made by those who consider the Apostle Paul to have 
authored the Pastoral Epistles. See, for e. g., A. Boudinhon, "Excommunication, " in The 
Catholic Encyclopedia (at <http: //www. newadvent. org>, accessed March 19,2004). 
77. Elaine Pagels, The Origin of Satan (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 177- 
78. Consult Adversus Haereses, ANF 1.555. 
78. From J. Wilhelm, "Heresy, " in The Catholic Encylcopedia (at 
<http: //www. newadvent. org>, accessed March 19,2004). 
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heretics and witches, both of whom were commonly linked with Satan. 79 Although the 
developmental trajectory was long, Neil Forsyth points to the Papal Bull of 1484, 
Malleus Maleficarum, as the initiation of `the horrifying persecution of witches, usually 
as heretics, by the Church authorities .... [I]n the theological account of witchcraft, 
imposed on the words of a victim during the trials, everything depends on the power of 
Satan to provoke heresy; the standard accusation is of renouncing the Catholic church, 
the saints, and everything that is God's in order to accept Satan as her new master '. 80 
The total number of deaths from witchcraft and heresy trials is unknown, but 
Kling records that up to the year 1783 31,000 people were burned in Seville alone. 81 
Kling notes the terrible results of inquisitions in both Catholic and Protestant areas in the 
post-Reformation period: `real opposition to the burning of witches only started with the 
Jesuits Tanner and von Spee, and with Pietism and the Enlightenment in Protestant 
areas. The Reformation (Luther, Melanchthon and especially Calvin) pursued heretics 
79. According to Jeffrey Russell, `witchcraft was brought under the rubric of 
heresy. As the inquisitor Bernard Gui observed [in] about 1320, witchcraft implies pact, 
and pact implies heresy, which lies under the jurisdiction of the inquisition. Pope John 
XXII (1316-1334), one of the least balanced of popes, counted among his other 
peculiarities an obsessive fear of witchcraft' (Jeffrey Burton Russell, Lucifer: The Devil 
in the Middle Ages [Ithaca: Cornell University, 1984], 299-300). Russell continues, 
`since the inquisition was never an organized bureaucracy directed from Rome or 
anywhere else, its influence and activities varied widely from time to time and region to 
region. Yet the inquisitors kept one another informed, and after a while certain common 
assumptions came to be made about witches, assumptions that were collected into 
inquisitors' manuals as lists of questions to be put to the accused. Most were leading 
questions that assumed the answers. Under torture or threat of torture, many of the 
accused readily confessed to these stock accusations; then, each such confesson was 
used as further evidence for the validity of the assumptions' (300). 
80. Neil Forsyth, The Satanic Epic (Princeton: PUP, 2003), 161. Refer to the 
document in question translated by Wicastia Lovelace, at "The Malleus Maleficarum 
(1486), " Papal Bull of Inncent VIII (<http: //www. malleusmaleficarum. org>, accessed 
March 19,2004). 
81. Kling, The Church, 251. In the introduction to her translation of Malleus 
Maleficarum, Lovelace says that estimates of the total death toll range from 600,000 to 
9,000,000 over a 250 year history: `either is a chilling number when one realizes that 
nearly all of the accused were women, and consisted primarily of outcasts and other 
suspicious persons' (Lovelace, "Malleus Maleficarum"). 
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(particularly enthusiasts) as fiercely as the Counter-Reformation'. 82 Elsie Anne McKee 
concurs and adds that the Protestant Reformation marked a shift in the interpretation of 
Matthew 18 and 1 Corinthians 5, which afterward were more consistently linked 
together. Particularly Zwinglians, but also Lutherans and Anglicans began to draw on 
these texts to `support the leadership of Christian rulers in ecclesiastical discipline'. 83 
Thankfully, following the most intense period of witch and heresy trials of 1550-1650, 
what can best be described as a `craze' eventually faded. 84 
Most modem interpreters of 1 Cor 5.5 distance themselves from making the link 
between `handed over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh' and execution. 85 
However, understanding excommunication as the interpretation of the passage may be 
equally problematic. In the first few centuries CE, the standard interpretation of 1 Cor 
5.5 was to take it with 1 Tim 1.20 and to see that the penalty was excommunication. 
The fourth century Council of Elvira (ca. 309)86 addressed many offenses that the 
bishops deemed to require excommunication, including one akin to the situation of 1 
Corinthians 5. Canon 66 of the decree states, `a man who marries his stepdaughter is 
guilty of incest and may not commune even before death'. 87 Although 1 Corinthians 5 
is not specifically cited here, the circumstances are remarkably similar. 
82. Kling, The Church, 251. 
83. Elsie Anne McKee, "Calvin, Discipline, and Exegesis: The Interpretation of 
Mt. 18,17 and 1 Cor. 5, I ff in the Sixteenth Century, " in Theorie et Pratique de 
I 'Exegese. Acts Du Troiseme Colloque International sur l 'Histoire de 1 'Exegese 
Biblique au XVIe Siecle (Geneve, 31 Aoüt -2 Septembre 1988), edited by Irena Backus 
and Francis Higman (Geneve: Libraire Droz S. A., 1990), 322. 
84. Russell, Lucifer, 301. 
85. Cf. Klausner, Jesus to Paul, 553. 
86. Jean Gaudemet notes the controversy in regard to dating the Council of 
Elvira. He accepts that it occurred sometime between 309-312 (Jean Gaudemet, "Note 
Sur Les Formes Anciennes de l'Excommunication, " in La Societe Ecclesiastique dans 
J 'Occident Medieval [London: Variorum Reprints, 1980], 66). 
87. The rulings of the Council of Elvira may be found in a collection by 
Gabrielis Albaspini, Avrelianeusis Episcopi Verteribus Ecclesiae Ritibus (Paris, 1622). 
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Furthermore, the practice of excommunication developed through the centuries 
to the extent that the Church was able to ban excommunicants from nearly all sectors of 
society. The Fourth Lateran Council (1215) of Pope Innocent III gave unprecedented 
powers to church officials to `hand over' heretics to secular authorities for confiscation 
of goods, condemnation (anathematis), and excommunication, which sometimes 
entailed no contact with church members and expulsion from the region. In this 
document, heretics were defined to be, `any persons who hold secret conventicles or 
who differ in their life and habits from the normal way of living of the faithful'. 88 In 
addition, `clerics should not, of course, give the sacraments of the church to such 
pestilent people nor give them a Christian burial nor accept alms or offerings from 
them'. 89 Church leaders were also given the authority to conduct inquests in matters 
involving excommunication. When cases of serious sin were brought to them, `then the 
superior ought diligently to seek out the truth before senior persons of the church. If the 
seriousness of the matter demands, then the fault of the offender should be subjected to 
canonical punishment', including excommunication. 90 
Hence it is possible to see that, under certain interpretations, 1 Cor 5.3-5 is a 
passage that has the potential to be used for deadly means. Thus it should be considered 
intently by people interested in academic pursuit rather than passed over quickly because 
of difficult language or uncomfortable concepts. Finally, given the intent of the passage 
itself, `so that [the offender's] spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord', one must 
question if this text is enough to determine what disciplinary action is meant. The 
interpreter must also consider Paul's understanding of the nature of salvation. It is only 
88. See Norman P. Tanner, ed., "Lateran IV (1215), " in Decrees of the 
Ecumenical Councils, vol. 1 of 2 (London: Sheed & Ward, 1990), article 3. 
89. Tanner, "Lateran IV, " article 3. 
90. Tanner, "Lateran IV, " article 8. These powers were further extended and 
consolidated by Pope Gregory IX. In 1231 he appointed a number of papal inquisitors 
by the edict Inquisitores haereticae pravitatis (Joseph Blötzer, "Inquisition, " in The 
Catholic Encyclopedia [at <http: //www. newadvent. org>, accessed March 19,2004]). 
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within the parameters of the purpose of salvation that one can properly understand 1 Cor 
5.3-5. 
1.3.3 Uses for Academia 
I have already advanced the critique that conceptual clarity is lacking in some 
interpretations of 1 Cor 5.3-5, particularly in regard to the purpose of the action. Many 
scholars conclude that Paul hopes for `eschatological salvation' without proposals for 
what this could mean. This is disappointing and I have taken up the task of exploring 
what Paul's hope is here. Indeed, imprecise explanations are a concern because they 
place the interpretative load on the unknowable action of God; a logical extension of this 
view is that what happens to offenders in this lifetime does not matter. 91 In other words, 
with this view a retributive type of justice, even execution and torture (as in the late 
Middle Ages), is justifiable. However, as Hays says of 1 Cor 5.3-5, `it is ... 
likely that 
Paul actually does conceive of the community's discipline as leading somehow to the 
repentance and restoration of the sinner'. 92 The goal of this thesis is to propose how this 
`somehow' happens. 
Finally, this study has academic value for Pauline theology as a whole. 1 Cor 
5.3-5 is a text with many `knotty problems', which Thiselton calls `shorthand' and 
defines as `overlapping of language-uses [where] a logic of some complexity [occurs] ... 
hidden under a single word'. 93 The shorthand, or conceptual complexity, of 1 Cor 5.3-5, 
then, has potential to illuminate Paul's theology as a whole, particularly in areas of 
91. Ivan Havener's conclusions about 1 Cor 5.3-5 serve to illustrate my concern: 
`there is no mention of repentance whatsoever, and indeed there is no need for 
repentance, because the capital punishment required by Paul leads ultimately to the 
sinner's salvation. We have here, in effect, a curse for salvation' (Ivan Havener, "A 
Curse for Salvation -1 Corinthians 5.1-5, " in Sin, Salvation, and the 
Spirit, edited by D. 
Durken [Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1979], 341). 
92. Richard B. Hays, First Corinthians, IBC (Louisville: John Knox, 1997), 85 
86. 
93. Thiselton, "Meaning of EAPE, " 210. 
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anthropology, ecclesiology regarding group identity and discipline, soteriology, 
cosmology, and Paul's connection to Jewish traditions. 
1.4 The Method of Inquiry 
A note about method will orient the reader to the scope of my inquiry. My 
opening assumption is that the logic of any passage can be observed in how an author 
frames his or her thought. Examination of this includes the ways in which sentences are 
structured, the traditional material to which an author alludes, and the words that are 
chosen. To some extent these three considerations are interrelated, hence I adopt an 
eclectic method for examining the logic 1 Cor 5.3-5. I first engage in a close reading of 
the passage in order to clarify this difficult sentence. By `close reading' I mean careful 
attention to the grammar and syntax of the passage. In particular, I employ what Mary 
H. Schertz and Perry B. Yoder call a `visual reading' of the text, which emphasizes that 
meaning can be derived from semantic, grammatical, and syntactical patterns. 94 The 
aim is to `see how the author designed the text and what significance the design has for 
understanding it', 95 
Once I have established a translation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 based on this analysis, I will 
then consider the concepts of the passage as presented by the text itself. Paul frames his 
exhortation in the context of action, result, and purpose and I will pursue my 
investigation within those categories. Hence the main interpretative questions are: what 
is the discipline in view and what is its significance? In answering these questions, I 
will narrow the scope of plausible interpretive options until it is possible to offer an 
explanation of Paul's intent. To accomplish this, I will examine the conceptual 
framework of the passage, which will involve exploration of Paul's purpose by 
94. For explanation of `visual reading', see Mary H. Schertz and Perry B. Yoder, 
Seeing the Text: Exegesis for Students of Greek and Hebrew (Nashville: Abingdon, 
2001), particularly 19-22. Schertz and Yoder call this method the discovery of `the 
communicative dynamics of the text' (15). For the result of this approach, i. e. a textual 
contour, consult the Appendix at the end of this thesis. 
95. Schertz and Yoder, Seeing the Text, 22. 
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considering his arrangement of terminology in 1 Cor 5.3-5 and how the passage relates 
to the letter as a whole. 96 In order to ascertain the significance of these concepts, I will 
employ two approaches: tradition history and field-oriented lexical semantics. Here I 
will pause to explain this use of terminology. 
When I use the phrase `history of traditions' I am borrowing language from the 
historical-critical methods of NT, primarily Synoptic Gospel, study; however, I have 
slightly adapted its meaning from that context for my study. The definition that I 
employ for `history of traditions' is the investigation of `an on-going process of 
development in the form and/or meaning of concepts or words or sayings or blocks of 
material'. 97 I will examine the transmission of ideas and, particularly, the ways in which 
Paul appropriated them. Although direct literary dependence and explicit citation of 
other sources may sometimes be observed, determination of meaning does not rest there. 
Thus tracing the evolutionary context of the words and phrases found in the passage will 
illuminate Paul's use and/or adaptation of concepts. 
To this end, a field-oriented approach to lexical semantics is helpful. 98 Here, I 
rely on Thiselton's description of semantics as the study of `varied meanings and kinds 
of meanings which belong both to words and to sentences as they occur within a context 
that is both linguistic and extra-linguistic'. 99 1 will study the words and phrases of 1 Cor 
96. In this regard, my observations are in agreement with Mitchell, Paul and 
Rhetoric, i. e. that 1 Corinthians is best understood as single composition and that it is 
Paul's sustained argument for congregational unity. 
97. David R. Catchpole, "Tradition History, " in New Testament Interpretation: 
Essays in Principles and Methods, edited by I. Howard Marshall (Exeter: Paternoster, 
1977), 165. 
98. As Adams observes, `social worlds and symbolic universes are constructed 
by linguistic machinery. A study of Paul's language-use is therefore highly pertinent to 
the subject of world-construction in Pauline Christianity' (Edward Adams, Constructing 
the World: A Study in Paul's Cosmological Language, SNTW [Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 2000], 7, emphasis orginal). 
99. Anthony C. Thiselton, "Semantics and New Testament Interpretation, " in 
New Testament Interpretation. Essays in Principles and Methods, edited by I. Howard 
Marshall (Exeter: Paternoster, 1977), 75. 
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5.3-5 for the purpose of clarifying their conventionally associated `linguistic bundle of 
meaning' 100 in relation to the surrounding words and phrases. 10' Furthermore, by 
application of this method I seek to avoid conflation of the range of possible meanings 
for a term into a single occurrence, which was one critique James Barr made of a 
`theologically regulative' type of lexical study employed by some biblical theologians. 
He writes, the error that arises, when the "meaning" of a word (understood as the total 
series of relations in which it is used in the literature) is read into a particular case as its 
sense and implication there, may be called "illegitimate totality transfer"'. 102 In fact, 
one must be aware that `a single lexeme may be used by a writer in different sentences 
with several quite distinct senses, and in relation to a range of the broader types of 
concepts'. 103 Therefore, `the real clues to meaning depend on contexts'. '04 
The sense of 1 Cor 5.3-5 will be determined both via the nuance of the words 
Paul chooses (and, negatively stated, by the closely-related words he does not use [i. e. 
paradigmatic, or substitutional, relations]) and by the shade(s) of meaning created by 
their arrangement together in a sentence (i. e. syntagmatic, or collocational, relations). 105 
100. Max Turner, "Modern Linguistics and the New Testament, " in Hearing the 
New Testament: Strategies for Interpretation, edited by Joel B. Green (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1995), 154. 
101. Thiselton's caution will be a guide for my research: `the meaning of a word 
depends not on what it is in itself, but on its relation to other words and to other 
sentences which form its context. Dictionary-entries about words are rule-of-thumb 
generalizations based on assumptions about characteristic contexts' (Thiselton, 
"Semantics, " 79). 
102. James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford: OUP, 
1961), 218. 
103. Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation 
(London: SPCK, 1989), 120. 
104. Eugene A. Nida, Contexts in Translating, BTL (Amsterdam: John 
Benjamins, 2001), 29. 
105. Simply put, paradigmatic relations represent a `choice of a single linguistic 
item as distinct from other linguistic items of the same class that might fulfill the same 
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The `sense of a word depends on the availability of other words in the same field of 
meaning, and on the word's relationship to those other words (and their respective 
meanings)'. 106 By adopting the methods of field semantics, I will examine the passage 
based on its paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations. 
Joined with my interest to determine the connections between words and phrases 
in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is my pursuit to examine how this text relates to other ancient writings. 107 
In fact, I believe that it is impossible to come to a full semantic understanding of 1 Cor 
5.3-5 unless one identifies Paul's explicit and non-explicit references to traditions and 
his use of them. 108 By explicit reference I mean citations of material that are signalled 
(e. g., `as it is written' [I Cor 14.21]) and/or quoted from an identifiable source. Non- 
explicit references are veiled, i. e. `allusions', 109 but still detectable by verbal and/or 
conceptual similarities. " 0 An author may choose not to draw attention to a reference for 
function' and `syntagmatic choice emphasizes the linear relation of given linguistic 
items' (Stanley E. Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with 
Reference to Tense and Mood, SBG [New York: Peter Lang, 1989], 14). 
106. Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 155. I support Cotterell and Turner's case 
that `sense' is `the expression of a concept in a particular language', whereas `concept' 
is a supra-linguistic entity (117). 
107. Although I will investigate the semantic range of the words diachronically, 
the point is always to determine the illocutionary force of Paul's assertion in 1 Cor 5.5. 
That is, I examine scriptural traditions in order to clarify how Paul uses and/or adapts 
them in this particular utterance. 
108. Rosner characterizes Paul's non-explicit references to `scripture' as implicit 
and instinctual (Rosner, Paul, 17). 
109. I take `allusion' as best defined by Bonnie Kittel: `to be classified as an 
allusion, the context, meaning, and idiom itself must converge on one text, or must have 
incomplete convergence reinforced by surrounding references to the same passage' 
(Bonnie Pedrotti Kittel, The Hymns of Qumran: Translation and Commentary, SBLDS 
[Chico, CA: SBL, 1981], 51). 
110. Refer to Benjamin Wold's discussion on identification of non-explicit 
references to traditional material (B. G. Wold, Women, Men, and Angels: The Qumran 
Wisdom Document Musar leMevin and its Allusions to Genesis Creation Traditions, 
WUNT [Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2005], 43-80), which raised my senstivitiy to this 
issue. 
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a variety of reasons. Perhaps the tradition is familiar to the audience and, therefore, does 
not need introduction. On the other hand, it may be that the author has a tradition in 
mind, but does not make it explicit because she or he believes it is not generally known. 
Finally, an author may refer to a tradition that is deeply ingrained in his or her thought 
world without realizing that a reference has been made. Due to Paul's possible use of 
non-explicit references and the difficulty in determining them I shall employ a list of 
criteria to assist in their identification. "" 
1. Accessibility: the original tradition was available to Paul and the alleged 
meaning is historically plausible for Paul and his audience. 
2. Common Linguistic Features: the materials share specific and significant 
characteristics, such as vocabulary, syntax, imagery, and/or motifs. 
3. Literary Context: reference is made to the original tradition elsewhere in the 
composition, or it features in other letters of the Pauline corpus. Furthermore, 
the reference must make sense within the context of Paul's argument. 
4. Similar Tradition(s): there are occurrences of similar traditions in other 
Pauline epistles. This is particularly compelling if Paul cites the tradition 
elsewhere and it is closely related to the non-explicit reference under 
investigation. 
5. Similar Situation: the traditions may share a similar situation that would 
increase the probability that Paul was referring to an earlier source of material. 
6. History of Interpretation: other interpreters have understood the same non- 
explicit allusions in this passage. 
In order to best address Paul's use of traditional material, I will first look to 
sources that would have been available to Paul. Following investigation of primary 
literature, I will then engage with secondary sources as my conversation partners. In this 
way I will be able to test my observations and gauge my position on the interpretative 
horizon. I take it as my starting point that this text is, in some church settings, read, 
seriously considered, and used. However, the concepts of the text are too far removed 
from most of our contemporary situations to be immediately and obviously intelligible. 
111. This list is an adaptation of criteria compiled by Wold, Women, Men, and 
Angels, 54, and Richard B. Hays, Echoes of Scripture in the Letters of Paul (New 
Haven, CN: YUP, 1989), 30-31. Wold adopts the first four for his investigation of 
Musar leMevin after a thorough critique of Hays' tests for intertextuality. 
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In other words, the potential for misunderstanding is too great to read this passage 
without connection to the past and regard to Paul's possible original intent. Absolute 
certainly in this endeavor cannot be claimed, but I hope that a plausible interpretation of 
a difficult text may be provided for academic, ecclesial, and lay readers. To achieve this 
I will utilize primarily the historical-critical method of the history of traditions and, in 
particular, I will examine how Paul uses and/or adapts early Jewish traditions. 
In sum, my method is comprised of three interconnected approaches. I will first 
consider how Paul structures his argument (i. e. the syntax) in order to convey his intent. 
My supposition is that if one follows the logic of the passage, then it is possible to locate 
the areas that carry the most significance and, thus, deserve the most attention. In 
addition, examination of Paul's explicit and/or non-explicit reference to traditions will 
reveal the nuance and significance of the passage. In conjunction with this inquiry, I 
will also engage in semantic investigation in order to establish a context for his difficult 
concepts. By pursuing these avenues of investigation, I hope to establish the likely 
original intent of the text. In addition, this study will encourage modem readers of the 
Bible to appreciate the distance between themselves and 1 Cor 5.3-5, while also 
discerning what instruction Paul's words may still impart for a contemporary context. 
1.5 The Plan of Study 
The plan of study is straight-forward. I will first engage in an analysis of the 
passage's grammar and investigation of its syntactical problems (chapter 2). The goal of 
this endeavor is to consider possible constructions of the text, syntactical patterns in 
Paul's corpus, and Pauline theology in order to come to the most plausible arrangement 
of the clauses. In chapter 3, I look at the passage's scriptural roots as an appropriate way 
in which to comprehend 1 Corinthians 5. This will serve to test the method I have 
adopted - that it is appropriate to engage in a history of traditions study of early 
Jewish 
writings for this passage - and to introduce parameters of thought regarding the 
difficult 
concepts of the passage. 
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In subsequent chapters the issues introduced by the text itself will be studied. 
Consideration will be given to the anthropological terms - Paul's use of `body', `flesh', 
and `spirit' - in 1 Cor 5.3-5 (chapter 4). The disciplinary action enjoined by Paul (that 
is, his use of itapu&&, ßµi connected to the figure of Satan) will be the topic of chapter 5. 
The particular puzzle here is how Satan's work can both produce destruction and effect 
salvation. Chapter 6 elaborates on the history of interpretation about what punishment 
the passage entailed. It is the purpose of this chapter to make decisions, given the 
interpretations allowed by 1 Cor 5.3-5, about the appropriate way to understand the 
punishment that Paul had in view. Examination of how the community itself was to be 
involved in the disciplinary procedure is found in chapter 7. Here I also consider the 
way in which the identity of the offender as a group member was an important factor in 
the effectiveness of the action. Chapter 8 engages in an investigation of the nature of the 
discipline itself, which involves reflection about how the discipline anticipates both 
punishment and restoration (i. e. destruction so that salvation ensues). Finally, I will 
consider the ramifications of my study and engage with potential significances of this 
text for discipline within contemporary churches, as well as for some areas of secular 
society (chapter 9). 
In short, how is it that Paul can demand a sinner's expulsion while he 
simultaneously harbors a hope that this offender will reattain his status as a person of 
God? The stakes are high. Certain readings emphasize Paul's call for group purity at 
the expense of an individual, while others focus on his desire for the repentance and 
reintegration of an erring group member. Here my endeavor is to understand how Paul 
balances concern for both corporate and individual good. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A CLOSE INSPECTION OF THE TEXT: 
GRAMMATICAL AND SYNTACTICAL ANALYSIS 
This chapter contains an examination of the grammatical and syntactical 
difficulties in the text of 1 Cor 5.3-5. The arrangement of the passage's clauses provides 
a syntactical puzzle in that they combine to make one complex sentence. In addition, it 
is necessary to determine how to render v. 5 in relation to the clause governed by 
xexplKa (vv. 3-4), a task that must be done by judging the mood of the infinitive 
iapatoüvat. Finally, renderings are also affected by decisions about the force of the 
dependent clauses (sic ö? 6pov tf g aäpxoS and 'Iva iö nvcOµa 6cw611). They both have 
the potential to be interpreted as either result or purpose clauses. 
The investigation of this chapter will give insight into interpretative issues raised 
by the text itself. Thus intensive study of the grammar and syntax of the passage may 
assist not only in resolving questions of translation, but also in laying the groundwork 
for the following chapters where some of the most problematic concepts are given 
attention. The benefit of making determinations about grammar and syntax now is that 
it will allow me to follow the line of Paul's argument in the remainder of the thesis. 
Decisions made here will affect my interpretation of the passage. For example, the 
position of the prepositional phrases `in the name of our Lord Jesus' and `with the 
power of our Lord Jesus' (iv TO övöpait 'tov xvpiov [rl t6 v] 'Irl6oü and avv tf 8uv6µ£t 
'ob xupiov fji v'Irlaob) relative to the other clauses has the potential to influence how 
one reads the situation of 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
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2.1 English Translations 
In the introduction, I highlighted ten ways in which the clauses may be arranged. 
Here, I will briefly revisit that topic in order to show the diversity in various translations. 
The English versions reflect some of the difficulties of the Greek text. The following 
English versions demonstrate that there is no normative way among translators of 
constructing this sentence. To assist in noting the differences, I have emphasized the 
prepositional phrases Ev ith Mguri and aüv ilj Suvä. t t, as well as the clauses that they 
modify: `in the name of our Lord Jesus' + what it modifies (bold text), and `with the 
power of our Lord Jesus' + what it modifies (underlined). In addition, I have italicized 
the words that represent a paraphrase of the Greek text. 
KJv 5.3 For I verily, as absent in body, but present in spirit, have judged already, 
as though I were present, concerning him that bath so done this deed, 4 In the 
name of our Lord Jesus Christ, when e are gathered together, and my spirit, 
with the power of our Lord Jesus Christ, To deliver such a one unto Satan for 
the destruction of the flesh, that the spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord 
Jesus. 
gin' 5.3 Even though I am not physically present, I am with you in spirit. And I 
have already passed judgment on the one who did this, just as if I were present. 4 
When you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus and I am with you in 
spirit, and the power of our Lord Jesus is present, 5 hand this man over to Satan, 
so that the sinful nature may be destroyed and his spirit saved on the day of the 
Lord. 
NJB 5.3 For my part, however distant I am physically, I am present in spirit and 
have already condemned the man who behaved in this way, just as though I were 
present in person. 4 When you have gathered together in the name of our 
Lord Jesus, with the presence of my spirit, and in the power of our Lord Jesus, 5 
hand such a man over to Satan, to be destroyed as far as natural life is 
concerned, so that on the Day of the Lord his spirit may be saved. 
NRSV 5.3 For though absent in body, I am present in spirit; and as if present I 
have already pronounced judgment 4 in the name of the Lord Jesus on the 
man who has done such a thing. When you are assembled, and my spirit is 
present with the power of our Lord Jesus, 5 you are to hand this man over to 
Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be saved in the day of 
the Lord. 
NAB 5.3 I, for my part, although absent in body but present in spirit, have already, 
as if present, pronounced judgment on the one who has committed this deed, ' 
in the name of (our) Lord Jesus: when you have gathered together and I am 
with you in spirit with the power of the Lord Jesus, 5 you are to deliver this man 
to Satan for the destruction of his flesh, so that his spirit may be saved on the day 
of the Lord. 
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One can observe that the KJV has placed `I have judged' with `in the name' and 
`gathered together' with `with the power', whereas the NIV put `in the name' with 
`assembled' and `the power' 112 with `is present', which is a gloss on the text. ' 13 The 
NJB, has both phrases, `in the name' and `with the power', with `gathered together'. 
The NRSV, as the KJV, places `pronounced judgment' with `in the name' and `with the 
power' with `my [Paul's] spirit'. As the NIV, the NRSV has added `is present' to the 
text - this time in reference to Paul's spirit. Finally, the NAB ambiguously inserts a 
comma between `the one who has committed this deed' and `in the name'. This makes 
it difficult to know if the translators mean for `in the name' to modify this clause or 
`pronounced judgment'; the way the translation reads the latter case is more likely. Like 
the NRSV, the NAB has `with the power' with `I [Paul] am with you'. 
The grammatical difficulty of 1 Cor 5.3-5 has interpretative ramifications. 
Barrett says that these three verses `are both difficult and important. There are many 
possible variations in translation ... 
[Moreover, ] the precise significance of Paul's 
simplest words are in dispute; and the bearing of the whole on Paul's understanding 
of Christian life and communal discipline calls for evaluation'. ' 14 Fee comments that 
`Paul begins a sentence whose overall point is clear enough, but whose syntax is 
particularly complex, and whose concluding action (5a) and ultimate purpose (5b) are 
shrouded in mystery'. "5 Here I will outline some solutions that have been offered for 
the placement of the prepositional phrases. 
Conzelmann translates 1 Cor 5.3-5 as: `I for my part, absent in person but 
present in the spirit, have now - as though present in person - already resolved to 
112. This translation excludes the word ai v from the phrase. 
113. It is likely that the translators made the decision to add `is present' to 
convey the sense that `the power of the Lord Jesus' is with the Corinthian community 
when it gathers, an addition that is consonant with the passage. 
114. Barrett, First Corinthians, 123. 
115. Fee, First Epistle, 203. 
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consign the man who has done this, in the name of the Lord Jesus, when you are 
assembled and I with you in spirit with the power of our Lord Jesus - to consign this 
man to Satan for the destruction of his flesh, that his spirit may be saved on the day 
of the Lord'. ' 16 Thus Conzelmann places `in the name' with `consign' and `with the 
power' with `with you in spirit', option five on his own list, "" although his rendition 
of the Greek is ambiguous enough (irapaöobvat is translated two times and placed 
with KExpix(X) also to allow `in the name' to occur with `resolved'. 
Fee evaluates the possibility raised by Murphy-O'Connor 118 of placing the 
phrase in the name of our Lord Jesus' with `the one who perpetuated this deed'. Fee 
allows that this is a possibility, but considers the appropriate rendition to be `I have 
already pronounced judgment in the name of our Lord Jesus'. Fee believes that this 
more fully conveys Paul's meaning, namely that he is endowed with the authority of 
Jesus: 
Part of the problem, after all, is a crisis of authority in the church. Paul is hereby 
speaking a prophetic judgment on the perpetrator of this deed; but his authority is 
not his own .... 
To do something in someone's name is to act with that person's 
authority, which is precisely the point of Paul's concern here. 1 "9 
On the other hand, Raymond Collins does not think it is necessary to make a 
firm decision about the arrangement of clauses. He does, however, offer a translation: 
`in the name of our Lord Jesus when you and my spirit come together with the power of 
our Lord Jesus, hand over that person to Satan'. 120 Collins acknowledges the difficulty 
116. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 94. 
117. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97. Numbers 1-6 on the list of interpretative 
options in my introductory chapter are from Conzelmann; see page 2. 
118. Murphy-O'Connor, "I Corinthians, V, 3-5, " 245. 
119. Fee, First Epistle, 207-08. 
120. Collins, First Corinthians, 205. 
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in deciding between the verbs `judged', `to hand over', and `assembled' as the one 
modified by `in the name'. 
If the phrase modifies `judged' (v. 3) or `hand over' (v. 5), it would have a judicial connotation. It would mean `by the authority of or `by the commission 
of .... If the phrase refers to the immediately adjacent participle, synachtentön hyrnön, when you come together', Paul's words would evoke the idea of a Christian assembly that invokes the name of the Lord (cf. 1.2) .... Perhaps it is not necessary to make too rigid a distinction in this matter. The pregnant phrase 
may qualify both the Christians' coming together and the action they are to take. 1 
These renderings of the Greek text of 1 Cor 5.3-5 show some solutions for how 
some scholars resolve the grammatical and syntactical difficulties in the passage. The 
remainder of this chapter is dedicated to a close reading and grammatical analysis of the 
text with the aim of offering my own solutions. 
2.2 Grammatical Analysis 
2.2.1 The Main Verb(s) 
The most important task in considering a syntactical problem is to determine the 
main verbs. Although several words in 1 Cor 5.3-5 have a verbal aspect, 122 it is clear 
that KExptxa, `I have judged' is a main verb. Another verb, irapaSobvat, the infinitive 
form of nap66(opi ('to hand over'), also merits consideration as a main verb. As an 
infinitive this verb would ordinarily be considered subordinate to the main verb; 
however, there are rare cases in which the infinitive has the force of a main verb, a 
possibility that will be examined here. 
KEKptxa is in the stative aspect, which conveys that even though an event has 
121. Collins, First Corinthians, 211-12. 
122. One finds participles and a subjunctive here. The subjunctive, awOf , 
appears in the last clause of the sentence with iva, which indicates subordination. 
Participles have a verbal sense, functioning as adjectival or adverbial modifiers. 1 Cor 
5.3-5 contains five participles, four of which act as adjectives. The final participle, 
auva , 
OEiwv, is a gentive absolute, a topic to which I will return. 
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already occurred its results are continuing. 123 Paul has made a judgment about the 
offending member of the congregation and he expects his decision to have lasting 
effects, some of which are revealed in the rest of the sentence. Even though Paul has 
decided what to do, he expects participation from the Corinthians. He would like them 
to agree with his decision and to carry out the sentence. Furthermore, if the Corinthians 
consent to carry out this discipline, they will be losing a member of their congregation, 
which may affect their spiritual, financial, and social lives. Not only will there be 
implications for the Corinthian body, the man himself will also be affected. The 
outcomes mentioned in the text are that his aäp4 will be destroyed with the hope that his 
spirit may ultimately be saved. Whatever this means concretely, Paul expects for this 
discipline to have a bearing on the man. 
In addition to the observation that x£xpimx indicates continuing consequences is 
that it is a consummative perfect. The significance, then, is that Paul places emphasis on 
the completed action: he has already made the decision. Furthermore, this serves to 
underscore that the Corinthians have not, a sentiment in concert with Paul's negative 
evaluation of the Corinthians' laxity in v. 2, `should you not rather have mourned, so 
that he who has done this would have been removed from among you? ' In fact, 
congregational discernment - i. e. who should be included in the body of believers - is the 
focus of all of 1 Corinthians 5. 
The content of Paul's verdict in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is that the man must be handed over 
(irapaöovvat) to Satan. This verb is an infinitive and, as such, not usually considered a 
main verb. If, however, one understands itapa6ovvat as an imperatival infinitive here, 
then the infinitive would operate with the force of a finite verb and would be a main 
verb in the sentence. BDF notes that the imperatival infinitive is an old form common 
in Homer, but was used less often in Attic Greek. In the NT, there are three occurrences 
123. The stative aspect conveys `a condition or state of affairs in existence' 
(Porter, Verbal Aspect, 91). 
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of the imperatival infinitive, all of which are Pauline (Rom 12.15; Phil 3.15). 124 The 
criteria for an imperatival infinitive are that it has no governing verb and no subject. 
BDF comments, `when the subject is to be expressed, even Paul uses iva', 125 which can 
convey an imperatival sense with the subjunctive. 126 
Based solely on this information, it is not possible to classify napa6ovval in 1 
Cor 5.5. Since it appears with KExpixa, napa6oüval may be governed by it, giving it a 
substantival function as a direct object. On the other hand, the clause contains no 
subject for 7tapa8oi v(xt. Thus the options are: 1) as the object of the main verb, 
7tapatovvai is part of a subordinate clause and serves to describe the content of Paul's 
judgment, or 2) napaöovvai is the governing verb of the clause that describes the 
disciplinary procedure that Paul expects the Corinthians to take (vv. 4-5). I will 
consider other NT occurrences of the imperatival absolute, in addition to the context of 
1 Corinthians 5 itself, in order to come to a decision. 
The other imperatival absolutes in the NT are in Rom 12.15 (xaIpcty µsiä 
xatpövTCwv, KX(Xisly ji rä iXatövicwv) and Phil 3.16 (it? v Ei; 6i 906cuaµcv, rco aüic4 
(TTOlxciv). BDF notes that Paul employs the imperatival infinitive without subjects in 
these two passages. Both situations are those of exhortation to the group of believers for 
proper conduct. In the verses surrounding Rom 12.15, Paul conveys the imperatival 
sense, primarily with participles. For example, his first instruction of the section, `H 
äyäirrr ävvlröxplTOS. uroaivyoüvtcS to itovrlpöv, KO? X( tcVOt iw 6ya8th is translated as 
`let love be genuine; hate what is evil, hold fast to what it good' (v. 9). 127 There are no 
main verbs in the sentence, but the Roman congregation is the understood subject of 
124. See Friedrich Blass and Albert Debrunner, A Grammar of the New 
Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, rev. ed., translated by Robert F. Funk 
(Chicago: UCP, 1961), §389, and Daniel B. Wallace, Greek Beyond the Basis (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 1996), 665. 
125. BDF, §389. 
126. BDF, §§388,387,363. 
127. See also vv. 10-13,16-19. 
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these exhortations. Paul also uses finite verbs in the imperative mood in vv. 14,20 (a 
quotation from Prov 25.21), 21. The teaching to `bless [E-6? oyciiE] those who persecute 
you; bless [cUoythE] and do not curse [µßj Kaiapä60E] them' (v. 14), immediately 
precedes Paul's instruction to the Romans to `rejoice with those who rejoice, weep with 
those who weep' (v. 15). Given that the instructions in 12.14 are reinforced by the use 
of imperatives, it is best to understand the infinitives of v. 15 as imperatives. 
The grammatical situation in Phil 3.16 is more closely akin to that of 1 Cor 5.3- 
5. A finite main verb, EcpBäaaµcv, appears with an infinitive, ßrroixciv. Since 
EcpOä6aµsv is situated in a prepositional phrase, 128 indicating that it is subordinate to 
another verb, it is possible to see that 6ioixciv is the main verb. In addition, the 
subjunctive in v. 15 (q pov6 tcv) has imperatival force, the sense of which extends into 
Paul's instruction in v. 16.129 Given that it is the main verb of the sentence and 
considering the direct address of the context, 6iotxcIv is best understood as an 
imperatival infinitive. 
In the case of 1 Cor 5.3-5, KExpixa clearly functions as a main verb. However, I 
believe the logic of the passage becomes strained if one takes irapaöoüvat with the 
subject of v. 3, Eyd (i. e. Paul). Within the context of 1 Cor 5.3-5, itapahovvai appears 
abruptly and is separated from the main verb by several phrases. `To hand over' is the 
explanation of what Paul has deemed a fitting discipline, but the phrase itself can stand 
independently of x&pu a. As highlighted by the consummative sense of iExplxa, Paul 
instructs the Corinthians in v. 3 about the action they should take on the basis of his 
judgment. In effect, he says, `I have made my judgment: you (in the presence of my 
spirit) must deliver the offender to Satan'. He has determined that the Corinthians 
should participate in the action against the sinner; thus the implied subject of 
napa3ovvat is `you', indicating the Corinthian congregation. 
128. My translation is, `nevertheless (ir? v), to what (FA; ö) we have attained 
(£cp66aaµev) ... 
'. 
129. See BDF, §363. 
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Furthermore, in other verses of 1 Corinthians 5, Paul expresses his expectation 
for the Corinthians to take responsibility in the discipline of members. In particular, vv. 
2,7,13 contain exhortations for expulsion of the incestuous man, all of which have an 
imperatival sense. Paul strenuously reproves the congregation for being so full of 
themselves that they did not take the appropriate disciplinary action in this case more 
promptly (v. 2). Further along in the passage, he uses imperatives to guide the 
Corinthians in how they should rectify the intolerable situation (vv. 7 [£xxaOäpa'rE], 
13[Eýäpatc]130). Much of Paul's frustration is directed toward the Corinthian 
community itself, so he urgently insists that they take action. 
Here, I will briefly comment on 1 Cor 5.2, which I also understand to convey an 
imperatival sense. Verse 2 is a complex sentence and it has been translated in various 
ways. The particular clause of interest is the third one, lva äp611 Ex µ. ßov üµ6)v 6 T6 
Epyov trovio npä aS, which is subordinate to the second clause, Kai oüxi µäA, Xov 
EncvOr16avE. In this verse Paul expresses his frustration with the Corinthian 
congregation and his surprise that they have not already taken action in this matter. In 
the first clause he says that they are full of themselves (üµsic ir& u6iwµEvol E(TnE), an 
accusation that he has already leveled against them (4.6-8,18-19). The appropriate 
attitude, described by Paul in the second clause, would have been mourning for the loss 
of the offending man, the intended result of which is the exclusion of the offender (Iva 
äp8T1). It is common in the NT for the subjunctive to appear with iva as a way to 
convey intended or probable result. In these cases, lva `has a subjunctive (imperatival) 
sense'. 131 
130. This occurs as part of a quotation from Deuteronomy 17.7, passim, the verb 
of which Paul has changed from the 2nd person, future, indicative (E4apcIS) to the 
imperative. 
131. BDF, §388. See also Zerwick, who notes that iva can be used in the 
imperative sense and that some scholars render 1 Cor 5.2 in this way (Maximillian 
Zerwick, Biblical Greek: English Edition Adapted from the Fourth Latin Edition, edited 
by Joseph Smith [Rome: SPIB, 1963], 142). 
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In 1 Cor 5.2, then, it is probable that iva äpOf expresses the imperatival sense. 
Hence I offer this translation of the verse: `and you are puffed up, but would it not have 
been more appropriate had you mourned? Let he who has done this be removed from 
among you'. My rendering agrees with the sense of the rest of the passage, namely that 
Paul wishes for the incestuous man to be excluded from the group and expects the 
Corinthians to carry this out. In addition, itapa8oüvau in v. 5 conveys the same 
insistence on the man's separation from the community, and iuapa8ovvau should also be 
understood imperativally. The advantage of this rendition is that it presents conceptual 
integrity for the passage, which is Paul's emphasis on proper `Christian' behavior. 132 
1 Corinthians 5 looks at the problem of nopvsia, but Paul places most of his 
attention on the community: he focuses on an attitude that has allowed the sin to 
continue (vv. 2,6), on the danger that impurity poses to the community (vv. 7-8), and on 
how they should deal with other immoral members of the fellowship (vv. 9-13). The 
intent of vv. 3-5 is in concert with the chapter as a whole, which is that the Corinthians 
must take the responsibility to discipline its members. Paul has exercised his apostolic 
authority here; he intervenes not only to denounce the incestuous man, but also to 
rebuke the Corinthians and to exhort them to act. What he calls for is that when the 
community is assembled, with Paul's spirit also present, they should hand the offender 
over to Satan. 
2.2.2 The Clauses 
Understanding 1 Cor 5.3-5 as comprised of two verbs with finite senses, signifies 
that the sentence contains two principal clauses. The first accounts for what Paul has 
done and the second details what the Corinthians should do. In making decisions about 
the clauses, one must determine the placement of the genitive absolute, avvax6Evrc)v 
üµchv ('when you are assembled together'). Due to this circumstantial participle's loose 
syntactical connection to the sentence, the genitive absolute must be situated based on 
132. See Appendix 1 for a textual contour, which visually depicts the literary 
patterns of the chapter. 
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the context itself. 133 This participial phrase functions adverbially and further defines the 
action of a finite verb. Euvax6EViwv üµev designates an aspect of time; however, it also 
serves to describe the means and manner of action. Since Paul has already made his 
judgment (i. e. the action of the verb is complete), ouvax8 vicwv üjt v does not modify 
KEKplxa. Thus it is most naturally understood with 7rapa8ovvaa. Paul indicates that the 
incestuous man should be handed over to Satan while the community is gathered 
together. They are to provide the authority, forum, and the agent of transfer. The 
punishment of destruction will happen at the hand of Satan, but the community must 
first release him. Paul has judged what is appropriate from a distance, but it is important 
that the Corinthians themselves agree with his judgment and, as a group, expel the 
offender from their midst. Thus, vv. 3-5 may be diagrammed in this way: 134 
3 
µEv 
Yä p, ý ij8rý oüiýS 
ioüio* 
Eycý* KEKplKa iöv KaTEpywYc tEVOV' 
ä7Tc0v iCO ac0µaii* 
sE 
lrapchv*'th irvsvµaii, 
wS irapthv 
Ev 'rw övoµaii 
4II iov xupiou [ý[tchv] 'Ir1ßov 
üµwv* - auvaxO&vicov L Kai 
iov XvEV µaioS I £µov 
6üv ifj & väµsl 
iov xupiov i tthv'I1jßov 
5 
(You) - irapaöoüvai -3 'ev ioloviov -3 TO) 6aiavä 
Eýö29pov 
inS aapxöS 
Iva 
TO 7tvEÜµa Q 6wOfj ý- Ev ijl Tlµ£Pa 
ioü icuptov 
133. BDF, §§417,423. 
134. In order to diagram the clauses according to their grammatical 
constructions, it has been necessary for me to move some of the words from their 
original positions in the sentence. I have used an asterisk (*) to mark a rearranged word. 
Please refer to 1 Cor 5.3-5 or to page 2 of this thesis for the original word order. 
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An advantage of diagramming the text is that it allows one to see patterns that 
are ordinarily obscured by a paragraph format. I understand v. 3 as one complete clause, 
the meaning of which is that Paul has already come to a judgment about `the one doing 
such a thing'. Despite much discussion of Paul's presence and absence, the clause is 
fairly straightforward: subject (Eyd) + verb (KExptx(X) + direct object (iöv ovT(O; ioüio 
xaTSp-ya66[tcvov). The subject has modifiers (i. e. äitchv 'c4 achµaii, irapwv i(O xvcüµaii, 
and 6)q napchv), as does the verb (i. e. ij 8rß), which has a complete number of 
complements. This constitutes the first full clause of the sentence, which is designated 
as clause 1. 
As shown by my diagram, I take vv. 4 and 5 to be interdependent, and I 
designate both verses clause 2. In addition, these verses consist of a main clause (2. a., 
from ýv T4 övöµaTi to Etc ö2 Opov Tf 6apK6q) and a subordinate clause (2. b., from iv 
ff 1ji pa Toe Kupiou). Clause 2. a. is further subdivided into parts i. (ouvaxOev'wv 
üµchv), ii. (7Eapa8oüvat iöv iotoüiov i4 aaiavä), and iii. (ctS ö? 6pov tilg 6ap0g). In 
addition, the prepositional phrases can be categorized as subsections a. (ýv iw övöµa'i 
Tot) KupIou [ý t v] 'Irjaoü), P. (Tob E toü nvEVµaioq), and y. (66v'fl 8uväj. i toi Kupiou 
ý t6)V'IiI6oÜ). 135 
The main clause of vv. 4 and 5 (clause 2. a. ) is also straightforward once the 
modifying elements are properly placed. IIapaBovval is the main verb with an implied 
subject ('you'), a direct object (tröv rotofxov), and an indirect object (t4 ßaiavä). The 
remaining phrases are arranged around this main clause. Part 2. a. i., for example, is a 
genitive absolute that defines when, where, and how the action is to occur. Part 2. a. ii. 
constitutes the main action of the clause and 2. a. iii. depicts the result of the disciplinary 
action. 
135. Although `for destruction of the flesh' is also a prepositional phrase, it is 
not difficult to locate in the sentence. Thus as a matter of convenience, I discuss it in the 
present section and focus on the other, more problematic, prepositional phrases in the 
following section. 
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Clause 2. b. (Iva tö 7rvc »ta 6o Of Ev tf i)µ£pa rot Kupiov) is subordinate to 
clause 2. a. Much like 1 Cor 5.2, this phrase contains Iva with a verb in the subjunctive 
mood, indicating that this is the intended or probable result of the discipline. "' Similar 
to 2. a. iii., the phrase `so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord' provides a 
picture of what may happen once the offender has been given over to Satan. On the 
other hand, it is distinct from 2. a. iii. because it designates Paul's purpose for the 
discipline. BDF notes that ciq iö clauses can be used to denote either purpose or 
result. 137 However, it is unlikely that Paul would express a double purpose for 
rrapatoüvai by using two different constructions. Thus it is probably best to judge 
2. a. iii. as a result clause and 2. b. as the final clause. 138 
Finally, the remaining phrases (a., ß., and y. ) also form a logical pattern, which I 
will consider below. Here, however, it is possible to provide a preliminary clausal 
analysis. I understand the full sentence to fit together in this way: v. 3 has one clause, 
which is expanded upon by the main clause of vv. 4-5. In short, v. 3 states that Paul has 
made a judgment and vv. 4-5 constitute the details of that decision. 
2.2.3 The Prepositional Phrases 
The remaining phrases, designated as a., ß., and y. above, are slightly more 
problematic to locate in the sentence. Several syntactical constructions are 
grammatically possible, 139 thus one must rely on the context of the sentence to make a 
determination. To this end, I appeal directly to the syntactical patterns of the text. In 1 
Cor 5.3-5 one observes that a., ß., and y. are grouped around avvayftvicov '6µ6v and 
napaSoüvai. Thus it is likely that Paul arranged them in order to communicate how he 
expects the Corinthians to assemble and how he intends the discipline to be carried out. 
136. See BDF, §388. BDF also indicates that in the NT final clauses are usually 
in the subjunctive (§369). 
137. BDF, §391. 
138. These grammatical observations will be tested further in chapter 4. 
139. Refer to page 2 for the ten possible arrangements. 
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Based on this positioning of the prepositional phrases, three likely possibilities emerge 
from the ten options I described: 
1) The first is to take all three phrases, a., ß., and y., as modifying ßvvax6 v're v 
ü ithv, clause 2. a. i. Thus, the assembly of the congregation would occur in the 
name of the Lord Jesus, with Paul's spirit present, and with the power of the 
Lord Jesus. 
2) The second is that only a. is connected with auva&v-Ecov vµCov, whereas P. 
should be taken with y.: `when you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus' 
and `my spirit is present with the power of our Lord Jesus'. 
3) The third is that while both a. and P. are attached to clause 2. a. i., y. modifies 
clause 2. b. ii., itapatoüvat iöv iotoüiov t4 6aiavä. Here the congregation 
would hand the man over to Satan with the power of the Lord Jesus for the 
destruction of his flesh (clause 2. b. iii. ). 
I prefer this third option because it allows for clauses 2. a. i. and 2. a. ii. to be balanced. In 
this view, Paul would be communicating two things about how the assembly should 
gather and two things about how the discipline will proceed. This point may be 
illustrated in an outline of vv. 4-5: 
I. How the Corinthians should gather (clause 2. a. i): 
a in the name of our Lord Jesus 
b gather together 
a' with my spirit 
II. What action they should take (clause 2. a. ii. ): 
c with the power of our Lord Jesus 
d hand this one over to Satan 
c' for destruction of his flesh 
III. What outcome is desired (clause 2. b. ): 
e so that his spirit may be saved 
f in the day of the Lord. 
The advantage of this construction of the prepositional phrases is that the Greek 
text does not have to be rearranged in order for it to make sense. My observations 
indicate that clause 2. a. highlights that the Corinthians should gather together and carry 
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out discipline against the offender. Moreover, my layout shows the parallelism between 
Ev Tw &6ö t=i'oü xupiou [i tthv]'Ijuoü and 6üv'lj 8uväji t ioü xvpiou ijµchv'Irlcob. 
My analysis is that vv. 4 and 5 serve to amplify Paul's judgment of v. 3 and that 
the verses can be outlined in this way: 
1. Paul's judgment (v. 3): 
a For I have already judged the one who is doing this thing 
b although I am absent 
b' I am present in spirit 
b" as if I were present: 
2. Disciplinary details (vv. 4-5): 
a in the name of our Lord Jesus 
b gather together 
a' with my spirit 
c with the power of our Lord Jesus 
d hand this one over to Satan 
c' for destruction of his flesh 
e so that his spirit may be saved 
f in the day of the Lord. 
Based on this grammatical evidence, my translation of these verses is: 
3For indeed I, being absent in body, but present in spirit, have already judged - as if 
present - the one who is doing such a thing: 4when you and my spirit are assembled 
together in the name of our Lord Jesus, with the power of our Lord Jesus Shand over 
such a man to Satan for destruction of his flesh so that his spirit may be saved in the day 
of the Lord. 
Now that my translation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 is established, it is possible to begin 
interpreting the concepts of the passage, the task for the remainder of this thesis. I will 
devote considerable attention in the following chapters to problematic words and 
phrases of the text, which, in turn, signal significant issues for consideration within the 
context of Pauline theology. 
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CHAPTER 3 
1 CORINTHIANS 5 AND EARLY JEWISH TRADITIONS 
The aim of this chapter is to test if the history of traditions method will be 
fruitful for understanding the difficult concepts of 1 Cor 5.3-5. My premises are that 
Paul's thought was influenced by Jewish traditions and that this is observable in the 
letters to his congregations. Here I will examine the setting of vv. 3-5 in order to 
determine if there are verbal and ideological connections between 1 Corinthians 5 and, 
in particular, the OT. 140 In turn, the results from this investigation will be useful for the 
remainder of the thesis. Connections found here will assist interpretation of how Paul 
adopted and/or adapted traditional material in the disciplinary procedure of 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
3.1 The Use of Traditional Material 
My inquiry about the traditions that inform Paul's parxnesis in 1 Corinthians is 
specific to that which may have provided a context for Paul's thought in 5.3-5. 
140. After much thought, I have found no other satisfactory abbreviation than the 
OT for Jewish writings that likely held religious authority for Paul. I will, at times, also 
use the designations Jewish/Hebrew scriptures and Israel's scripture traditions (from 
Willard M. Swartley, Israel's Scripture Traditions and the Synoptic Gospels: Story 
Shaping Story [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994]), but all of these terms are 
anachronistic due to uncertainties of date and how widely scriptural traditions would 
have been recognized as authoritative in the 1st century CE. However, Wold's justified 
critique of NT scholarship has raised my awareness to the need for precision in 
terminology. He notes that there is `often a failure to recognise the literary life of a 
tradition outside of the scriptural canon that often circulated for hundreds of years' 
(Wold, Women, Men, and Angels, 48). Thus my use of `OT' is as a designation for 
Jewish traditions that Paul would have deemed to be authoritative (see e. g., 1 Cor 9.9, 
where Paul appeals to the `law of Moses'), as distinct from a corpus that currently has an 
existence as canon, which I will regularly call MT. For an excellent discussion about 
this issue, refer to Richard B. Hays and Joel B. Green, "The Use of the Old Testament 
by New Testament Writers, " in Hearing the New Testament: Strategies for 
Interpretation, edited by Joel B. Green (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 223-25. 
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However, this investigation must begin with a general question: how does one 
demonstrate that Paul's context and, more particularly, his `moral world' were shaped 
by the `great traditions' of Greece, Rome, and Israel, the cultural milieu in which Paul 
lived? Meeks states that in endeavoring `to understand the moral formation of the early 
Christian communities, we begin by trying to understand the symbolic and social world 
they shared with other people in their villages or cities'. 14' Thus I take it as a given that 
Paul was influenced by these great traditions and in my investigation of Paul's 
conceptual context it will be important to consider how, if at all, he draws upon them. 
This said, however, a caveat must be made. My thesis will not provide original 
research into Paul's indebtedness to Greek and Roman sources. Excellent studies that 
compare the disciplinary approaches described in Paul's epistles with those of 
contemporaneous Greco-Roman societies are available and I refer to them as 
appropriate. 142 No doubt a thorough-going review of Hellenistic literature related to 
group discipline and identity would enhance my insights about 1 Cor 5.3-5. However, 
given the limitations of space and time for this project, I must reluctantly defer this study 
to another time. 
141. Wayne A. Meeks, The Moral World of the First Christians (London: SPCK, 
1986), 14-15. 
142. Studies such as Stephen J. Chester, Conversion at Corinth: Perspectives on 
Conversion in Paul's Theology and the Corinthian Church, SNTW (London: T. & T. 
Clark, 2003); Göran Forkman, The Limits of the Religious Community: Expulsion from 
the Qumran Sect, Within Rabbinic Judaism, and Within Primitive Christianity, CBNTS 
(Lund: CWK Gleerup, 1972); G. W. H. Lampe, "Church Discipline and the 
Interpretation of the Epistles to the Corinthians, " in Christian History and 
Interpretation: Studies Presented to John Knox, edited by W. R. Farmer, C. F. D. Moule 
and R. R. Niehbuhr (Cambridge: CUP, 1967), 337-61; and Moshe Weinfeld, The 
Organizational Pattern and the Penal Code of the Qumran Sect: A Comparison with 
Guilds and Religious Associations of the Hellenistic-Roman Period, NTOA (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1986) provide excellent points of reference for 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
For related studies about the status of the incestuous man himself within his Hellenistic 
setting, see Chow, Patronage and Power, particularly 133-40, and Clarke, Secular and 
Christian Leadership, 77-88. Finally, a general introduction may be found in Troels 
Engberg-Pedersen, ed., Paul in His Hellenistic Context, SNTW (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1994). 
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Instead, I have concentrated on Paul's use of Jewish material in shaping his 
argument. This is my focus for three reasons: a relative lack of scholarly investigation 
about Paul's use of early Jewish material for disciplinary exhortation, 143 close verbal and 
conceptual connections between 1 Corinthians 5 and OT passages, and his general 
reliance on Jewish traditions for paraenesis. 144 Furthermore, I will primarily focus on 
Paul's explicit and non-explicit use of OT material with secondary attention to other 
early Jewish writings. There are several reasons for this decision. First of all, Paul 
appeals to what he calls `scripture' (ypaq ) as authoritative text (e. g., Rom 4.3). In fact, 
Paul himself makes note of his former zealousness for Torah and the book of Acts 
reports the same. 145 Secondly, his explicit citations of scripture are predominantly 
identifiable within what has been subsequently set as the OT canon. 146 Furthermore, 
Paul's quotation of `scripture' most often in par2enetic sections of his letters indicates 
that he believes that his addressees should also take scripture seriously. 147 Specifically, 
in relation to 1 Cor 5.3-5, I have chosen to look at the conceptual influence of the OT 
because, besides 1 Tim 1.20, it contains the only other ancient allusion to someone 
being handed over to Satan (Job 1.12; 2.6). 
Moreover, in making a determination about which traditional material to consult 
the first criterion is that of availability. While there is general agreement about dating 
143. Rosner relates that an extensive pool of scholarship has interpreted Paul as 
one who abrogates Jewish scriptural traditions and, as a result, drew exclusively on other 
sources for his moral teachings (Rosner, Paul, 1-8). 
144. See, e. g., Paul's `it is written' passages and the rhetorical context in which 
they occur (Rom 1.17; 2.24; 3.4,10; 4.17; 8.36; 9.13,33; 10.15; 11.8,26; 12.19; 14.11; 
15.3,9,21; 1 Cor 1.19,31; 2.9; 3.19; 4.6; 9.9; 10.7; 14.21; 15.45; 2 Cor 8.15; 9.9; Gal 
3.10,13; 4.22,27). 
145. E. g., Acts portrays Paul as having sought letters from the high priest in 
order to capture the disciples of Jesus (Acts 9.2); see also Acts 22.3; 26.5. For Paul's 
own account, see Gal 1.13-14; Phil 3.4-6; Rom 9.3-5. 
146. However, see e. g., 1 Cor 2.9, which may be from an extracanonical source, 
an imperfect memory of Isa 64.4, or an unknown recension of the LXX. 
147. See, e. g., 1 Cor 10.1-13. 
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for a great deal of the apocryphal and pseudepigraphal writings as well as the Qumran 
literature, many questions remain, including whether some sources would have been 
accessible to Paul. Due to my lack of expertise in this area, I am will rely on the 
judgments of commentators. 148 However, a late dating for a written source does not rule 
out the possibility that it is a witness to a tradition that may have been known by Paul. 
In light of these issues, I will take the conservative approach of engaging first with OT 
texts and then broadening the scope in subsequent chapters to consider other early 
Jewish writings. Perhaps these sources will provide useful insight about the 
development of traditions that may have formed Paul's conceptual framework for 
community discipline in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
3.2 The Old Testament Context of 1 Corinthians 5 
Hays' statement about Paul's indebtedness to his Hebrew heritage and how he 
conveys this to his primarily Gentile audience represents well my own interests: 
In Paul, we encounter a first century Jewish thinker, who, while undergoing a 
profound disjuncture with his own religious tradition, grappled his way through 
to a vigorous and theologically generative reappropriation of Israel's Scriptures. 
However great the tensions between his heritage and his new Christian 
convictions, he insistently sought to show that his proclamation of the gospel 
was grounded in the witness of Israel's sacred texts. ' 
Paul explicitly relates the promises God made to Israel with those that are now available 
to Gentiles through the gospel. 150 Hays notes that, Paul presents `scripture in such a way 
that the church - composed of Jews and Gentiles together - comes into focus as the goal 
of God's redemptive action'. 151 Moreover, Paul's appeals for ethical conduct in the 
community of believers often have basis in the OT scriptures. ' 52 It is this observation 
148. See, e. g., Rosner's list of Jewish material with which Paul may have been 
familiar (Rosner, Paul, 41-44). 
149. Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 2. 
150. E. g., Rom 4.16; see also Rom 9-11. 
151. Hays, Echoes of Scripture, 84. 
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that holds special interest for this chapter. In particular, I will examine connections 
between 1 Corinthians 5 and the books of Job, Leviticus, Ezra, Exodus, and 
Deuteronomy in order to ascertain if they provide insight for Paul's concepts of iropvcIa, 
individual and community purity, corporate responsibility, disciplinary procedure, and 
the role of Satan. 
3.2.1 Job and 1 Corinthians 5 
Due to their similar linguistic features, I will first examine the points of contact 
between 1 Cor 5.3-5 and LXX Job to determine if Paul makes reference to an OT 
tradition. Indeed, the preface of Job153 contains two verses that have verbal and 
conceptual similarities to 1 Cor 5.5: `I [God] give him [Job] into your [Satan's] hand 
[66Cqu z; v ilj xsipi aov]' (LXX Job 1.12) and `I hand him over to you [7apa8I&Bpi Got 
aüiöv], only protect his life [µövov i1jv yrvxýjv aioiov SiacpüXa4ov]' (LXX 2.6, my 
translation). In South's judgment, this is the probable origin of Paul's irapaöoüvai i4 
6a'Cavä. 154 
Job 1-2 depicts Satan as a subservient being to God. Satan stands in the 
presence of God and God consults Satan regarding Job: `Have you considered my 
servant Job? There is no one like him on the earth, a blameless and upright man who 
fears God and turns away from evil' (v. 8). Satan, however, is unimpressed and 
challenges God to remove the protective fence from around Job in order to test him (vv. 
9-11). Indeed, Satan implores God to stretch out his own hand (ö XEip ßou) against Job 
152. E. g., Rom 2.13. Indeed, according to Hays, `ethics is simply the church's 
imaginative outworking of its identity as the Israel of God', (Richard B. Hays, 
"Ecclesiology and Ethics in 1 Corinthians, " Ex Auditu 10 [1994]: 43). 
153, The first two chapters and the epilogue (42.7-17) form a frame narrative for 
the, perhaps, more ancient poem. Kluger takes the prose about Satan to be an 
interpolation, which was added to explain God's part in Job's suffering (Rivkah Schärf 
Kluger, Satan in the Old Testament, translated by Hildegard Nagel, SJgT [Evanston, IL: 
NUP, 1967], 96-98). 
154. South, Disciplinary Practices, 51. 
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(1.11; 2.5). Satan, here the quintessential adversary, 15' is convinced that if Job's 
blessings of prosperity, family, and personal health are taken away, he would curse God. 
God concedes to Satan's plan, but rather than harming Job directly, hands him over to 
Satan (1.12; 2.6). 
Both times God hands Job over to Satan, his destructive power against Job is 
held in check. In 1.12, Satan is allowed to hurt the fortunes and the family of Job, but he 
must not stretch out his hand against Job himself. When God does allow Satan to afflict 
Job personally, Satan is forbidden from taking his life (povov rijv wuJ v aüioi3 
öuxq Xaýov; 156 2.6). That Paul is influenced by LXX Job 1 and 2's portrait of Satan as 
adversary, may be reflected in 1 Cor 5.5: Satan may initiate `fleshly' destruction, but the 
man's `spirit' will be saved. 157 As a conceptual precursor to Paul, it is significant that 
the phrase occurs in an instance in which the person does not die. 
The same is true for the NT parallel passage, 1 Tim 1.20. Here Hymenaeus and 
Alexander are handed over to Satan, `so that they may learn not to blaspheme'. As in 1 
Cor 5.5, the author hopes that the punishment of handing these men to Satan will 
produce a positive result. Again, death is not mentioned and Satan plays a role that 
accomplishes the purpose of God. 158 Furthermore, in 2 Cor 12.7-9, where Paul 
describes his affliction caused by Satan, divine ends are achieved. There Paul claims 
that his weakness, which is brought about by a messenger of Satan (12.7), allows 
155. The word here is Jt t i, a common noun rather than a name. 
156. See Luke 4.10 for 8tacpukdaßw: `he will command his angels concerning 
you , to protect you 
(NRSV)/keep you safe' (as J. P. Louw and E. A. Nida, eds., Greek- 
English Lexicon of the New Testament Based on Semantic Domains, 2nd ed. [New 
York: UBS, 1998], entry 21.21). This quotation from Psa 90.11 [LXX/MT 91.11] is 
ascribed to Satan during the temptation of Jesus. 
157. These concepts will be examined in chapter 4. 
158. A. Y. Collins agues that because Paul is not the author of 1 Timothy it 
should not be appealed to for understanding 1 Cor 5.5 (Collins, 
"Excommunication, " 258). However, given that the author stands within the Pauline 
school of thought, I find it helpful to consider these passages together. 
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Christ's power to be made complete (12.9). Three times Paul requests that this 
harassing thorn be removed (12.8), but his answer is that it achieves God's purpose. 
There are, however, differences between the situation of Job and 1 Cor 5.5. Job 
is a righteous man (Job 1.8; 2.3) and Satan desires to hurt him so that he will curse God 
(1.9-11; 2.4-5). In addition, Job's suffering is not within the context of community 
discipline. Even though his friends suggest otherwise, Job is upright and remains so 
throughout the account. There is no reason for him to receive punishment as judgment; 
rather, the agreement Satan negotiated with God is that he should be allowed to test 
Job's integrity. 
While these are important differences, they do not undermine the basic point that 
Job 1-2 and 1 Cor 5.3-5 are examples of Satan's work as part of God's plan. The 
passages contain closely corresponding language and they share a common overall motif 
that the ultimate intent is for the good of the individuals. In neither case is death 
mentioned as the purpose, even though both people suffer. Furthermore, that the 
tradition of Job was accessible to Paul can be inferred from the roughly 
contemporaneous (first century BCE or CE) Testament of Job and reference to the figure 
of Job in Jas 5.11. Given the criteria of availability, common linguistic features, similar 
situation, appearance of related traditions in other parts of the Pauline corpus, and that 
others have noticed the same connections, it is reasonable to assert that by use of the 
phrase napa8obvat ich Eaiavä, Paul makes allusion to the tradition of Job. 
3.2.2 Leviticus and 1 Corinthians 5 
In the beginning of 1 Corinthians 5, Paul reveals that he is concerned by reports 
of a specific case of iropvcia within the church at Corinth. His concern is that there is a 
male member of the fellowship engaged in an immoral sexual relationship with his 
yuvaIKa ioü ia'rpoq, taken to indicate his `stepmother'. 159 The Greek phrase is used in 
the LXX for a woman who is not the birth mother, but the person married to one's 
159. Representative of this view are Barrett, First Corinthians, 121; 
Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 96n. 25; and Thiselton, First Corinthians, 386. 
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father. The Torah categorizes the sexual union of a man with his stepmother as a 
forbidden relationship. 1 ' 
Examination of Leviticus 18 will demonstrate this point. This chapter details the 
laws of prohibited sexual relations. These prohibitions primarily address incestuous 
relationships and they include sexual unions of a man with his mother and the wife of 
his father. Throughout Leviticus 18, the term `mother', signifying biological mother, is 
always rendered u tip/aK (18.7,9,13). On the other hand, the woman married to one's 
father is referred to as yvvatK6q taip6q/mzhh (18.8,11). Given the specificity of 
language, the meaning of the second set of terms in Leviticus must be "stepmother". 161 
Sexual intercourse with one's mother and with the wife of one's father is strictly 
prohibited in Leviticus 18 for two reasons: firstly, because it `uncovers the father's 
nakedness' (see vv. 7-8) and secondly, because it is an `abomination' (vv. 29-30), i. e. 
against the statutes of God (vv. 4-5). In the first instance, the sense of `uncovering 
nakedness' is synonymous with shame. In fact, in Hebrew I1:.. 162 often translated as 
160. See Lev 18.8; 20.11; Deut 22.30 [LXX 23.1 ]; 27.20. 
161. Craig Steven de Vos, however, argues that the nopvEia in 1 Corinthians 5 is 
that of a sexual relationship between the offender and his father's concubine. De Vos 
thinks this scenario is more true to the situation at Corinth - i. e. the offender had not 
been prosecuted because it was not an illegal relationship under Roman law. Rather, 
Paul is upset simply because he did not understand the difference between a legal 
marriage and concubinage (See Craig Steven De Vos, "Stepmothers, Concubines and 
the Case of IIOPNEIA in 1 Corinthians 5, " NTS44 [1998]: 104-14, particularly 113). 
However, the issue for Paul was not whether the man himself was married to the 
woman, or had her as a concubine, but that she had been his father's wife. Any sort of 
sexual connection with a woman who had intercourse with one's father was odious (see 
Amos 2.7). See e. g., descriptions of Reuben (in Gen 35.22; 49.4 cf. 1 Chron 5.1) and 
Absalom (in 2 Sam 16.21-22) as despicable because they had intercourse with their 
father's concubines. It is likely that a believer being sexually involved with his father's 
concubine would have been similarly reprehensible to Paul, regardless of Roman 
judicial consequences (consider 1 Cor 6.1-8). 
162. Herman L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck, Kommentar zum neuen Testament 
aus Talmud und Midrash, rev. ed., 6 vols [Munich: C. H. Beck'sche, 1963-65], 3.342, 
relates that although the Hebrew rv D has the sense of nopvsia, nV'`iy ('i ) also acts as an 
equivalent. In fact, Matt 5.32 and 19.9 render the 7 732 of Deut 24.1 as lropvcIa (see 
Peter J. Tomson, Paul and the Jewish Law: Halakha in the Letters of the Apostle to the 
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'naked', "' is also rendered `shame'. Throughout Leviticus 18, the LXX renders this 
word as äaxrjµo n vrj, which has the connotation of shameful acts or the shame of 
nakedness. ' 64 Moreover, that `uncovering the nakedness of your father's wife' is 
equated with the father's nakedness in Lev 18.8 indicates that she is his possession, as is 
his own body (cf. 18.7). 165 Thus it is possible to see that the understanding in Leviticus 
is that a son fails to honor his father by usurping that which belongs to his father. Honor 
of father and mother is the fifth commandment of the Decalogue (Exod 20.12) and 
reiterated in Leviticus following the list of forbidden relationships (19.3). Finally, the 
consequences of seeing a father uncovered and thus dishonoring him can be severe, as 
demonstrated by Gen 9.20-27, where Noah cursed Ham's youngest son, Canaan, 
because Ham saw Noah naked. 
In addition, the commandments on forbidden sexual relations are given by God 
to Moses so that when the Israelites enter Canaan they will not adopt practices of the 
people living there. Indeed, the claim is that the LORD displaced the nations who 
engaged in these defiling acts in favor of the Israelites (18.24). The tainted status of the 
people is depicted as passing impurity to the land; for this the LORD punished the land, 
Gentiles, CRINT [Assen/Maastricht: Van Gorcum, 1990], 98-101). That the author of 
Matthew was familiar with the Hebrew tradition here is apparent by the fact that the 
LXX renders +jýV in Deut 24.1 as tc t tcov, rather than lropvFia. 
163. In a post-biblical development, Rabbinic usage of ni"i (n ), literally 
`uncovering nakedness', became a catch phrase for the forbidden degrees of sexual 
relations with near relatives, and for adultery, homosexuality, and bestiality. Rabbinic 
traditions call chapters 18-20 of Leviticus the mll32, `(the passage on) forbidden degrees' 
(e. g., Yeb 4.13), and includes nr 7 ný among the three commandments that Jews must 
never violate, even under threat of death. The others are idolatry and bloodshed (see 
e. g., bSanh 74a). Refer to Tomson, Paul and Jewish Law, 98-103. 
164. From Timothy Friberg and Barbara Friberg, Analytical Lexicon to the Greek 
New Testament, revised (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2000), entry 3990 and H. G. R. Liddell, 
R. Scott, and H. W. Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon, 9th ed. with revised supplement 
(Oxford: OUP, 1996), entry 6403. See also to Rev 16.15, where nakedness (yugv6q) and 
shame (äaxrlµoubvrl) are equated; cf. Gen 2.25. 
165. Similarly, uncovering the nakedness of one's own granddaughters is the 
same as uncovering oneself, `for their nakedness is your own nakedness' (18.10). 
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which, in turn, `vomited out its inhabitants' (vv. 25,28). 166 These commands must be 
obeyed so that the people may live (18.5). Even the aliens (-1X) among the Israelites 
must abide by these commandments (v. 26). The solemnity of the ordinances in 
Leviticus 18 is reinforced by God's proclamation: `I am the LORD (your God)' (vv. 4-6, 
30). In fact, Moses, who relays these statutes to Israel, takes on the authority of God 
because he speaks to them in the name of the LORD (v. 2). 
Other biblical authors interpreted transgression of these sexual prohibitions as an 
affront to God's holy name, as in Amos 2.7 where father and son are said to `go in to the 
same girl'. The prophet Ezekiel also cites violation of the forbidden degrees in his 
denunciation of Judah: they have uncovered the nakedness of their fathers (22.10) and 
defiled other kinswomen (v. 11). In response God vows to scatter them among the 
nations to purge them from uncleanness (22.15). Thus, unchastity in Israel was 
understood to be a contributing factor in their expulsion from the land, as the Holiness 
Code of Leviticus warned. According to that tradition, if anyone was found engaging in 
prohibited sexual relations, then he or she would be cut off (fl -1: )/E4o Opci (O): `for 
whoever commits any of these abominations shall be cut off from their people 
[E4o20pcu0i ovia. ai yiuxai ai notoüaai Ex iov A, aov aüT6)v/nt7 17 111VIE)]71 1T1ln21 
and ah n]' (Lev 18.29). 
The verbal, situational, and conceptual similarities between Leviticus 18 and 1 
Cor 5.1 indicate that levitical legislation on forbidden sexual relations provides 
important information about why Paul condemns this situation in the Corinthian 
congregation as nopvcia. It is apparent that a sexual relationship with the yuvaixa tob 
naipög is also taboo in Greco-Roman society, which Paul himself admits (5.1). 167 
166. The Hebrew verb here is x17, "disgorging" or "vomiting", and is figurative 
for evicting inhabitants from the land. 
167. Refer to Clarke's discussion of the Augustan lex Julia de adulteriis 
(recorded by Gaius, Institutes 1.63) under which marriage between a man and his 
stepmother was forbidden (Clarke, Secular and Christian Leadership, 77-83; also 0. 
Larry Yarbrough, Not Like the Gentiles: Marriage Rules in the Letters of Paul, SBLDS 
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P'aul's comment here serves to underscore the sharpness of his reproach aimed at the 
Corinthian fellowship. Their failing is not that they have lived according to a lower 
code of morality, i. e. that which is prevalent in Gentile society vis-ä-vis a godly life, 68 
but that they have indulged behavior that is poorer than that accepted even in pagan 
circles (oi c Ev Toi; E0vEalv). This is particularly galling to Paul since he believes that 
the Corinthians should be living according to a standard higher than the dominant 
society. This implies that Paul considered the Corinthian congregation as different from 
`Gentiles', an observation that is borne out by other Pauline passages. 169 Moreover, one 
can observe a similar technique in the OT, where Gentiles are used as a foil to Israel's 
identity. 170 There, appeal was made to the idea of the Gentiles as a negative example of 
behavior in order to exhort Israel to improve their conduct. '7' 
Finally, the text of Leviticus 18-20 reveals the impetus for why the people of 
God should not transgress in matters of 1ropvEIa. There the Israelites are entreated to 
keep the commandments in order to be holy, as the LORD is holy (19.2). This is also an 
appeal that Paul makes to the Corinthians. From the beginning of the letter, Paul 
[Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1985], 90n. 3). See also Justin J. Meggitt, Paul, Poverty and 
Survival, SNTW (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1998), 150-53, who, upon review of 
Roman marriage legislation, challenges Clarke's conclusion that the relationship 
described in 1 Cor 5.1 is concubinage. 
168. Although he does critique this as well (e. g., 1 Cor 3.4). 
169. See 1 Cor 12.3; 1 Thess 4.5; cf. 1 Cor 6.9-11; 12.13; Gal 3.28. Hays 
observes that Paul regards the Corinthians no longer as Gentiles because, in Christ, `they 
belong to the covenant people of God' (Richard B. Hays, First Corinthians, IBC 
[Louisville: John Knox, 1997], 81). See also Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 96. 
170. See e. g., Exod 19.5-6, where Israel is defined as an entity precisely because 
it has been separated from the nations (äirö navicov EOv(bv) to be God's holy nation. 
Consult chapter 7 of this thesis, where holiness is examined. 
171. For e. g., Gentile nations are condemned for their iniquity, blasphemy, 
arrogance, and tyranny (Isa 13.11; Ezek 28.2-10). In addition, Ezekiel laments that the 
morality of the those left in Judah after the exile had dropped below even the 
expectations placed on resident alien: the people commit blood offenses, idolatry, and 
adultery (33.23-26), i. e. capital offenses according to Torah. 
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emphasizes that this is a community called to be holy (1 Cor 1.2): they have been 
consecrated, set apart for God, in Christ Jesus (ýylac p votS"Z Ev Xptc r(p'Irjaoü), and 
they are called holy (KXryTOTS &, yiotg). 173 Indeed, for Paul, life in Christ signals a life 
with new potential (e. g., 2 Cor 5.17). In Paul's letters, `wisdom, righteousness, and 
sanctification [hagiasmos] and redemption are to be found somewhere quite new and 
unexpected: "in Christ Jesus" crucified and risen'. 174 
In sum, it is likely that Paul alludes to the legislation on forbidden sexual 
relationships in Leviticus 18 when he condemns the offense of 1 Corinthians 5 as 
nopvsia. This tradition would have been accessible to Paul. There are similarities in 
situation, phraseology (yuvaIKa ioü irarp6q), and motifs. In addition, other interpreters 
have understood the passage in reference to Lev 18.8. Furthermore, Paul's emphasis on 
purity and holiness in 1 Corinthians indicates that this part of Leviticus may be an 
important reference for understanding Paul's intent in this letter. 
3.2.3 Ezra and 1 Corinthians 5 
Here I will investigate the conceptual similarity between 1 Cor 5.2 and the book 
of Ezra, based on the topic of mourning (ircVogW)175 as related to immoral sexual 
behavior. 176 Again, one notes the similar vocabulary and situation that may signal a 
172. This participle is in the perfect tense, thus indicating an occurrence with 
ongoing significance. 
173. Cf. Lev 20.26, where the Israelites are commanded to be holy just as God is 
holy; furthermore, the LoRD has set them apart from all other people for this purpose. 
174. Stephen C. Barton, "Dislocating and Relocating Holiness: A New 
Testament Study, " in Holiness: Past and Present, edited by Stephen C. Barton (London: 
T. & T. Clark, 2003), 205. 
175. This point of connection has been discussed by Rosner, so it will only be 
highlighted here (see Rosner, Paul, 61-93). 
176. IIEv0 xo occurs six times in the LXX in relation to sin (Ezra 10.6; Neh 1.4; 
8.9; 1 Esdras 8.72 [LXX 8.69]; 9.2; Dan 10.2; see also TReub 1.10). This word is also 
used for grief about death (e. g., Gen 37.34-35; 2 Sam 14.2) and for destruction that 
results from God's wrath as judgment (e. g., Jer 12.3-4; Joel 1.9-15). There are more 
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non-explicit reference by Paul. In v. 2, he expresses his frustration with the community 
for having tolerated persistent 7topvEia amongst them: `should you not rather have 
mourned [EncvO1 (YwrE]? Let he who has done this be removed from among you'. It 
would have been better had the Corinthians acknowledged the grievousness of the man's 
sin and taken measures against him. 2 Cor 12.20-13.4 shows that this is how Paul 
himself prepares to deal with serious sin. In that passage, Paul expresses his fear that 
the practice of nopvsia, although denounced in I Corinthians 5 and 6, has not been 
eradicated from the congregation. He is afraid that he will have to mourn (ircv0i w) 
over those `who have sinned before and have not repented' (12.21); he warns that he 
will not deal with them leniently (13.2). ' 77 
The priest Ezra's lament over the covenant people's disregard of boundary 
maintenance and sexual purity provides a conceptual context for 1 Corinthians 5. Ezra 
`did not eat bread or drink water, for he was mourning (ýnMet) the faithlessness of the 
exiles' (Ezra 10.6). Here the priest discovers that Jews have intermarried with non- 
Jews, who are called Canaanites, Hittites, Perizzites, Jebusites, Ammonites, Moabites, 
Egyptians, and Amorites in Ezra 9.1.178 It is likely that Ezra's distress about this 
mingling was based on the commands for Israel not to ally itself with any other nation in 
covenants or marriage179 and on experiences of idol worship proceeding from 
occurrences of 1rEv9 w in the LXX and NT related to wickedness than mourning for the 
deceased (29 compared to 21). However, it is probably best not to draw the distinction 
too sharply between mourning for death and mourning for wickedness. From the 
perspective of the NT, those who persist in their sin will not gain eternal life. 
177. In chapter 8, I will return to the issue of repentence raised in 2 Cor 12.21. 
178. These are on the list of people with whom the Israelites were meant not to 
mingle when they came to possess the land (see e. g., Deut 7.1-4). 
179. Cf. Ezra 9.11-12 with Lev 18.24-30; Deut 7.1-4; 23.3-6. The connection 
between commandments of the law and the story of Ezra and the post-exilic returnees is 
made in Neh 13.1-3, which appeals directly to Deut 23.3-6. Furthermore, see Ezekiel 
16, Jeremiah 2-3, and Hosea 2, where Israel, because of its breaches of the covenant, is 
likened to an unfaithful wife. 
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connection with foreign women. 180 Ezra's focus is on the separation of the returnees 
from the `peoples of the land'; the priest's remedy for the problem is that the offending 
men must send away their wives and children (10.11). Ezra warns that those men who 
continue to live in forbidden sexual relationships will be expelled from the community 
(10.8). 181 Furthermore, the problem is not just one of individual impurity. Ezra's prayer 
indicates that transgression of the covenant implicates everyone in sin. 182 Ezra 10.1 
describes the prayer as a confession in which Ezra declares to the LORD: `here we are 
before you in our guilt, though no one can face you because of this' (9.15). There was 
urgency in dealing with sinners because their transgression of the covenant could 
jeopardize the group's standing before God. 
Similarly, Paul is concerned that the impurity of ltopvEia will spread throughout 
the fellowship (v. 6). Therefore, his remedy is that the people of the congregation 
separate themselves from this impurity (vv. 2,5,7,9,11,13; cf. Ezra 10.10-11). The 
conceptual link between Ezra and 1 Corinthians 5 underscores that Paul wants the 
Corinthians to be a pure group and distinct from the people around them. Thus given 
the verbal and situational similarities, the probability that Paul would have been familiar 
with the tradition represented in the book of Ezra, and the recurrence of the motif of 
mourning over serious sin in 2 Cor 12.21, it is likely that Paul makes non-explicit 
reference to this tradition in 1 Cor 5.2. 
3.1.4 Exodus and 1 Corinthians 5 
Here I will briefly examine points of contact between 1 Corinthians 5 and 
Exodus 12, which records an account of the first Passover. In 1 Cor 5.6-8, Paul uses the 
180. See particularly Numbers 25. See also 1 Cor 5.9,11, where iropvcia and 
ci5coXo? aipia are prominent offenses, also the case in other Pauline vice lists (1 Cor 6.9- 
10; Gal 5.19-21; Eph 5.5; Col 3.5; cf. Rom 1.24-27). 
181. This may be the earliest attestation to the Jewish practice of 
excommunication. This is examined further in chapter 6. 
182. Ezra 9.5-15; see also Neh 1.5-11 and Daniel 9. See Rosner, Paul, 66-67, 
for a discussion of the corporate responsibility motif represented here. 
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language of purity and impurity within a metaphor about leaven in order to make the 
point that the Corinthian body has become contaminated. Paul refers to the Corinthians 
as the `temple of God' (1 Cor 3.16; cf. 6.19)183 and profanation of this sacred space 
occurred with the sin of the incestuous man. It continued to spread as the Corinthians 
turned a blind eye toward the misdeeds of this member, which angers Paul in 1 Cor 5.6 
and is why he commands them to cleanse out the old leaven (v. 7). 184 
Conventional wisdom concerning the contagious quality of leaven is 
demonstrated in other NT passages (Matt 13.33; 16.6-12; Mark 8.15; Luke 12.1-2; 
13.21; Gal 5.9). Fee notes the difference between yeast and leaven and their effects, 
What is in view [in 1 Cor 5.6] is not `yeast' (as in the NIV), which was not 
plentiful in antiquity, and which in any case is fresh and wholesome. `Leaven' 
was not so. It consisted of keeping back a `little' portion of last week's dough, 
which in turn was thoroughly fermented to give it lightness (= sourdough bread) 
.... 
Thus in the New Testament leaven became a symbol of the process by which 
an evil spreads insidiously in a community until the whole has been infected by 
it. 185 
It is leaven that the slaves in Egypt were to eradicate from their houses before the night 
of the Passover and, in 1 Cor 5.6, Paul makes explicit appeal to this annual Jewish 
festival. ' 86 
Exodus 12.8 refers to unleavened bread with which the Israelites should eat 
bitter herbs and a roasted lamb on the night of Passover. ' 87 In Exodus 12.15 the precept 
183. Note the occurrence in both passages of the second person plural in Greek, 
which indicates that the community, not just the individuals, houses the Holy Spirit. 
184. Cf. 2 Chronicles 29, where following the reign of Ahaz, King Hezekiah 
cleansed the Temple and made sacrifices on behalf of the people in order to reestablish 
service to the Lord. 
185. Fee, First Epistle, 216. Compare Fee's last statement with G. T. D. Angel, 
"ýn 
," 
in NIDNT, vol. 2, edited by Colin Brown (Exeter: Paternoster, 1976), 462, who 
highlights that uses of leaven vary from context to context in the NT. Its main symbolic 
sense, however, is its pervasive quality. 
186. For the institution of this festival, see Exod 12.14-20,24-27,43; 13.5-10; 
also Mark 14.1. 
187. The link between Passover and the Feast of the Unleavened Bread is also 
made in Ezek 45.21; Luke 22.1; Josephus JW 2.10. 
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about eating unleavened bread is expanded: `seven days you shall eat unleavened bread; 
on the first day you shall remove (ä(pavtEIta) leaven from your houses, for whoever eats 
leavened bread from the first day until the seventh day shall be cut off 
(E4oXE6pcuOýaEia>1, -ifl ) from Israel'. In 1 Cor 5.7, Paul draws on this imagery to 
command the Corinthians to clean out (ýxxaOäpatc) the old leaven from their 
fellowship. Furthermore, it is clear that his context is Exodus 12 from his allusion to the 
salvific sacrifice'88 of the paschal lamb (see Exod 12.3-7; 21) and to the festival (12.14). 
In Exodus, the whole congregation (12.3,6,47) is commanded to remember the 
Passover event. The universality of the prohibition against leavened bread is such that 
the resident and the alien are treated in the same way (12.19). Throughout the 
generations this event is celebrated in an annual observance of unleavened bread, which 
commemorates God's action in bringing the slaves out of Egypt (13.3). Its celebration 
must continue `when the LORD brings you into the land of the Canaanites, the Hittites, 
the Amorites, the Hivites, and the Jebusites' (13.5). The people will pass along this 
ordinance and teach their children about its significance. It is decreed that a sacred 
assembly (xaxlftaci(X. äyia/VI? 7 Kj? l) should gather on the first and the seventh days 
of the festival of unleavened bread (12.16). 
By removing the old leaven, the Corinthians are able to become what they 
already are, an unleavened lump. 189 The connection in motif between 1 Corinthians 5 
and Exodus highlights Paul's concern for the holiness of the Corinthian congregation (1 
Cor 5.7). 190 Paul explicitly refers to the Exodus tradition by telling them to celebrate 
188. The blood of the lamb saved the firstborn of the people of God from the 
destroyer (ö OpcVovia) in 12.23. Cf. 12.12,13,27,29, which connect the LORD with 
the destroyer. 
189. According to South, `They must become "new dough" because they are in 
fact "unleavened". This is but another expression of the indicative-imperative concept 
so prevalent in Paul's letters. They must become in practice what they are in Christ' 
(South, Disciplinary Practices, 37). For a discussion of Paul's practice of linking 
indicative and imperative verbs, see the paradigmatic study of Victor Paul Furnish, 
Theology and Ethics in Paul (Nashville: Abingdon, 1968), esp. 224-27. 
190. Refer to Rosner, Paul, 67-68, who sees a Pauline holiness motif here. 
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with Christ as their iiäaxa. In this way, he likens them to the people of Israel, who were 
also commanded to keep the festival. 191 Therefore, corresponding to their status as holy, 
the Corinthians must exclude the offender from the community just as the one who had 
leaven in his house was cut off from Israel (Exod 12.15,19). 
3.2.5 Deuteronomy and 1 Corinthians 5 
Paul also makes an explicit reference to Jewish tradition via quotation of a 
deuteronomic expulsion formula in 1 Cor 5.13: E46cpazc i6v novrlpöv £4 vµc6v aüithv. 
This phrase appears in several places in Deuteronomy (17.7,12; 19.19; 21.21; 22.21,22; 
22.24; 24.7; cf. 13.5) where the Israelite community is enjoined to act as a whole in 
matters of discipline. Similarly, Paul exhorts the Corinthian congregation to act together 
in expelling the offender in 1 Corinthians 5. 
In Deuteronomy 17, the tradition relates that the community discipline should be 
enacted against anyone who transgresses the covenant by serving other gods. When the 
people hear that such a thing is happening, they are to make a thorough inquiry into the 
matter in order to determine if the charge is true. Meticulousness in the determination of 
guilt is emphasized in this passage192 because the penalty is death. The offending man 
or woman is to be brought to the gates of the town where everyone stones that person to 
death. Capital punishment proceeds in this way: the witnesses are the first to cast stones 
against the offender, then all of the people will follow; thus `you shall purge the evil 
from your midst' (17.7). 193 
191. I do not think that Paul wanted the Corinthians actually to celebrate the 
Passover; I merely observe that his metaphorical language and response to the situation 
of 1 Corinthians 5 is informed by Jewish scripture and tradition. 
192. The sentence will be executed on the evidence of two or three people, for a 
person cannot be put to death on the testimony of a sole witness. See also Deut 19.15- 
21 and Num. 35.30. 
193. The deuteronomic expulsion formula appears in the LXX as E4apEIS (future 
indicative second person plural) iöv tovilpöv E4 vµ6 v w'rthv, which differs from Paul's 
quotation of it in 1 Cor 5.13, where the verb is in the aorist imperative second person 
plural (ý4(xpatc). This difference is quite minor, since the sense of the future indicative 
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This discipline is to be carried out in other situations as well, as in Deut 19.19, 
where a false witness is punished. Again the refrain `so you shall purge the evil from 
your midst' appears as the warrant for the action. This phrase also appears in Deut 
21.2 1, where all of the men of the community will stone the drunkard and profligate; in 
Deut 22.21, in the event that a young woman is discovered not to be a virgin; in Deut 
22.22,24, where a man and a woman are caught in an adulterous relationship; and in 
Deut 24.7, where an Israelite has kidnapped, enslaved, or sold a fellow Israelite. 
Furthermore, Deuteronomy 17 relates that if the decision is too difficult for the 
judges and officials within each tribe to adjudicate, then the case should be brought to 
the representatives of God, the levitical priests and judges, at a place that is appointed by 
the LORD (vv. 8-9). These people will decide the case and the rest of the Israelites will 
carry out the decision exactly as it is declared. Deut 17.11 specifies that the people are 
not to deviate from the sentence because the consequences are serious: `as for anyone 
who presumes to disobey the priest appointed to minister there to the LORD your God, or 
the judge, that person shall die. So you shall purge the evil from Israel' (17.12). 194 It is 
clear that these representatives of God are, in matters of justice, understood as 
conveying the authority of God. Throughout the OT, the themes of the sovereignty of 
God as the creator of the earth and of the LORD as ultimate judge are interrelated. 195 In 
Deuteronomy 17, however, the power of capital punishment is given to human beings, 
but only to those humans who are the representatives of God. 
in Deuteronomy is imperatival/volitional. Refer to William G. MacDonald, Greek 
Enchiridion (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1986), 32. 
194. This phrase differs from the other occurrences of the expulsion formula in 
that it contains `from Israel' rather than `from among you'. 
195. For e. g., Isaiah 40-42 contains imagery of God as judge and creator. The 
idea that God the judge will bring about punishment or vindication is significant in the 
OT (see Gen 16.5; 18.16-19.29 [particularly 18.25]; Judg 11.27; Pss 1.5-6; 9.7-8 
[LXX/MT 9.8]; 72.2-4 [LXX 71.2-4]; 96.13 [LXX 95.13]; 103.6 [LXX 102.6]; 110.6 
[LXX 109.6]). In addition, the prophets commonly refer to the day of the LORD (Isa 
24.21; Jer 7-8; 23; 33.15; Joel 1.15; 2.31-32; Amos 5.18-20; 9.11; Obad 15; Zeph 1.14- 
18; Mal 4.1-3). That this topic is also important for Paul can be seen in 1 Cor 5.5. 
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Thus the text of Deuteronomy provides a context for understanding the 
instructions that Paul gave to the Corinthians regarding community discipline. In other 
words, by noting how Paul incorporates and modifies material from Deuteronomy, it is 
possible to determine to what extent he expects the Corinthian believers to practice 
comparable disciplinary procedures. Furthermore, the disciplinary procedures he 
enjoins upon them may help to discern what sort of group identity Paul hopes the 
Corinthians will manifest. Regulations about discipline make obvious the boundaries 
between group members and non-group members, which in turn, determine what a 
group is by demarking what it is not. 196 
One knows from 1 Corinthians itself that Paul had already instructed the 
Corinthians about how to respond to egregious sin (1 Cor 5.9). In a previous letter, Paul 
had asked the Corinthians not to associate (avvavaµiyvvaOat) with certain people, in 
particular with a sexually immoral `brother' (68&X(p6q övoµaýöµcvoq). However, it is 
not just sexually immoral people he counsels them to avoid, but also the greedy, 
idolaters, revilers, drunkards, and robbers. In asking them to separate from certain 
people, Paul sets boundaries and indicates that a group of believers should not be 
composed of these sinners. To Paul, it is antithetical for such a person to be included in 
the fellowship. The removal of this `brother' indicates how Paul expects the fellowship 
to respond to any of the other offenders mentioned in 1 Cor 5.9-11. How is it that Paul 
came to view these offenses as meriting the same punishment? 
In his investigation of 1 Cor 5.10-11 and Paul's other vice lists, Philip 
Carrington proposes that they provide traces of teaching by Paul of a `Christian Holiness 
Code'. He concludes that the vice lists indicate that `in the earliest period of mission 
preaching Christianity was presented to the gentiles as a neo-levitical community' which 
was composed of a `brotherhood which was the sanctuary of God himself, whose spirit 
196. See Stephen C. Barton, "1 Corinthians, " in Eerdmans Commentary on the 
Bible, James D. G. Dunn, gen. ed. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2003), 1325. 
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consecrated it in love'. 197 Conversely, Conzelmann does not consider it possible that 
Paul was influenced by scriptural traditions in the lists of 1 Cor 5.10-11. He finds that 
this is a form which has no model in the OT. Where it emerges in Judaism, Greek 
influence is at hand'. 198 Conzelmann notes that Hellenistic Judaism took over these lists 
for ethical instruction and excellent examples are found in Philo and Wisdom of 
Solomon. ' 99 However, Conzelmann's dichotomy between Judaism and Hellenism is too 
stark. If Paul, like Philo and the author of WisSol, adopted a Greek rhetorical style for 
conveying moral teaching, it does not necessarily follow that the content itself was 
devoid of Jewish context. 
Indeed, this is the very situation in 1 Cor 5.9-13. Rosner makes this point by 
observing the connection between Paul's use of the deuteronomic expulsion formula in 
1 Cor 5.13, his vice lists in vv. 9-11, and the situations in which the formula is cited in 
Deuteronomy. In Deut 22.21-24, forbidden sexual activity is punished; 200 in 17.3, it is 
197. Philip Carrington, The Primitive Christian Catechism: A Study in the 
Epistles (Cambridge: CUP, 1940), 21; refer to his full discussion on pages 16-21. See 
also Peter S. Zaas, "Catalogues and Context: 1 Corinthians 5 and 6, " NTS 34 
(1988): 622-29, who supports this analysis. Cf. Andreas Lindemann, who comments in 
regard to the situation of 1 Corinthians 5: `Hinweise auf die hier einschlägige 
Torabestimmung fehlen; und Paulus wird kaum stillschweigend annehmen, die 
Korinther seien mit dieser Bestimmung vertraut gewesen - zumal der von ihm explizit 
gegebene Hinweis auf die Rechtsordnung bzw. die sittliche Anschauung der Heiden 
durchaus korreckt ist' (Andreas Lindemann, "Die biblischen Toragebote und die 
paulinische Ethik, " in 1 Corinthians, in Studien zum Text und zur Ethik des Neuen 
Testaments: Festschrift zum 80. Geburtstag von Heinrich Greeven, edited by Wolfgang 
Schrage, Concordia [Berlin: De Gruyter, 1986], 247). 
198. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 100. His statement is dependent on the work 
of Anton Vögtle, who promoted the idea that catalogues of vices and virtues were first 
fully worked out in the Stoa (see Anton Vögtle, Die Tugend- und Lasterkataloge im 
Neue Testament, NTAbh [Münster: Aschendorff, 1936], 58-62). 
199. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 100-01. 
200. In fact, the whole of Deut 22.13-30 deals with the proper ordering of sexual 
relations, and ends with `a man shall not marry his father's wife, thereby violating his 
father's rights' (22.30). In the Greek and the Hebrew, we find the same understanding 
of this violation as in Leviticus, i. e. it is depicted as the removal of a father's garment: 
äjroxaXvyrat 6uyx6ckvµµa toü 7EaipöS aüiov/ (LXX/MT Deut 23.1; see Lev 
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idolatry; in 19.19, it is a warning to false witnesses; in 21.20-21, a rebellious, profligate, 
and drunkard son; and in 24.7, it is kidnapping. Rosner notes that the offenses are the 
same as in 1 Cor 5.11. There the ones excluded are a sexually immoral person (nOpvog), 
an idolater (Ei& XoXätprlc), a slanderer (XotBopoq), a drunkard (µEOvaog), and a 
robber/extortioner (äpnaE). 201 The only offender from Paul's vice list not addressed in 
Deuteronomy is the 7tXov£xir1S, someone who is grasping or greedy. Rosner contends, 
however, that since 7EXEovEx'rr1S and äpitaý are linked in v. 10 with the copulative 
conjunction Kai (rather than by the disjunctive conjunction, ij, as the other vices are) the 
offenses of greed and inappropriate acquisition are meant to be understood together. In 
addition, Rosner takes 6p7a4 in the sense of "extortion 5202 and contends that it is 
equivalent to the illegal sale or kidnapping of an Israelite, which appears in Deut 24.7. 
Thus he concludes that the list in 1 Cor 5.11 is of `those people warranting exclusion 
from the Christian community according to the legislation of Deuteronomy'. 203 Hays, in 
his commentary on 1 Corinthians, supports Rosner's conclusion, further stating that 
Paul's list in v. 10 places the sins in nearly the same order as they appear in 
Deuteronomy. 204 
18.8; 20.11). 
201. See Rosner, Paul, 69-70. 
202. Thayer translates the substantive as `an extortioner' (see Joseph Henry 
Thayer, Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament [IBT, 1889], entry 753). 
Furthermore, äpna4 is derived from äptäcw, which means "to carry off by force" 
(L&N, entry 57.239), which strengthens Rosner's position that äpiua4 can be likened to 
kidnapping. 
203. Rosner, Paul, 70. 
204. He says, `if Paul is implicitly following the outline of these Deuteronomic 
exclusion texts, he has moved sexual immorality to the beginning of the list because of 
the immediate problem in Corinth. The term "greedy, " the anomalous element in Paul's 
list, may be placed second because it prefigures the next issue that Paul is going to 
confront: Corinthians taking one another to court over financial matters (6: 1-11). The 
last four items in the list follow the canonical order of occurrence in Deuteronomy. 
Rosner admits that the actual terminology in Paul's vice list is not derived directly from 
Deuteronomy, but the correspondences are nonetheless suggestive' (Hays, First 
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Analysis of Rosner's proposal must begin with a query as to why prophetic 
divination, the sin that appears with the expulsion formula in Deut 13.5 (ET), does not 
appear in 1 Cor 5.10-11.205 One argument favoring Rosner is that Paul may have 
understood divination to be synonymous with Ei&coXoa, a'rpia, which he already 
proscribes in 1 Cor 5.10-11. In Deut 13.5, treasonous behavior is offensive because it 
could entice the people of Israel to turn away from the LORD (itA, aväw änö 
xvpiou/71171'"ý17 71"10'1? 7). This is precisely the situation that Paul writes against in 1 
Corinthians 10, where he condemns idolatry by reflecting on Israel's wilderness story. 
The OT portrays severe punishment for rebelling against God206 and Paul addresses the 
issue with vehemence in 1 Corinthians 10; however, it is not specifically in view in 1 
Corinthians 5. 
This omission throws doubt on Rosner's hypothesis. However, the LXX's 
translation of the Hebrew may provide insight. Perhaps Paul does not include the sin of 
rebellion against God in 1 Cor 5.10-11 because the LXX renders the expulsion phrase 
differently in Deut 13.6. Rather than the usual E4apcIS T6v novrlpöv E4 vµwv 6, rCov, the 
LXX substitutes the verb äcpavtzt;, even though the underlying Hebrew remains 11711? 1 
777 Sl-171. The Hebrew ýSJý in the Piel means "to kindle", "to remove utterly", or "to 
destroy", particularly in cases of evil or impurity. 207 The Greek E4aipw emphasizes 
'117 's sense of "to remove" or "to drive out", whereas ayavicw highlights its nuance of 
"to ruin" or "to destroy". One may note that aipo gives weight to the end state of the 
Corinthians, 88). 
205. In Deuteromony a diviner is called `a dreamer of dreams' (Evviuvtov 
Evunvlaý6µcvoc/Mi r: i nib), and the offense is described as treason against God (13.5; 
LXX/MT 13.6). 
206. Indeed, two figures associated with divination and inciting rebellion against 
God, Hananiah in Jer 28.16 and Shemaiah in 29.32, are reported to come to ruinous 
ends. Although the LXX translates the phrase differently, the offense (i. e. rebellion 
against the LORD) is the same in Hebrew as in MT Deut 13.6; cf. MT Jer 28.16; 29.32 
with LXX Jer 35.16; 36.32. 
207. Note that although -in indicates destruction, nowhere in the OT is it 
associated with 0r. 
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community (that the person will be removed), whereas äcpavIco characterizes the effect 
on the offender. 208 Hence, the change in the Greek verb, and the resulting change in 
meaning, may have been the reason for Paul's exclusion of divination by dreams from 
the vice lists in 1 Corinthians 5. If this is the case, then this observation bolsters the 
view that Paul used the LXX as his OT text. 
Rosner's study underscores that the use in 1 Cor 5.9-13 of the deuteronomic 
expulsion formula and its attendant situations indicates the character of the boundaries 
that Paul wants the believers to maintain vis-a-vis nonbelievers. A thorough 
examination of the expulsion formula itself and its intent for discipline within the 
Corinthian community will be undertaken in chapter 6; chapter 7 will pursue the 
question of Paul's concept of group identity. What one may observe at this point is that 
Paul explicitly and non-explicitly draws on OT traditions from Leviticus, Exodus, Ezra, 
Job, and Deuteronomy for 1 Corinthians 5. The implication is that whether or not Paul 
has taught the Corinthians these specific traditions, his understanding was that those 
who declared Jesus as Messiah were in continuity with the people of God. 209 
208. South makes a similar observation about the Hebrew 71s. He says, `the 
"drive out" formula does not describe the sentence itself, but rather its result. The 
offender is removed by death, and "in this way you shall purge out the evil from your 
midst". So the focus of the formula is not on the fact of death but on purification. It is 
in this sense that Paul applies the OT formula in 1 Cor 5.13b to describe the result of the 
church's following his instructions. They are to remove the offender from their midst, 
deliver him to Satan, cleanse out the old leaven by not associating with the man. When 
they do so, the evil will be purged from among them' (South, Disciplinary 
Practices, 59-60, emphasis original). 
209. Hays notes that `this section of [I Corinthians] provides striking evidence 
that Paul thinks of the Corinthian church, composed predominantly of Gentile converts, 
as belonging to God's covenant community; they bear the same moral responsibilities 
given to Israel in Scripture' (Hays, First Corinthians, 90). 
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CHAPTER 4 
`FLESH' AND `SPIRIT' IN 1 CORINTHIANS 5.3-5 
4.1 Pauline Anthropology 
It is the task of this chapter to investigate Paul's use of the key terms awµa, 
ßäpß, and lrvcf a in 1 Cor 5.3-5. The significance of this study is multi-faceted: these 
terms, common in Paul's writings, form a base for his theological beliefs; 210 the 
concepts themselves are hard to define due to their broad semantic field, even though 
Paul often uses them; and they are used to convey crucial ideas to the Corinthians in 1 
Cor 5.3-5 about the discipline of the offender. Therefore, what we find are complex 
terms in a difficult passage used to communicate key thoughts. In addition to engaging 
with biblical texts, analysis of these terms will be aided by consultation with the relevant 
scholarly material about Pauline anthropology. However, it is not relevant to my topic 
to provide a complete overview of so vast a topic; therefore, I will limit my survey to 
only that which is strictly relevant to these verses. 
Although I present the views of several scholars, my primary conversation 
partners are Rudolph Bultmann and James D. G. Dunn. 211 The investigations of these 
scholars give significant, although sometimes divergent, insights into the theology and 
anthropology of Paul, the scope of which will provide a context for exegesis of the 
210. `The degree to which Paul's anthropology is interwoven into his theology 
can be illustrated from the two most important terms in Paul's anthropology - "body" 
and "flesh". For the former extends across the whole of Paul's theology and can serve 
as an unexpected link motif .... As 
for "flesh", the term is crucial for Paul's 
understanding of how the gospel operates' (Dunn, Theology of Paul, 52). 
211. Rudolph Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, translated by Kendrick 
Grobel (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951) and Dunn, Theology of Paul. 
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current passage. Of particular anthropological interest in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is how Paul 
portrays himself as spiritually present in the community although bodily absent (v. 3,4), 
how he has already judged the offender as if present (v. 3), the meaning of `flesh' and 
`spirit', and, relatedly, what is conveyed by `destruction' in v. 5. I will first examine the 
anthropological concepts within Pauline theology and then move to an examination of 
the text itself. 
4.1.1 Ewµa 
Bultmann and Dunn agree that achµa has a mostly neutral connotation in the 
Pauline corpus. Dunn's analysis is that achµa designates the `embodiment' of a person 
and in this sense söma is a relational concept. It denotes the person embodied in a 
particular environment. It is the means by which the person relates to that environment, 
and vice versa. It is the means of living in, of experiencing the environment'. 212 
Bultmann makes a similar observation: `the söma is not a something that clings to a 
man's real self (to his soul, for instance), but belongs to its very essence, so that we can 
say man does not have a söma; he is söma'. 213 
There are some Pauline occurrences of awµa with negative nuances. Dunn notes 
that Paul can refer ominously to `the body of sin' and the `body of death' (Rom 6.6; 
7.24). On the other hand, (76)µa is also used to describe the resurrected body (1 Cor 
15.44), the sacramental bread (1 Cor 10.16-17), and the church as the body of Christ 
(Rom 12.4-5; 1 Cor 12.12-27). 214 Bultmann emphasizes the neutrality of the term 
ßth ta. He says, `the fact that [a person] is söma is itself neither good nor bad. But only 
because he is söma does the possibility exist for him to be good or evil - to have a 
relationship for or against God'. 215 
212. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 56. 
213. Bultmann, Theology 1,194, emphasis original. 
214. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 52. 
215. Bultmann, Theology I, 198. 
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Although there is flexibility of meaning in the term oö ta, it is not ambiguous in 
the context of 1 Cor 5.3-5. In v. 3 Paul speaks about being physically absent from them 
- literally, his body is not with them. The importance of the statement is that although 
he is absent, he is with the Corinthians in a spiritual way that he likens to being 
physically present (vv. 3-4). Here the term `body' is also a point of reference for his use 
of `spirit'. Moreover, given that Paul uses awµa in v. 3, it is likely that he means 
something different by aäp4 in v. 5; thus the sense of `body' helps to define what `flesh' 
signifies in this passage. 
4.1.2 IIvEÜµa 
Likewise, nvcVµa in Paul's letters does not ordinarily present interpretative 
difficulties. There are instances in which it is not clear if the word refers to a person's 
spirit or to the Holy Spirit, 216 but the context is usually determinative. 217 However, 
lrvEÜµa in 1 Cor 5.5 is ambiguous. It reads, `you are to hand this man over to Satan for 
the destruction of the flesh, so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord'. The 
personal pronoun `his' is supplied by the NRSV with irvsüµa, but the Greek contains 
only the definite article, to, in a parallel phrase to ifg aapKOS. While most interpreters 
understand this verse as referring to the offender's spirit (and the offender's flesh), there 
are some who take to nvEV µa as the Holy Spirit. A. Y. Collins supports the latter 
interpretation and finds that Paul is not particularly concerned with the repentance and 
rehabilitation of the sinner himself; rather `his major concern was for the holiness of the 
216. See 1 Cor 4.21; 5.5; 14.15,32; 2 Cor 4.13; Gal 6.1; Phil 1.27. `The number 
of uses of pneuma denoting human spirit in Paul is uncertain, since it is unclear in 
several passages whether the divine Spirit or the human spirit is referred to. In any case, 
it will be significant that the number of references to the (Holy) Spirit far outweigh those 
to the (human) spirit' (Dunn, Theology of Paul, 76). 
217. There are sixteen clear references to the human spirit within the Pauline 
tradition (Rom 1.9; 8.16; 1 Cor 2.11; 5.3-4; 7.34; 14.14; 16.18; 2 Cor 2.13; 7.1,13; Gal 
6.18; Phil 4.23; 1 Thess 5.23; Phm 25). However, in the vast majority of cases within 
the Pauline corpus (over 100 of 146 occurrences), nvEÜµa refers to the Spirit of God (see 
Dunn, Theology of Paul, 76n. 117; also Gordon D. Fee, God's Empowering Presence: 
The Holy Spirit in the Letters of Paul [Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1994], 14-15). 
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community. The reference to the spirit in v. 5 is best understood in terms of the Holy 
Spirit of God and Christ which dwells in the community'. 218 Hays, however, disagrees. 
He observes that Paul never uses `to save' as that which will happen to the Holy 
Spirit. 219 Hence he thinks it is more sensible to see `the spirit' in 1 Cor 5.5 as the 
offender's own and that `Paul hopes that the community's censure and expulsion of the 
incestuous man will lead to this result: his fleshly passions and desires will be put to 
death. Thus, the eschatological fate of this man, after undergoing discipline and 
repentance, will be salvation'. 220 
Thiselton represents a mediating position in this debate. He reports that recent 
scholarship has persuaded him to have a more community-oriented view on the 
matter: "I `Before reading the arguments of Rosner, Campbell, and especially South, I 
had long believed that while the text did not necessarily envisage the offender's death 
(as they, too, argue) the purpose of salvation concerned primarily the man. But these 
writers have convinced me that the salvific purposes embrace both the community and 
the man'. 222 Therefore, Thiselton opts to leave the translation open, without insertion of 
a personal pronoun, and so reflects the ambiguity of the Greek. He prefers this because 
it allows for multiple interpretations, i. e. `whether Paul means the stance of the man, the 
man under the mode of his openness to God, the stance of the church, the animating 
218. Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 259. This was also 
Tertullian's view (see De Pudicitia, chapter 13 in ANF vol. 4). 
219. It is the Spirit that saves, as in Gal 6.8. 
220. Hays, First Corinthians, 86. 
221. C£ Thiselton, "Meaning of EAPEE", where he understands that `the flesh' 
and `the spirit' both refer to the incestuous man. 
222. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 397; he refers to Brian S. Rosner, "`OYXI 
MAAAON EIIENOHEATE' Corporate Responsibility in 1 Corinthians 5, " NTS 38 
(1992): 470-73; Barth Campbell, "Flesh and Spirit in 1 Cor 5.5: An Exercise in 
Rhetorical Criticism of the NT, " JETS 36 (1993): 331-42; South, Disciplinary 
Practices; and South, "Critique". 
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principle of the church ... or simply that mode of being of the community and the man 
which is purged of its fleshly, self-sufficient complacency'. 223 
Although Paul's use of 1rvEüµa indicates a close connection between the 
believer's spirit and the Holy Spirit (see e. g., Rom 8.4-18; Gal 5.25), 1 find the 
interpretation of Holy Spirit for the particular occurrence of iö lrvEVµa in 1 Cor 5.5 to be 
problematic for four reasons: 
1. It is grammatically unlikely that the referents of `the flesh' and `the spirit' 
would not be the same. The phrase FAq ö? 0pov ifjc 6apK6q occurs immediately 
prior to iva iö 7tvcÜµa ßw611. Since there are no intervening nouns, one must 
look to the nearest substantive in previous clauses as possible referents. In this 
situation, it is ö iotovio;, `such a one', i. e. the offender. In order to support that 
`the spirit' refers to the Corinthian fellowship and `the flesh' is that of the 
offender one would have to prove why this unusual construction should be 
favored; here there is no glrammatical warrant for taking different referents for 
the flesh' and `the spirit'. 24 Slightly more plausible is the suggestion that the 
single referent is the congregation. 25 This interpretation, however, is difficult to 
maintain because the discipline, and thus `destruction', is intended for the 
offender. 
2. If the phrase `destruction of the flesh', rather than `so that the spirit may be 
saved', expresses Paul's purpose for the offender, then his ultimate fate remains 
unspecified. In other words, if destruction is meant for the man so that (iva) 
salvation will ensue for the community, then the fate of the offender would be 
inescapable destruction. 226 Under this interpretation, the separation described in 
1 Cor 5.5 is not only of the man from the group during the span of his earthly 
life, but also his exclusion from the people of God for all eternity. Given Paul's 
exhortation to the group to forgive and readmit a brother who is sorry for his sin 
in 2 Cor 2.5-11, I doubt that Paul could have categorically cut off potential 
salvation for any person - even a person engaged in the serious offense of 
iropvcia. Moreover, I question if Paul could hold this position, given that he 
ascribes all saving authority to God (see Romans 9-11). I will return to this topic 
in chapter 8. 
223. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 397. Bultmann concludes similarly: `since the 
human self as a willing and knowing self can be called by the same term ("pneuma") as 
the marvelous power of divine action ... then the 
formal meaning of pneuma must 
possess this double possibility' (Bultmann, Theology 1,207). 
224. Furthermore, choosing the congregation as the referent for `the spirit' would 
be arbitrary given that another possible referent, iov ý tov nvci taioS, is closer in 
proximity to iö 7tvsüµa. With this reading, Paul's spirit would be saved as a result of 
the discipline. 
225. See Campbell, "Flesh and Spirit, " 333,340, who suggests this and 
understands `the flesh' as the self-sufficient attitude of the Corinthians. 
226. C£, 1 Thess 5.3 where öX6poq also occurs. 
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3. To understand r6 7rvFbVa as that of the fellowship is to link it also to the Holy Spirit, primarily because the Holy Spirit dwells within the Corinthian 
congregation (1 Cor 3.16) and, additionally, because most of Paul's references to 
T6 nvcOµa without a personal pronoun are to the Holy Spirit. 227 However, 
salvation of the Holy Spirit is not a Pauline concept. It is impossible to imagine 
that Paul would think that any sort of human effort could bring about the 
sanctification of the Holy Spirit. 228 Rather, it is the Spirit that brings salvation (see e. g., Romans 8). Hays believes that reading the congregation as the subject 
of T6 lrvsvµa is commendable because `it preserves a single-minded focus on the 
well-being of the church, which is Paul's central concern in verses 2 and 6- 
13'. 229 On the other hand, `Given his consistent use of the verb "save" to refer to 
the eschatological deliverance of human beings ... 
it is more likely that Paul 
actually does conceive of the community's discipline as leading somehow to the 
repentance and restoration of the sinner'. 230 
4. Seeing the punishment of the offender as that which can ensure the salvation 
of the spirit of the church is close to, if not synonymous with, understanding the 
suffering of the incestuous man providing atonement for the believers. 231 
However, this concept is completely foreign to Paul; it is Jesus Christ who 
accomplishes this (e. g., Rom 3.24-25; 1 Cor 6.11). Barrett says that `for Paul 
atonement is not through our death, but through Christ's'. 232 
Given these grammatical and theological observations, I propose that the best 
interpretation for to nvci is in 1 Cor 5.5 is that it refers to the incestuous man. If one 
interprets `the spirit' as referring to the Corinthian congregation, then salvation of the 
man is not Paul's intent. A totalizing view that Paul does not have the offender's 
salvation in mind in this passage233 puts the interests of the congregation, i. e. its sanctity, 
too sharply at odds with the benefit of the individual. I believe that the passage itself 
227. Of the 57 occurrences of to irvEÜµa in Paul's epistles, 42 are clear 
references to the Holy Spirit. In 1 Corinthians, see 2.10,11,12,14; 3.16; 6.11; 12.7,8. 
228. For Paul, salvation is sanctification; see 1 Cor 6.11. 
229. Hays, First Corinthians, 86. 
230. Hays, First Corinthians, 86. Hays cites 1 Cor 1.18; 1.21; 3.15; 7.16; 9.22; 
10.33; 15.2 as examples of Paul's use of (T(Ko) in 1 Corinthians. 
231. See V. George Shillington, "Atonement Texture in 1 Corinthians 5.5, " 
JSNT 71 (1998): 29-50, who represents this position. 
232. Barrett, First Corinthians, 127; see also South, Disciplinary Practices, 61. 
233. See e. g., Collins, Raymond F., First Corinthians, 213 in n. 42 of this thesis. 
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presents a discipline that will be ultimately beneficial to both the individual and the 
community. 
4.1.3 Eäp4 
In 1 Cor 5.5, the 6äp4 is that which will be destroyed by the discipline. The 
sense of `flesh' in the Pauline corpus is complex and will warrant detailed examination 
here. First, I present the work of scholars who have investigated ßäp4 in Paul's letters. 
In order to arbitrate between the various interpretations of `the flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5 I will 
consider the usages of the `flesh' in 1 Corinthians. Following Mitchell's premise that 1 
Corinthians is best understood as a unified whole, I will examine the semantic range of 
6äpß in the letter. The aim of this section is to determine the most likely meaning of the 
phrase `for destruction of the flesh' in v. 5. 
4.1.3.1. Pauline Uses of `Flesh'. 
Paul employs the word a6cp4 in different ways in his letters. There are Pauline 
occurrences where 66p4 has a neutral meaning, in line with `all humanity' (as in Rom 
3.20; 1 Cor 1.29; Gal 2.16) or referring to individuals (as in 2 Cor 7.5; Gal 1.16). 
However, there are also places in his letters where 6äp4 has a decidedly negative 
connotation. Indeed, aäpc `can denote not only the concrete body of flesh but also 
"fleshliness", carnality, meaning the nature of the earthly-human in its specific 
humanness - i. e. in its weakness and transitoriness, which also means in opposition to 
God and His Spirit'. 234 Furthermore, Bultmann understands `the flesh' as a cosmic 
power. Bultmann's key text for this is 1 Cor 6.15-20, where Paul indicates that being 
purchased by the Lord ensures the Corinthians' freedom. Prior to becoming believers, 
the Corinthians had been in slavery, but now they are redeemed by God from another 
master. He argues that Paul personifies `flesh' and `sin', `as if they were demonic 
235 
rulers' (Rom 8.6-8,12-13; Gal 5.13,17,19,24). 
234. Bultmann, Theology I, 233-34. Dunn places Rom 8.7; 13.14; Gal 5.24; 6.8 
in this category (Dunn, Theology of Paul, 65). 
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In his commentary on Galatians, J. Louis Martyn similarly interprets Paul's 
references to the flesh', particularly in Gal 5.13-24. Martyn uses a capital "F" when 
translating 6äp4 because he understands Paul's usage here to connote a `distinctly 
assertive character'. z36 Furthermore, based on his investigation of Galatians Martyn 
believes that the Flesh and the Spirit are engaged in a dramatic conflict, which he calls 
an apocalyptic war. 237 This is a war, not an anthropological or ethical dualism inherent 
in the human being (in this case the members of the Galatian congregation), but a 
conflict between two cosmic powers. The Spirit that has initiated the struggle is the 
general of the troops. Martyn believes that in Paul's view, `the Galatians are soldiers 
already enrolled in the Spirit's army, not contestants in a struggle that is theirs'. 238 
Dunn, on the other hand, does not think of ß6p4 as a cosmic power. He notes 
that each usage of ß6p4 in Paul's letters can be placed along a spectrum of meaning, 
which ranges between neutral and negative imagery: 
It is the continuum of human mortality, the person characterized and conditioned 
by human frailty, which gives sarx its spectrum of meaning and which provides 
the link between Paul's different uses of the term. The spectrum runs from 
human relationships and needs, through human weakness and desires, through 
human imperfection and corruption to the fully deprecatory and condemnatory 
tone of the sarx-pneuma antithesis. 239 
Despite the condemnatory tone of the sarx-pneuma antithesis, Dunn finds no reason to 
see Paul's notion of `flesh' as `a principle of sin or as a hostile cosmic power'. 240 
Certainly sin itself can be characterized as a power, but 
it would be more accurate to speak of sin making its headquarters in the flesh, or 
using and abusing the flesh, than to speak of the flesh as such as likewise a 
cosmic power. One could speak of flesh as a kind of sphere or character of 
existence, but to envisage that as a cosmic dimension or force field is 
235. Bultmann, Theology I, 244. 
236. J. Louis Martyn, Galatians, AB (New York: Doubleday, 1997), 528. 
237. Martyn, Galatians, 530. 
238. Martyn, Galatians, 535, emphasis original. 
239. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 66. 
240. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 66. 
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unnecessary. Kata sarka denotes simply life lived at the level of decaying 
materiality, where the satisfaction of human ap2petite and desire is the highest 
objective - `whose god is their belly' (Phil 3.19)'. 241 
Dunn's careful distinction allows us to consider that Paul did not see ßäp4 as inherently 
insidious, taking every opportunity to foil the designs of God. Rather, `flesh' is merely 
humanity in its vulnerability to sinful desires. 
Daniel Boyarin shares Dunn's critique of Bultmann's cosmic view of 6äp4. 
However, he goes further than Dunn by insisting that `flesh', even in the xaiä 
ßäpxa/Katä 7rvsüµa antithesis, is an innocuous substance. 
The term xaiä aäpxa itself is morally neutral, although always subordinated to 
Ka'rä 1rvcf a. Its semantic value is one, with the variations in nuance directly 
contributed by the pragmatic context. In all of these passages [Rom 1.3; 4.1; 9.3, 
5; 1 Cor 1.26; 2 Cor 1.17], I think, it would be appropriate to say that Paul refers 
to an ordinary level of human existence that is, to be sure, lower than that of the 
spirit but not by any means stigmatized as being evil, venal, or without reference 
to God. Such an understanding of the term is particularly appropriate when the 
referent is either of two aspects of human existence: physical observances of 
Jewish ritual, especially circumcision in the flesh, and physical kinship - as 
opposed, in both cases, with their spiritual referents. 242 
Furthermore, Boyarin points to Philippians 3 as an excellent illustration of his point. 
Here is the intersection of genealogy, circumcision, and observance of the Law, which 
reveals that Paul's problem with `confidence in the flesh' is not that it is a self-righteous 
attitude. Rather, the core issue is that the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus erase the 
difference between Jew (Israel in the flesh) and Greek (Israel in the spirit), who have 
now become a single people of God. 243 In his analysis of Paul's sense of ßäp4, Boyarin 
concludes that Paul displays a dualistic ideology, akin to that of Philo. 244 Paul espoused 
this ideology as a way of answering the question that haunted him: how do the Gentiles 
fit into God's plan of salvation, as revealed to the people of Israel through Torah? 245 
241. Dunn, Theology of Paul, 67-68. 
242. Daniel Boyarin, A Radical Jew: Paul and the Politics of Identity (Berkeley: 
University of California, 1994), 72. 
243. See Boyarin, Radical Jew, 76. 
244. Boyarin, Radical Jew, 59. 
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Bultmann, Martyn, Dunn, and Boyarin offer varied interpretations of the Pauline 
term 6äp4. One further conversation partner, John Barclay, whose study on `flesh' and 
`spirit' in Galatians 5 is instructive for the context of 1 Cor 5.5,246 will further highlight 
the diversity of interpretation on this topic. Barclay observes that in his passage the 
opposite of a life in `the flesh' is a life in `the Spirit'; thus a radically changed life 
necessitates that `the flesh' be destroyed. Paul's portrait of life in `the Spirit' in 
Galatians 5 and 6 shows his vision of what those who orient themselves away from `the 
flesh' embody. The Spirit works in them and, as a result, they `bear the fruit of the 
Spirit'. Barclay writes, 
While Paul can describe his list of virtues as `the fruit of the Spirit', this does not 
leave the believer as a purely passive receiver of these gifts: he has to contend 
against the dangers of conceit (6.3-5) and weariness (6.9) to display this fruit in 
the Christian community. Neither the indicative (the fruit of the Spirit) nor the 
imperative (sowing to the Spirit) should be downplayed. Indeed the interplay of 
human and divine resources is neatly encapsulated in Paul's appeal to `walking 
by the Spirit' (5.16). 247 
In his evaluation of scholarly discussions about ß6cp4, Barclay concludes that `while the 
flesh can be manifested as human weakness (Gal 4.13-14), or self-centred behaviour 
(5.15), neither of these is itself the heart of Paul's understanding of the term: the looser 
definition - "what is merely human" (1 Cor 3.4) - fits his various uses more comfortably 
as well as arising quite naturally from his apocalyptic perspective'. 248 The view of 
`flesh' will now be examined for 1 Cor 5.5. 
4.1.3.2. Occurrences of `Flesh' in 1 Corinthians. 
The context of 1 Corinthians itself will provide a basis for understanding Paul's 
use of `flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5. Barclay found 1 Cor 3.4 to be a useful interpretive key in his 
examination of u6p4 in Galatians. Now one may evaluate if it is similarly useful for 1 
245. Boyarin, Radical Jew, 85. 
246. John M. G. Barclay, Obeying the Truth: A Study of Paul's Ethics in 
Galatians, SNTW (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1988). 
247. Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 214-15. 
248. Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 209. 
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Cor 5.5. In his study on Paul's anthropological terms, Robert Jewett finds diversity in 
Paul's use of aäp4 in the Corinthian correspondence. 249 His investigation distinguishes 
between Paul's use of `flesh' in polemical and nonpolemical settings. In polemical 
contexts, Jewett describes Paul's adversaries as Gnostics and divine-man proponents at 
Corinth. His premise is that Paul used 66cp4 in different ways when addressing different 
situations; this understanding becomes the basis for his division of 1 and 2 Corinthians 
into six letters. 250 For example, he takes Paul as using a `non-technical' sense for aäp4 
in Letter A, meaning `an appropriation of traditional Judaic use of ßäp4 as 
interchangeable with atµa', 251 because Paul purposefully avoids his typical `flesh- 
spirit' antithesis so as not to play into the hands of his Gnostic rivals. Jewett places the 
occurrences of 6äp4 in 1 Cor 6.16,15.39, and 2 Cor 7.1 into this letter. On the other 
hand, Paul switches tactics and uses the technical `flesh-spirit' antithesis in Letter B (1 
Cor 1.29,26; 3.1,3; 5.5; 9.11) directly against the Gnostic opponents. Jewett contends 
that here `Paul moves distinctly in the direction of Gnosticism himself. 252 However, 
Jewett also notes that Paul moves back to using 6äp4 as equivalent to ßthµa in 1 Cor 
7.8, an indication of `his lack of interest in maintaining a systematic anthropology'. 253 
In Jewett's schema, Letter C displays similar fluctuation between the non-technical (in 2 
Cor 4.11) and technical (in 2 Cor 5.16) senses of ßäp4. 
249. See Robert Jewett, Paul 's Anthropological Terms: A Study of Their Use in 
Conflict Settings (Leiden: Brill, 1971), especially 119-34 for his treatment of aäp4 in 1 
and 2 Corinthians. 
250. Letters A (1 Cor 9.24-10.22 +1 Cor 6.12-20 +1 Cor 11.2-34 +1 Cor 15 + 
1 Cor 16.13-24 +2 Cor 6.14-7.1) and B (1 Cor 1.1-6.11 +1 Cor 7.1-9.23 +1 Cor 10.23- 
11.1 +1 Cor 12.1-14.49 +1 Cor 16.1-12) are the most relevant for my study. The 
remaining proposed letters, C (2 Cor 2.14-6.13 +2 Cor 7.2-4), D (2 Cor 10.1-13.13), E 
(2 Cor 9.1-15), and F (2 Cor 1.1-2.13 +2 Cor 7.5-8.24), are from 2 Corinthians. See 
Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 23-26 for his full consideration of the questions 
surrounding the Corinthian letters' composition. 
251. Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 454. 
252. Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 454. 
253. Jewett, Anthropological Terms, 454. 
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The differences that Jewett notes in Paul's use of 6äp4 merit investigation. For 
several reasons I am not fully convinced of his reading. Most importantly, I find more 
compelling Margaret Mitchell's argument that 1 Corinthians is a unified letter, as can be 
observed by its sustained deliberative argument. Second, for understanding Paul's uses 
for 66cp4, I prefer Dunn's spectrum of meaning as a more useful tool to Jewett's view 
that Paul employs the term inconsistently. Discerning patterns in Paul's word usage 
must be attempted before deciding that he uses anthropological terms incongruously. 
Dunn's observation that ßäp4 varies in contexts from neutral to negative meanings gives 
a starting point for investigating a pattern. Taking account of the semantic range allows 
the surrounding context to determine the nuance of any given use of a6p4, a concern 
highlighted by Thiselton; 254 this is more helpful for determining the meaning than 
Jewett's diachronic reading. 255 Finally, no conclusive evidence has been offered that 
Paul's opponents at Corinth were Gnostics, as Jewett maintains. The removal of 
Gnostics as the Corinthian rivals similarly removes one of Jewett's keys determining 
how `flesh' is used in each setting. For these reasons, I will examine the occurrences of 
6äp4 in 1 Corinthians with the understanding that this was one letter addressing a series 
of related problems in the fellowship. 
Paul writes about `flesh' fifteen times in 1 Corinthians. 256 The first five 
occurrences are prior to 1 Cor 5.5 and they suggest that ßäp4 is a `humanly' way of 
living, which is distinctly different from spiritual maturity. For example, in 1 Cor 3.1, 
Paul equates people behaving in a `fleshy' way as being infants in Christ (6)q vrlniotq Ev 
254. `Flesh in Paul does not denote any one general thing, it serves as a 
polymorphous concept, i. e. its meaning is always heavily context-dependent and 
variable' (Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1267, emphasis original). 
255. Jewett's study does helpfully warn against conflating Paul's various usages 
of a6p4 into one meaning, which is praised by Thiselton (see Thiselton, First 
Corinthians, 1266). However, Thiselton's own study of descriptive and evaluative 
definitions of ß6p4 based on Paul's and the Corinthians' frames of reference (i. e. code 
switching) provides a much broader framework than Jewett's fragmented letters (see 
Thiselton, First Corinthians, 396; Thiselton, "Meaning of EAP-E, " 207-15). 
256.1 Cor 1.26,29; 3.1,3; 5.5; 6.16; 7.28; 9.11; 10.18; 15.39,50. 
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Xptc r4 ); these ways of being are both contrasted to living in a spiritual way. Jealousy 
and strife in the Corinthian congregation indicate that they are `merely human' and this 
is what Paul calls `fleshly' (3.3-4). This is the text that Barclay refers to for his 
definition of `flesh', i. e. `merely human'. Here, Paul indicates that followers of Jesus 
should view 66p4 as all things that do not proclaim God's righteousness: `in the light of 
the glory of God's activity in the new age, all human achievements and traditions are put 
into the shade'. 25' The occurrence of ß6p4 xai a1 to in 1 Cor 15.50 has a similar 
character. There, `flesh and blood' are likened to the perishable ((p8op6c) just as the 
kingdom of God is equated to the imperishable (6(p0ap6ia). `Flesh' is that which does 
not seek after the kingdom of God because it is not of enduring value. This connotation 
for aäpý can be observed in most cases in 1 Corinthians. 
Two occurrences lend weight to interpretations that claim Paul uses aäp4 in 1 
Cor 5.5 as equivalent to awµa. These passages are 1 Cor 6.16 and 15.39. The first 
contains a quotation of Gen 2.24: of &o ci; ßäpxa [dav. In Genesis, this saying is used 
to justify why a man will leave his parents to be joined with a woman. Furthermore, it 
follows the story of woman's creation out of the man, i. e. his fleshly substance. Adam 
exclaims that she is `bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh' (v. 23). Here `flesh' does 
not designate the body in its entirety, but metaphorically designates the closeness of 
male and female, a bodily intimacy that the tradition of Genesis assumes humans will 
seek to recapture. Paul, however, adapts this positive statement of Genesis to suggest 
that the act of sex between a man and a woman creates a closeness that subsumes each 
individual into one entity. The similarity of `flesh' to body is apparent here, but Paul 
emphasizes that a sort of union happens between a man and a prostitute that goes 
beyond a physical act of bodies joining. In fact, the `fleshly' synthesis is dangerous 
because it can rival the spiritual alliance between a Christian and the Lord. Again, the 
main contrast is between `flesh' and spirit; the pursuit of the `flesh' 
is counter to the 
work of the Spirit. 
257. Barclay, Obeying the Truth, 208. 
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I Cor 15.39 introduces another sort of focus, i. e. that `flesh' is not an altogether 
human condition: `for not all flesh is alike, but there is one flesh for human beings, 
another for animals, another for birds, and another for fish'. In this section, Paul's focus 
is on the state of humanly existence after resurrection from the dead. In v. 44 he calls 
the resurrected body a `spiritual body' ((Tth to 7rvauga'ctx6v), which is contrasted with a 
`physical body' ((TCoga yruxucöv). In the previous two verses he provides parallels to 
these two types of bodies, between the imperishable and the perishable, between glory 
and dishonor, and between power and weakness. 258 The types of flesh in v. 39 provide a 
context for Paul to show how God creates different kinds of things that are suitable for 
their function; in vv. 40-41 Paul writes about the differences between terrestrial and 
celestial bodies, as well as how the sun, moon, and stars are distinct. The overlap 
between 'flesh' and body is also evident in this passage. However, Paul uses ßwµa in 
both positive and negative ways as in v. 44, which is not the case for ßäp4. `Flesh' 
represents the weakness of the solely physical side of the body, which is contrasted with 
the aspect of the body that can be glorified, i. e. the `spiritual body'. 
Thus one sees that in 1 Corinthians Paul maintains an antithesis between `flesh' 
and spirit, even if sometimes the sense of `flesh' also overlaps with the usually neutral 
a6)µa. However, even in those instances ßäp4 points to the negative side of body: as 
seen in 1 Cor 15.35-58, `flesh' is not the enduring part of humanly existence. Hopvcia 
is the specific manifestation of the `flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5. Furthermore, the metaphor of 
leaven in 1 Cor 5.6-8 demonstrates that Paul understands `flesh' to be insidious. The 
Corinthians must remove the contaminant because they are called to be unleavened 
bread (5.7), composed of sincerity and truth (5.8). The people with whom the 
Corinthians are not to associate, the sexually immoral, the greedy, robbers, idolaters, 
revilers, and drunkards demonstrate that they are of the `flesh' and that their 
lives are 
258. This theme continues in the following verses and one observes that `flesh 
and blood' are perishable (v. 50), which must be changed to imperishable (v. 52) to 
avoid death (v. 54) and to inherit the kingdom of God (v. 50). Furthermore, Paul 
counsels the Corinthians to remain steadfast `abounding in the work of the Lord' (v. 58) 
to be clothed eventually with immortality (v. 53-54). 
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oriented away from God. Paul has examined the Corinthian congregation and found 
them also to be `still of the flesh' (1 Cor 3.3) - `merely human' (3.4) - and it is a state 
that keeps them from full maturity in Christ (3.2). It is the focus on human pursuits, 
intensified by willful sinning, that Paul finds abhorrent; the incestuous man is exhibiting 
his humanity in a particularly shocking way. To Paul, the man's actions are 
counterintuitive given the new possibility of existence inaugurated by Christ259 and 
contradictory to the life of the Christian fellowship. Paul understands that a new age of 
the Spirit has dawned and the Corinthian community may participate in that age if they 
avoid the way of the `flesh'. 
This survey of Paul's use of 66p4 in 1 Corinthians points to its range of meaning 
within the context of mortal existence. The negative side, i. e. that mortality cannot 
inherit immortality, is shown when one intentionally turns away from God and towards 
human pursuits. The sin of nopvEia in 1 Corinthians 5 reflects the man's `fleshly' 
nature, which must be destroyed if there is to be hope that he will inherit the kingdom of 
God. With this interpretation, the negative aspect of `flesh' provides the basis for Paul's 
use of 66p4 in 1 Cor 5.5. However, some commentators find the more neutral aspect of 
`flesh', i. e. ßäp4 as equivalent to the physical body, to better account for its usage in 1 
Cor 5.5. Hence, the punishment in view is the death of the offender. For example, 
Conzelmann says that `the destruction of the flesh can hardly mean anything else but 
death'. 260 He explicates that the offender's spirit will be `seized by God [and] be saved 
by the annihilating of the "flesh" sold to sin. His immediate physical death preserves 
him from eternal death'. 261 William F. On and James Arthur Walther concur, although 
they leave room for the man's repentance: 
259. The the most succint expressions of this are found in Rom 6.11 and Phil 
2.15; see also 1 Cor 2.6-16; 2 Cor 3.6-4.6; Gal 3.23-29; Rom 8.14-17. 
260. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97. Conzelmann supports his interpretation by 
pointing to 1 Cor 11.30-32. The position that 1 Corinthians 5 and 11 contain analogous 
situations will be examined in chapter 6. 
261. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 98n. 40. 
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Since the sin of the Corinthian man was certainly a violation of OT marriage law 
and, according to Paul, of Gentile practice, Paul could well have been consigning him to extirpation, which would be executed by Satan as the agent of divine 
punishment (on the analogy of the Job story; usually the hand of God was the 
executor in Judaism). Destruction of the flesh, then, would refer to premature death. Under such circumstances the man would have some time to come to 
repentance, and so his spirit would finally be saved. 262 
In addition, Barrett, Bruce, Klausner, and Morris take the position that physical suffering 
and death are in view. 263 
On the other hand, Nigel Watson considers the interpretation of physical 
suffering and/or death to be vulnerable. According to Watson, 
it would follow, for one thing, that Paul was using the terms `flesh' and `spirit' 
to mean the physical body and the essential self. But that would imply a 
dualistic understanding of human nature, according to which body and spirit 
would confront each other as opposites. Such an understanding was clearly 
prevalent in Corinth but is foreign to the unitary tendency of Pauline 
anthropology. 264 
Furthermore, James T. South criticizes the view that Paul calls for the death of the 
offender, rather, like Satan's effect on Paul in 2 Cor 12.7-10, Paul expects that the man 
will be taught the lessons of patience and dependence on God. 265 Allo, Fee, Lockwood, 
Quast, Ruef, Alexander Sand, Talbert, and Thiselton concur that `the flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5 
is the sinful aspect of the man and that Paul enjoins a corrective and penitential 
discipline. 266 
4.1.3.3. Problems with `Flesh' as Physical Destruction. 
While I have not exhaustively analyzed the interpretation of `the flesh' in this 
262. Orr and Walther, I Corinthians, 188-89. 
263. Barrett, First Corinthians, 126; Bruce, 1 and 2 Corinthians, 55; Klausner, 
Jesus to Paul, 553; and Morris, 1 Corinthians, 86. 
264. Watson, The First Epistle to the Corinthians, 49. 
265. See South, Disciplinary Practices, particularly 89-106. 
266. Allo, Premiere Epitre, 122-24; Fee, First Epistle, 212; Lockwood, 1 
Corinthians, 186; Quast, Corinthian Correspondence, 44-45; Ruef, First Letter to 
Corinth, 40-41; Alexander Sand, Der Begriff "Fleisch" in Den Paulinischen 
Hauptbriefen, Biblische Untersuchungen (Regensburg: Friedrich Pustet Regensburg, 
1967), 144-45; Talbert, Reading Corinthians, 19; and Thiselton, First Corinthians, 399. 
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passage, 267 my objective has been is to demonstrate how interpretation of the term 
`flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5 is important in discerning the discipline involved. In this task, it is 
also necessary to consider the possible interpretations of ßäp4 in relation to the overall 
intent of the discipline, i. e. salvation of the man's spirit. In this way, it is possible to set 
parameters for the appropriate understanding of 6äp4 in 1 Cor 5.5. A significant portion 
of this chapter is involved in that task. However, here I will examine the particular 
problems of equating 6äp4 with 66µa in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
First, if `the flesh' is equivalent to the physical body, then the destruction of it is 
synonymous with death. Thus for those interpreters who understand the body and `the 
flesh' as the same, then death of the offender is a reasonable assumption. However, 
difficulty for this interpretation lies in Paul's hope that the destruction will actually 
increase the likelihood of the offender's salvation in the day of the Lord. Above, I 
concluded that it is best to understand that `the flesh' and `the spirit' both refer to the 
offender. With Barrett, I find it foreign to Paul's thought to imagine that a punishment 
resulting in death will `atone' for the offender's sin. 268 In his investigation of 1 
Corinthians 5, Siegfried Meurer concurs. 
Abzulehnen sind die Auslegungen, die Paulus unterstellen, er habe mit diesen 
Worten lediglich an die Rettung der Seele gedacht, denn der Apostel denkt hier 
weder platonisch noch gnostisch. Auch die Meinung, daß Paulus dem Sünder 
die Möglichkeit gebe, durch den Tod seine Sünde zu sühnen ... kann nicht 
akzeptiert werden, weil sich, dafür im paulinischen Kanon kein Hinweis finden 
läßt. Zudem gerät diese Vorstellung in Konflikt mit der Überzeugung, daß Gott 
selbst die Sühne durch den Tod Christi geleistet hat (Röm 3.24f). Zu diesen und 
ähnlichen Auffassungen kommt es dann, wenn man sich erst einmal darauf 
festgelegt hat, daß Paulus die physische Vernichtung, also den Tod des Sünders, 
erwarte und wolle. 269 
267. Refer to the diagram of interpretations on page 9 for a more extensive 
overview. 
268. Barrett, First Corinthians, 127. In fact, the Bible nowhere speaks of 
physical suffering as ensuring one's salvation (see Quast, Corinthian 
Correspondence, 44). 
269. Siegfried Meurer, Das Recht Im Dienst der Versöhnung und Des Friedens: 
Studie Zur Frage Des Rechts Nach dem Neuen Testament, AbThANT (Zurich: TVZ, 
1972), 127. 
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It follows, then, that for salvation to occur a change must happen in the man himself, i. e. 
a reorientation of life that indicates receptivity to the will of God rather than engagement 
in sin. Paul commonly calls these two states life `in the flesh' and life `in the Spirit' 
(e. g., Rom 8.4-17; Gal 5.16-25). Less commonly he refers to the change from a sinful 
state to a spiritual state as repentance (as in 2 Cor 7.9-10). Sand, in his monograph on 
6äp4 in Paul's letters, agrees. He finds that the relationship of `flesh' and `spirit' in 1 
Cor 5.5 to be that 
Beide bezeichnen vielmehr je für sich den ganzen Menschen unter einem jeweils 
verschiedenen Aspekt: »Fleisch« ist der Sünder, ist der Mensch, der in das 
Sündersein des alten Menschen zurückgefallen ist, der - weil er gesündigt hat - 
aus der Gemeinde ausgeschlossen und dem Satan übergeben werden soll, 
»Geist« ist ebenfalls der ganze Mensch ... der - nachdem er Buße getan 
hat - 
wieder in die Gemeinde aufgenommen wird und am Tage des Herrn Rettung 
270 findet. 
Thus Paul saw proper conduct as important for a believer. If, then, the discipline 
in 1 Cor 5.5 is death, the only way Paul may hope for the man's salvation is if he 
considers it feasible for the offender to repent after death. This is not a widely held 
position, but it does consistently hold together the notions of capital punishment and 
hope for the offender's salvation. S. D. MacArthur advances the idea that Paul expects 
the salvation for the incestuous man to happen after death, which he does by taking 
1rvEüµa in 1 Cor 5.5 and 1 Pet 3.19 as a euphemism for a dead person . 
271 Given Paul's 
notions of life `in the flesh' and life `in the Spirit', salvation will occur if the sinner 
reorients himself towards God while he is in the realm of the dead. Although 
MacArthur does not state this explicitly, 272 the logical conclusion of his study is that 
270. Sand, Der Begriff "Fleisch, " 144-45. 
271. S. D. MacArthur, "`Spirit' in Pauline Usage: 1 Corinthians 5.5, " in Studia 
Biblica, vol. III, edited by E. A. Livingstone, Papers on Paul and Other NT Authors: 
6th 
International Congress on Biblical Studies (Sheffield: JSOT, 1980), 253-54 and 256n. 
25. 
272. His comment is, `the verse says simply: the dead person will be saved on 
the day of the Lord' (MacArthur, "Spirit, " 254). 
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after the incestuous man is dead, he will realize his sin and regain his status as one of 
God's people worthy of salvation. 
1 Pet 3.19 is crucial for MacArthur's case because certain readings of it 
understand that Christ visited spirits in an after-life holding cell and prompted their 
repentance. However, John H. Elliott notes that the passage is far from clear. There are 
a number of interpretative difficulties, including questions about when Christ descended 
to preach to the spirits (after their death or prior to their existence) and who the `spirits 
in prison' are: the righteous dead of Noah's generation, the wicked dead, or the 
rebellious angels. 273 Elliott's own interpretation is that `in the course of going into 
heaven. Christ confirmed the condemnation of the disobedient spirits imprisoned in one 
of the heavenly realms'. 274 Thus the case of 1 Pet 3.19 is not solved. 
Furthermore, MacArthur cites LXX Sir 9.9 and 1 Enoch 22.3-13 as proof that 
`1rvEf is can represent the condemned person insofar as he will exist after his death in 
the realm of the dead' and that this was an idea common at the time of Paul. 275 As 
MacArthur states, there were those in Second Temple Judaism who understood there to 
be places for the wicked dead to await the day of judgment (1 Enoch 22.4). However, 
MacArthur's appeal to 1 Enoch does not bolster his case that after a punishment of death 
the offender in 1 Corinthians 5 will be saved. 1 Enoch portrays separate realms of the 
dead, where the spirits cannot mingle or change places; according to this view, the 
righteous dead and wicked dead are already destined for their portions (22.9-13; cf. Luke 
16.23-26). 
Similar to the tradition in 1 Peter, Paul conceives of a sort of `waiting room' 
whence those believers who have `fallen asleep' (i. e. died) will be summoned at the 
273. John H. Elliott, 1 Peter, AB (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 647-62. 
274. Elliott, 1 Peter, 650. Similarly, he understands the spirits in 1 Pet 4.6, a 
verse traditionally linked with 3.19, as the righteous dead who had been unjustly 
persecuted in life but who will receive divine vindication (Elliott, 1 Peter, 740); cf. 1 
Enoch 22. 
275. MacArthur, "Spirit, " 253. 
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parousia to meet the Lord in the air (1 Thess 4.13-17). Even though he attributes the 
death (Koiµäoµat) of some of the believers to improper self-discernment (6taxpiv(O in 
11.29-30), he clearly does not think this signifies that they have lost their status in the 
people of God; they will not be condemned along with the world (11.31-32). They are 
believers and their lot does not change after death. 
Hence, MacArthur fails to demonstrate that the idea of a wicked spirit attaining 
salvation after death existed in antiquity. Moreover, even if the interpretation of 1 Pet 
3.19 is debated, the texts that MacArthur appeals to for support illustrate that the 
respective authors considered the fates of the dead to be sealed after death. Thus it is 
best to understand that in 1 Cor 5.5 Paul hopes that the man's `fleshly' aspect will be 
destroyed while he is still alive, which would allow for the reorientation of his life and 
salvation in the day of the Lord. Thus there are problems in seeing `flesh' in v. 5 as 
synonymous with `body'. Not only is it theologically improbable that Paul meant that 
the incestuous man's death could atone for sin, attention to the occurrences of ß6p4 1 
Corinthians indicates that Paul maintains an antithesis between `flesh' and `spirit'. 
4.2 Presence and Absence in 1 Corinthians 5.3-4 
After general investigation of (76)µa, nvsüµa, and 66cp4, it is now possible to 
examine how they are used in the context of 1 Cor 5.3-5 itself. Here what has been 
gained from study of the Pauline concepts of body and spirit, above, will aid in 
interpretation of statements about his presence and absence in vv. 3-4. 
4.2.1 Verse 3: Physical Presence and Absence 
This verse presents a perplexing situation, in which Paul portrays himself as both 
absent and present in the Corinthian fellowship. Paul assures the Corinthians that 
although `absent in body (äirwv ich awµail), I am present in spirit (itapc)v 8E i(O 
7 vEVµa'ri); and as if present ((OS napwv) I have already pronounced judgment' (1 Cor 
5.3). How can Paul imagine that he is present at Corinth despite his absence? Perhaps 
he is merely employing an epistolary technique -a stylistic commonplace in antiquity, 
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equivalent to the modern phrase, `my thoughts are with you'. Or, perhaps he imagines 
that his spirit, joined to the Holy Spirit, could actually be among the Corinthians when 
they gathered. Secondly, why does Paul emphasize his presence? These questions will 
now be explored. 
Paul speaks of being present and absent with congregations in other letters. In 2 
Corinthians, the theme is expressed on several occasions (2 Cor 10.1-2,11; 13.2,10) in 
regard to the possibility of visits from Paul and usually in connection to disciplinary 
matters. These verses reveal a link between authority and presence. In each situation, 
Paul underscores his authority to discipline the Corinthians by evoking imagery of his 
presence. In 2 Cor 10.1-2, he writes: `I who am humble when face to face (Ka-cä 
np6uceirov) with you, but bold toward you when I am away (äzrwv)! -I ask that when I 
am present (napdw) I need not show boldness by daring to oppose those who think we 
are acting according to human standards (xaiä ßäpx(X)'. Furthermore, `let such people 
understand that what we say by letter when absent, we will also do when present' 
(10.11). This makes the link explicit between what Paul writes and his power (cf. 1 Cor 
4.18-21). Prior to his third visit to the Corinthians (2 Cor 13.1), he expresses that he 
writes, `these things while I am away from you, so that when I come, I may not have to 
be severe in using the authority that the Lord has given me for building up and not for 
tearing down' (13.10). Stanley K. Stowers accounts for the occurrences of this motif of 
presence and absence in Paul as common phraseology from the Greco-Roman `friendly 
letter tradition' . 
276 In addition, Abraham Malherbe relates that letters in that period were 
understood to be one-half of a dialogue; he provides examples in which the writer 
speaks to an absent friend as though he were present. 277 
276. Stanley K. Stowers, Letter Writing in Greco-Roman Antiquity, LEC 
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1986), 60. Examples are from Ambrose, Letter 197; 
Augustine, Letters 42,58; Jerome, Letters 5,7; John Chrysostom, Letters 36,49,58. 
277. For letters as surrogate dialogues see e. g., Cicero Ad Familia 12,30; 
Demosthenes 223. For representative letter addressing a friend as though present see 
e. g., Cicero Ad Familia 2,4; Seneca. Epistula 75 (from Abraham J. Malherbe, Ancient 
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However, it may be that these passages in Paul convey something apart from an 
epistolary convention. In other places, when he writes about being present in a 
community, he actually means that he will be there. Furthermore, 1 Cor 5.4 relates that 
the power of the Lord Jesus is also present with the assembled community, which 
demonstrates the gravity of this situation. Gordon Wiles also observes that the `striking 
threefold emphasis [in 1 Cor 5.3-4] on his presence must mean more than a conventional 
epistolary formula' . 
278 In addition, Fee thinks that Paul means to convey more than `you 
are in my thoughts' here: `it is, after all, quite different for him to say that he thanks God 
"at every remembrance" of someone, and to say that he considers himself actually to be 
present with them Ev 'r4 RvsvµaTi ("in his spirit" or "in the Spirit")'. 279 In an analysis of 
Paul's motif of presence and absence, Funk decides that `Paul must have thought of his 
presence as the bearer of charismatic, one might even say, eschatological power'. 280 
Indeed, `the word of God spoken by Paul is ... life-giving and 
death-bringing (2 Cor 
2.14-17), and this word is bound, so far as Paul is concerned, to his personal 
presence'. 28' Käsemann understands 1 Cor 5.3-5 as conveying the authority of a 
`sentence of holy law in the NT', whereby the `Spirit - and that means the present Lord - 
himself takes action. His judgments are unambiguous and need neither discussion nor 
ratification, so that from this standpoint the personal absence of the apostle becomes 
Epistolary Theorists, SBLSBS [Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988], 12). See also Gustav 
Karlsson, "Formelhaftes in Paulusbriefen? " Eranos 54 (1956): 138-41. 
278. Gordon P. Wiles, Paul's Intercessory Prayers: The Significance of the 
Intercessory Prayer in Passages in the Letters of St. Paul, SNTSMS (Cambridge: CUP, 
1974), 145. 
279. Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 124. 
280. Robert W. Funk, "The Apostolic Parousia: Form and Significance, " in 
Christian History and Interpretation: Studies Presented to John Knox, edited by W. R. 
Farmer, C. F. D. Moule and R. R. Niehbuhr (Cambridge: CUP, 1967), 265. 
281. Funk, "Apostolic Parousia, " 265. The passage Funk cites portrays Paul as 
one who is sent from God and able to stand in God's presence (2 Cor 2.17). 
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282 irrelevant and all that remains to the community is the act of assent'. 
In order to discern what Paul means by his spiritual presence, what Käsemann 
suggests merits attention - did Paul consider that his presence was of no importance? 
The context of 1 Cor 5.3-4 actually indicates the opposite. Paul may have made his 
judgment at a distance, but he emphasizes three times that he is spiritually present with 
them. Particularly, he promises that his spirit will be with them when the discipline 
occurs. Can it be that despite the emphasis on his spiritual presence, he actually believes 
that it makes no difference? The Bible contains other situations in which powerful men 
of God are `caught up' in the spirit, have visions, or are even physically transported to 
another location. Paul describes one of his own ecstatic experiences to the Corinthians: 
I know a person in Christ who fourteen years ago was caught up to the third 
heaven - whether in the body (Ev (76)iwn) or out of the body (EKT6q toü 
6tµutoS) I do not know; God knows. And I know that such a person - whether 
in the body or out of the body I do not know; God knows - was caught up 
(ijpnäyrj) into Paradise and heard things that are not to be told, that no mortal is 
permitted to repeat (2 Cor 12.2-4). 
From what he has written, it is obvious that Paul himself is not sure if the experience 
was bodily or not. This indicates that he thought it was possible to be transported 
somewhere out of body, in spirit. Also apparent is his belief that God could transport 
him via either method, in the body or out of the body. 283 
This view is probably not particularly strange for one steeped in Jewish scripture 
traditions, which contain stories of people being caught up by God, either physically 
transported or via heavenly visions. 284 People apparently believed that Elijah was 
occasionally transported by God (1 Kgs 18.12; 2 Kgs 2.16); in fact, the Bible reports that 
282. Ernst Käsemann, New Testament Questions of Today, ET, translated by W. 
J. Montague, NTL (London: SCM, 1969), 71. 
283. The verb here for `caught up' (6pit4w) is in the aorist indicative passive 
because it describes an event that happened to Paul. Furthermore, Paul writes, `I do not 
know; God knows', implying that it was God who caused the `catching up'. 
284. See Earle Ellis, "Söma in First Corinthians, " Int 44 (1990): 136-37, where 
he likens Paul's translocations to those of the prophets. 
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the LORD took Elijah to heaven in a chariot of fire (2 Kgs 2.11). 285 In addition, the OT 
refers to various prophets who were admitted as observers to the heavenly court, namely, 
Micaiah (1 Kgs 22.19-23), Isaiah (Isa 6.1-13), Ezekiel (1.4-28), Zechariah (3.1-2), and 
Daniel (7.9-14). 286 Furthermore, Ezekiel was able to have visions of Jerusalem and 
heavenly beings (Ezek 8.1-4), 287 as well as appear to the exiles in Chaldea (11.24) in 
visionary transport. 
These themes also appear in the NT. Luke describes Jesus' ascension as his 
being `lifted up' to heaven (Luke 24.51; Acts 1.2,9-1 l ). 288 In Acts 8.39-40, a spirit of 
the Lord snatched Philip away to Azotus. Also, Paul writes to the Thessalonians that 
those who are still alive at the napouaia will be `caught up' to meet the Lord in the air 
(1 Thess 4.17). In addition, the literature of Second Temple Judaism contains other 
examples of such accounts. 289 In 1 Enoch, the LORD allows Enoch to stand in the 
council of God, travel the heavens with angels, and gain knowledge about God's 
judgment of the fallen angels. The pseudepigraphal work was named for Enoch, the 
man who `walked with God; then he was no more, because God took him' (Gen 5.24). 
Enoch was seen to be an exemplar of a righteous man because he, like Elijah, did not 
experience physical death. 
However, the description of Elisha's spiritual presence and absence in 2 Kgs 
5.26 is most closely akin to the situation in 1 Cor 5.3. This passage describes Naaman 
285. See also Ezek 2.2, where a spirit enters Ezekiel and sets him on his feet. 
The spirit of the LORD could also possess people, which would bring on a prophetic 
frenzy and give someone an altered personality (e. g., 1 Sam 10.6,10). 
286. A vision of the enthroned LORD is also found in Psa 80.1 [LXX 79.1]. 
287. In this passage the `hand of God' (8.1) lifted Ezekiel by the `lock of the 
head' (v. 3). 
288. See also attestations of Jesus' exaltaton in Acts 2.32-33; 1 Tim 1.16; Heb 
4.14; 8.1; 9.24; 10.12; Rev 12.5. 
289. See Apoc Ab 15.5-27.3 (OTP 1); 2 Enoch chapters 1-68 (OTP 1); 4 Ezra 
chapters 3 -14 (OTP 1); T Ab chapters 10-14 (OTP 1); Mart Ascen Isa chapters 6-11 
(OTP2); and WisSol 4.10-11. 
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the leper's visit to Elisha. Although Elisha did not go out to meet Naaman (5.10-11), 
Elisha's cure was still effective and Naaman's `flesh was restored like the flesh of a 
young boy' (5.14). Elisha refused to accept Naaman's gift of gratitude, but Gehazi, a 
servant of Elisha, pursued Naaman in order to collect the gift for himself. Although 
Gehazi hid his actions and Naaman's gifts from Elisha, he knew what Gehazi had done: 
`but [Elisha] said to him, "Did I not go with you in spirit (Kap6t(X µou) when someone 
left his chariot to meet you? "' (5.26). Elisha's spirit was present with Gehazi; he was 
aware of the sin and he judged that the leprosy of Naaman should cling to Gehazi's and 
his descendants' bodies (5.27). 
The conceptual agreement between 2 Kgs 5.26 and 1 Cor 5.3 demonstrates a 
similar understanding of presence through spiritual means. In fact, this similarity gives 
insight about Paul's self-perception. The notion that his nvci to would be transported to 
Corinth in order to participate in the disciplinary action290 may indicate that Paul 
understood himself as acting within the line of the prophets. 291 On the other hand, Paul 
never calls himself a prophet. Although he speaks very highly of prophecy (1 Cor 14.1, 
5), he never claims this as his identity. Paul's self-description is that he is an apostle of 
Christ Jesus (e. g., 1 Cor 1.1; 2 Cor 1.1; Rom 1.1) and his servant (Phil 1.1; Rom 1.1). 
Perhaps Paul, as apostle of Christ, can experience spiritual transport in line with 
the power of ancient prophets; however, the situation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 reveals additional 
aspects of his apostleship - those of priest and judge. In drawing upon the deuteronomic 
expulsion formula in 1 Cor 5.13, Paul evokes those situations in Deuteronomy in which 
290. According to Hays, `Paul says that his own spirit will be present with them. 
This should not be read in a weak, merely psychological sense. In some mysterious way 
he believes that his spirit will actually be there with the community, efficaciously 
participating in their solemn action' (Hays, First Corinthians, 84). 
291. Wiles notes that the two phrases, `in the name of our Lord Jesus' and `with 
the power of our Lord Jesus', `underline the claim of the apostle to be pronouncing 
judgment as a prophet on behalf of Christ and according to the will of Christ' (Wiles, 
Paul's Intercessory Prayers, 146). Cf. Krister Stendahl, Paul Among Jews and Gentiles 
(London: SCM, 1976), 8-11, who likens Paul's account of his `conversion' (Gal 1.15; 
cf. Acts 9.3-6; 22.6-10; 26.12-18) to Isaiah's and Jeremiah's calls (Isa 49.1-6; Jer 1.5). 
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it was used. In particular, Deut 17.8-12 depicts an offense that is too difficult for the 
people of the town to adjudicate alone. Thus they must go to the place that the LORD 
appoints and present the case to the priest and the judge. The decision of the court is 
binding and people should not deviate because the priest and the judge are the 
representatives of God (Deut 17.9-10). The people must not deviate `to the right or to 
the left' (17.11): `as for anyone who presumes to disobey the priest appointed to 
minister there to the LoR your God, or the judge, that person shall die. So you shall 
purge the evil from Israel' (v. 12). Paul's authority was derived directly from God and 
his role as judge (1 Cor 5.3) necessitates that he and the Corinthians be assembled in 
order for the decision to be effective. Thus Paul feels that he must be spiritually present, 
which will happen by the power of the Spirit. 
4.2.2 Verse 4: Spiritual Presence 
I have proposed that Paul believes his presence is important for the sentence of 1 
Cor 5.3-5 to carry weight. 1 Cor 5.4 again contains Paul's assurance to the community 
that he will be present, this time emphasizing that he will be with them during the 
disciplinary procedure. As noted in chapter 2, the translation of this verse is difficult 
because of the ambiguity of the Greek prepositional phrases. However, Fee observes 
that Paul's phrase rob Eµov lrvci iaroq serves with i pthv as the compound subject of the 
verb auväy 0.292 In support of this are the observations that the two phrases are joined 
by the coordinating conjunction, Kai, and that 6vvax6Evzwv vµthv and rov Lgov 
av&6ga'roq agree in case and number. Taking these phrases together suggests that Paul 
believes he will be with them when they gather. It is, therefore, preferable to translate 
the phrase as `when you and my spirit are gathered together' rather than as `when you 
are assembled, and my spirit is present' (NRSV). 293 
292. Fee, God's Empowering Presence, 124. 
293. My translation is strengthened by the observation that `is present' is a gloss 
added by the NRSV and not original to the Greek text. The difference is not major, but 
the advantage of my rendition is that it connects `and my spirit' with `when you are 
gathered together', meaning that any modifier affects both elements as a unit. 
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In the matter of authority, the situation of Matthew 18 provides a close analogy 
to 1 Cor 5.4 about community discipline. The Matthean community is given authority 
in heaven and on earth (vv. 18-19) to carry out discipline. Matthew records Jesus' 
words that provide his seal of authority: `for where two or three are gathered in my name 
(6uvrlyµEVOt Eiq Tö Eµöv övoµa), I am there among them' (18.20). Observe that the 
participle 6uv1 yµt&ot (from 6uväy(w) is the same as in 1 Cor 5.4, differing only in case. 
The recipients of Matthew's gospel are empowered whenever they gather because Jesus 
will be with them. Power is supplied to them for conducting community discipline and 
they have the assurance that their action on earth is bolstered by power in heaven; thus 
one can conclude that Jesus' presence in the midst of the fellowship bestows the 
necessary authority for enactment of community discipline (cf. Matt 28.20). 
Whilst not arguing for literary dependency, similarities in the vocabulary and 
context may suggest a tradition common to both Matthew and Paul about community 
discipline. 294 If this is so, the Matthean passage can clarify the situation of 1 Cor 5.3-5: 
the settings are similar - the Matthean community, when confronted with impenitent 
sinners, is to gather together. In addition, both communities are to carry out the 
discipline in the name of Jesus and he, although physically absent, will be with them. 
Others scholars support this observation. Barrett comments, `it should be noted that the 
power of the Lord Jesus lies behind the act of the assembled church. Paul does not 
claim to exercise it on his own, but urges the community (as a whole ... 
) to act. '295 
Hays says, `Paul's major point [in 1 Cor 5.4] ... 
is that the gathered community itself is 
invested with the power of the risen Jesus to declare this offender no longer a member of 
the covenant community'. 29' Finally, Fee calls the action of Paul's spirit within the 
community his `prophetic-apostolic ministry'. The Spirit aids him by conveying divine 
294. The similarities support my syntactical analysis in chapter 2: i. e. to take `in 
the name of our Lord Jesus' with `when you and my spirit are gathered together'. 
295. Barrett, First Corinthians, 125. 
296. Hays, First Corinthians, 84. 
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power to the fellowship of believers' actions. 29' From examination of similar situations 
in the Bible of spiritual presence of prophets, of Christ's presence in cases of 
congregational discipline in Matthew 18, and by noting the representative role of the 
judge in Deuteronomy 17, it is possible to see that when Paul speaks of his spiritual 
presence in vv. 3-4, he conveys not only his own apostolic authority, but, more 
significantly, the power of God. 
4.3 `Destruction of the Flesh' 
Having considered the themes in 1 Cor 5.3-4 of presence and absence in relation 
to Paul's apostolic authority to make decisions in matters of discipline, I will now focus 
on the discipline itself in v. 5. The survey of Paul's use of 6äp4 shows that `the flesh' to 
be destroyed is an aspect of the offender that is an obstacle to life lived fully in the 
Spirit. However, it is not clear how the community discipline will destroy `the flesh' or 
what the discipline entails. Examination of UzOpoq is the first step in explicating those 
questions. In this section, I will first look at views of destruction from the OT and then 
the particular usages of 640pog in the NT. My aim is to present the likely meaning of 
Paul's sense of destruction in 1 Cor 5.5. Once this investigation is accomplished, then, 
together with the evidence gathered above about 6äp4, it will be possible to establish 
parameters for understanding what `destruction of the flesh' means. 
4.3.1 `Destruction' in the OT. 
A word search of the LXX and the MT reveals that of the 205 occurrences of the 
6koOpci o word group it is used to render a variety of Hebrew words, ranging from 
`utter destruction", "devotion to God", (TIM, twenty-six times), to "annihilation" (7Z), 
thirty-seven times), to "deal violently with" (1'7L , eight times), to 
"spoil", "ruin" (TIM U1, 
sixteen times), to "cut off' (J1lD, seventy-three times), to "dispossess" (7I1', twenty- 
four). 298 In addition, Liddell-Scott similarly reports a broad range of meaning. The 
297. Fee, First Epistle, 205. 
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entry for 640po; includes "death" as an acceptable translation, as well as "ruin", 
"destruction", "that which causes destruction", "a pest", "a plague", and "curse". 299 
Thus one sees that the 6koOpcI o group has a wide semantic field that encompasses 
complete physical devastation, as well as the severing of one's ties to land and/or group. 
This variation is also conveyed when öXo9pc6w renders 11"ID, the Hebrew word it 
most often translates. In Lev 18.29 one reads, `for whoever commits any of these 
abominations [i. e. the forbidden degrees] shall be cut off from their people'. 300 The 
Hebrew word 11"Ii, here translated as E4oXEApcÜw in Greek, is often understood to be a 
technical term for the death penalty. This meaning for 11-0, its appearance in Leviticus 
as the penalty for incestuous relationships, and its association with words from the OA 
group, provides a basis for understanding ö? Apoq in 1 Cor 5.5 to signal the offender's 
death. 
However, in various places in the OT it may be that `cut off indicates exclusion 
rather than death . 
301 At times, 11-1: ) is explicitly linked with death (e. g., 1 Sam 2.33), but 
`cut off can also signify community exclusion. 1 Sam 28.9 serves as an example of the 
ambiguity. South interprets this passage as meaning death. 302 however, what fl 1D 
conveys here is not clear. The verse relates that Saul consulted a woman for spiritual 
guidance who feared a disastrous penalty because the other wizards and mediums were 
`cut off (fl /ý4oXOpcI o) from the kingdom. However, the passage that contains the 
298. Other Hebrew words include rnx (Piel, "cause to perish"; Ix), f*-: ) 
("complete", "bring to an end"; 2x), n? ("exterminate"; 4x), -i: )7 ("disturb", "trouble"; 
1 x), mn ("smite"; 3x), i 1) ("desolation"; 2x), -in (Piel, "consume", "utterly remove"; 
1 x), iv u ("overtake"; 1 x), and Y"x ("hew", "cut in two"; 1 x). 
299. LSJ, entry 28436; see also entries 28433-37. 
300. This passage was highlighted in chapter 3 for its connection to the situation 
of 1 Corinthians 5. 
301. See R. Laird Harris, Gleason L Archer, Jr., and Bruce K. Waltke, eds., 
Theological Wordbook of the Old Testament (Chicago: Moody, 1980), entry 1048. 
302. See South, Disciplinary Practices, 51. 
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account of what happened to the mediums and wizards, does not use the verbs 
11ýý/E o Opc w. There it is reported that Saul removed them `from the land' (äicö tfic 
Ký?? ý 1 Sam 28.3 ). 303 While this phrase could be a euphemism for death, it is also 
possible that it signifies expulsion. 
The book of Judith may provide insight for `destruction' in 1 Cor 5.5. One finds 
verbal and situational similarities in Jud 11.15, where Judith says that the people of 
Bethulia will be handed over to the Assyrian general, Holofernes, for destruction 
(6o0>16ovTai aot ci; öXc0pov) because of their sin. The word for `hand over' is 
6o0ij6ovtai, a form of 6&)[n, from which mapa8i&wµt comes. Despite Judith's words, 
it is a lie designed to trap Holofernes. She is a woman of Bethulia and her intent is to 
save it from the Assyrian siege. In fact, what she says in 8.18-20 is directly contrary to 
her message to Holofernes in 11.15. In chapter 8, she observes that, unlike their 
ancestors who were handed over (E660r)aav) to the sword and pillage, the people of 
Bethulia have never engaged in idolatry. This is one of the offenses for which a person 
is expelled from the people of Israel (Deut 17.2-7) and later also targeted by Paul for 
expulsion (1 Cor 5.9-13). Given that it is not possible to know if the tradition of Judith 
was available to Paul, 304 I will not assert that Paul makes allusion to Jud 11.15 in 1 Cor 
5.5. However, both passages point to a connection worthy of investigation between 
irapaBIöa n, ö? xOpo;, and sin. 
The results of my investigation show that the LXX and MT semantic fields of 
6Xo0psvco and 71-17 do not allow one to conclude that because of its conceptual 
development, the word 640pov in 1 Cor 5.5 must indicate death. However, I have 
303. The verbs in v. 3, -ro/7rEptatpE(. o, do not connote death. The Hebrew word 
is here in the Hiphil with the sense of "to cause to turn aside or depart; remove; take 
away". 
304. Toni Craven maintains that because of the book's familiarity with certain 
Jewish religious customs, it is likely to have its origin in Palestine, sometime between 
the 2nd and Ist centuries BCE. Although the oldest extant text of Judith is from the 3rd 
century CE, the story is attested in the Ist century CE letter, 1 Clement (Toni 
Craven, 
"Judith: Introduction" in the Harper Collins Study Bible [NRSV], 1459-60). 
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found that the passage in Judith, in particular, points to an important avenue of 
investigation. There is no doubt that Paul imagines that the disciplinary process will be 
devastating for the sinner, but word studies of 640p& o and/or 311 are not enough to 
reveal what this is. Instead, the context of each occurrence of the word must be 
examined. Thus I will now examine 640poq's NT appearances in order to further 
clarify its sense in 1 Cor 5.5. 
4.3.2 `Destruction' in the NT. 
In their study of the NT, Louw and Nida point out that 6koOpcÜo and its 
derivatives fall within the semantic domain of "destruction". 305 They interpret öXcOpoq 
in 1 Cor 5.5 as indicating the destruction of the body, thus Paul's punishment for the 
offender is death. 306 However, they understand E4o? 8p& o in Acts 3.23 as designating 
severe ostracism. 30' Thus the ambiguity of O'XEOpog raises questions about Paul's 
meaning in 1 Cor 5.5. Besides 1 Cor 5.5 and Acts 3.23 the other places in the NT where 
a derivative of ö? oOpEÜco occurs are 1 Cor 10.10; 1 Thess 5.3; 2 Thess 1.9; 1 Tim 6.9; 
and Heb 11.28. I will examine each in turn based on the degree of destructiveness 
suggested by the passage - i. e. from those in which bodily destruction is less certain to 
those where it is more so. 
4.3.2.1.1 Timothy 6.9. 
The author of 1 Tim 6.9 indicates that `ruin and destruction' (6XcOpov xui 
dn6k t(xv) can accompany a desire to be rich. This desire is an appetite that leads to 
senseless temptation. Expanding on what is meant by `ruin and destruction', the next 
305. L&N, entries 20.34-20.36. 
306. L&N, entry 20.34. A similar interpretation is also found in Walter Bauer, 
Frederick William Danker, W. F. Arndt, and F. W. Gingrich, eds., Greek-English 
Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, 3rd English ed. 
(Chicago: University of Chicago), entry 5278, def. 2, where Hierocles 14,451b is 
offered as a parallel passage. There a sinner's soul is tortured in Hades and thereby 
saved. 
307. L&N, entry 20.35. 
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verse cites examples of people who have become so enchanted with the pursuit of 
wealth that they abandoned their faith and were `pierced with many pains'. The word 
here for pain (ö vrl) can also signify "sorrow", 308 which does not connote physical 
death. Here the sorrow or physical pains that the greedy feel are far short of death; this, 
again, highlights the range of öX Opog. 
4.3.2.2. Acts 3.23. 
Acts 3.11-26 depicts Peter speaking to a crowd of people in Solomon's Portico. 
He condemns them for not recognizing Jesus as a prophet and holds them responsible 
for his death sentence. In his speech, Peter reports that Moses said, `the LORD your God 
will raise up for you from your own people a prophet like me. You must listen to 
whatever he tells you. And it will be that everyone who does not listen to that prophet 
will be utterly rooted out (E4oX6pEu8i1(Tczcu) of the people' (vv. 22-23). This is likely 
an allusion to Deut 18.18-19, but there it is God, rather than Moses, who says this. In 
addition, Deuteronomy contains no reference to being `utterly rooted out of the people'. 
Instead the LORD will hold that person `accountable' (NRSV). 309 Rather, Luke chooses 
to intensify the word, probably to make a theological point. Furthermore, the context in 
Acts does not indicate whether expulsion or death is indicated and its connection with 
Deut 18.18-19 is too loose for additional insight. 
4.3.2.3.1 Corinthians 10.10 and Hebrews 11.28. 
Both 1 Cor 10.10 and Heb 11.28 unambiguously refer to `the destroyer' (ö 
öa. oOpEVwv), who causes death. These passages represent the most severe category in 
the NT for physical destruction. Although Paul has the Passover in mind when he 
mentions the destroyer, the experiences of the children of Israel in the wilderness are the 
main context for 1 Corinthians 10. This chapter is rife with allusions to OT texts, 
308. As in Job 3.7,20; Psa 31.10 [MT 31.11/LXX 30.11]; Prov 17.21,25; 31.6; 
Isa 23.5; 35.10; 51.11; Ezek 21.6 [MT/LXX 21.11]; Rom 9.2. 
309. In the MT the word tih is found in the Qal, which has the sense of "ask 
for", "demand" or "require". In the LXX, the word is &&1( XO, which has the meaning 
of "get justice", "avenge". 
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particularly from Israel's experience in the wilderness, and is Paul's appeal to the 
Corinthians to avoid particular sins (idolatry, fornication, `tempting Christ', and 
grumbling). B. J. Oropeza observes that the situations that Paul brings up from Israel's 
past are the very ones he addresses within the Corinthian fellowship and, in this way, he 
clearly links the Corinthians with the Israelites as the people of God. Oropeza says, `the 
Israelites incurred divine judgments in the wilderness because they committed vices. 
Likewise, some in the Corinthian church were committing vices. Paul implies that such 
individuals were in danger of divine rejection which would identify them as individuals 
who were not part of God's eschatological kingdom (cf. 1 Cor 6.9-10)' . 
310 
In I Cor 10.10, Paul describes how some of the Israelites who complained were 
killed (6c7r6)XovTo) by the destroyer. A destroying angel appears in other biblical 
accounts, 31' but there are only two more occurrences of the term 6 oOpcu'tii;. Both of 
these references (Exod 12.23; Heb 11.28) are to the angel that killed the firstborn at the 
Passover. 312 In 1 Cor 10.10, Paul seems to have both the original Passover and 
wilderness incidents313 in mind. The Passover of Exodus is an important point of 
reference for Paul and its connection with 1 Corinthians 5 has been explored in chapter 
3. Although the destroyer in 1 Cor 10.10 is specifically linked to killing, the main 
emphasis of the section (1 Cor 10.6-13) is to teach the Corinthians the dangers of 
idolatry based on the history of Israel. There is no clear single incident to which Paul 
refers, but Jewish traditions relate that the Israelites murmured against Moses and the 
LORD on several occasions. 314 Paul's discussion focuses on the suffering that occurred 
310. Oropeza, "Situational Immorality, " 10. 
311. See 2 Sam 24.16; 1 Chr 21.15; 2 Chr 32.21; Acts 12.23; 2 Thess 1.7-8; Rev 
16.1; in 2 Samuel and Acts, 6 äyyc? oq 'tov OEov is used to signify the destroyer. 
312. In these places the `destroying angel' is also connected with God. 
313. E. g., Num 16.41-49. This plague, which killed 14,700 people, occurred as a 
result of the people's rebellion against Aaron and Moses (v. 41) and directly after Korah, 
Dathan, and Abiram's challenge to the authority of Aaron and Moses (16.1-40). 
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in the wilderness because of the Israelites' lack of faith. This may be a `scare tactic' 
employed by Paul, where he connects the story of Israel with believers (as does the 
author of Hebrews) to exhort them to proper behavior. Apart from questions of 
rhetorical motivations, the passages reveal that these authors did consider death to be a 
possible consequences of 640poq. 
4.3.2.4.1 Thessalonians 5.3 and 2 Thessalonians 1.9. 
The next NT passages convey the sense of eschatological destruction. Paul's 
warning in 1 Thess 5.3 is when people `say, "there is peace and security, " then sudden 
destruction (öXE6po; ) will come upon them, as labor pains come upon a pregnant 
woman, and there will be no escape' ! 315 Here the emphasis is that the day of the Lord 
will come in stealth, like a thief in the night (5.2), thereby surprising and bringing doom 
for those who are not prepared. Paul's message, however, is meant to be a comfort to 
the Thessalonians; he assures them that this is not their fate because, as children of the 
light, they are prepared for the coming judgment (5.5). Matthew 24 highlights some of 
these same motifs in a description of the coming of the Lord: pregnant women and 
nursing infants (v. 19), people blissfully unaware of impending destruction (vv. 36-41), 
the thief in the night (vv. 42-44), and blessing to those who are faithful (vv. 45-47). 316 
In addition, the Gospel of Luke warns that the day will catch people unexpectedly, as in 
a trap (21.34-35). 317 
The eschatological ramifications of this sense of öX6poq are also depicted in 2 
Thess 1.9. This verse expands on what sort of destruction is imaged for the wicked at 
314. See, e. g., Exod 15.24; 16.2-9; 17.2-3; Num 14.2,27-30; 16.11; Psa 106.25 
[LXX 105.25]. 
315. The theme of a woman in labor is used throughout the prophetic writings to 
convey unexpectedness, tumult, and impending crisis (see Isa 21.3; Jer 4.31; 6.24; 
13.21; 22.23; Hos 13.13; Mic 4.9-10). 
316. See Mark 13 and Luke 12 for parallels. 
317. Luke 21.34 also refers to drunkeness dulling one's senses, as in 1 Thess 5.6- 
7, where those who are drunk are not awake and watchful. 
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the end of time, who `will suffer the punishment of eternal destruction (ö? cOpov 
aid vtov), separated from the presence of the Lord (äno' npoßthirov iov KUpiov) and from 
the glory of his might'. Here destruction is closely associated with separation from the 
presence of the Lord. 318 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to enter the scholarly debate 
about Pauline authorship of 2 Thessalonians; however, this passage conveys a similar 
meaning for öX9po; as in 1 Thess 5.3. Moreover, 1 Thess 4.16-17 indicates that Paul 
connected salvation with the presence of the Lord, which lends weight to a contention 
that the eschatological destruction of 2 Thess 1.9 is in concert with Pauline thought. 
Other Jewish traditions depict separation from the presence of God as the 
punishment for extreme transgression, such as after the man and woman eat from the 
Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil (Gen 3.8), after Cain murdered his brother 
(Gen 4.16), and in the Gospels where Jesus declares that evildoers will be sent away 
from him (Matt 7.23; 25.41; Luke 13.27). The wonders of being in the LoRD's presence 
are extolled in Psa 16.11 [LXX 15.11], where it is described as the `fullness of joy' with 
`pleasures for evermore'. In another place, the psalmist pleads that he not be cast away 
from the presence of God (51.11 [MT 51.13/LXX 50.13]) and outside of the realm of 
God's forgiveness (v. 9 [MT 51.11/LXX 50.11]. Given this text's exploration of the 
topics of the presence of God and sin, I will consider it here in relation to `destruction'. 
4.3.2.5. Excursus: Psalm 51. 
The tradition attributed to this psalm is that it was composed by David in 
confession and repentance for his adulterous affair with Bathsheba. Adultery, a sexual 
indiscretion forbidden by the Ten Commandments (Exod 20.14 [LXX 20.13]), is 
sometimes also called lropvEia (e. g., Hos 2.2 [MT/LXX 2.4]). Psa 51.9 (NRSV) pleads, 
`hide your face from (-co' npbßc)iröv aou äßö/=j'] S) my sins, and blot out all my 
iniquities'. The psalmist realizes that although God is the only one who can remit sin, 
the sin must first be removed from the presence of the LORD. Indeed, this same counsel 
318. See Leon Morris, The First & Second Epistles to the Thessalonians, rev. 
ed., NICNT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 153-54. 
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is given by Paul in 1 Corinthians 5, where the congregation must remove the sinner from 
their midst. There is a dual purpose for this action: if the sinner is to be saved in the day 
of the Lord and worthy of God's presence, then the sin must be blotted out; secondly, if 
the congregation is to continue to have the Spirit of God dwelling within them, then the 
unrepentant sinner must be removed. 
Psa 51.10 (LXX 50.12/MT 51.12) continues: `create in me a clean heart, 0 God, 
and put a new and right spirit within me'. Again, this is in concert with Paul's 
admonition. Only through new creation of the Corinthian community and the sexual 
offender can there be a cleanliness (cf. 1 Cor 5.7; 6.11) of the sort necessary for the 
maintenance of God's temple (cf. 1 Cor 3.16). Indeed, both Hebrew verbs (11D and 
ß7i) in MT Psa 51.12 describe temple activities. In addition, the passage depicts 
anguish at the thought of being consigned to an existence apart from the presence of 
God: `do not cast me away from your presence and do not take your holy spirit from me' 
(Psa 51.11). The suggestion is that those outside of God's presence do not have the 
Holy Spirit of the LORD in them. Paul has told the Corinthians that the Spirit of God 
(ivsüµa Tob OEov) dwells in their midst (Ev vµiv; 1 Cor 3.16); however, they also have 
nopvcia among them (Ev i dv; 1 Cor 5.1). To Paul, having the indwelling Holy Spirit 
indicates that abominations, such as sexual immorality (see also 5.10-11), cannot exist 
within the community. Sin does not have a place in the presence of God. In 2 Thess 
1.9, `destruction' is equated with being outside of the presence of God. This 
understanding of destruction is also possible in 1 Cor 5.5, where the offender is handed 
over to Satan. In this state, the offender is outside of the community that has contact 
with the Lord. Thus `destruction' is exclusion from the fellowship; however, Paul hopes 
that rather than suffer eternal öXEOpoq, the sinner will be saved in the day of the Lord. 
319 
LXX Hos 2.4 [ET 2.2] also lends support to this view. God speaks through 
Hosea to the people of Israel, `plead with your mother, plead - for she is not my wife, 
319. This premise will be tested in the remaining chapters, which consider the 
figure of Satan, the disciplinary action in 1 Cor 5.5, Paul's notion of holy community, 
and his hope for the man's salvation, respectively. 
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and I am not her husband - that she put away her whoring from her face and her adultery 
from between her breasts' (NRSV). Here the word nopvcia ('whoring' in the NRSV) is 
used synonymously with poixsia ('adultery'). The LXX, however, differs from the 
NRSV, which follows the MT. The LXX actually shifts the subject of the sentence to 
God, a change that alters what the passage conveys: xai E4apth iýv ltopvEIav aüifjc Ex 
npo6(6nov µou ('and I [God] will remove her sexual immorality from my face'). Hence, 
the LXX emphasizes that the sin, which is nopvcia, will be removed (E4aip(o) from 
God's presence (cf. 1 Cor 5.13), an action that needs to occur in order for God and 
Israel's special relationship to continue. 
4.3.3 Summary: "O? 9pog 
Investigation of ö? 6poq has shown that it is a term used to convey a range of 
meaning, including `destruction' that can entail sorrow, exclusion from the group, death, 
and eternal expulsion from the presence of God. Thus one cannot say with certainty that 
the occurrence of 640po; in 1 Cor 5.5 requires an interpretation of death. Moreover, 
because of its juxtaposition with lva iö nvsüµa awOfi, it is best to understand ci; 
64Opov Tf q aapK6q as exclusion from the earthly presence of God (i. e. the Corinthian 
community) with the danger, but not certainty, of eternal exclusion from the presence of 
God. Investigation about how exclusion brings about destruction of the man's `fleshly' 
aspects will occur in the remainder of this thesis. However, in anticipation of that, I 
offer Thiselton's view, which is that expulsion from the community `would have a 
sobering if not devastating effect', 320 particularly in a shame/honor-based culture like 
Corinth. 
4.4 `Flesh' and `Spirit' in 1 Corinthians 5.3-5 
Study of the anthropological terms used in 1 Cor 5.3-5 reveals that Paul 
320. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 396. This would particularly be the case if the 
man were of high status as suggested by Clarke and Chow. See pages 19-20, above, 
where I present their premises. 
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understood that his physical absence in the community (v. 3) would be compensated by 
his spiritual presence with the Corinthians when they gathered (v. 4). Furthermore, it is 
likely that he imagined that this will be achieved by being `caught up' by the Spirit (as in 
2 Cor 12.2-4), 3' 1 much as OT prophets and other apostles of Christ were reported to 
have been. Paul's use of the phrase `as if present' (v. 3) indicates that he believed that 
his presence was necessary in the community for the disciplinary action to be carried 
out, much as the deuteronomic legislation required the presence of a levitical priest and 
judge. Both of these aspects of his presence in the community underscore his apostolic 
authority, which was representative of the power of God. 
Additionally, investigation about `the flesh' and `the spirit' in 1 Cor 5.5 indicates 
that they are aspects of the incestuous man himself. Thus I agree with the decision of 
the NRSV to supply the personal pronouns, `his', here. Furthermore, I offer that Paul 
wishes `flesh' and `spirit' in v. 5 to be understood as ways in which a person lives her or 
his life, i. e. as an orientation away from or towards God, which are opposed to one 
another. 322 It is quite likely that the ßäp4 Paul wishes to see destroyed is that of the 
offender's weakness that allows opportunity for sin. Even though certain aspects of the 
man keep him from walking in the Spirit, ultimately Paul hopes that the offender will be 
saved in the day of the Lord. 
Finally, as demonstrated by examination of 640pog, the `destruction' envisaged 
in 5.5 may have entailed physical affliction, although its semantic field does not 
necessitate the interpretation that 1 Cor 5.5 calls for death. The connection between 
`destruction' and being outside of the presence of the LoRD seems likely, particularly 
considering Paul's understanding that the Corinthian fellowship was the temple of God, 
invested with the Holy Spirit. As such, `destruction of the flesh' designates Paul's 
decision that the impure offender must be removed from the worshipping community. 
321. Perhaps also as in 2 Cor 12.2-3, Paul cannot anticipate, nor does he care, 
whether it will be an `in body or out of body' experience. 
322. This agrees with Paul's positions in Galatians 5 and Romans 7-8. 
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Sand concludes that the best way to understand Eic ö? cOpov ii15 6apK6; is as `zur 
»Vernichtung« des wieder der Sünde verfallenen Menschen mit Hilfe von Buße und 
Umkehr'. 323 This premise will be examined throughout the rest of this thesis. 
323. Sand, Der Begriff "Fleisch, " 145. Ms. Eliza Tutellier renders Sand's 
phrase as `for the "destruction" of the yet-again-sinning human being [i. e. for the 
destruction of that which sins again and again] with the aid of penance and conversion' 
(from a personal communication received February 11,2005). 
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CHAPTER 5 
HANDING OVER TO SATAN 
One of the most difficult conceptual aspects of 1 Cor 5.3-5 is Paul's use of the 
phrase 7apa8oüvat Töv iotoüiov i4 aaiavä in v. 5. The intent of this chapter is to 
explore its possible meanings in order to understand what Paul believed would happen 
as a result of the discipline of the incestuous man. Here the task is to consider 
occurrences of the phrase `1rapaSIBcopi + aot [N]' as well as traditional views of Satan's 
agency at that time. Primarily, I will look to the OT and subsequent Jewish literature in 
pursuing this investigation; however, I will also examine attestations of the phrase more 
broadly in Greco-Roman writings. In addition, findings from the previous chapter about 
readings of the phrase `destruction of the flesh' in context will be used to determine 
potential meanings for the entire phrase, `hand over such a man to Satan for destruction 
of his flesh'. I will begin by looking at the development of the concept of Satan. 
5.1 Traditional Views of Satan's Agency 
The concept of Satan, developed by the major monotheistic religions of Judaism, 
Christianity, and Islam, has become part of the popular imagination through the 
promulgation of the myth of Satan in art, literature, and film. What I call the `myth of 
Satan' has been of interest in both public and religious spheres because it offers an 
explanation of what is observable in society and nature, namely the experience of 
injustice. The concept of Satan encapsulates what Neil Forsyth identifies as a primitive 
and recurring account of a cosmic struggle between forces of good and evil, which is a 
foundational story for most religious systems. 324 
324. Neil Forsyth, The Old Enemy: Satan and the Combat Myth (Princeton: 
PUP, 1987), 8-9; see also 448-51. 
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The figure in the following accounts of Satan's origin is that of an angel, 
originally a servant of God, who wished to exceed the supreme ruler. He rallied an 
angel army to himself, but was defeated by God and cast down from heaven. Once 
ousted from his angelic position, Satan became the opponent of humans and lord of hell, 
the place of torment and privation from God. Although this story is not biblical in 
origin, those who contributed throughout the centuries to its development often appealed 
to the Bible. Finally, Satan stories often link several strands of biblical thought that 
were originally unconnected - those of the beguiling serpent in Eden (Genesis 3), pre- 
diluvian rebellious angels (Genesis 6), the chaotic Leviathan (e. g., Job 41), as well as 
oracles against proud and presumptuous rulers (Isaiah 14 and Ezekiel 28). 325 Thus 
Satan, sometimes also called the devil, Lucifer, Iblis, or Shaytan, is taken to be incarnate 
evil and the enemy of God. In addition, Satan's power is independent of God, which he 
asserts in order to actively undermine the will of God. In this view, Satan is the 
personification of evil and exemplifies everything that is opposite to God. As such he is 
autonomously able to carry out his agenda of turning humanity away from God. 
But is this the earliest understanding of Satan? The portrait of Satan in the MT 
is quite different from the myth of Satan described above. Development of the concept 
of Satan has bearing on my study in regard to how contemporary readers understand 
Satan in Paul's writing. If Paul meant something different by the term `Satan' than what 
a modern reader does, then it is possible that a reader-response interpretation of 1 Cor 
5.3-5 would produce different understandings than a history of traditions approach. If it 
is the case that Satan was considered to be an agent of God, as I argued in chapter 3, 
then it is possible that Paul meant for Satan's work to result in good. Indeed, this seems 
probable given his discussions of how Satan works towards the edification of an 
individual (as in 2 Cor 12.7-9) or, even, a person's salvation (1 Cor 5.5). I believe that 
this issue has significance in terms of how one reads, understands, and implements the 
325. John Milton's seventeenth century epic poem, Paradise Lost is one example 
in which these accounts are integrated into the character of Satan. 
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discipline enjoined by Paul in 1 Cor 5.3-5 
pursue these questions here. 
Therefore, it is a matter of importance to 
I will do this by sketching views within early Judaism from the OT, 
pseudepigraphal writings, the DSS, and early rabbinic literature that represent Jewish 
thought about Satan and that would have been within Paul's sphere of reference. In 
addition, I will highlight how various understandings about cosmological forces and 
mythological beings within the broader culture (Greco-Roman, Babylonian, Iranian) 
contributed to Jewish and Christian apocalyptic thought. It is important to engage in 
these studies in order to have a backdrop for Paul's own cosmology, which aids in 
interpretation of the phrase `hand over to Satan'. 
5.1.1 The Meaning of Eaiavd; 
The LXX renders the Hebrew 1Ut Y (or M9) as 6aiäv or 6aiav&S, the meaning TTTTT 
for which is, literally, "an enemy" or "an adversary". 326 Most often, however, it is found 
with the definite article and rendered as `the accuser'. 327 In much of the NT, this 
adversarial force is understood to be embodied in a fallen angel, Satan, 328 who is the 
enemy of God and of the people of God. However, this view of Satan's hostility to God 
is foreign to the Hebrew Bible. About Satan in the OT, Rabbi Leo Jung says, 
Never and in no place do we hear of any act or utterance that might imply 
disobedience to God or rebellious intentions against His authority. Being one of 
God's servants he is a necessary part of the heavenly hierarchy, by reason of his 
office of importance in the life of man .... 
Satan, then, as God's appointed 
tempter, acts on His behalf, at His command. 329 
326. The TWOT describes the verb Jt tv as "to be an adversary" or "to resist". 
The noun, lt? t', is "adversary" or "one who withstands", or it appears as ; lyv. , "enmity" 
or "accusation". Some of the psalms attributed to David employ the verb to describe his 
adversaries (Psa 38.20; Psa 109.4) who rendered him evil for good (from entry 2252.0). 
327. It is found without an article only in 1 Chr 21.1; Mark 3.23; Luke 22.3; 2 
Cor 12.7. When it occurs with an article it has the force of a functional concept. 
328. His fall from heaven is portrayed as a flash of lightning in Luke 10.18. 
329. Leo Jung, Fallen Angels in Jewish, Christian and Mohammedan Literature 
(Philadelphia: Dropsie College, 1926), 25. 
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Indeed, God appoints both earthly and heavenly beings to act as satans. In 1 Kings 11, 
God raises up two people, Hadad and Rezon, to be adversaries (1utV) to Solomon (11.14, 
23) 330 They did not defeat Solomon, but irritated him and all of Israel (11.25) because 
God was angry at Solomon for his unfaithfulness (11.9). This was a revocation of the 
divine respite granted to Solomon from satans (5.18 [ET 5.4]). 
Num 22.22-35 paints a similar picture, although here it is a divine adversary sent 
by God. A IUtV, occurring parallel to MIM' ýKýl] ('the angel of God'), appears on three 
occasions with a sword poised to kill Balaam. His donkey, however, perceives the angel 
and saves Balaam by refusing to move. God's motivation for sending this angel as an 
adversary is not to kill Balaam, but to stop him from doing what is contrary to God's 
will. What is observable from Numbers is that jt tZ is `a figure who opposes, dangerous 
yet without instant or overwhelming implementation of that danger, a figure whose 
opposing presence symbolises divine disfavour with the failure in faithfulness of 
someone who once did, and should, know better'. 331 
The meaning of `satan', however, did not remain constant. Jewish literature 
continued to develop the idea such that its generic meaning of "adversary" came to 
signify a personal force of evil: `satan' became Satan. Apocalyptic literature, in 
particular, began to depict Satan or a Satan-like figure as the leader of evil forces in 
opposition to God's will. Satan's cosmic battle with the angels of God is mirrored on 
earth, where he works, through princes and rulers, against the people of God (e. g., 
Daniel 7-12). This shift in understanding about Satan may be attributable to an influx of 
Babylonian and Greek influence. For example, Babylonian thought was a contributing 
factor for the apocalyptic genre, the earliest extant work being 1 Enoch (from the late 
third or early second century BCE). However, it is not adequate to identify a single 
instigating source. John J. Collins says, `in the broadest sense the matrix of the Jewish 
330. See also 1 Sam 29.4; 2 Sam 19.23 (ET 19.22). 
331. R. W. L. Moberly, "On Learning to be a True Prophet: The Story of Balaam 
and His Ass, " in New Heaven and New Earth: Prophecy and the Millennium, edited by 
P. J. Harland and C. T. R. Hayward, VTSup (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 10. 
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apocalypses is not any single tradition but the Hellenistic milieu, where motifs from 
various traditions circulated freely'. 332 Indeed, many writings of Second Temple 
Judaism display this sort of cosmological development. 333 
It is the concept of Satan as the instigator of evil that becomes prevalent in early 
Christian writings. Satan is seen as God's enemy from the beginning of time (John 
8.44), he seduced Eve (Rev 12.13,15), and part of Jesus' vocation is to oppose Satan 
(e. g., Matt 12.22-30). Traditions about enemies of God amalgamate into a single story 
of the origin of evil and attributed to the figure of Satan. Narratives in the NT represent 
points in the developmental process. Here I will examine stages in this evolution in 
order to discern Paul's position on the spectrum of Jewish and Christian thought about 
Satan. 
5.1.1.1. Evolution of `Satan': the OT. 
The above observations do not deny that in Israel's scripture traditions the figure 
of Satan was presented as a force of opposition. Satan certainly is an adversary, but 
within the OT he is the opponent of humans, not God. Satan is both a general adversary 
and a personal or national one. The psalmist has earthly accusers - `satans' - from 
whom he prays for vindication and deliverance (Psalm 109). 334 lUt 7 is also depicted as a 
332. John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to the 
Jewish Matrix of Christianity (New York: Crossroad, 1984), 26. Refer also to Pagels, 
Origin of Satan and Robert A. Oden, Jr., "Divine Aspirations in Atrahasis and in 
Genesis 1-11, " ZAW 93 (1981): 197-216. 
333. Examples of this are represented in the collection of literature found at 
Qumran. There one finds evil figures, most often called Belial -a name associated with 
Satan - who leads a force composed of supernatural beings and humans that fights 
against the the angelic and human army of God. The War Scroll (1 QM) vividly depicts 
this view. There Belial is called an `angel of enmity' who has other angels of 
destruction at his command (13.11-12). However, God sent the Prince of Light and his 
angels to assist the `sons of light' (13.10). Furthermore, God has appointed a day of 
battle at which time truth will defeat wickedness and Belial and his `sons of darkness' 
will be exterminated (13.17; 14.17). 
334. Here the verb jQ 4'/&v8iu ? Xw appears. 
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superhuman adversary, as in Num 22.22,32. This sort of portrayal is also seen in the 
story of Job's tribulation at the hand of Satan (in Job 1-2). Satan also appears in God's 
presence in order to accuse Joshua before the Loiw (Zech 3.1). Hence, it is clear that 
roles of adversary and accuser are ones that are allowed by and even useful to the 
LoRD. 335 Not only does God allow Satan to stand in the divine court, as seen in Job and 
Zechariah, the LoRD also directs the action of Satan/satans against people. 336 
Only in the post-exilic 1 Chr 21.1 does ý Qt1? appear in the OT as a proper noun 
without an article. There Satan `stood up against Israel' and prompted David to take a 
census of the people. In this passage, David's action was considered to be a sin and in 
response God sent a pestilence upon Israel, resulting in 70,000 deaths (v. 14). In the 
parallel version (2 Sam 24.1) it is not Satan who incites David, but God. Here we find 
that the LORD is already angry with Israel and David's census-taking is part of God's 
will for inflicting wrath on the people. Thus we see that the Chronicler has substituted 
the figure of Satan for that of the LORD in this narrative, which seems to be a redactional 
move to exonerate God from a morally ambiguous action. About the Chronicler's 
account, Forsyth says, 
In this simpleminded theodicy, Satan substitutes for God as the agent 
provocateur in human affairs; indeed, he ceases to be an agent of God at all and 
acts on his own initiative. He has in fact replaced God. We are fortunate that 
the source of the story is extant in 2 Samuel, for it reveals both the change that 
had come over the Hebrew tradition in the new context of Judaism and the 
reason why Satan's role became necessary - the moralistic desire to free God 
from blame. 337 
Although the substitution in 1 Chron 21.1 may imply a human desire to distance God 
from ambiguity, the Chronicler still connects Satan and YHWH, even to the extent that 
335. `Satan' is identified with YHWH, but not the totality of YHWH (see 
Kluger, Satan, 59, on this point). See Gen 16.10 cf. 15.5; 31.11-13; 32.29 cf. Judg 
13.17-18,22; Exod 3.2,4; 13.21 cf. 14.19,24; Judg 2.1-2; 6.22. 
336. Moreover, 1 Kgs 22.21-23 reveals that even a lying spirit (here 7710 nr, not 
jt tv) can promote the will of God. 
337. Forsyth, Old Enemy, 121. 
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one `stands in' for the other. However, Satan does, for the first time in the OT, 
independently initiate sin. Hence, from an angel of God and a general adversary to 
humanity, the door opens for Satan to become an autonomous figure. 
5.1.1.2. Evolution of `Satan': Pseudepigraphal Literature and the DSS. 
From a fairly coherent picture of Satan in the OT traditions, the portrait of evil 
becomes more variegated during the intertestamental period. The prevalent portrayals of 
Satan in the OT as an adversary and as the destroying angel are of beings that, despite 
having injurious effects on humanity, are at the command of God. In other words, their 
activity was carried out at the behest and/or assent of God. An exception to this general 
picture may be that of Gen 6.1-4, where the `sons of God' (1? t 7i M) took `daughters 
of men' as wives (a7K1 fl P), who bore them children. 338 It has often been interpreted 
that the offspring of this union were the Nephilim mentioned in v. 4, one translation for 
which is 'giants'. 339 A large amount of apocalyptic writing was inspired by these verses 
and the story of fallen angels, Watchers, developed. Through the centuries the account 
grew to incorporate the figure of Satan as the leader of the fallen angels. The question at 
hand is if Paul similarly connected Satan with the Watchers. In order to make this 
decision, we must examine the development of the myth of the fallen angels. 
338. Jung claims that the `sons of God' in this pasage should not be considered 
`fallen angels', a perspective that he thinks is completely un-Jewish. He admits that this 
is the view presented in 1 Enoch, but that is emended by the more orthodox account in 
the Book of Jubilees, where the angels are actually send to earth by God; i. e. their sin did 
not originate with themselves, but only as a result of their connection with humans. 
Jung states that, `in the whole of the Hebrew Bible there is no statement pointing to the 
moral deficiency of any angel. And in the whole range of not only "orthodox" literature, 
but of undiluted Jewish folklore angels appear as impeccable, divine beings. Not 
faultless, nor omniscient, but just and good by nature and beyond human passions' (97- 
98). See, however, Josephus, Ant 1.73-74; Philo, de Gigantibus. 
339. The translation `giants' is supported mainly by the LXX and may be 
misleading. The word may be also mean `heroes' or `fierce warriors' (see TWOT, entry 
1393a). Regardless of the correct translation, the Bible claims that they were the heroes 
of old, warriors of reknown (Gen 6.4; perhaps also Ezek 32.37). Additionally, Nephilim 
in the land of Canaan made the Israelite spies feel as small and powerless as 
grasshoppers (Num 13.33). 
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The four verses in Genesis stand out of context with the rest of the passage. 
They immediately precede the account of the deluge: Gen 6.5 reports that `the LORD saw 
that the wickedness of humankind was great in the earth, and that every inclination of 
the thoughts of their hearts was only evil continually'. 6.1-4 is positioned between the 
genealogy of Adam to Noah in chapter 5 and the LORD's decision to exterminate 
humanity except for Noah and his family. The implications of the sexual union between 
the `sons of God' and the `daughters of men', the identity of the Nephilim, and their 
deeds are not touched upon in the Bible. However, these questions interested authors in 
the intertestamental period. They explored questions like, who are the figures 
mentioned in Gen 6.1-4? Why is this story introduced here? What does this story 
mean? Particularly, what is its significance in relation to the wickedness of humankind 
and the subsequent flood? The compilation of 1 Enoch is an example of this literary 
foment. 
The Book of Watchers (1 Enoch chapters 1-36), proposes that the `sons of God' 
of Gen 6.1-4 are actually a band of fallen angels, the Watchers, under the leadership of 
Semihazah (in one tradition) and `Asa'el (in another tradition). 340 In this book, the 
angels descend to the `daughters of men' because of their beauty. They have made the 
choice to go to earth and the sins that ensue, improper mixing (sex between two unlike 
beings, with the subsequent birth of the Nephilim) and improper revelation, result in 
violence and chaos in the world. In 1 En 10.4-6, Raphael is told to bind `Asa'el by hand 
and foot, to throw him into the darkness of the desert of Dudael, and to place jagged 
stones on him until he is hurled into the fire on the day of judgment. Semihazah and his 
340. The primary sin of Semihazah is inciting the other angels (some 200) to 
descend to the `daughters of men' (1 En 7.3-6). He also taught enchantments and root- 
cuttings to humans (8.3). The sins of `Asa'el are improper revelations of cosmetics, 
smelting, and weaponry (8.1). As a result, humankind became godless, `they committed 
fornication, and they were led astray, and became corrupt in all their ways' (8.2). All 
quotations of 1 Enoch are from R. H. Charles, ed., The Book of Enoch (Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1912). 
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followers are bound under the hills until the judgment, at which point they will also be 
imprisoned forever in the abyss of fire (10.11-13). 34' 
Although the name Semihazah does not appear in the OT, it is possible that the 
other prominent rogue angel, `A§a'el, is a play on the name Azazel, which appears in 
Leviticus 16. If this is so, then the myth of the Watchers may be based on more than 
Gen 6.1-4. The name Azazel is used in the Bible only in Leviticus 16 (vv. 8,10,26) in 
connection with the rituals for the Day of Atonement. In vv. 8 and 10 the provision of 
two goats, one for the Lo1D and one for Azazel, is described. The goat for the LoRD is 
sacrificed as a sin offering; the other is presented alive to the LORD to make atonement 
over it and then sent into the wilderness to Azazel (ýýý?? ýý 7fl Tßl`7). 
The significance of this passage for my study is the suggestion that the expulsion 
of the offender in 1 Cor 5.5 has the same intent as the atonement ritual described in 
Leviticus. 342 This interpretation presumes a link between Azazel of Leviticus and Satan, 
as well as likens transfer of the goat to Azazel with handing over the incestuous man to 
Satan. This view, however, is based on several assumptions. Firstly, it requires that 
Azazel in Leviticus was a name for a demon-like figure, a suggestion that I will examine 
below. Secondly, it assumes that Paul saw the situations as parallel. This premise is 
doubtful. Leviticus mentions two goats, both of which were necessary for the atonement 
of the people. 343 The goat for the LoRD was slaughtered before the mercy seat as a sin 
offering: `thus he shall make atonement for the sanctuary, because of the uncleanness of 
341. Semihazah has no biblical counterpart. Charles notes that this angel and 
Azael are mentioned in Ps-J on Gen 6.3. The origin of the name Semihazah is 
unknown, although Charles suggests TITMVi, or "mighty name" (Charles, 1 Enoch, 16n. 
7). 
342. `Paul re-enacts the atonement text of Leviticus 16 ... 
in the texture of 1 
Corinthians 5, and that at 5.5 in particular he transforms the biblical/Jewish tradition of 
"handing over" the scapegoat in keeping with his vision of the new community of Christ 
as the holy shrine of God' (Shillington, "Atonement Texture, " 31-32). 
343. In fact, three animals are needed: two goats and a bull. The bull was a 
sacrifice to cleanse Aaron and his house so that the ritual can proceed (Lev 16.11). 
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the people of Israel, and because of their transgressions, all their sins' (16.16). The 
second goat also bears the iniquities of the people: 
Aaron shall lay both his hands on the head of the live goat, and confess over it all 
the iniquities of the people of Israel, and all their transgressions, all their sins, 
putting them on the head of the goat, and sending it away into the wilderness by 
means of someone designated for the task. The goat shall bear on itself all their 
iniquities to a barren region (f1Tý and the goat shall be set free in the 
wilderness (16.21-22). 
The goat is not unclean in itself, rather, the sins of the people are placed on it. Thus it is 
inconsistent to think that the already unclean man of 1 Corinthians 5 could similarly 
expiate the sins of the people, particularly since they are already washed and sanctified 
by their baptism into Christ (1 Cor 6.11). 
Furthermore, the word Azazel is itself in question. The NRSV notes that Azazel 
in vv. 8,10 is traditionally rendered as `scapegoat' (e. g., by the LXX [äironoµutatoS], 
Symmachus, Theodotian, and the Vulgate). However, as observed above, Azazel has 
also been connected to the Watcher `Asa'el who has been, in turn, linked to Satan. We 
will now consider this development. There are various suggestions for the how to view 
the word `azazel'. 344 Some have understood the Hebrew to indicate "the goat that 
departs", deriving from `goat' (TY) and `to turn away' ('7T3'). It has also been associated 
with the Arabic word, `azäla ("banish", "remove"), and rendered as `for entire removal'. 
The rabbinic interpretation is that ýTKT3l indicated the place to which the goat was sent, 
namely a solitary place in the desert, a barren region in the wilderness (as in v. 22). 345 A 
fourth possibility is that `Azazel' in Leviticus was a demon, and that the figure of 
`Asa'el, the only Watcher in 1 Enoch to be punished by being bound in the desert, is 
proof of this origin. The logic of this understanding is that because Azazel also receives 
344. Refer to the discusson in Wilhelm Moller, "Azazel, " in ISBE, rev. ed., 
James Orr, gen. ed., revised by Melvin Grove Kyle (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1939), entry 1003. 
345. Jung suggests that Azazel could be associated with ý? K YY, the rough rock in 
1 Sam 20.19 beside which David waited for Jonathan's arrow (see Jung, Fallen 
Angels, 156). The term in 1 Samuel (? TK) is also ambiguous. 
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a goat in Lev 16.8,10, the demon was the personal antithesis to the LORD. However, 
sending two goats to two gods for the expiation of sin would indicate that the Israelites 
did not believe that God alone was able to provide forgiveness. Furthermore, if Azazel 
were a god with power equal to God's in the forgiveness of sins, then it is odd that his 
name only appears three times in the OT. Perhaps the best way to negotiate this 
ambiguity is to understand that the action of sending the goat to Azazel was a way to put 
a potential contagion, i. e. the impurity of sin, as far away from the holy people as 
possible. The T6i'OT is helpful here: 
The significant dimension [in Leviticus 16] is the removal of the sins of the 
nation by the imposition of them on the goat. In this passage sin seems to be 
hypostatized and therefore readily transferable to the goat. Indeed vv. 21 and 22 
state that this goat is to bear away the sin of the people. Such a ritual would 
illustrate vividly the physical removal of defilement from the camp to a solitary 
place where it would no longer infest the nation. 346 
Having made these observations, I take the rabbinic interpretation of Azazel as a remote 
place in the desert to make the best sense within the context of Leviticus 16. 
If my understanding of Azazel in Leviticus as a place is correct, then a 
connection between Satan and Azazel via the OT does not follow. However, there may 
be warrant for this link in pseudepigraphal literature. Although it is not certain that the 
author(s) of 1 Enoch meant to associate `Asa'el with Azazel, 347 it may be that the similar 
names (7KO3J and 7TKTV) imply this. If this is accepted, then how does one account for 
Satan's connection to the Book of Watchers? For this we must turn to the Book of 
Jubilees. 348 
Composed after 1 Enoch, Jubilees also gives an account of the Watchers. 
However, rather than describing a fall, the author claims that angels descended to earth 
346. TWOT, entry 1593.0. 
347. See Lester L. Grabbe, "The Scapegoat Tradition: A Study in Early Jewish 
Interpretation, " JSJ 18 (1987): 152-67, where he makes an explicit connection. 
348. This text is found in James H. Charlesworth, ed., OTP2 (London: Darton, 
Longman & Todd, 1985), 35-142. 
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in order to teach the sons of men, and perform judgment and uprightness upon the 
earth' (4.15). These heavenly beings sinned on earth with the `daughters of men' after 
their arrival and their desire for these women did not predicate their descent to earth. 
Thus there was no revolt in heaven. After the flood, one-tenth of their offspring was 
allowed to afflict humankind under the leadership of Mastema (10.7-9), who is 
identified with Satan in 10.11. 
The author of Jubilees has altered the Watcher tradition of 1 Enoch. The figure 
of Mastema ("enmity") is substituted for those of `Asa'el and Semihazah and autonomy 
of the evil spirits is curtailed. Rather, they are placed under the authority of God, a 
suggestion that the author of the Book of Watchers does not advance. According to 
Archie Wright, `Jubilees has placed the evil spirits within the economy of God and 
under a central leader [Mastema] who at least in the Watcher tradition and the biblical 
tradition, must answer to God'. 349 
Furthermore, Jubilees connects another name, Belial, with Mastema via 
juxtaposition in Jub 1.20 and 10.9. This association is also made in 1QM 13.4 (11-IK1 
in=n fY1t 2 l? D In the DSS, Belial is the most frequently used name for the 
figure opposed to God and is the one who leads the `sons of darkness' in opposition to 
the Qumran sectarians. 350 Belial occurs twenty-seven times in the OT, most often 
349. Archie Wright, "Excursus: Mastema and Belial, " in "Breaching the Cosmic 
Order: The Biblical Tradition of Genesis 6: 1-4 and Its Reception in Enochic and 
Philonic Judaism", unpublished Ph. D. thesis (University of Durham, June 2004), 185. 
Based on Jub 49.2, Wright claims that Mastema is under the sovereignty of God. Here 
the death of the Egyptian firstborn is attributed to Mastema, which is a responsibility 
bestowed on him by the LORD (49.4). One also notes that the name `Mastema' in Jub 
49.2 substitutes for occurrences of the name of the LORD in Exodus 12. 
350. There are also references to Belial/Beliar in the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs: TLevi 19.1; TIss 6.1; TDan 1.7; TGad 4.7; TNaph 8.6; TAsh 1; TBen 3.3. 
See also Mart Ascen Isa 4, where Beliar is described as an angel that will descend to the 
earth and rule in the form of a king (4.4). In this text the leader of the forces of evil is 
called variously Sammael (1.8,11; 2.1; 5.15-16), Behar (1.8-9; 2.4; 3.11; 5.1,15), and 
Satan (2.2,7; 5.16). The wicked angel, Sammael Malkira is associated with Behar, both 
of whom are said to inhabit King Manasseh (2.1 and 1.8-9, respectively; see also 3.13; 
5.15) Furthermore, in 7.9 and 11.41 Sammael and Satan are linked. In 5.15-16, all three 
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meaning "worthlessness" or "wickedness". Although there it never unambiguously 
refers to an evil being, it is associated with death and chaos in Psa 41.9 (ET 41.8/LXX 
40.9). 351 The KJV and Vulgate treat it as a proper name in sixteen and twelve instances, 
respectively. The LXX renders it according to the context by the terms irapavo[da, 
ävo tia, and äcppov, i. e. "lawless", "lawlessness", and "witless". Usually the term 
connotes unsavory characters in expressions such as `son(s) of Belial' (Deut 13.14; Judg 
19.22; 1 Sam 2.12; 2 Chron 13.7), `a daughter of Belial' (1 Sam 1.16), `man/men of 
Belial' (1 Sam 25.25; 2 Sam 16.7; 1 Kgs 21.13; Prov 16.27). `Belial' occurs with no 
modifiers in 2 Sam 23.6 and Job 34.18, where it should be taken as an abstraction, 
meaning "the wicked". 
Furthermore, we observe that the OT equates worthlessness with wickedness, as 
in Prov 6.12. The `worthless man' is a plotter of evil (Prov 16.27), as well as a 
`counselor of villainy' (Nah 1.11) and a mocker of justice (Prov 19.28). Belial is 
equated to the `torrents of perdition', or destruction, that overwhelm the psalmist (Psa 
18.4; cf. 2 Sam 22.5), 352 `deadly' things (Psa 41.9), or anything base (Psa 101.3). 
Although the term Belial may take on certain personal characteristics in these verses, it 
is not until the DSS and pseudepigraphal writings that Belial becomes a figure, i. e. the 
prince of evil (see 1QS 1.16-2.8; also 1QM 13.4-12; 14.9; 4Q386 frag. 1,2.3; 4Q390 
353 frag. 2,1.4; CD 4.12-15; 5.8; 1QH 3.28,29,32). 
figures are associated together. M. A. Knibb believes that this is a text from the end of 
the Ist century CE, composed in Palestine, the legend of which is referred to in later 
rabbinic writings (Knibb in Charlesworth, OTP2,149-50). See also 4Q `Amramb and 
4Q 280 frag. 2, where a figure akin to Belial is called Melchiresha. 
351. Thayer introduces the possibility that the form `Beliar' developed from 
Belial because of association with a deity called -IV? `lord of the forest', who also 
ruled over deserts (Thayer's Lexicon, entry 996). 
352. See S. D. Sperling, "Belial, " in DDD2,2nd ed., edited by Karel van der 
Toorn, Bob Becking, and Pieter W. van der Horst (Leiden: Brill, 1999), 169, where he 
suggests that personification of Belial begins with these passages. 
353. Maxwell Davidson says that in the DSS, `the term ... 
does appear to have 
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While manuscripts do exist from Qumran that reflect the Enochic Watcher 
tradition, 354 the majority of writings associate wickedness with Belial, who is not 
understood to be one of the Watchers. Furthermore, the DSS accounts of Belial express 
that he may incite wickedness and oppress the Qumran sectarians during `this age', but 
this is not due to his rebellion against God. Indeed, IQM 13.10-12 indicates that God 
created Belial to cause corruption and the `Two Spirits' discourse (1QS 3.13-4.26) 
accounts for sin in the world through God's creation of two spirits inside every person. 
Finally, there are eight occurrences of 1UtZ in the DSS sectarian manuscripts 
and, in them, Satan is never linked with Belial, Azazel, `Asa'el, or Melchiresha. 3ss In 
addition, jUtV is a proper name only at 11Q5 19.15 (//11Q6 frag. 4,5.16), which contains 
a prayer for deliverance from any sort of adversary, including Satan. Currently, these 
have been the only fragments found with attestations of the name Satan in the Qumran 
documents. Hence, one observes that Satan does not play a significant role in DSS 
demonology. 
This review of pseudepigraphal and DSS writings reveals that within Second 
Temple Judaism there is a development of a cosmic dualism foreign to most of the OT 
traditions. However, outside of the Book of Watchers, the adversarial powers are not 
portrayed as being in rebellion against God's purposes. Moreover, only in Jubilees is 
this inimical force connected with Satan. On the other hand, Jubilees depicts the figure 
lent itself to a personified usage, with the idea that behind worthless actions or thoughts 
there stands a figure promoting such things' (Maxwell J. Davidson, Angels at Qumran: 
A Comparative Study of 1 Enoch 1-36,72-108 and Sectarian Writings from Qumran, 
JSPSS [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1992], 162). In contrast to Sperling, he suggests 
that Nah 2.1 (ET 1.15), where YHWH utterly `cuts off the wicked, may be the initial 
point of personification for 
354. See, particularly, 4Q180 frag. 1 and 4Q203, where Azazel is the figure 
responsible for sin. The spelling in 4Q203 is' rwy, the same as is found in Leviticus 16. 
That 4Q180 and 4Q203 frag. 1 substitute Azazel of Leviticus for the Watcher `Asa'el 
indicates the possibility that this was a common interpretation of the time. 
355. See 1 QSb 1.8; 1 QHa 22.6 (DSSSE numbering); 1 QHa 24.3 (DSSSE 
numbering); 2Q20 frag. 1.2; 4Q213a frag. 1,1.17; 4Q504 frags. 1-2,4.12; and 11 Q5 
19.15 (par. 11 Q6 frag. 4,5.16). 
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of Mastema/Belial/Satan as existing within the economy of God. In fact, hostility may 
have been seen to have a useful function for separating those who are wicked from the 
righteous, as 1 QS 3.13-4.26 indicates. Finally, in none of the material is there a move to 
connect the angelic fall with the serpent of Genesis 3, or the prophetic oracles of Isaiah 
14 and Ezekiel 28, which becomes the interpretative norm in subsequent Christian 
tradition. 356 
5.1.1.3. Evolution of `Satan': the NT. 
Like the OT, the NT depicts Satan as an angel, 357 although its writers continue to 
develop satanic lore. Satan himself is cast in a hostile role against humans. In various 
places in the NT, Satan is identified as humankind's oldest opponent. Rev 12.9 
explicitly identifies `that ancient serpent' as the one known as Satan and the Devil. In 
addition, due to the similarity of motifs in Rom 16.20 and Gen 3.15, it is sometimes 
maintained that Paul links Satan with the sly serpent in the Garden of Eden. 358 
Reinterpretation of the Satan of the Hebrew OT traditions begins with the LXX. 
For example, in Job 1.6 the LXX renders ý ']1 as of 6yy8Xot rob OEoü and rather 
than `the Satan' being one of that group (a)1M ), the StäßoXoq `came with them' (r1ý6E 
t t' aü'r(bv). Here, Satan's hostility is unwarranted and indicated by the LXX's 
translation of 1týt? by Stä(3o? og, literally "slanderer". Rather than being described as one 
of the angels of the LORD, which is what `the satan' is in Num 21.21, LXX Job 
356. Even rabbinic literature came to affiliate Satan with the serpent through the 
intermediary figure of Samael. Samael and the serpent are identified together (see Ps-J 
Gen 3.6), as are Samael and Eve (see Ps-J Gen 4.1, where Eve conceived Cain by 
Samael [cf. 1 John 3.12]; PRE 21). Samael and Satan are also taken together (see 
ExodR 18.5; GenR 56; DeutR 11; see also LevR 21.4). In ExodR 18.7 and 21.7, Job is 
handed over to Samael/Satan in order to keep his adversarial attentions away from 
children of Israel, who were crossing the Red Sea. Jung regards the connection of Satan 
with the serpent as a new development (see Jung, Fallen Angels, 79). 
3 57. As in Jude 9, where he contends with Michael. 
358. See Forsyth, Old Enemy, 296-97. 
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disassociates the devil from the company of angels. In a similar way, the LXX distances 
God from the figures of Behemoth and Leviathan (40.15; 41.25/LXX 40.25; cf. MT). 359 
The LXX's practice of rendering 8wpoXoc, for 1ttt? continues in the NT. 360 As 
the devil, Satan is the prince of evil spirits, the inveterate adversary of God and of 
Christ, 36I tempting people to apostasy from God and to sin362 and intentionally 
confusing humanity by stratagems. 363 There are those who fall for Satan's deception 
and they are said to be under his control. 364 He is able to kuß pxEaAai cig iiva, in order 
to act through that person365 and via his demons to afflict him or her with diseases. 366 
Satan is also referred to in the NT simply as `the evil one', 6 itovqp6q, as in Matt 5.37; 
6.13; 13.19,38; John 17.15; 1 John 2.13-14; 3.12; 5.18-19. 
In addition, the NT records two other appellations for the ruler of demons, 
Bc X, ýEßoU and BEXiäp (2 Cor 6.15 only), 367 a term connected to Belial. Although 
359. The Testament of Job (Charlesworth OTPI, 829-68), probably written in the 
first century BCE or CE in a Hellenistic Jewish context, continues LXX's development of 
the story of Job. In this version, Satan, also called the devil (3.3; 17.1), has a more 
prominent role than in the MT or LXX. In TJob we find that Satan is even seen as 
deceiving Job's wife (23.11; 26.6). 
360. While 8i613oA, oc occurs more often the NT than EaiavdS (29 compared to 
26), in Paul's letters, there are no occurrences of 6iäßo? oq, whereas Eaiavaq appears 8 
times. Au43o2 oq only appears in the Pauline corpus in those letters that are of disputed 
authorship (Eph 4.27; 6.11; 1 Tim 3.6,7,11; 2 Tim 2.26; 3.3; Tit 2.3). 
361. Mark 3.22-23; 4.15; Luke 10.17-18; 11.15-18; Rev 2.9,13,24; 3.9. 
362. Matt 4.1-11, particularly v. 10; Mark 1.13; Acts 5.3; 1 Cor 7.5; 2 Cor 2.11; 
1 Tim 5.15. 
363.2 Cor 11.13-14; 2 Thess 2.9. 
364. Acts 26.18; Rev 12.9. 
365. Luke 22.3; John 13.27. 
366. Luke 13.16, cf. Matt 12.26; 2 Cor 12.7. 
367.2 Thess 2.3, a letter of disputed authorship, may also hold an allusion to 
Belial. It mentions there a `man of lawlessness' (o IvOp(witoq 'rf q 6vo tiag), who is also 
called `the son of perdition' (6 vio; rf äiuoA ia; ). While the term Belial is not 
specifically used here, ävoµia is a common rendition of it in the LXX. 
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Behar in the NT is not specifically linked to Satan, Paul portrays this character in 2 Cor 
6.15 as the antithesis of Christ, just as he juxtaposes the believer with the unbeliever, 
light with dark, and the temple of God with idols. As shown above, a connection 
between Satan and Belial would not be a Pauline innovation'368 but the passage itself 
does not reveal if this is Paul's understanding. 
Beelzebul is called the äpxwv 'rcöv Saiµoviwv in Matt 12.24 and Luke 11.15. 
There adversaries of Jesus claim that it is by the power of Beelzebul that Jesus is able to 
cast out demons. Their aim is to connect Jesus with this evil figure in order to cast 
aspersions on his character and his work. 369 By joining Satan with such terms as 
6idpokoS and BEEXýEßoU, itself a play on the LoRD's main adversary in the OT, the NT 
depicts Satan as not just humanity's opponent, but also as God's enemy. It is clear, then, 
that much of the NT portrays Satan as God's evil counterpart who operates 
independently and works to undermine God's will. This is a further development from 
the DSS and pseudepigraphal literature, where although inimical forces exist, they are 
most often still conceived of as within the economy of God. 
However, is it the case that when Paul refers to Satan he indicates an evil power 
independent of and hostile to the sovereignty of God? There are certainly statements 
within the Pauline corpus that portray the insidious nature of Satan. For example, Rom 
16.20 depicts God crushing Satan underfoot. In addition, 2 Thess 2.8-9 describes 
victory over the plans of Satan. Here the Lord Jesus slays the lawless one with the 
breath of his mouth, whose way is prepared by the activity of Satan. Even considering 
that 2 Thessalonians may not be originally Pauline, there is nothing in Rom 16.20 or 2 
Thess 2.9 that necessarily shows Satan as an autonomous malignant force. In OT 
368. E. g., one may find other literature in which Belial/Beliar is the name of the 
devil (as Jub 15.33) and for the Antichrist (TDan 5; Sib Or 2.167; 3.63-73). 
369. Mark 3.22; Matt 10.25; Luke 11.15,18-19. BDAG notes that Beelzebul 
was originally the Philistine deity meaning `lord of flies'. See 4 Km 1.2,6 
(ET/MT 2 Kgs 1.2,6), where Bäak µv av Oc6v 'AKKapcihv ('Baal fly, god of Accaron') 
appears. It may be that' ?J ýY:,, `lord of filth', represents either an intentional change or 
it could merely indicate careless pronunciation (BDAG, entry 1455). 
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traditions, Satan's role is as humanity's adversary. As such, it is reasonable to think that 
God would no longer require Satan after the reckoning of justice on the day of the Lord. 
Thus, it would not be inconsistent if Paul thought that God would ultimately undo Satan 
while simultaneously holding the view that Satan opposed the people of God, but not 
God. Similarly, in 2 Thessalonians it is not be surprising to find a lawless person (6 
ävoµoS), particularly if Satan is ever successful in his purposes. In other words, it is not 
a shock that Satan's activities may cause someone to abandon the path of God. In fact, 
2.11-12 states explicitly that God enables the deceptive work of Satan: `for this reason 
God sends them a powerful delusion, leading them to believe what is false, so that all 
who did not believe the truth but took pleasure in unrighteousness will be condemned'. 
The other occurrences of Satan within Paul's letters can also be understood 
within this interpretive framework - Satan, in a role designated by God, works to 
undermine human piety. In 1 Cor 7.5, Paul counsels wives and husbands to be devoted 
to prayer, but also not to deny each other sexual gratification, lest Satan attack their self- 
control and tempt them away from their commitment to devotion. 2 Cor 2.11 
acknowledges that Satan seeks to gain advantage over humanity, therefore the 
Corinthian fellowship should show compassion for an offender so that he not be 
overwhelmed by excessive sorrow (2.7). Paul claims in 2 Cor 11.14 that Satan disguises 
himself as an angel of light as an analogy to those who claim to be apostles of Christ, 
but whose real intent is to lead believers away from the truth. Satan the adversary is a 
tempter, and those like him would also be deceptive. Later, Paul describes a thorn 
placed in his flesh by an angel of Satan (2 Cor 12.7). Although it harasses him and he 
has asked for the Lord to remove it, Paul is told by God, `my grace is sufficient for you, 
for my power is made perfect in weakness' (v. 9). Again, it is clear that the activity of 
Satan as adversary is within the purposes of God. Paul understands the thorn to be for 
his good: so that he should not become too elated (v. 7). Finally, in 1 Thess 2.18, one 
sees that although Paul wanted to visit the Thessalonians, he was hindered by Satan. In 
fact, this is similar to the way `the satan', who was sent by God, stood in Balaam's way 
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in Numbers 22.370 It may not be clear how Satan's blockade of Paul in this case is 
within the will of God, but one cannot assume that it is not. 371 Therefore, consistent 
with this understanding of Satan as acting within the economy of God, it is not strange 
to find that the purpose of Satan's activity in 1 Cor 5.5 is to bring about the incestuous 
man's salvation. 372 
In his letters, Paul highlights Satan's intent to alienate humanity from the divine. 
I have already proposed that separation from the presence of God is equivalent to 
destruction; thus permanent separation is eternal punishment. If Satan is successful in 
his attempts to sever the connection between humans and God, then the process of 
destruction begins. This is why being `merely human' is particularly troubling to Paul. 
Humans, because of fleshly weakness, are susceptible to the lures of sin. Temptation is 
laid as a snare by Satan and if humans get caught in it, then Satan has grounds for a case 
against them. 373 The offender in 1 Corinthians 5 has fallen into the trap and has not 
curtailed his sinning. Hence, Paul recommends that the Corinthian fellowship hand him 
over to Satan. 
Although destruction of `the flesh' will occur when the offender is handed over 
to Satan, Paul believes that such a thing can actually result in the sinner's salvation in 
the day of the Lord. Therefore, whilst separation from God is a consequence of being 
handed over to Satan, it is Paul's understanding that this may be a temporary situation. 
370. In Num 22.22 the Hebrew is 1t t7 ('as a satan'), which is not a proper noun. 
371. The point is that the appearance of `Satan' in a text does not mean that the 
author intends his audience to understand a cosmic ruler of evil who is independent of 
God's plan. 
372. Satan also occurs in 1 Tim 1.20, a blatant copy of 1 Cor 5.5, where the 
author hopes that his action will rehabilitate offenders, so that `they learn not to 
blaspheme'. 
373. This is the logic of the book of Job. Satan doubts Job's integrity, so Satan 
tries to establish obstacles to Job's faith. Although Satan in the book of Job is not the 
prosecuting attorney of Zechariah, his position in the court of God as advocate against 
Job indicates that if Job would have stumbled, Satan would have pressed a case against 
him. 
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He hopes that the punishment, i. e. `destruction', will excise the man's fleshly weakness 
and lead him to salvation. 
5.1.2 The Destructive Power of EaTUV 1S 
I have noted that interest in cosmology increased during Second Temple 
Judaism, with the subsequent development of dualistic thinking in apocalyptic literature. 
In addition, the names of the leaders of the fallen angels and the sons of darkness, 
`Asa'el (sometimes Azazel), Mastema, and Behar, came to be associated, if not 
synonymous, with Satan. As such, Satan, or other figures connected to the name of 
Satan, no longer easily fit the role of courtier to the LORD. Even if the Second Temple 
portrayals do not show Satan as a rebellious figure, they often depict hostility between 
Satan and God. This is why the book of Revelation, the most developed apocalyptic 
work in the biblical canon, can speak of Satan as an ancient enemy (Rev 12.19; 20.2; cf. 
John 8.44). Here I will consider how this perspective developed. 
The earliest extant apocalypse is 1 Enoch, but John J. Collins understands the 
high point of Jewish apocalyptic to be the book of Daniel. The author of Daniel wrote 
during a `period when the order of Israel's history was plunged into the chaos of war and 
persecution, in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes' (167-64 BCE). 374 It was within chaotic 
times that apocalyptic literature flourished and functioned to give reassurance that God 
was in control of the universe. However, the idea that God fought Israel's opponents on 
its behalf, bringing victory not because of Israel's strength but because God is stronger 
than all other forces, was already present in the Jewish consciousness. Collins calls this 
`nationalistic mythology', `where battles between nations on earth correspond to battles 
between their patron deities and their hosts', which was `fused, at least in Israel, with the 
37s 
cosmogonic myth of the victory of the divine warrior over chaos'. 
374. John J. Collins, "The Mythology of Holy War in Daniel and the Qumran 
War Scroll: A Point of Transition in Jewish Apocalyptic, " VT 25 (1975): 597. 
375. Collins, John J., "Mythology of Holy War, " 598. 
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This sort of fusion allowed for the flourishing of apocalyptic thought. Times of 
turmoil led to hopes that God would provide respite and deliverance, perhaps even 
vindication for those who suffered. In the book of Daniel, it is Michael and Gabriel 
who, as God's proxies, engage the princes of Persia and Greece on behalf of Israel 
(10.20-2 1). In 1 QM, it is a struggle between Michael and the `sons of light' with Belial 
and the `sons of darkness' (cols. 15-19). Here we find that Michael and Belial are 
evenly matched, thus demonstrating that `evil as well as good has a grip on the 
universe'. 376 However, God is still the ultimate authority; at the LoRD's intervention 
(col. 18) Belial and his forces are defeated. Thus the author and his readers are assured 
that God is in control, even if it seems that evil momentarily has the upper hand. 
In the NT, Revelation 19 and 20 depict similar scenes of battle between the 
heavenly host and Satan's army and the final victory of God. Additionally, Jude 6,9 
and 2 Pet 2.4 depict the fallen angels and the devil's struggle against Michael. The NT 
also documents Satan's fall from power, declaring Christ's dominance over Satan (e. g., 
Luke 10.17-20). Furthermore, 1 Tim 3.6 intimates that Satan's (bläßoXoc here) sin was 
pride. Couched within the discussion of what qualities are important for a suitable 
E7rio ono; is the statement that `he must not be a recent convert, or he may be puffed up 
with conceit and fall into the condemnation of the devil' (Ei; xptµa EµUrCFII iov 
8tap6Xou). Although the phrasing is vague, commentators have taken it to mean that 
one who is puffed up with conceit (iuy6oµai) may fall under the same judgment as did 
Satan. 37' TWOT maintains that this verse indicates that Satan fell into condemnation 
through a pride that induced him to rival God. 378 
376. Collins, John J., "Mythology of Holy War, " 608. 
377. See George W. Knight, who understands roü 6taßö? ou as an objective 
genitive (George W. Knight, III, The Pastoral Epistles, NICTC [Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1992], 164). On the other hand, Walter Lock interprets the phrase as 
indicating that the devil causes a believer to stumble, as in Rev 12.10; c£ Jude 9; 2 Pet 
2.11 (Walter Lock, The Pastoral Epistles, ICC [Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1924], 39). 
378. TWOT, entry 2252.0. 
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Throughout the centuries, Christians continued to circulate and develop these 
`fall' stories until Satan was fully identified as the leader of a band of rebellious angels. 
In the early church, Irenaeus, in his struggle against Gnosticism, promulgated the myth 
of the fallen angels and Satan as their chief. In this way, he cast Satan as the arch- 
apostate and inspiration of all heresy. 37' It was Origen (185-253/4), however, who 
developed the most thorough-going story about Satan's fall. Rather than accepting that 
the origin of widespread human corruption rested in a pre-diluvian mixing of the `sons 
of God' with the `daughters of men', he sought to explain how sin entered the garden in 
Genesis 3. Depiction of rebellious rulers in Isa 14.12-15 and Ezek 28.11-19 provided 
the conceptual background he needed to explain an original fall, i. e. that there was a 
rebellion of angels in heaven at the time of creation. In Ezekiel 28, the oracle depicts 
the king of Tyre in Eden, blameless until iniquity was found in him. Because of his 
pride and violence he was then cast down to the earth. In de Principiis 1.5-3.5, Origen 
contends that the hyperbolic comment cannot refer to a mere man; it must be an account 
of the fall of a higher power. 380 He uses Isaiah 14 to complete the account of fallen 
angels. Verses 12-13 portray the `day star, the son of dawn', who was cut down to the 
ground because he desired to raise his throne and make himself like God. The Latin 
renders morning star (EwßcpöpoS/'7'7'x) as Lucifer and the subsequent connection 
between this passage and the developing myth of Satan as the leader of the fallen angels 
provides Lucifer as another name for Satan. 381 In Contra Celsum 6.43-44, Origen links 
the serpent of Genesis, `the destroyer' of Exod 12.23, Azazel from Leviticus 16, Belial 
in Judg 19.22 and 20.13, the Leviathan of Job, and the rebel princes of Ezekiel and 
Isaiah with Satan. 382 
379. Forsyth, Old Enemy, 334. 
380. See ANF vol. 4. 
381. Cf. Rev9.1; 1En88.1. 
382. ANF vol. 4. 
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This understanding of Satan continued to develop. The Latin text of the Life of 
Adam and Eve (Vita, written between 100 and 400 CE) contains an account of the fall of 
humanity at the instigation of a pre-existent fallen angel, Satan (chs. 12-16). 383 The 
Qur'an also contains this story (e. g. Suräh 2.34-36), where the angel is called Iblis. 384 
Furthermore, Western European literature continued to develop the story. 
Representative of this is John Milton's Paradise Lost, first published in 1667.385 Here a 
disgraced Satan, leader of a group of angels thrown out of heaven, wreaks his revenge 
on God by seducing humanity into sin. 
Understanding the development of these traditions about Satan's fall is essential 
in establishing how mainstream Christianity has gained a view of Satan's independence 
from God. As a being autonomous from God, power was ascribed to Satan as a way to 
explain the suffering of the people of God. Whereas in the OT, one finds the belief that 
God is responsible for all that happens in the world, there is a shift in perspective with 
the rise in apocalypticism. Evil is ascribed to a Satan-like figure opposed to the people 
of God. 386 Perhaps this can be attributed to a desire to exonerate God of culpability, or 
as a way to fathom how God can be righteous and just, while also explaining for how 
terrible and, seemingly, unjust things occur. Specifically, given that apocalyptic thought 
383. See Charlesworth, OTP2,252. 
384. See Qu'ran Surähs 2.34-36; 7.11-25; 15.30-38; 17.61-63; 18.50; 20.116-23; 
38.771-85. Some Sufi Muslims uphold Iblis as an example of true monotheistic belief 
because he refused to bow to Adam (see, Peter J. Awn, Satan 's Tragedy and 
Redemption. Iblis in Sufi Psychology, SHR [Leiden: Brill, 1983] and Sidi Shaykh 
Muhammad, "Adam, " Sufi teaching [2002], at <http: //www. sufimaster. org/adam. htm>, 
accessed Nov. 13,2003). Rabbinic writings also contain this story, but do not specify 
that it was Satan who objected to the creation of humanity (see GenR 8.5; 17.5; NumR 
19.3; bSanh 38b; PRE XI). 
385. See the poem in John Carey and Alastair Fowler, eds., The Poems of John 
Milton, LEAP (London: Longmans, 1968), 458-1167. 
386. Roy Yates calls this dualism a `failure of nerve'. He says, `it seems that in 
the attempt to provide a more adequate theodicy, the sovereignty of God was sacrified in 
the belief in a kingdom of evil under the rule of Satan' (Roy Yates, "Satan and the 
Failure of Nerve, " NB 53 [1971]: 228). 
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flourished during times of crisis, it was, perhaps, intolerable for the people of God to 
imagine their LORD as behind their hardships. 
Furthermore, the myth of Satan's fall and his status as arch-apostate continued to 
grow as the early Church established orthodox belief in the heat of religious debate. No 
longer an angel in the court of God, Satan's adversarial nature served to explain heresies 
and the tribulation of the believers. In turn, when the Church gained a position of 
dominance in Western Europe, there were dark periods when it appealed to a view of 
apostates as servants of the devil in order to eradicate them. 387 
The point in tracing some of this history in the development of the concept of 
Satan is to emphasize our distance from Paul's text. Paul also stands in the stream of 
development, but the way he writes about Satan indicates that he understands Satan to 
be within the economy of God, a view that is no longer held by modern Christians. 
Contemporary interpreters must approach 1 Cor 5.3-5 with an appreciation for this 
difference; only in this way can readers, who espouse a different cosmology, glimpse the 
positive effect of Satan's agency. 
5.1.3 The Positive Power of Eaiavd; 
Although in contemporary popular thought Satan is usually taken as the 
progenitor of cosmic and worldly evil, I have argued that Satan was originally 
conceptualized within the OT traditions as an agent of God. In addition, although most 
of the other occurrences of Satan/the devil in the NT display a view of Satan as God's 
opponent, Paul actually continued to espouse the notion that Satan's action could fall 
within the parameters of God's will. In 1 Corinthians 5 Paul reveals that his only hope 
that the offender will be saved and the community purified is in handing `such a one' 
over to Satan. In this way, Satan's destructive power may have a positive effect. 
Moreover, although rare in the NT, Paul's view is not isolated. There are other 
cases in which Satan is understood to have a role in God's plan. In the accounts of 
387. See Jeffrey Burton Russell, Lucifer: The Devil in the Middle Ages (Ithaca: 
Cornell University, 1984), 293-301, and my discussion on pages 26-31. 
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Jesus' temptation in the wilderness (Matt 4.1; Mark 1.12; Luke 4.1-2), the Spirit leads 
Jesus into the desert for his time of trial by Satan. This experience is portrayed as vital 
preparation for the rest of Jesus' ministry, i. e. as an examination of his integrity. 
Furthermore, Luke relates that Satan wished to test Peter's character. In 22.31, Jesus 
tells Simon Peter that Satan has demanded to sift him like wheat. With Satan's petition 
to test Peter, one sees a situation akin to the account in the book of Job. As in Job, this 
request is granted and Simon Peter is tested. Despite Peter's denial of Christ, Jesus' 
prayer for him is answered (22.32): after Peter's tribulation his faith does not fail and he 
continues to strengthen the other believers. 388 As in 1 Cor 5.5, these passages display 
Satan within the economy of God. 
5.2 Occurrences of `Hand Over to Satan' in Ancient Literature 
The second part of this chapter focuses on the word irapa t&oj. u. Here I will 
evaluate some of the suggestions about the meaning of `hand over' in the context of 1 
Cor 5.5, particularly in light of the investigation just conducted about Satan. In addition, 
in order to gain greater clarity of the phrase itapaSobvat T6v ioioviov 'r4 Ea'cavd, it will 
be necessary to examine the occurrence in ancient literature of icapaöiöwµt, particularly 
in phrases that convey a `technical' sense. 
The basic meaning of napaSt&ßµ. l is "to give over from one's hand" to someone 
or something. To this starting point, the Fribergs' Greek lexicon offers five categories 
for understanding irapa6I&ojn: 
(1) an authoritative commitment of something to someone, "to entrust, commit, 
give" or "to hand over, deliver", as in Matt 11.27; 25.20; 
(2) a self-sacrificial love, "to give up, yield up, risk" (one's life), as in Acts 
15.26; 
(3. a) a legal technical term for passing someone along in the judicial process, "to 
hand over, turn over, deliver up", as in Mark 15.1; 
388. H. L. Goudge argues that `from the first mention of Satan in Scripture to the 
last he is regarded as having a real function in the fulfilment of the Divine purpose. 
Hostile to God and man as he may be, his very hostility is useful in the testing and 
training of man' (Goudge, First Epistle, 38). 
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(b) an unjustified act of handing someone over to judicial authorities, "to 
betray", as in Matt 10.4; 
(c) God's judicial act of handing someone over to suffer the 
consequences of his wrongdoing, "to deliver up, hand over, give up (to)", as in Rom 1.24; 
(d) the church's authoritative disciplining, "to deliver over, hand over to 
the control of', as in I Cor 5.5; 
(4) a religious technical term for passing along traditions, decisions, teachings, 
"to hand down, transmit, pass on", as in Acts 16.4; 
(5) "to permit, allow", i. e. a crop whose ripeness `hands it over' to harvesting, as 
in Mark 4.29 389 
. 
These categories differentiate between the various aspects of napaöt&ßµt, the first, third, 
and fourth of which are the most applicable to the situation in 1 Cor 5.5.390 In 
particular, the third definition conveys what the Analytical Lexicon calls a `legal 
technical' perspective, namely that napaSi& o. u can signify a formal transfer of a person 
or thing to another that has more authority or power in a particular setting, usually 
secular or religious spheres. Given that Paul puts the man into the power of Satan, this 
definition seems the most relevant to the situation. However, I will test these categories 
for understanding napa8I&ojn against occurrences of the word itself to discern its 
meaning in 1 Cor 5.5. 
5.2.1 `Handing Over': Greek Papyri and Tablets 
Adolph Deissmann, Hans Conzelmann, and Adela Yarbro Collins espouse the 
position that papa &i tt in 1 Cor 5.5 has a magical technical sense. Deissmann first 
advanced this idea in his work with Greek magical papyri dating from the 4th century 
CE; in them he found terminology parallel to 1 Cor 5.5 Among these papyri are those 
that contain recipes for how to hand a person over to a demon or ghost. In this context 
389. AnLex, entry 20543. 
390. Even though the AnLex suggests that definition 3. d., above, best suits 
napa&&ojn in 1 Cor 5.5, I will leave that question open until after my investigation of 
the word. 
391. Deissmann, Light, 302. The Greek text of the papyri, with German 
translation, can be found in Preisendanz, PGM. 
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the word iapaöIScogt is used to signal transfer. Representative is a papyrus that gives 
instructions for the preparation of a ring that can be buried in the grave of one who had 
died in an untimely way. This ring, accompanied by the proper incantation, would serve 
as a charm to prevent another living person from engaging in a particular activity. The 
petitioner asks that the person who is the object of the spell be handed over 
(napa6i& o . u) to the spirit 
(6aigcov) of the dead person. 392 
Conzelmann builds on the work of Deissmann and proposes that the appropriate 
way to interpret the text of 1 Cor 5.5 is as a magical formula. Conzelmann says 
napa6ovvat recalls rites of devotion to nether gods: e. g., irapaSiöwµi 6E Eiq to t cxv 
xäoc Ev Talc 6[7tcwX Iatq, `I give you over to black chaos in utter destruction'. 393 Based on 
this, Conzelmann argues that the sentence in 1 Cor 5.5 indicates more than exclusion. It 
calls for a `dynamistic ceremony', 
yet the point does not lie in the physical aspect of the working of a supernatural 
power, but in the fact that the accursed man is thrust out of the body of Christ 
into the realm of wrath. This is plain from the purpose of the ceremony, the 
saving of the irvcOµa. 394 
Conzelmann believes that the spirit of the man `seized by God will be saved by the 
annihilating of the "flesh" sold to sin. His immediate physical death preserves him from 
eternal death. The deeds of the flesh (Rom 8: 13) are thereby radically destroyed 395 
However, he fails to explain how he envisions that this preservation will happen. 
A. Y. Collins argues similarly. She cites the Greek papyri and concludes that 
irapa6I5o)µt must have been understood to be a `technical term in Greek magic'. 396 
392. See Preisendanz, PGM, Pap. 1.190-93; see also Preisendanz, PGM, Pap. 
V. 70-95,174-80,185-211. These are spells for finding a thief. E. g., the petitioner 
hands the unknown thief over to a god, who will expose him by not allowing the thief to 
swallow (V. 211). 
393. Preisendanz, PGM, Pap. IV. 1247. 
394. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97-98. 
395. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 98n. 40. 
396. Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 255. 
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Furthermore, she argues that the terminology was probably ancient and typical for this 
type of magical spell. Collins believes the significance for the study of I Cor 5.5 is that 
Paul would have been aware of the magical technical sense of tapaöIScoµu and, 
furthermore, that it is the sense he conveys. Consequently she posits that `Paul 
apparently believed that the guilty member of the Corinthian community could be 
submitted to Satan's power by the spoken word of the Christian assembly under the 
appropriate circumstances'. 39' In addition, Collins contends that the death of the 
offender was the probable result of this magical process. 398 
Collins comments that although these papyri are a product of the 4th century CE, 
they reflect an ancient tradition. She believes that Paul was influenced by this magical 
tradition and even postulates that a midrashic text about Job was probably shaped by 
Greek magic. 399 However, she does not provide evidence as to why she concludes that 
this magical technical formula is more ancient than the papyri. Furthermore, neither she, 
nor Deissmann, nor Conzelmann supply information as to why napa8i& o . u's magical 
technical sense would have been within Paul's sphere of reference or why it would have 
been significant to him. A premise that the sense of irapaSi& ou would have been the 
same in these texts that are different in form, genre, and date would have to be proved. 
However, Conzelmann and Collins have failed to show why napa&&)µl in Paul's letter 
must express the magical technical sense. 
Indeed, the judicial context of 1 Cor 5.3-5 seems most in concert with the legal 
sense of the word. 40° Furthermore, based on the other ancient Greek literature, we know 
397. Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 255. 
398. She says, `the incestuous man, under the power of Satan and living 
"according to the flesh", would be physically destroyed in that crisis and eternally 
damned' (Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 259). 
399. Collins, Adela Yarbro, "Excommunication, " 256; the text she cites is `Exod 
Rab 21 (84a)'. The text contains Job's speech: `he hath delivered me into the hands of 
Satan; and in order that Israel may not emerge guilty from the trial, He hath delivered 
me into his hand' (ExodR 21.7). 
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that use of this word in legal settings was already known in Paul's day. For example, 
Antiphon, Andocides, Isocrates, and Demosthenes each use 7rapa8I&oju as a term to 
indicate delivery of a person to civil authorities for trial or punishment. 401 Perhaps, 
then, it is at least equally valid to claim that napa&&%tt in the Greek magical papyri 
were influenced by the legal technical sense as to say that Paul had a magical technical 
sense in mind. Indeed, John G. Gager has compared the use of formulas, like 
napa8iöcwpi aoi, in curse papyri and tablets to other forms of speech, particularly, legal, 
cultic, and epistolary documents, with which they show close similarities. 402 
More compelling than Conzelmann's and Collins' cases is that of David Smith 
in a forthcoming Ph. D. thesis. 403 Smith's premise is that napaöi8coµi in 1 Cor 5.5 
reflects a magical technical sense that is evidenced by lead curse tablets (defixiones) of 
the ancient world. Crucial for his case is the assertion that irapaSi&(oµt (Tot is formulaic, 
400. However, I do not agree with Derrett's conclusion that the most significant 
occurrence of napa8t&i n in relation to 1 Cor 5.5 is Mark 15.1, where Jesus is handed 
over by the judicial body of a Jewish community to Pilate: 7rapE6oxav IIiXäic). 
"`Satan" then is the non-church (Acts 26.18) to which the world and its governments 
belong (Luke 4.5-7)' (Derrett, "`Handing Over to Satan, "' 20-21). The most obvious 
argument against Derrett is that Paul himself reproaches the Corinthians for taking 
disputes before `the unrighteous' (1 Cor 6.1-8), i. e. the Roman civil authorities: `to have 
lawsuits at all with one another is already a defeat for you' (v. 7). Rather than taking 
their grievances before `the unrighteous' they should bring them to `the saints' (v. 1), 
who will judge even angels (v. 3). 
401. See Antiphon, Prosecution for Poisoning 20 (Bude); Andocides, Orations 
14.17 (Bude); Isocrates, Orations 17.15 (LCL vol. 3); Demonsthenes, Private Orations 
45.61 (LCL vol. 2). Having said this, however, one must note that the occurrences of 
napa&&oµt in these classical sources do not provide an exact parallel to the situation in 
1 Cor 5.5, either. The excerpt from Antiphon is representative. There 71apa8i&wµi 
appears two times: Antiphon reports that Stephanus was compelled to hand over his 
slave for torture, but he refused to hand him over (Antiphon, Prosecution 20). Although 
1 Cor 5.5 certainly shares the sense of giving an offender over to an authority who will 
exert total control over that offender, 1 Cor 6.1-8 shows that the similarities do not 
extend into the courtroom. 
402. John G. Gager, ed., Curse Tablets and Binding Spells in the Ancient World 
(New York: OUP, 1992), 13. 
403. The information I have about Smith's thesis is based on personal 
conversations and on his presentation (Smith, "Incest and Execration", March 8,2004). 
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possibly deriving from handbooks for magicians, which were probably ancient. 404 
Smith looks to a cache of fourteen defixiones from a well in the Athenian Agora to 
support this claim. 405 At this site, various wells were discovered to contain defixiones 
by the same hand that date from as early as the end of the first to the middle of the third 
centuries CE. 406 The parallel language of many of these tablets suggests an underlying 
formula available to professional magicians, who inscribed curses against their personal 
adversaries for clients. Representative of the collection is a curse against a wrestling 
opponent, `[`Borphor" syllables], mighty Betpyt, I hand over to you (irapa&&i ti got) 
Eutychian, whom Eutychia bore, that (lva) you may chill him and his purposes ... '. 
407 
This formulation, `napct t&J µt 6oi + name', appears in a majority of the Athenian Agora 
curse tablets, which indicates that the magician was probably employing a handbook of 
magic as a source. However, Jordan states that the expression, `while frequent on curse 
tablets from wells in the Agora, seldom occurs in Greek magical texts elsewhere, the 
only other such examples that I have found being at PGM V, line 335, in a formula for 
the invocation of a ghost in the name of Iao Sabaoth, 408 and on [an unpublished third or 
fourth century CE] curse tablet from Antioch'. 409 
404. See, for e. g., Michael A. Morgan, trans., Sepher ha-Razim: The Book of 
Mysteries, SBLTTPS (Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1983), where a fourth century CE 
Hebrew magical handbook is recorded. Acts 19.13-19 indicates that books of this type 
were available to people in the first century CE. 
405. See David R. Jordan, "Defixiones From a Well Near the Southwest Corner 
of the Athenian Agora (Plates 65-68), " Hesperia 54 (1985): 205-55. 
406. Jordan, "Athenian Agora, " 212-13. Based on the evidence that a seven-day 
week was in use in the Greco-Roman world in the second century CE and that some 
curses contain references to `this coming Friday', it is best to date the material from the 
second century and later (Jordan, "Athenian Agora, " 215). 
407. This curse is recorded by Jordan, "Athenian Agora, " 215. 
408. `Spirit of the dead, who[ever] you are, I give over NN to you [7tapa8i8cORi 
aot], so that he may not do NN thing' (Preisendanz, PGM, Pap. V. 335). 
409. Jordan, "Athenian Agora, " 241 note d. Jordan also points to parallel 
examples from the Sepher ha-Razim: `I deliver you, angels of anger and wrath, N son of 
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Smith also refers to a defixio found at the Akrocorinth that dates from possibly 
the late first century CE. 410 The tablet reads: 
I consign and entrust Karpime41 1 Babia, the weaver of garlands, to the Fates who 
exact justice (praxidikai) so that they may expose her acts of insolence (hubreis), 
and to Hermes of the Underworld, to Earth, to the children of Earth, so that they 
may overcome and completely destroy her ... and 
her heart and her mind and the 
wits of Karpime Babia, the weaver of garlands. I adjure (enarömai) and I 
implore you and I beg you, Hermes of the Underworld, [to grant] heavy 
curses. 412 
This tablet, and the ones found with it, demonstrate that cursing was known in Corinth 
around the time of Paul. However, irapaöi&wµt does not appear in this inscription. The 
Greek words that underlie `consign' and `entrust' are napaOtiogat and xaiaOiioµai, 
respectively. 413 From this tablet alone, then, it is difficult to draw the conclusion that 
Paul was invoking a curse on the incestuous man and that the Corinthians would have 
understood it as such. 
N, that you will strangle him and destroy him and his appearance, make him bedridden, 
diminish his wealth, annul the intentions of his heart, blow away his thought and his 
knowledge and cause him to waste away continually until he approaches death' (from 
Morgan, Sepher ha-Razim, 27; see also 49). Only these two spells of the 39 recorded in 
the Sepher ha-Razim contain this formula. 
410. Given the date of the layer in which it is found, Nancy Bookidis and Ronald 
S. Stroud suggest that, more precisely, it may be from the late third quarter of the first 
century CE (from Nancy Bookidis and Ronald S. Stroud, The Sanctuary of Demeter and 
Kore: Topography and Architecture, vol. 18, part 3 of Corinth: Results of Excavations 
Conducted by ASCSA [Princeton: ASCSA, 1997], 282). 
411. Corrected from `Karpile' by Stroud (refer to Bookidis and Stroud, Demeter 
and Kote, 282). The name appeared as `Karpile Babia' in the inscription's original 
publication (Nancy Bookidis and Ronald S. Stroud, Demeter and Persephone in Ancient 
Corinth, Corinth Notes, no. 2 [Princeton: ASCSA, 1987], 30). 
412. This is a quotation from Gager, Curse Tablets, 37n. 92, who had been in 
contact with Stroud to obtain the recent corrections, as mentioned just above. 
413. Dr. Stroud reported this to me via personal communication on April 5,2004 
(email) and April 20,2004 (letter). Dr. Stroud plans to publish the Greek text of all the 
lead curse tablets from the sanctuary of Demeter and Kore on Acrocorinth in Hesperia, 
vel sim (per an email from April 16,2004). 
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The evidence does suggest that `irapaöt& on ßot + N' was a formula used in 
magical curse texts. However, it also is difficult to show from these examples that the 
language in every instance was that of cursing. Given the nature of the word itself, I 
think it is most reasonable to maintain that 7rapa5t6wµu indicated a transfer in which a 
person or thing was placed under the complete control of another. Within the 
framework of a magical text, then, napaöiöwµu seems a natural word to adopt for the 
purpose of initiating the curse - i. e. placing the object of the curse under the control of a 
malevolent power. 414 However, mapaöiho u itself does not necessitate a curse 
interpretation. 
In addition, the texts cited in this section have not been linked satisfactorily to 
Paul. If one seeks to prove that Paul was familiar with magical technical terminology, 
then it would also be necessary to explain why he would have thought it appropriate to 
use a pagan magical rite in a `Christian' environment. After all, he admonishes the 
Corinthian believers who eat ci&coX60uiov in 1 Corinthians 8 and 10. Although Paul 
advances several strata of arguments in those chapters against it, a main one is that he 
does not want the Corinthians to be partners with demons (10.20-21). 415 Thus it seems 
improbable that Paul would exhort the congregation to hand over a person with a 
magical incantation that was associated with demons. It is more plausible to think that 
Paul adopted the language from a familiar tradition in which an agent of God was 
allowed to test a person's integrity. 416 
5.2.2 `Handing Over': the OT 
I have proposed in chapter 3 that Job provides a framework for understanding 
414. In chapter 6, I provide a full evaluation of the curse position after I have 
considered Paul's use of ävä68µa. 
415. He also seems to be arguing the opposite in 8.4, where he says that idols 
have no real existence (although `there are many "gods"', v. 5). However, the point is 
not lost that he believes the only legitimate supernatural communion is with God and the 
Lord Jesus Christ (v. 6). 
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Paul's concept of Satan in 1 Cor 5.5. Both traditions portray Satan as an adversary of 
humankind, but his malevolence is contained within the parameters of God's will. In 
the LXX, Job's transfer to Satan is found in 2.6, where God tells Satan `7apa&&8o)µi Got 
aviröv'. The transfer that occurs is from God's protective custody ('the fence' in 1.10) 
into Satan's destructive power. The sense of napa6i& opi in Job 2.6 is that it allows 
Satan complete control of Job's life, apart from the ability to kill him. Assault short of 
death is not automatically implied by irapa8t&qn, though. In fact, the opposite seems 
true since the LORD specifically adds this prohibition as a limit to the scope of 
napaSI&n u. 
Although the terminology is not exactly the same, Job 1.12 stands parallel to 2.6. 
In 1.12, all that Job has is put into Satan's hand. Job's livelihood comes under Satan's 
malicious management. In this case the limitation placed on Satan is that he cannot 
physically harm Job himself. The extent of Satan's power is demonstrated by the fact 
that all of Job's possessions mentioned in 1.2-3 are destroyed: his seven sons and three 
daughters, the 7,000 sheep, the 3,000 camels, 500 yoke of oxen, 500 donkeys, and 
numerous servants. The rhetorical force of the passage is that the fate of everything that 
Job has is subject to Satan's will. This is also the sense of napaM(qu in 2.6. Job is 
assaulted completely: Satan afflicted him with sores from the soles of his feet to the 
crown of his head (2.7). 417 In addition, his wife and friends, ostensibly there to comfort 
Job (e. g., 2.11), actually verbally and psychologically attack him. In all aspects of life, 
Job is under siege. The satanic intent is to be a stumbling block in order to disprove 
Job's integrity. This is the one aspect of life, however, over which Job maintains control 
and it is what he keeps throughout. 
IIapa6i6w u in the book of Job indicates a complete transfer of control over life. 
Within the context of the passage, control of Job originally rested with God, who caused 
416. This understanding also has the advantage of being consistent with 1 
Corinthians 8 and 10, where God is described as the ultimate source of power. 
417. This is an example of merismus, a literary technique in which the totality is 
meant by mentioning only the extremities. 
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Job to prosper in all aspects of life. However, authority shifts to Satan, who 
correspondingly causes Job to suffer in all aspects. Thus we find that mapa6iöwµi can 
signify giving someone over to the comprehensive control of another, restricted only by 
explicitly stated limitations. 
Most of the other OT and deuterocanonical occurrences of napaWwµt refer to a 
person or a group of people being given over to enemies and/or to the sword. Often it is 
God who enacts this transfer, as in Pss 63.10 (LXX 62.11); 106.41 (LXX 105.41); Odes 
7.32; Isa 34.2; Jer 24.8; 32.28 (LXX 39.28); Ezek 39.23; and Mic 6.14,16. Out of 274 
occurrences in the LXX a vast majority of them (over 250) have the connotation of 
being delivered up to (i. e. placed under the total control) death, destruction, or 
adversaries. ' 18 Sometimes the LORD gives people up to their own lusts (Jer 2.24) and 
shameless passion (Sir 23.6), thereby abandoning them to the power of sin (Sirach 23) 
and the whims of untrustworthy allies (Jeremiah 2). 
From this survey, it is possible to observe that irapa8i&wµi in the OT most often 
indicates a transfer initiated or allowed by God of people into the complete control of 
malevolent forces. In this sense irapaöI&ojn is tantamount to the enactment of deserved 
punishment for one's own sins. Only the book of Job is different. God transfers Job 
into the complete control of Satan for testing and Job's integrity is proven. Although the 
word irapaSI&o .u 
is not used at the end of Job, it is clear that he is transferred back to 
the control of God because his health and fortunes are restored to him (42.10). 
5.2.3 `Handing Over': the DSS 
Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn has observed similarities between 1 Cor 5.5 and some of 
the community regulations outlined in the DSS. 419 Particularly striking is that, like 
418. Six of the cases have a legal technical sense (Isa 33.6; Judg 10.15; 1 Macc 
15.21; 2 Macc 14.31; Bel 29,30). Here, people are taken into custody for judgment or 
given to secular authorities for punishment. 
419. Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, "A Legal Issue in 1 Corinthians 5 and in Qumran, " 
in Legal Texts and Legal Issues: Proceedings of the Second Meeting of the International 
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Rapaöovval i4 aai(Xvä, there are passages in which an offender is handed over to Belial. 
These occurrences are in CD 8.2 and 19.14, where judgment is against those who do not 
remain faithful to the covenant of the community. Punishment is that `they shall be 
visited for destruction at the hand of Belial ? 1: 1 M'7: )'7 aT71ý'7]' (CD 
8.2//19.14). `20 The passage continues by noting that this will happen on the day of 
God's visitation (8.3), when God's wrath is kindled against all those who are wicked 
(8.3-13). 
In addition, Kuhn cites 1QS 2.15-17 as a similar situation to 1 Cor 5.5. In 1QS 
col. 2, one finds curses from the priests and levites against `all the men of the lot of 
Belial' (2.4-5). The priests and levites say, `God hand you over [D ZV] to tenor by the 
hand of all those carrying out acts of vengeance. May he bring upon you destruction by 
the hand of all who accomplish retributions' (2.6-7). In lines 15-17, the narrator depicts 
the priests and levites continuing their supplications that one who do not hold to the 
community covenant should be `cut off from the midst of the sons of light [71fl 11-1: 21 
71K '2: 2 71ý]' (2.16) and his lot be with the cursed ones forever (2.17). 
I QS 3.20-21 reveals that the `sons of deceit' are completely in the hand of the 
Angel of Darkness, a figure who has parallel functions with Belial (cf. 2.4-5) and who 
has dominion at this point in history (e. g., 1.18,23). The Discourse of the Two Spirits 
(3.13-4.26) discloses that God created two spirits within humanity, those of truth (light) 
and of deceit (darkness), which are in the hands of the Prince of Lights and of the Angel 
of Darkness, respectively (3.17-2 1). Although the `sons of justice' are mostly filled with 
the spirit of truth, all of their sins are under the dominion of the Angel of Darkness, 
which is `in compliance with the mysteries of God' (3.21-23) because God created both 
of these spirits, establishing on them `every deed' (3.25). Furthermore, not only is God 
ultimately responsible for creating both spirits, God also punishes wickedness. I QS 
Organization for Qumran Studies, edited by Moshe Bernstein, Florentino Garcia 
Martinez, and John Kampen (Leiden: Brill, 1997), 489-99. 
420. All citations of the DSS are from the Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (1997) 
unless otherwise indicated. 
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4.19-21 states that on the day of `visitation', God will obliterate injustice forever: `then 
God will refine, with his truth, all men's deeds, and will purify for himself the structure 
of man, ripping out every spirit of injustice from the innermost part of the flesh, 
cleansing him with the spirit of holiness from all wicked deeds' (4.20-21, my 
translation). 
It is possible to discern differences between CD and IQS regarding God's role in 
the punishment of sinners. In view in CD are those who transgress the community 
covenant; they are destined for destruction wrought by Belial at the time of visitation, 
which is the day of God's wrath. I QS has a more complete explanation of the existence 
of evil and its final eradication - namely that God is responsible for both. Whilst in 1 QS 
the `sons of light' are straight-forwardly under the authority of the Prince of Lights, the 
author explains that the Angel of Darkness is able to incite the spirit of deceit housed in 
all people. However, at the day of `visitation' God will rip that spirit of darkness out of 
everyone. Hence, the Angel of Darkness/Belial has dominion within history, but is 
ultimately unable to wield power because of God's sovereignty. 
Both of these views about punishment of community members are at variance 
with 1 Corinthians 5. Instead of the belief that a satanic figure a) can hold sway over 
part of the spirits of believers in the present (as in 1QS), or b) will have future authority 
to enact God's wrath on the wicked (as in CD), Paul asks that the congregation, along 
with him, hand the offender over to Satan. This indicates that a) Satan does not have 
authority over a believer unless specifically endowed with it (unlike I QS), and b) Satan 
is able to influence present temporal affairs once he has that authority, i. e. he is not 
confined to the job of future punishment (unlike CD). Hence one can observe that Paul 
is in agreement with CD about the satanic figure's ability to punish wickedness, but not 
that this is only a future role. Relatedly, Paul agrees with 1 QS in the understanding that 
`Satan' can plague humanity in the present, but differs with 1QS in his insistence that 
Satan has to be endowed specifically with this authority. However, Paul does agree with 
both CD and 1 QS in one significant area: he understands Satan to be a servant of God, 
which is also how BeliaUAngel of Darkness is described in CD and 1 QS. 
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5.2.4 `Handing Over': the NT 
In all extant literature, the closest parallel to 1 Cor 5.5 is 1 Tim 1.20. The author 
mentions Hymenaeus and Alexander in reference to various people who have suffered a 
shipwreck of faith. They are people `whom I have turned over to Satan (irapEBwx(X i4 
aatavä), so that ({va) they may learn not to blaspheme' (1 Tim 1.20). The offenders are 
handed over to Satan for the purpose of 1tat8EV0th cv. The NRSV has translated this 
verb as `so that they might learn' and BDAG offers a range of renditions for irat& o: 
"to educate" by means of instruction, or "to practice discipline" as a way of giving 
guidance, often with the aspect of punishment. 421 The verb even appears in Luke 23.16, 
22 in the context of the disciplinary procedure of flogging (cf. 2 Cor 6.9). However, in 
the NT the word most often appears in the sense of the proper guidance given to a child 
(Rom 2.20; 1 Cor 4.15; Heb 12.5-11), particularly that which can be provided by a 
parental figure (Eph 6.4; 2 Tim 2.24-25; Heb 12.9-10) including a divine parent (1 Cor 
11.32; Titus 2.11-12; Heb 12.5-8). 11atSei o is also described as necessary for 
repentance (2 Tim 2.25; Rev 3.19) and righteousness (1 Cor 11.32; Heb 12.11). 
Furthermore, Paul even speaks of the Law as being the divinely-appointed guide 
(nat&ay(oy6q) for the covenant community (Gal 3.24-25; see also Acts 22.3; 2 Tim 
3.16). However, this custodial role has been surpassed because belief in Christ allows 
followers, called vioi, to be directly under the authority of God as the divine parent (Gal 
3.25-26). 
In every NT occurrence, naiSEVw refers to an activity that seeks to instill proper 
conduct or belief in spiritually immature people. For the purposes of 1 Tim 1.20, it does 
not particularly matter if the sense of "to educate", or "to discipline", or "to punish" is 
correct; what is essential is that the word signifies that, as a result of being under the 
control of Satan, Hymenaeus and Alexander will change their behavior for the better. 
Hatkbco always has the intent of the modification of behavior or belief. As such, it 
421. See BDAG, entry 5498. 
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would not be appropriate to take 1rapE&oi a iw ßaiavd in 1 Tim 1.20 as indicating death. 
Although the offenders' restoration or salvation is not specifically mentioned here, the 
author has not abandoned them to their sin - he hopes that they will learn not to 
blaspheme. In fact, this is not just a hope, but, as the final hina-clause signifies here, 
that it is the purpose of the discipline. Finally, the next verse, 1 Tim 2.1, relates the 
author's wish that the fellowship make `supplications, prayers, intercessions, and 
thanksgivings' for everyone (n&viwv äv0p(oicov). While the context has changed and 
this instruction is about prayer for kings and others in high position, the author indicates 
that it is God's intent for `all men' to be saved (2.4). 1 Tim 1.20 is an indication that the 
author takes this theological principle seriously and disciplines Hymenaeus and 
Alexander accordingly. In other words, these two people have not been discarded to a 
malevolent force with no hope of a positive outcome. 
There are also other passages in the NT that shed light on the usage of 
7tapa8I&o n. A vast majority of the 121 occurrences of papa&i&coµl in the NT are in the 
Synoptics and have a legal technical sense. For example, napaEISwµl is the word that 
describes Jesus' delivery to political authorities (Matt 20.19; Mark 15.1; Luke 24.20), 
betrayal by Judas to the religious and political powers (John 18.2,5,30,35,36), and 
how members of `the way' were sent to prison by Saul (Acts 8.3). However, 
irapc töw .u also 
has other shades of meaning in the NT: Paul and Barnabas' 
commendation to the grace of God (Acts 14.26); Christ's delivery of the kingdom to 
God at `the end' (1 Cor 15.24); God's committal of sinful angels to Tartarus and to 
judgment (2 Pet 2.4); and the entrusting of faith to the saints (Jude 3). 
A final nuance of napa8i8)µt in the NT is found in Rom 1.24,26,28 and Eph 
4.19. In these cases iapaSibcogi still indicates a transfer of control, but the people here 
are `given up', i. e. they are separated from God's power and put under the authority of 
their own mind. The letter to the Romans attributes this transfer to an ignorance that 
leads to idolatry: `they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped and 
served the creature rather than the Creator' (Rom 1.25). Here God gives foolish 
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(ä6vvcToS [Rom 1.21] and . twp(xivc) [1.22]) people over to their own desires and 
licentiousness. In not worshiping God they show that they lack discernment (äaüvEioq) 
and are foolish (Eji pävO1c av); it is in this state of senselessness that God allows them 
to continue to dwell. 
Similarly, inadequate knowledge and a lack of desire to acquire wisdom are the 
culprits in Ephesians. There are those (identified as Gentiles in 4.17) who `are darkened 
in their understanding, alienated from the life of God because of their ignorance and 
hardness of heart' (4.18). The result is that they are separated from God, due to their 
own choice to walk on a path apart from God in ignorance. 
Similarly, at issue in chapters prior to 1 Corinthians 5 is Paul's desire that the 
believers possess true wisdom, which is the ability to understand the thoughts of God 
(2.11). Paul calls the people who are truly wise `spiritual people' (2.15), who are 
differing from the unspiritual people who see the gifts of the Spirit as folly (2.14). In 
fact, the wisdom of the spiritually mature is not what is considered wisdom in worldly 
standards (2.5,6) and Paul is apprehensive that the Corinthians do not possess true 
wisdom. Indeed, Paul fears that they are not `Spirit people', they are still `people of the 
flesh' and babes in Christ (3.1-3). They are acting like ordinary people, which is 
offensive to Paul because it is in `the flesh' (3.3) and equivalent to being senseless about 
God. 422 
422. Is the `flesh' of 1 Cor 3.3 (and, by implication, of 5.5) equivalent to the 
human works of wood, hay, and straw (3.12) that will not survive the fire of God's 
judgment (3.12-15)? This may be; as Meurer writes, 'I. Kor 3,15 bemerkt Paulus, daß 
die Werke gerichtet werden und, wenn sie nicht bestehen können, auch verbrennen, der 
Mensche aber gerettet wird. Paulus versteht das Gericht nach den Werken als ein 
Gericht über das dem Christen noch anhaftende Fleisch (aapg)' (Meurer, Das 
Recht, 125). However, one must also appreciate the difference in situation between 1 
Cor 3.15 and 1 Cor 5.5. In 3.12-15, all humanity's works will be tested by fire (3.13); 
regardless of the quality of each one's building materials (3.12), Paul claims that 
everyone whose foundation is Christ will be saved (3.11,14-15). Since he is a member 
of all humanity, the offender in 1 Corinthians 5 will also be subject to this test by fire in 
the Day of the Lord, which is when Paul hopes he will gain salvation (5.5). However, 
the difference is that Paul believes that his `flesh' will be destroyed by Satan (rather than 
the fire of God) as a result of the Corinthians' disciplinary procedure (rather than divine 
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1 Cor 5.5 itself reveals that napa&&o n does not indicate a final sentence of 
punishment. Although the offender is placed under the total control of Satan, Paul 
hopes for his salvation. A precedent is set by the scenario in the book of Job in which 
napu6i6(o u indicates a sort of handing over that is for destruction with the purpose of 
testing. The problem arising for 1 Cor 5.5 is that if one does not allow the possibility 
that Paul envisioned Satan's role similarly - as a tester/sifter of humanity for integrity - 
then his expressed wish for the offender's salvation is nonsensical. In other words, if 
Paul's Satan is divorced from God's authority and only characterized by evil, then it is 
impossible that his work would bring about the incestuous man's ultimate reconciliation 
with God (to adopt the language of 2 Corinthians 5). 
The significance of the NT study for understanding napa6I&o u in 1 Cor 5.5 is 
that it is possible to see that although the word has a range of meanings, it always 
signifies a transfer of someone or something into the complete control of another person 
or thing. This control, then, determines the fate of that which was handed over. In 115 
instances in the NT, irapa6I8coµu describes people being transferred to the control of 
secular or religious rules. More akin to 1 Cor 5.5 are the occurrences in which 
nap(xti8o)µt is used to convey that a person has been handed over to `cosmic' powers, 
i. e. to Satan (1 Tim 1.20) or sin (as in Romans 1; Eph 4.19). Indeed, given the 
qualifying statement `for the destruction of the flesh', and Paul's concern about true 
wisdom vis-ä-vis `fleshliness' in 1 Corinthians 2 and 3, it is likely that the sense of 
nap(x&&jn in Romans 1 and Ephesians 4 is close to that of 1 Cor 5.5. That is, the 
incestuous man is already in `the flesh', which indicates his ignorance and separation 
from God. However, Paul also insists that a formal transfer into the power of Satan 
must occur because he believes that Satan's agency will be able to destroy `the flesh'. In 
other words, the incestuous man is not allowed to languish in self-condemnation as do 
the people of Romans 1 and Ephesians 4; he still has the potential to gain salvation. The 
judgment). Refer to 240-42, below, where I examine the topic of God's refining fire in 
1 Cor 3.12-15. 
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verbal parallel in 1 Tim 1.20 points to the same understanding. There Hymenaeus and 
Alexander are turned over to Satan with the hope that their behavior will improve. It is 
this hope that rules out the possibility that the author has handed them over for death. 
5.2.5 Excursus: Ilapatiöwpt and Death. 
In the above sections, I noted that itapa8iöwµt sometimes signals death. I paid 
primary attention to those occurrences that have the greatest verbal agreement with 1 
Cor 5.5 and where rapabi&cqu does not mean death. However, in order to be perfectly 
clear about the use of napa8i& nn in 1 Cor 5.5, I will now shift focus to the instances in 
which death is also in view. 
Nearly half of the occurrences of irapa6i&o n in the LXX are found in Numbers 
through Chronicles (122 out of 274 times) and a majority of these are in connection with 
battles. 423 In this setting, the LORD most often hands over or causes someone or 
something to be handed over. IIapaöI&o .a 
is mentioned alongside death in Deut 2.33; 
19.12; 20.13; Josh 11.6; Jer 26.24 (LXX 33.24). In the NT, the Gospel accounts contain 
a preponderance of napa&&) is occurrences (eighty-three of 121 times), 424 some of 
which explicitly relate to Christ's death. 42' Death is also connected to iapa8t&oµi in 
Acts 22.4; Rom 4.26; and 2 Cor 4.11. 
IIapa616(oµi occurs with a variety of verbs, but in each case irapatt&o n is not 
equivalent to them. In Num 21.2-3 it appears with avaOsµaiiý o/a1fl, but does not have 
the same sense. "Utterly destroying" Canaanites and their cities could occur only after 
the LORD `delivered' them to the Israelites (see also Deut 7.2). In several places, being 
`handed over' is to the edge of the sword. 426 Ezra 9.7 and Jer 32.36 demonstrate that the 
423. The OT book with the highest concentration of occurrences, 19, is Joshua. 
424. Of these, napa&&)w tt occurs 32 times in Matthew. 
425. Matt 10.21; 20.18-19; 26.2; Mark 9.31; 10.33; 13.12; 15.15; Luke 21.16; 
24.7,20; John 19.16. 
426. Josh 10.30,32,35; 2 Chron 36.17; 1 Esd 1.53 [LXX 1.50]; Ezra 9.7; Psa 
63.10 [LXX 62.11/MT 63.11]; Jer 32.36 [LXX 39.36]; Mic 6.14. 
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people are given over to more than the sword: also to exile, to plundering, to shame, to 
famine, and to pestilence. Sometimes itapa8i8wµi is mentioned with destruction 
(ö? OpoS), as in Deut 7.23-24. In Josh 24.8, the LORD gave the Amorites over to Israel, 
but the LORD is credited with the act of destruction. The reason given in Deut 23.14 
(LXX/MT 23.15) for keeping the Israelite camp holy is so that the LORD will stay with 
them to keep them from being given over to their enemies. Sometimes itapaöi&oµt is 
used in relation to people who are given over as captives, 427 or to things being 
plundered, 428 or to routing an enemy (Deut 32.30; 28.7). In Josh 24.11, irapa8t wn 
indicates that the Loity drove out enemies and allowed the Israelites to possess the land, 
towns, vineyards, and olive groves. Deborah proclaimed that the LoRD gave Sisera into 
Barak's hand (Jdg 4.7,14), but it was Jael who actually killed Sisera (4.21, where 
7tapa6i& in does not appear). 
Being handed over can also be a temporary state, as it was for the Israelites who 
were in the hands of the Philistines for forty years (Jdg 13.1) or in the case of Job (2.6). 
Samson was bound with cords to be given over to the Philistines, but he was explicitly 
told that he would not be killed (Jdg 15.13). In 1 Sam 24.4 (LXX/MT 24.5), Saul was 
handed over to David, who was `allowed to do what he willed'; however, he chose not 
to kill Saul. Based on these observations, one can see that the hallmark of irapa6i& o tt 
in the OT is that, although it is often linked with battle imagery and death, the word 
itself clearly indicates the more neutral sense of transfer. In other words, the indication 
is that people or things must first be `given over' in order to the following punishment or 
destruction to occur. 
As indicated above, the gospels in the NT contain numerous `handing over' 
accounts. Unlike the OT, most of these occurrences do not have God as instigator of the 
action. Rather, in many occurrences irap(xöi&c)µt is linked with betrayal. 
429 Judas 
427. Deut 21.10; 2 Chron 3.36; Psa 106.41 (LXX 105.41). 
428. Jdg 2.14; Ezek 7.21; 39.23. 
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Iscariot, in particular, is connected to this word as `the betrayer'. 430 However, "betrayal" 
is not part of the sense of napa8obvat in 1 Cor 5.5. Rather than an illegitimate transfer 
of power, Paul believes that `handing over' is the appropriate course of action. He asks 
that the congregation hand over the offender with `the power of the Lord Jesus Christ'. 
IIapaWcopi in 1 Cor 5.5 conveys that he will be placed under the total control of Satan. 
As indicated by this study, the meaning of the verb itself does not demand the 
implication of death. Indeed, 7rapa6t& on takes its sense from the surrounding context. 
In 1 Cor 5.5, Paul expects destruction to result, but the ultimate intent is salvation; thus 
it is probable that irapaSI&o n does not signal death here. 
5.3 IIapaöovvai TO Eaiava 
In this chapter, I have examined the occurrences of Satan and icapa8i6coµi in 
ancient literature and found that the usage of both terms is dynamic. IIapa&60) tt is 
sometimes linked with death, but always takes its meaning from the context of the 
passage. It signifies a total relinquishment of control of something from one party to 
another. Moreover, `satan' as a concept of adversity developed into a personal figure of 
opposition. What is clear about Satan as a figure is that whilst he is consistently 
portrayed as opposing humanity, there was no cohesive picture in the first century CE of 
Satan as the enemy of God. In his study of Second Temple Jewish literature, Timothy 
C. G. Thornton notes that Judaism of the period contained `no absolute consistency in 
people's thoughts about Satan, or the Devil. Usually, he was considered to be God's 
chief enemy, but where God was concerned with inflicting pain or punishment, Satan or 
his angels could be God's agents, working for God. 431 
429. E. g., Matt 26.15-16,21,23; 27.4; Mark 9.31; 14.18; Luke 9.44; 22.48; John 
13.2. 
430. Matt 10.4; 26.25; 27.3; Mark 14.42,44; John 6.64; 18.2,5. 
431. Timothy C. G. Thornton, "Satan - God's Agent for Punishing, " ExpT 83 
(1972): 152. 
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Therefore, modern interpretations of Satan in 1 Cor 5.5 as a rival of God are 
more likely to be indebted to a tradition that has undergone thousands of years' 
development than inherent to the text itself. Indeed, Paul's language in 1 Cor 5.5 does 
not support a myth of a rebellious Satan. Here one finds a disciplinary procedure in 
which Satan is involved, yet its purpose is for the salvation of the incestuous man. Even 
if Satan has insidious intentions, Paul believes that Satan's work can be for good, 
namely to catalyze the repentance that is necessary for salvation. God longs for this 
reconciliation with humanity (see 2 Cor 5.18-19); hence the work of Satan that serves a 
salvific purpose falls within the economy of God. The remainder of this study considers 
possible mechanisms for delivery to Satan and how the process works toward the 
offender's repentance and restoration. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCIPLINARY ACTION AND THE INTENDED RESULT: 
HANDED OVER TO SATAN FOR DESTRUCTION OF THE FLESH 
This chapter will link the evidence of the previous chapters to offer a preliminary 
portrait of the disciplinary action that Paul entreated the Corinthians to enact and its 
anticipated result. Although a fully informed proposal must await a close inspection of 
the purpose clause of the sentence, `saved in the day of the Lord', that investigation can 
proceed only after the disciplinary action and result have been determined. Thus the aim 
here is to weigh various understandings and their support arguments to determine which 
is the most plausible given Paul's social and religious settings. 
6.1 Evaluation of Interpretations 
Following investigation of the concept of Satan and the occurrences of 
napa8I&i jn in ancient literature, it is now possible to examine the phrase's meaning 
within 1 Corinthians 5. Here I will consider how well the main interpretations about the 
meaning of the phrase compare with my observations about the passage. The theories 
and their proponents have been presented in the introductory chapter, namely that 
7tapatovvat iw (Yaiavd gives warrant to 1) execution, or 2) excommunication, or 3) 
discipline (1 or 2) that occurs with an attendant curse. 
6.1.1 Execution 
Whilst most scholars in the modern era do not hold that 1 Cor 5.3-5 is an 
exhortation to communal execution of an offender, 432 1 will consider perspectives that 
432. I have found only Klausner to advocate this view (see Klausner, Jesus to 
Paul, 553). 
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the passage shows that Paul has given the man over to death. Most often this 
understanding is bolstered by appeals for taking 1 Corinthians 5 as parallel to other 
biblical passages, such as Acts 5, Joshua 7, and 1 Cor 11.30-32, that do depict the death 
of offenders. Here I will examine if these passages are closely linked with the situation 
of 1 Cor 5.5. 
6.1.1.1. Acts 5. 
Erich Fascher makes a connection between 1 Corinthians 5 and Acts 5 in his 1 
Corinthians commentary, where he notes, `zum Thema Strafwunder ist in der 
altchristlichen Literatur Apg 5.1 ff., Act. Thom. 6-8 (Tod des bösen Mundschenks) und 
Act. Joh. 86 zu vergleichen, wo der Apostel den Tod des Fortunatus mit den Worten 
begleitet: ä7r x iö TExvov 6ou, ötäßo2 E, "da hast du dein Kind wieder, Satan" '. 433 
Hans Lietzmann makes a similar observation; he sees both Acts 5.5-10 and 1 Cor 5.3-5 
as indicating divine punishments, much as Acts 13.11 attributes Paul's blindness to the 
`hand of the Lord'. 434 Of 1 Cor 5.3-5, he writes: `dieser Versammlung wird die im 
Gebet angerufen Wunderkraft Jesu selbst nicht fehlen, so daß ihre feierliche 
Verfluchung "Wir übergeben dich dem Satan" ... 
den Tod des Verurteilten zur Folge 
haben wird'. 435 However, the basis of interpretations like Lietzmann's and Fascher's 
stands only if one already assumes that 1 Cor 5.5 entails death. A close examination 
shows that the situations of Acts 5 and 1 Corinthians 5 are not similar. 
Acts 5.1-11 portrays a case in which members of the Jerusalem community, 
Ananias and Sapphira, withhold part of the profit of a property sale from the common 
`treasury' (v. 2); this is opposite to the exemplary action taken by Joseph Barnabas 
(4.36-37). Peter describes Ananias and Sapphira's crime as lying to the Holy Spirit (v. 
433. Erich Fascher, Der erste Briefe des Paulus an die Korinther (Berlin: 
Evangelische Verlasanstatt, 1975), 161. See also Forkman, Limits, 144, who takes Acts 
5.1-11 and 1 Cor 5.5 to both signify the outcomes of a curse. 
434. See Lietzmann, Korinther, 23. 
435. Lietzmann, Korinther, 23. 
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3) and to God (v. 4); furthermore, they allowed Satan to fill their hearts with deceit (v. 
3). Both husband and wife fall down and die upon hearing Peter's words of rebuke (vv. 
5,10). Acts does not say that their sin is against the community; rather it is an offense 
against God because they did not lay everything at the apostles' feet. It has little to do 
with the situation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 precisely because Paul does not explicitly state that the 
incestuous man has sinned against God. Indeed, Paul is more concerned about how the 
sin will affect the rest of the congregation. Moreover, he indicates his hope that the man 
will experience salvation, which is not in view in Acts 5. 
Those who understand 1 Cor 5.3-5 to be Paul's curse for death, on the other 
hand, take Acts 5 as illustrative of handing someone over to Satan. Satan is mentioned 
in Acts 5.3, however, he is the instigator of the sin rather than the disciplinarian. Peter 
exercises apostolic authority, as does Paul; however, Paul claims that the action of the 
entire group is necessary for effective disciplinary action, whereas Peter acts alone. The 
discipline of Acts 5 is punitive and serves as a cautionary example to the community 
(vv. 5,11), rather than having a redemptive intent for the offenders. 436 Paul hopes the 
discipline will bring about salvation of the incestuous man. Thus one can see that the 
circumstances of the passages do not correspond. Rather, Acts 5 depicts a different 
situation, which will now be examined. 
6.1.1.2. Joshua 7. 
Instead of taking Acts 5 and 1 Corinthians 5 together, I consider the story of 
Ananias and Sapphira to be more closely akin to Joshua 7, which contains the account of 
Achan. There Achan's sin is described as withholding `devoted' booty from God. 
Achan admits to coveting and taking for himself several precious items (Josh 7.20-21) 
from amongst the spoil of Jericho (6.24). These valuables were devoted to 
6v(x0eµa [6.18; 7.11]) to the treasury of the LORD, which the Israelites were specifically 
commanded not to covet or to take (6.20-21). For transgressing this commandment, 
Achan was stoned to death ('770, Xt0oßoWo [7.25]), an action that `turned aside' the 
436. See South, Disciplinary Practices, 47. 
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Low's anger (7.26). I shall not go more deeply into showing how the situations of 
Joshua 7 and Acts 5 are similar. However, this cursory look reveals a similar motif: 
keeping wealth for oneself that was meant for the treasury, which is a sin against God 
that requires the death penalty to assuage God's anger. 
Joshua 7 is also sometimes related by scholars to 1 Cor 5.3-5,437 particularly 
because both employ the same expulsion formula. The LORD's sentence of Achan is 
E461pr1TE Tö äv6t8£µa E4 üµthv aüi(ov/a: ): 1-l7ý 171? 1 (Josh 7.12; cf. 1 Cor 5.13). 
However, whilst stoning is clearly the punishment in Josh 7.25, Paul, in fact, modifies 
the deuteronomic formula to mean expulsion and nonassociation (1 Cor 5.9,11). Note 
that Achan himself was not `devoted' (0111) to the LORD as punishment. While a1fl can 
indicate killing people (enemies) for the LORD, this is not the language found for the 
capital punishment of an Israelite. However, I will now examine äväOs to and alts 
more closely because of their importance for the case of seeing 1 Cor 5.3-5 as execution. 
'AväOc is occurs forty-one times in the LXX, always as a rendition of DIM It 
occurs with the greatest frequency in the books of Joshua (twelve) and Deuteronomy 
(five). The use of äv68Eµa falls into two major categories: to describe those things that 
are separated from profane use for use by the LORD438 and to depict destruction that the 
Israelites (in most cases) were to carry out at the behest of God. 439 These findings are 
consonant with the categories for 071 in the OT. 440 The sense of "utter destruction" is 
predominant in the occurrences of a1fl and äv66£µa; however, what is apparent from 
the OT is that all `devotion' is done at the command of the LORD. People do this at the 
LORD's bidding, which is why `devotion' is an adequate translation for the words. 
437. See Hays, First Corinthians, 82. 
438. Lev 27.28; Num 18.14; Josh 6.18; 7.1,11,12,13; 22.20; 2 Chron 2.7; Jdg 
16.19; 2 Macc 2.13; 9.16. 
439. Num. 21.2-3; Deut 13.15-17 [LXX/MT 13.16-18]; 20.17; Josh 6.17,21; Jdg 
21.11; 1 Sam 15.3; 2 Kgs 19.11; Zech 14.11; 1 Macc 5.5. 
440. Of its 102 occurrences, 15 indicate separation (without death) because of 
God's holiness; 45 are God's decree for total destruction and unrelated to holiness. 
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However, Lev 27.28 and Deut 7.26 are examples of opposing reasons for the same 
action, i. e. a-lii/ävaOEµaiicco. In other words, things are devoted because they are both 
holy and abhorrent to God: 
Lev 27.28: `Nothing that a person owns that has been devoted to destruction for 
the LORD, be it human or animal, or inherited landholding, may be sold or 
redeemed; every devoted thing is most holy to the LORD (ßäv äväOEµa by ov äyiwv imai rw KupI p/ 17''7 Klo a'tlli7't1177 aýn''7ý)'. 
Deut 7.26: `Do not bring an abhorrent thing (ßSEXuyµa/1s31171) into your house, 
or you will be set apart for destruction (äväBrlµ(x/aiii) like it; you shall utterly detest (npoaoxAiaµatl npo6oxOtEISI1]Yý7VI71 p? and abhor it (3 cAiiyµaii ßSEýv n/11 7111 : 1. V111); for it is an accursed thing (öil (X'va'Orlgd E6ily/aýýf-'ý 
X171)., 
'Avä6Eµa occurs eleven times in the NT, where it displays different nuances than 
in the LXX. Only Acts 17.23 uses it in the sense that is familiar from Judith 16.19 and 2 
Macc 2.13; 9.16, namely that it denotes an object of worship. The difference is that 
Acts 17.23 relates that these devoted objects are for other gods, rather than to the Loin. 
Furthermore, a new sense in biblical literature for 6tvä9Eµa appears in Mark 14.71 and 
Acts 23.12,14,21, which is in making a binding oath. Paul uses äväec to five times, 441 
which is as much as Acts. The NRSV translates it in Paul's letters as `accursed' in 
every case. I will return to Paul's use of äväBc ta, below. 
The dissimilarities between the expulsion formula of Joshua 7 (E46pi1TE to 
ävä6Eµa E4 ütv avTwv [Josh 7.12,13]442) and 1 Cor 5.13 indicate that Paul is probably 
not quoting directly from LXX Joshua, but that both have appropriated and adapted the 
phrase from Deuteronomy to suit their literary contexts. One observes that the Hebrew 
of Josh 7.12,13 differs from the deuteronomic formula. There, taking Deut 17.7 as 
representative, it is: ý517T] 1T T1-IY?  1/E4apEIS iöv irovipöv E4 üµwv a&twv. One can 
observe that the LXX renders the phrases similarly in Deuteronomy and Joshua, despite 
441. Rom 9.3; 1 Cor 12.3; 16.22; Gal 1.8,9. 
442. Although the LXX of Josh 7.13 contains exactly the same wording as v. 12, 
the underlying Hebrew is different: aps7jpn ntin op-r07 (take away the devoted thing 
from among you (Josh 7.13, my translation). MT Josh 7.12 is aD? 7jpn nnn r r? n. 
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the underlying differences in Hebrew. In Deut 17.7 the verb is `1vß in the Piel, which 
means "to completely remove". In Josh 7.12 the verb is lnt in the hiphil, which is "to 
annihilate/exterminate". The word chosen by the LXX to translate both of these words 
is E4aipw ("to remove/drive out"), perhaps to moderate T Z) or to suggest theological 
kinship with Deuteronomy. 
It is likely that Paul relied on the LXX as his scripture rather than the Hebrew 
text, which may raise the question why examination of the underlying Hebrew is 
significant. First, the LXX, via translation, interprets the scenarios in Deuteronomy and 
Joshua 7 to be more closely related than the original Hebrew implies. Second, by 
choosing not to use äväOgia in his expulsion formula, Paul removes the situation of 
Joshua 7 from his frame of reference. As Rosner has observed, Paul deliberate chooses 
his vice list terms in order to link the formula to Deuteronomy. It is likely that Paul is 
aware of the occurrence of äväOEµa in the LXX, a word he himself uses on five 
occasions. If he had meant for the sense of äväOEµa to be present in 1 Corinthians 5, 
then Joshua 7.12-13 could have served as his reference text. Instead, he uses the 
formula from Deuteronomy, rather than the book of LXX Joshua's adaptation of it. 
6.1.1.3.1 Corinthians 11. 
My final comparison is between 1 Cor 5.3-5 and 1 Cor 11.30-32, which are 
sometimes characterized as depicting similar situations. Toward the end of 1 
Corinthians 11, Paul castigates those Corinthian believers who participate in the Lord's 
Supper in an unworthy manner because they are `guilty of profaning the body and blood 
of Christ' (v. 27). Paul explains that many in the congregation are weak and ill and 
some have died (xoi. I viai, v. 30) because of this. The way to avoid such a fate, says 
Paul, is through self-discernment: `but if we have judged [StExpivoµcv] ourselves, we 
would not be judged [&plvöµ£Aa]' (v. 31). Paul draws on several words 
for judgment 
in vv. 31 and 32; indeed, a similarity between the situations of 11 Cor 11.30-32 and 1 
Cor 5.3-5 is that improper discernment of oneself leads to judgment. Wolfgang Schrage 
connects the two passages in his comments about 1 Cor 5.5: 
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Die nächste Parallele dürfte 11.31 sein, wo Paulus vorläufiges Kpivc6Aat von einem endgültigen xaiaxpiv9aOal unterscheidet und Krankheiten und Todesfälle auf unwürdige Zustände beim Herrenmahl zurückführt. Gewiß werden die dort Genannten nicht von der Germeinde ausgeschlossen, sondern von Gott selbst gezüchtigt, aber das vorweggenommene irdische Gericht zur Vermeidung des Jüngsten Gerichts läßt sich mit unserer Stelle durchaus vergleichen, und eben dieser proleptisch-eschatologische Charakter des Gerichts verbindet beide Stellen und scheidet diese paulinische »Kirchenzucht« von allem späteren kirchlichen Verwaltungs- und Disziplinarrecht. 443 
I agree with Schrage that 1 Cor 11.31 depicts cases that Paul understands to be about 
people being divinely disciplined rather than excluded from the community. Indeed, it 
is this point that casts doubt on 1 Cor 11.30-32 being the most adequate analogy for 1 
Cor 5.5.444 There is `proleptic-eschatological' similarity in situation; however, I will 
argue here that this characteristic does not provide the most satisfactory context for 
understanding the punishment of the incestuous man. 
However, other commentators see a natural connection between 1 Cor 11.30-32 
and 1 Cor 5.5. I have already noted that Conzelmann considered the phrase `destruction 
of the flesh' to signify death because of the connection he saw with 1 Cor 11.3 0.445 In 
his comments on v. 30, Conzelmann reports two major interpretations: that the 
sacramental elements have a magical power, which can physically affect those who 
ingest them, 446 and that the weakness, illness, and death occur as a result of divine 
443. Wolfgang Schrage, Der Erste Brief an die Korinther (1 Kor 1,1-6,11), 
EKK (Zürich: Benziger, 1991), 376. See also Forkman, Limits, 145, who appeals to 1 
Cor 11.27-32 to explain l Cor 5.5. 
444. See Collins, "Excommunication, " 258-59, where she determines that the 
situations in 1 Cor 11.27-32 and 1 Cor 5.5 are too different to reconcile: in 1 Cor 11 
Paul `considers these divine chastisements which will atone for sins now, so that these 
people will not be condemned at the final judgment. Their case is quite different from 
that of the incestuous man. They remain in the community and are chastised by God. 
He is to be expelled from the community and come under Satan's power'. 
445. See 3n. 9 and 92n. 261 above. 
446. As Lietzmann, who refers to the communion sacraments as having the 
power for life (9 pµaxov 60avaaia5) and for death (cpäpµaxov 6av6tiou); see 
Lietzmann, Korinther, 59. Against this Schrage writes, `nicht so auszuweiten, als ob 
Krankheit und Tod eo ipso auf falschen Sakramentsgenuß zurückweisen oder rechter 
Sakramentsgenuß vor Krankheit und Tod schützen würden' (Wolfgang Schrage, Der 
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punishment. ` 47 The latter is Conzelmann's own interpretation, as well as that of several 
others. 448 
However, Sebastian Schneider offers a challenge to both of these views. He 
does not consider 1 Cor 11.30-32 to indicate physical suffering and death as divine 
punishment. ```' He studies the words ä60cvij , 
äppwaiog, and xoiµäoµal in their 
semantic context and as they appear in several works by Philo. His conclusion is that 
these words in 1 Cor 11.30 are best understood in a metaphorical sense of weakness, 
sickness, and sluggishness in faith. That is, Paul is describing their spiritual 
condition . 
450 Thiselton notes that Schneider is unique in his understanding of the 
passage and offers as more probable the interpretation that Paul is explaining why there 
are deaths and ailments in the congregation. 451 See, for example, Fee who considers 
Paul's reference to the bodily disease and death as his prophetic insight that these 
conditions are caused by self-indulgent attitudes and manipulation of the Lord's Supper 
to the detriment of underprivileged people in the fellowship. 452 
Dale Martin also is convinced that this passage depicts the physical conditions of 
members of the congregation, but his analysis revives Lietzmann's claim that Paul 
Erste Brief an die Korinther [1 Kor 11,17-14,40], EKK [Neukirchener: Benziger, 
1999], 54). 
447. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 203. 
448. See also Barrett, First Corinthians, 275; Bruce, 1 and 2 Corinthians, 115; 
Judith M. Gundry Volf, Paul and Perseverance: Staying In and Falling Away, WUNT 
(Tübingen: Mohr [Siebeck], 1990), 106-07; Morris, 1 Corinthians, 161; Orr and 
Walther, I Corinthians, 274. However, Thiselton reports that most commentators see 
Paul's explanation of the physical suffering in the community to be `causal' rather than 
as an act of punishment (Thiselton, First Corinthians, 896). 
449. Sebastian Schneider, "Glaubensmängel in Korinth: Eine neue Deutung der 
`Schwachen, Kranken, Schlafenden' in 1 Kor 11,30, " Filologia Neotestamentaria IX 
(Mayo 1996): 3-19. 
450. Schneider, "Glaubensmängel in Korinth, " 18-19. 
451. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 894. 
452. Fee, First Epistle, 565; see also Allo, Premiere Epitre, 283. 
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understood the sacraments to have medicinal value. Through an investigation of Greco- 
Roman sources, Martin concludes that contemporary pharmacology `assumed the 
concept of the pharmakon as an ambiguous, dual-functioning agent; it could either kill 
you or cure you'. 453 Furthermore, he demonstrates that folk and professional medicine 
considered that the state of the person could determine the outcome of the treatment. In 
particular, divine judgment could fall on those who had not adequately prepared 
themselves prior to using the drug. Thus Martin suggests that a conceptual context for 1 
Cor 11.30-32 can be found in the notion that `divine punishment [could be] effected 
through disease and death'. 454 
In contrast, a strength of an interpretation like Conzelmann's is that it takes the 
apparent meaning of Paul's statements in 1 Cor 11.30-32 seriously. Paul's concern in 1 
Corinthians 11 is that if one does not discern himself or herself properly, the judgment 
of the Lord (in the sense of xpivw) will result in discipline (itathci (0; v. 32). I have 
examined nau3cVw above, 455 but I will restate that it always has the force of a discipline, 
punishment, or chastening done to produce improved behavior or corrected belief, 
particularly for the growth of spiritually immature people. This is the purpose of the 
judgment rendered by the Lord upon members of the Corinthian community, i. e. to 
produce a difference in behavior and attitude. 
Further examination of the judgment terminology challenges the view that 1 Cor 
11.31-32 and 5.3-5 have death as a punishment in common. In the first passage, Paul 
uses three different words for judgment: Enaxptvcw (v. 31), xpivw (vv. 31-32), and 
xaTaxpivc) (v. 32). The sense of 8iaxpivw as "discernment" is borne out by its 
. 
In effect v. 31 a is a restatement of v. modification of the reflexive pronoun Eauioü 456 
453. Martin, Corinthian Body, 193. 
454. Martin, Corinthian Body, 194. 
455. See pages 151-53. 
456. The RSV tries to capture this by translating the clause as, `but if we judged 
ourselves truly' (v. 31). 
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28a: `let a man examine himself [SoxlµaýEt w Eauiöv]'. 457 Paul uses Staxpiv(o alongside 
Kpivco, which is in v. 31 (in the imperfect passive) and in v. 32 (in the present passive 
participle). Although the meaning for xpivw can range between "to judge", "to 
determine", and "to condemn", it is best to take it as "to judge" here given that it appears 
as distinct from Staxpivw and xa'raxpivco. The effect, then, of v. 31 is to restate 
positively the negative statement of v. 29: `for anyone who eats and drinks without 
discerning [µßj Staxpivwv] the body eats and drinks judgment upon himself [xpiga 
Eautth]' (RSV). 
Paul states that judgment happens so the Corinthians will avoid condemnation 
(KaTaxpivc)) `along with the world [6üv i4 xöaµw]' (v. 32). Twenty-four of the thirty- 
one biblical occurrences of xaiaxpivw are in the NT. In Matt 20.18; 27.3; 10.33; 14.64; 
and John 8.10,11, xaraicpivci appears as designating a death sentence. Mark 16.16 
conveys that salvation and KatäKpiµa are opposed to one another: `the one who believes 
and is baptized will be saved; but the one who does not believe will be condemned'. 
KataxpivcO appears in Paul ten times. 458 In Romans 5, Paul describes Christ's death and 
resurrection as a `free gift' that brings justification (txaiwµa) and life rather than 
KaTäxptµa (vv. 16,18). Furthermore, there is no xaiäxptµa for those who are `in 
Christ' (Rom 8.1) because Christ, ö Kaiaxptvwv, intercedes on behalf of believers 
(8.34). In Hebrews and 2 Peter, the sense of KaiaxpiVco is obvious. They both cite 
Israel's historical traditions to illustrate the kind of condemnation in store for the 
ungodly. Heb 11.7 refers to the flood narrative and 2 Pet 2.6 to Sodom and Gomorrah, 
stories that depict the condemned world. 
From this survey it is clear that KaiaxpiVW indicates utter condemnation, which 
can be best known by what it is not, i. e. salvation. 1 Cor 11.32 shows that the Lord's 
457. I have quoted the RSV here because the NRSV translation changes the 
number of the Greek verb and pronoun. 
458.1 Cor 11.32; 2 Cor 3.9; 7.3; Rom 2.1; 5.16,18; 8.1,3,34; 14.23. Eating 
and drinking properly are also at issue in Romans 14, where Paul declares that having 
doubts (the translation of 6taxpivcw in the middle voice) about what one eats can bring 
Kaiäxpiµa upon oneself because that which `does not proceed from faith is sin' (v. 23). 
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judgment can bring about a change in behavior through chastening, specifically so a 
believer will not experience condemnation. 459 The connection with 1 Cor 5.3-5 is that 
there Paul hopes that his own judgment (Kpiv(o; v. 3) will bring about salvation and not 
condemnation. However, in 1 Corinthians 11, he interprets what is happening in the 
community as Christ's judgment (Kpivw; v. 32). This is Paul's explanation for 
something he observes, rather than his own disciplinary judgment, as in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
The situation of 1 Cor 11.30-32 is the Lord's judgment of illness and death, but does not 
address the question of whether Paul would have the authority to make such a 
chastening ruling. 
One may note, however, that the judgment in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is carried out in 
Christ's presence and with his power. 460 This brings up the question, why would Paul 
not have said explicitly here, as in 11.32, that it is the Lord's judgment? In fact, Paul 
goes to great lengths to demonstrate that the judgment is his recommendation (5.3) for 
community action (v. 4), which will receive endorsement from the Lord (v. 4). 
Examination of 1 Corinthians 7 will illustrate this point. There one finds Paul 
alternating between exhortations from the Lord and his own determinations. For 
example, in 1 Cor 7.10 Paul declares that the command that married spouses should not 
separate comes from the Lord. However, he subsequently clarifies how he regards 
marriage between believers and unbelievers: `to the rest I say -I and not the Lord - that 
if any believer has a wife who is an unbeliever, and she consents to live with him, he 
should not divorce her' (v. 12, emphasis added; see also 7.25). This passage 
demonstrates that Paul is careful about his language: when he wants the Corinthian 
459. It is lamentable that NRSV chooses to translate xpivw in v. 34 as 
`condemnation', a sense Paul purposely chooses to avoid here. His deliberate 
distinction between xpivw and xaiaxpivcw in this passage makes it doubtful he would 
collapse that differentiation here. 
460. I thank John M. G. Barclay for raising this point with me. Recall 5.4, 
`when you and my spirit are assembled together in the name of our Lord Jesus, with the 
power of our Lord Jesus' (my translation), which provides the context for the verdict's 
pronouncement. 
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believers to know what is the Lord's judgment, he states it. He also states when it is his 
own judgment. Paul is clear that he has made a judgment against the incestuous man (1 
Cor 5.3). Furthermore, he deems that it is the community, not the Lord, who will enact 
the disciplinary sentence (5.4). This is different from his characterization of how 
judgment is occurring in 1 Cor 11.30-32. Thus I consider it best to regard the agents and 
enactment of judgment to be dissimilar in these passages. 461 
However, 1 Cor 5.3-5 and 11.30-32 have similarities. They both show that Paul 
can imagine a chastening type of discipline with salvific effects. In addition, xpivw 
provides a verbal link (1 Cor 5.3; 11.31-32) and both passages end with final clauses 
that address the salvation of people in the Corinthian fellowship. This is stated 
positively in 1 Cor 5.5 (iva to 7rvcÜµa 6wBlj Ev 'nj rl t pa ioü Kupiou) and negatively in 1 
Cor 11.32 (iva µr 66v t4 xö(Yµc) xaiaxpt0Coµcv). On the other hand, these clauses refer 
to different types of people. The spirit that Paul hopes will be saved in 1 Cor 5.5 is that 
of the offending man himself; in 11.32 the referent is `we', the whole body of believers. 
This is an expansion in subject from 11.30, where Paul mentions the `many' among 
those who are suffering. This itself is a shift from Paul's exhortation to each Corinthian 
to discern him- or herself properly (11.28). Verse 30 serves as an illustration about 
those who are not doing this. Following these examples, Paul moves back to his main 
argument in vv. 31-32, namely that appropriate self-discernment means that chastening 
judgments from the Lord can be avoided. Even if the intent is the same in both 
situations (1 Cor 5.5 and 11.32), i. e. that obstinate people will change their ways and 
attain salvation, Paul is clear that one is a case of congregational discipline and another 
is out of his hands. 
461. See also Meurer, who comes to the same conclusion after comparison of 1 
Cor 5.3-5 with 11.30-32: `weder der Verweis auf das zukünftige Gericht noch das 
Wissen darum, daß Gottes Strafgericht auch schon jetzt am Werke ist, darf die 
Gemeinde nach der Überzeugung des Paulus davon abhalten, in eklatanten Fällen der 
Unmoral zu Gericht zu sitzen und strafend gegen den Sünder vorzugehen" (Meurer, Das 
Recht, 117). Futhermore, Meurer suggests that 2 Cor 2.5-11 and 7.8-12 are more 
adequate analogies for the situation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 (133). 
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In addition, the results of the disciplinary actions are different. As has been 
argued above, it is not satisfactory to understand `destruction of the flesh' in 1 Cor 5.5 
as entirely synonymous with bodily afflictions. 462 In 1 Cor 5.5, aäp4 is that part of the 
man that is not following God. It is the part that is `merely human' and, as such, is more 
susceptible to the values and attitudes of `the world' (i. e. those outside the fellowship) 
than to the guidance of the Spirit. Once this `fleshly' aspect is destroyed, the incestuous 
man's spirit will be responsive to God and he may expect salvation in the day of the 
Lord. In 1 Cor 5.5, ßäp4 conveys more than the physical manifestation of the man; it 
describes his orientation away from God. 
However, 1 Cor 11.30 only depicts bodily affliction. The weakness, illness, and 
death that Paul mentions are descriptions of what is happening to the bodies of the 
members of the congregation. For example, xo4thoµai, Paul's euphemism for death, is 
used here, as well as in 1 Cor 15.20 and 1 Thess 4.13.463 Against Schneider's 
interpretation that Koiµäoµat in 1 Cor 11.30 indicates spiritual sluggishness, 1 Cor 15.20 
clearly signals death. 464 The most probable reading, then, of 11.30 is that Paul is writing 
about cases of illness and death amongst members of the congregation. Paul is not 
describing physical suffering in 1 Corinthians 5. It may be, as Paul assumes in chapter 
11, that the Corinthians' physical problems were as a result of the Lord's judgment. 
However, a purely physical result is not anticipated from the discipline in 1 Cor 5.5. 
Thus it is not satisfactory to base the connection between 1 Cor 5.5 and 11.30-32 on 
physical suffering as punishment. 
There are links between 1 Cor 5.3-5 with 11.30-32, but the differences between 
the situations show that the analogy is limited. More adequate comparisons can be 
462. See 92-96, in particular. 
463. See 95-96, where I discuss this characteristic Pauline euphemism. 
464. There it describes Christ's resurrection as the first fruits of all believers, 
who have the expectation to be raised from the dead. In this passage, life, death, and life 
after death are the topics. The context does not allow for a spiritual reading of 
xo41äoµai. 
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found in Rom 14.13-23 for 1 Cor 11.27-32 and in 2 Cor 2.5-11 for 1 Cor 5.3-5. Both 
Romans 14 and 1 Corinthians 11 indicate situations in which food and judgment are 
interconnected. Paul is concerned that some believers' inconsiderate consumption of 
foods that other members of the congregation believe are unclean actually has the effect 
of causing the `weaker' people to stumble (Rom 14.13). Paul himself does not think 
that some foods are clean while others are not (14.14); however, he does think that 
people can be injured by what others eat (14.15). Indeed, Paul characterizes this injury 
as `ruin' (v. 15), destruction (v. 20), stumbling (v. 21), and condemnation (v. 23). The 
reason this is so grave is because if a person eats with doubts, then she or he does not act 
in faith and is condemned (v. 23). Therefore, one notes that even though Paul does not 
distinguish between clean and unclean foods, he does acknowledge that food has power. 
More specifically, it has the power that people give to it. If people believe that impure 
food will taint them, then consumption of it can cause doubt, which, in turn, condemns 
them. Improper discernment (both on the part of strong and weak believers) may result 
in improper eating and condemnation. In both Rom 14.13-23 and 1 Cor 11.27-32, Paul 
wishes to avoid this. Moreover, the situation in 1 Corinthians 11 is intensified because 
the topic discussed is the food of the Lord's Supper: the bread and wine signify the 
presence of Jesus because they are his body and blood (11.23-25). 465 
In the case of 1 Cor 5.3-5,1 regard 2 Cor 2.5-11 to be the better passage for 
analogy than 1 Cor 11.30-32. Both 1 Corinthians 5 and 2 Corinthians 2 are cases of 
congregational discipline involving the exclusion of members. In both instances, Paul 
exhorts the Corinthians to action, promises that what they do he does with them, assures 
them that Christ is present with them, and mentions the destructive capability of Satan. 
These two passages have traditionally been linked together; however, one notes that 
465. See Lev 21.16-24 for the high standards placed on priests so that they may 
be worthy to enter the Holy of Holies and to eat the bread of the Presence. This was 
food placed in the sanctuary of God, in the presence of the LoRD, and could be eaten 
only by Aaronic priests without blemish. Only these people could enter the Holy of 
Holies without incurring the death penalty. For verification that this continued to be the 
protocol for entering the inner sanctuary of the Temple, see Josephus, JW6.124-28. 
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even if the sinner in 1 Corinthians 5 and in 2 Corinthians 2 is not the same man, Paul 
indicates that the ultimate purpose of community discipline is to restore the offender to 
the community. 466 This connection is briefly mentioned here, but is the focus of detailed 
examination in chapter 8.467 
Thus it is possible to link 1 Corinthians 11 with 1 Corinthians 5, but it does not 
represent the most appropriate analogy. Interpretations that take 1 Cor 11.30-32 as the 
best parallel for 1 Cor 5.3-5 demonstrate a heavy reliance on understanding the 
discipline in I Cor 5 in light of the result clause of v. 5. Moreover, this assumes that the 
physical results of inappropriate action in 1 Cor 11.30 are also in view in 1 Cor 5.5. 
However, the emphasis in 1 Cor 5.5 does not rest on the result clause, but the purpose 
clause. This thesis argues for the plausibility of a restorative reading of 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
The emphasis in the passage is on the final clause, which is the emphasis of my 
exegesis. Thus a more adequate interpretation can only be offered after examination of 
the final clause, which is the purpose of chapter 8. 
6.1.2 Excommunication 
As indicated in chapter 1, the prevailing opinion among commentators is that 1 
Cor 5.3-5 calls for expulsion of the incestuous man from the congregation. I have 
argued that based on the grammar and Paul's use of traditional material, the passage 
calls for exclusion rather than execution. Furthermore, there is a premise that by the 
first century CE, Jews had substituted excommunication as the penalty for cases in which 
Torah called for death. 468 This point is significant for study of 1 Cor 5.3-5 because of 
Paul's citation of Deut 17.7, et al., to demonstrate the proper way for the Corinthians to 
handle transgression of community standards. One cannot deny that the deuteronomic 
466. See also Hays on this point; he notes that Paul believes stern community 
discipline can lead to reintegration (Hays, First Corinthians, 86). 
467. See 247-60. 
468. See, e. g., William Horbury, "Extirpation and Excommunication, " VT 35 
(1985): 13-38. 
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expulsion formula calls for the death of offenders by stoning; however, there is a 
question about whether this perception persisted amongst Second Temple Jews. At this 
time, as some DSS indicate (e. g., 1QS 5; CD 20), the practice of excommunication was 
emerging as a substitute punishment for anyone deserving the death penalty by the 
standards of Torah. This conclusion is based on the observation that later strands of OT 
tradition promoted excommunication over stoning, as Ezra 10.8, Neh 13.3, and Isa 56.3 
indicate. In addition, it may be that by the first century CE Jews did not have authority 
over capital cases. 469 Here, I will examine this evidence in order to evaluate the claim 
that Paul calls for excommunication in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
6.1.2.1. Evidence for Expulsion: OT. 
In this section, I am indebted to the work of Forkman and Horbury, who have 
made careful surveys of OT literature on exclusionary discipline. 470 They examined 
occurrences of Hebrew words that indicate separation: a1fl, M: ), "112D, and '77D. With 
the exception of '7 M, these words have been studied above and determined often be 
connected with death. What is of interest here is biblical attestation to the practice of 
`excommunication', which is associated with four occurrences of'7? s. 471 
The word '77: 1 occurs in the MT forty-five times and, in general, indicates 
separation. I concur with Forkman's observation that in most occurrences, dis signifies 
a removal of something from undesirable surroundings. For example, 
Just as God at creation divided light from darkness (Gen 1.4ff), has he also 
separated Israel from all other peoples (Lev 20.24ff) and in the same way it is a 
matter of separating between that which is holy and unholy, between the clean 
and the unclean (Lev 10.10), between animals that can or cannot be eaten (Lev 
11.47). And in the same way that the veil separates the holy from the most holy 
(Ex 26.33), the Levites were separated from within Israel (Num 8.14; 16.9) and 
Aaron's sons were separated from within the tribe of Levi (1 Chron 23.13). 4 2 
469. See M. Stern, "The Province of Judaea, " in The Jewish People in the First 
Century, vol. 1.1, S. Safrai and M. Stern, CRINT (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1974), 308-76. 
470. See Forkman, Limits and Horbury, "Extirpation". 
471. Deut 29.21 (LXX/MT 29.20); Ezra 10.8 (par. Neh 13.3); Isa 56.3. 
472. Forkman, Limits, 20. 
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The negative corollary to being separated for holiness is that, at times, certain impurities 
must be separated from the holy group in order for it to retain its holy status. Deut 29.20 
highlights this point and emphasizes that Israel's special status is based on the covenant. 
Here we find that the LORD will separate those who breach the covenant from this 
special group. If all the people transgress the covenant, then the LORD will exile them 
(vv. 22-29). 
The book of Ezra displays a concern with covenant maintenance and purity, 
which was highlighted in chapter 3. Within Ezra, separation from something, i. e. the 
impurity of the `people of the land', indicates a separation for God. The men were 
supposed to keep themselves separate from ('71ß) the people of the land (9.1). 473 In 10.6 
Ezra laments their `faithlessness', i. e. that they did not adhere to this behavioral norm. 
However, Ezra believes that the returnees can repent and turn back to the correct 
relationship with God. He directs the offenders to remove the outsiders from their 
midst: you have trespassed and married foreign women, and so increased the guilt of 
Israel. Now make confession to the LORD your God, and do his will; separate 
yourselves [ý TD] from the peoples of the land and from foreign wives' (10.10-11). This 
proclamation was made within the context of the threat of excommunication for 
noncompliance with Ezra's orders (10.8). In this verse, Ezra commands that all of the 
returned exiles must assemble in Jerusalem, or their property will be forfeit (ahn) and 
they will be separated (''77D) from the congregation. Indeed, if they do not listen, they 
will be people to avoid, occupying the same category as the people of the land. Under 
such pressure, the offending men in the book of Ezra send away their wives and children 
(10.44). 
Given Ezra's emphasis on the importance of the covenant, it may be that for him 
transgression of the covenant evoked the context of Deuteronomy 27-29, where one 
finds that those who did not follow the covenant were separated (71) from the tribes of 
Israel (29.21/MT 29.20). If this is the case, Horbury may be correct in suggesting that 
473. See also Neh 9.2; 10.28 (MT 10.29). 
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Deut 29.20 would evoke thoughts of temple exclusion for post-exilic readers. 474 
Emphasis on the covenant is again explicitly conveyed in chapters 8-10 and 13 of 
Nehemiah. This is where the law of Moses is read in a national assembly and agreed to 
by the people, much as what is depicted in the book of Deuteronomy and Joshua 24 
upon Israel's initial entry into the land. Similarly, Ezra and Nehemiah portray a re-entry 
and re-covenanting of God's people. 
In contrast to the book of Ezra, Isaiah 56 shows a welcome entry of non- 
Israelites in worship of the LoRD. Here the promise is of God's swift salvation and 
deliverance for all people who act justly (56.1), even those who had formerly been 
excluded from the covenant. Verse 3 is a statement of encouragement to the upright 
foreigner and eunuch; instead of feeling despair about their former exclusion from the 
people of God, 475 they are assured that they will not be separated (ý7n). In fact, the 
LORD will treat all of those who hold fast, regardless of blemish or nationality, as `better 
than sons and daughters' - their names will never be `cut off (11-1x; 56.5). 
Finally, Ezek 13.9 also speaks of expulsion of false prophets. The word '71: 1 is 
not found here, but the author clearly signals their separation: `my hand will be against 
['ýK '? T] the prophets who see false visions and utter lying divinations; they shall not be 
in the council of my people, nor be enrolled in the register of the house of Israel, nor 
shall they enter the land of Israel; and you shall know that I am the LoRD God'. False 
prophets of this kind are also castigated in Deuteronomy 13, where the expulsion 
formula is incited against them (v. 5). 476 
Thus Horbury's claim that excommunication is attested in the OT is likely. In 
addition, sometimes the threat or act of exclusion, as in Isaiah, signifies a modification 
of corporate discipline procedures in the Torah. Now I will turn to Horbury's second 
474. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 20. 
475. Cf. Lev 21.18-20; Deut 23.1-3, where there are precepts for their exclusion. 
476. However, as noted in chapter 3, the LXX translates the phrase differently 
than its other occurrences in Deuteronomy. 
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claim, that the exclusion described in these OT passages `strongly influenced later 
Judaism'. ` 
6.1.2.2. Evidence for Expulsion: Other Early Jewish Literature. 
Horbury contends that by the late centuries BCE excommunication was becoming 
a continuous and general, although varied practice in Jewish communities. 478 Here I 
will cite evidence in support of Horbury's premise, but also point to some instances that 
demonstrate variation in early Jewish thought on the matter. In the DSS, one finds 
multiple attestations of ý 1D for the exclusion of offenders from the community. I have 
noted 122 occurrences of this word in the sectarian manuscripts '479 the highest 
concentration of which are in 1QS (seventeen) and CD (nine). These passages deal with 
the issue of social separation and contain admonitions to group members to be separated 
from the wicked in the world and to separate the wicked from their midst. For example, 
the men of the `new covenant of the land of Damascus' (CD 6.19) should `take care to 
act in accordance with the exact interpretation of the law for the age of wickedness: to 
keep apart ['7TM] from the sons of the pit' (6.14-15). Similarly in 1QS 5.1-3, `they 
should keep apart [ý? D] from the congregation of the men of injustice in order to 
477. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 24. 
478. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 24. 
479. Since this work is original, I will cite them all here: CD 5.7; 6.14,17; 7.3, 
4; 9.21,23; 12.19; 14.20; 1QS 2.16; 5.1,10,18; 6.25,27; 7.1,3,5,16; 8.11,13,24; 9.5, 
9,14,20; 1 QSb 5.2; 1 QHa 6.11; 13.29; 15.12; 1 Q34 frag. 3,2.6; 4Q216 5.12; 6.6,8; 
7.9; 4Q254 frag. 8, line 7; 4Q256 9.2,8; 18.4; 4Q258 1.2,7; 6.5,6; 7.1,6; 8.5 ; 4Q259 
3.1,3,10; 4.1 ; 4Q261 frag. 3, line 3; frag. 4a-b, line 3; frag. 6a-e, line 2; 4Q265 frag. 4, 
1.2,4,7,9,12; 4Q266 frag. 3,2.20,23; 3.4,2; frag. 6,1.13; 1.2; frag. 9,2.6; frag. 10, 
1.14; 2.2,4,6,10ff, 15; 4Q269 frag. 4,2.7; frag. 11,1.4,6,8; frag. 11, line 2; 15.1,3; 
4Q270 frag. 6,5.13; frag. 7,1.2,4,6,9; 4Q271 frag. 2, line 3; 4Q272 frag. 1,2.2; 
4Q280 frag. 2.1; 4Q284 frag. 5, line 3; 4Q364 frag. 17, line 1; 4Q377 frag. 1,1.1; 
4Q380 frag. 7,2.3; 4Q392; 4Q394 frag. 8,4.6; 4Q396 frags. 1-2,2.8; 4Q397 frags. 6- 
13, line 1; 4Q414 frag. 2,2-4.7; frags. 27-28.2; 4Q418 frag. 126,2.8; frag. 221, line 4; 
4Q423 frag. 8, line 1; 4Q429 frag. 3, line 1; 4Q509 frags. 97-98,1.7; frag. 213, line 2; 
4Q512 frags. 1-6, line 16; frags. 40-41, line 3; 1 1Q5 26.11; 11Q11 2.11; 11 QT 16.12; 
3 5.11,13; 46.10,21; 48.13; 51.9; 11Q20 12.21; 13.1; 15.3; PAM43666 (currently 
unnumbered). 
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constitute a community in law and possessions, and acquiesce to the authority of the 
multitude of the men of the community, those who persevere steadfastly in the 
covenant'. 
Furthermore, ýis is used to signify both temporary and permanent exclusion 
from the community. For example, the penalty for lying about possessions is separation 
(ý D) from the pure food of the Many for one year; in addition, the offender's bread 
ration shall be reduced by one-fourth (1 QS 6.25; see also 7.1-5,16; 8.24-25; CD 14.20- 
21). Permanent exclusion, also signalled by the word '77s, can be found in CD 8.16- 
10.3. Here a person transgressing the law, even in a capital matter, will be reproached 
and reported to the inspector up to three times prior to full sentencing. Only on the basis 
of two witnesses, can a man be excluded ('7 1) from the pure food (9.17-21). 480 Hence 
one observes that these DSS are in continuity with the depictions of excommunication in 
the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. 
Josephus and 3 Maccabees also portray situations in which the death penalty is 
mitigated in favor of exclusion. Josephus, in Ant 11.340-47, has an anti-shechemite 
narrative, which includes the scornful comment that the Samaritans would accept any 
Jew who apostasized and was banned from Jerusalem. Here the offenses are eating 
impure food and breaking the Sabbath (11.246-47). 481 3 Macc 2.33 relates that Jews 
curtailed fellowship with other Jews, here for subscription to Ptolemy's cult. In 3 
Maccabees, the Jews substituted exclusion for the death penalty required for idolatry; 
however, it is clear that this is done because of their lack of political power at that time. 
Later in the account they actually do punish the law-breakers with death, after receiving 
permission from the king (3 Macc 7.12-15). 
Moreover, it is possible to observe diversity in rabbinic literature regarding the 
use of excommunication in place of capital punishment. Although there is general 
480. This is in concert with Josephus' depiction of Essene excommunication in 
JW 2.143-44. 
481. Num 15.35-36 calls for the death penalty for these trangressions. 
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agreement about which offenses merit the death penalty (e. g., Sanh 7.4; 9.1; 11.1; Mak 
1.10) and which deserve scourging (e. g., Mak 3.1-2), tractate Sanhedrin reveals that the 
rabbis were unclear about whether the Sanhedrin tried capital cases in the first century 
CE. For example, in bSanh 41a it is reported that forty years before the destruction of 
the Temple, when the Sanhedrin was exiled to Hanuth, it did not hear capital cases. 
This information also appears in bAZ 8b, bShab 15a, and ySanh 1.18a. However, there 
is other evidence that the court would sentence offenders to 'extirpation '482 and, based 
on Isa 30.20, to the `bread of adversity and the water of affliction' (Sanh 9.5; tSanh 
12.7). According to these passages, the death penalty was only permitted when the 
offense continued in defiance of repeated warnings by witnesses, who were stringently 
tested for veracity (see Sanh 4.5-5.5). 483 Despite evidence that techniques were 
employed to avoid sentences of capital punishment, such as stringent criteria in 
examination of witnesses and use of scourging for prompting repentance (see Mak 3; 
tSanh 12.7), statements of Rabbis Eliezar b. Azariah, Tarfon, Akiba, and Simeon b. 
Gamaliel in Mak 1.10 indicate that executions did occur. There it says the Sanhedrin 
may conduct its office either within the land of Israel or outside of it. R. Tarfon and R. 
Akiba state that if they would have been on the Sanhedrin, none would have been put to 
death (Mak 1.10). In fact, further evidence about capital punishments is given by R. 
Eliezar ben Zakok, who was a young man when the Temple was destroyed: he claims 
that he attended an execution when he was a `child on his father's shoulders' (tSanh 
9.11; see also Sanh 7.2). 
Josephus, in JW 6.124-28, also indicates that the Sanhedrin was allowed by the 
Romans to control who should enter the Temple; they were even granted the authority to 
482. This word is used by Tomson, Paul and Jewish Law, 101-03. 
483. The witness was told that if his testimony was false he would have the 
blood of the accused, as well as that of the person's potential offsrpring, on his hands. 
This warning is followed by the teaching that `if any man has caused a soul to perish 
from Israel Scripture imputes it to him as though he had caused a whole world to perish; 
and if any man saves alive a single soul from Israel Scripture imputes it to him as though 
he saved alive a whole world' (Sarah 4.5). 
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kill a Roman citizen who transgressed their regulations. Additionally, Josephus 
recounts the high priest Ananus' stoning of James the brother of Jesus, `who was called 
Christ', by assent of the Sanhedrin (Ant 20.199-203). The complaint leveled against 
Ananus for this act was not that he carried out the death penalty, but that he had 
assembled the Sanhedrin without the leave of the Roman governor (20.202). 
From this evidence it is difficult to adjudicate whether throughout the first 
century CE the Jews had jurisdiction in Judaea over capital cases. 484 One may observe a 
trend in Jewish interpretation to take excommunication to be appropriate in cases of 
covenant breaches, as in Ezra and Nehemiah. However, there is also evidence that when 
given the authority to do so, the Sanhedrin did, in fact, carry out capital punishment. 485 
This `privilege' may have only been allowed (or taken) when the Sanhedrin sat in 
Jerusalem, as bSanh 41 a, bAZ 8b, bShab 15a, and ySanh 1.18a indicate; but Mak 1.10 
relates that the Sanhedrin exercised this authority even outside of the land. 
However, the case is clearer after 70 CE, when synagogues began to exercise 
more authority for discipline. It is within this period that the various synagogue bans 
take prominence as disciplinary measures. Forkman presents evidence that the `little 
ban' ('11"72) was used prior to 70 CE, but that the `warning' (TD't]) and `great ban' (01ii) 
484. See Stern, "Judaea, " 336-37. See also Josef Blinzler, "The Jewish 
Punishment of Stoning in the New Testament Period, " in The Trial of Jesus: Cambridge 
Studies in Honour of C. F. D. Moule, edited by Ernst Bammel (London: SCM, 
1970), 147-61, who argues that stoning was a regular mode of execution in ancient 
Israel and continued to be so through the 1st century CE. His conclusion is that tractate 
Sanhedrin did not apply to the Jewish penal system pre-70 CE, thus negating its use for 
information of that time. 
485. NT passages may also be marshaled to evaluate this observation. In John 
18.31, Pilate tells the Jews to take Jesus and to judge him by their law. Their reply is 
that it is not lawful for them to put anyone to death. The verdict is not in question - they 
accuse Jesus of blasphemy, a penalty that deserves death (according to Lev 24.16) - but 
their response indicates that the Sanhedrin would be unable to enact the sentence. In 
addition, Acts 5.27-40 narrates the trial of Peter and the apostles before the Sanhedrin. 
There, we are told, the verdict would have been death if a Pharisee called Gamaliel had 
not spoken against it. 
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were not practiced until the mid-third century CE. 486 Enactment of the `little ban' is 
attested in Eduy 5.6, Mid 2.2, and yMQ 3.81c, 58.487 This type of ban resulted in a 
distancing between the person and the community for a period of thirty days, but it was 
not equal to an outright expulsion. The `little ban' required that no one from the 
community eat with or come near (except for family) the offender, but he or she could 
still participate in the religious life of Israel. Thus the `little ban' seems more 
comparable to the exhortations to the Corinthian fellowship in 1 Cor 5.9-13 than to vv. 
3-5, which signify that the incestuous man should not have contact with the group at all. 
6.1.2.3. Evidence for Expulsion: NT. 
It is possible to observe a similar diversity in NT texts about the practices of 
exclusion and capital punishment. NT authors report that certain people of the first 
century CE considered communal stoning to be an appropriate punishment when serious 
offenders were identified. In John 7.53-8.11,488 the scribes and Pharisees bring a 
woman caught in adultery to Jesus for condemnation and the accusers cite the law of 
Moses as a basis for stoning her (8.4). When the witnesses excuse themselves after 
Jesus' challenge, Jesus dismisses their charge against her, which mitigates the death 
sentence (8.11). Stephen was stoned (Acts 7.58-60) for the charge of blasphemy against 
Moses and against God (Acts 6.11). Witnesses, described in the NT account as being 
false, were brought against him (Acts 6.13), the people present at the trial489 dragged 
486. Forkman, Limits, 92. 
487. See also Str-B, 4.313-17, where there is commentary on the practice of the 
`little ban'. 
488. Ancient manuscripts reveal that this passage was not originally part of the 
Gospel of John. However, this does not rule out that this may point to an early tradition 
about Jesus. 
489. Acts is not specific about who took part in the stoning of Stephen. It is 
unknown if the participants were the entire assembly, including the original agitators in 
the synagogue (6.9), the people, elders, and scribes who brought Stephen to trial (6.12), 
in addition to the council and the high priest (7.1). It simply states, `but they covered 
their ears, and with a loud shout all rushed together against him' (7.57). The idea, 
however, is clearly that of corporate discipline. 
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him outside the city, 490 and stoned him in the presence of Saul. In Luke 4.28-29, the 
people in the synagogue were enraged at Jesus' words and attempted to hurl him off the 
cliff. This is a different sort of capital discipline from stoning, 491 yet it is another 
example of a group taking action against a perceived offender. These passages display 
that types of community discipline were still known and attributed to some Jews during 
the first century CE. It is now possible to investigate to what extent the early followers 
of Jesus, like Paul, adopted traditional models of discipline for use in the group. In 
particular, I will examine 1 Corinthians 5 and Matthew 18. 
Rosner observes that Paul maintains the deuteronomic concerns of covenant, 
corporate responsibility, and holiness in 1 Corinthians 5.492 In regard to Matthew 18, 
Rosner maintains that these three motifs are missing; 493 however, corporate 
responsibility is present in Matthew 18: in v. 17, the whole group is involved in 
removing an unrepentant sinner from their fellowship. Despite Rosner's observation 
that the themes of covenant and holiness are not present in Matthew 18, there are other 
similarities with Paul's concerns in 1 Corinthians 5. The whole community is involved 
in the disciplinary actions (1 Cor 5.4 and Matt 18.17); the Lord Jesus authorizes 
communal judgments (1 Cor 5.4 and Matt 18.18-20); there is concern for the welfare of 
490. Precedents for this disciplinary action exist in the OT. Stoning is the 
method in Jezebel's scheme for the elimination of Naboth, on a trumped-up charge of 
blasphemy (1 Kgs 21.8-14). In addition, Lev 24.14-16 prescribes that stoning take place 
outside of the camp. This is the scenario in Num 15.35-36, where a man who has 
broken the Sabbath is stoned outside of the camp. 
491. However, Sanh 6.4 records a linkage in rabbinic thought between the 
punishment of stoning and the practice of casting someone down from a height 
Blinzler notes this connection and asserts that ancient Christian authors who record the 
death of James (see Eusebius Hist. eccl. 2.1.4; 2.23.12-18 [in NPCF2]; and 2 Apoc. Jas. 
2.61.12-62.14) were aware of this development in rabbinic thought and sought to 
harmonize the legend of James' stoning (see Ant 20.200) with the rabbis. In his view, 
though, Luke 4.28-29 is incidental and casting down was not an interpretation of stoning 
pre-70 CE (Blinzler, "Stoning, " esp. 157-61). 
492. See Rosner, Paul, 65-68. 
493. See Rosner, Paul, 89-90. 
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the sinner (1 Cor 5.5 and Matt 18.15); and there is potential for an offender's 
reinstatement into the community (1 Cor 5.5 and Matt 18.15,18 494) 
Even a cursory look at Matthew reveals both its debt to and modification of the 
deuteronomic model of community discipline. In Deuteronomy 17 and 19, chapters that 
contain instructions about the procedure of community discipline, particular attention is 
paid to the necessity of witnesses in verification of the offense. Deut 17.6 and 19.15 
specify that two or three witnesses are essential for a thorough inquiry and Matt 18.16 
sets the same requirement. 495 Furthermore, Deut 17.7 indicates that the hands of the 
witnesses must be those first raised against the offender after which the rest of the 
community will join them (cf. Matt 18.17). 
1 Corinthians 5 also shares the concern of Deuteronomy 19 and Matthew 18 
about the reliability of witnesses. Deut 19.16-19 legislates against those who bear false 
witness. Paul picks up this issue in 1 Cor 5.11, with his declaration that a slanderer 
(koi opo; ) shall have no place in the Christian community. The passage in Matthew 
does not explicitly address the reviler, but it does give guidelines to ensure against false 
witness. In Matt 18.16 the witnesses are instructed to confront the sinning member of 
the fellowship so that `every word may be confirmed'. In 1 Corinthians 5, Paul does 
not mention the need for the charges to be sustained on the proof of two or three 
witnesses; 496 in fact, he himself relies on widespread reports (öXwS, v. 1). Furthermore, 
494. Not only does this verse mention the possibility of `loosing', the whole 
passage on community discipline is positioned between teachings about mercy: Matt 
18.10-14 (the Parable of the Lost Sheep), 18.21-22 (Jesus' instructions about 
forgiveness), and 18.23-35 (the Parable of the Unforgiving Servant). Forkman sees vv. 
15-17 as an adaptation of earlier traditions (Lev 19.17; Deut 19.15; cf. 1QS 5.24-6.1; 
CD 9.2-4,16-10.4; Sanh 9.5; tSanh 12.7) in order to emphasize an attempt to rescue 
rather than to exclude (Forkman, Limits, 130). In fact, the very people seen as odious to 
the fellowship (Matt 18.17) are, in other places in the Gospel, integrated into the 
community - i. e. tax collectors (Matt 9.10-14; 21.31) and Gentiles (4.15; 12.21; 28.19). 
495. Other passages show the importance of two or three witnesses in legal 
proceedings: Num 35.30; 1 Kgs 21.10,13; Matt 26.59-61; John 8.17; 2 Cor 13.1 (a 
citation from Deut 19.15); 1 Tim 5.19; Heb 10.28 (a reference to Deut 17.2-13); Rev 
11.3-7. 
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he does not indicate that an offender should be dealt with in a three-phase correction 
procedure, as in Matthew 18. Rather his attention is on reinforcing a definition of 
community based on group boundaries. 
Thus one observes that while Matthew 18 and 1 Corinthians 5 both draw on 
legislation from Deuteronomy 19, they emphasize different aspects of it. I concur with 
Rosner that Paul's motifs are associated with those of Deuteronomy. In addition, I find 
that Matthew 18 picks up deuteronomic procedure about requirements for the witnesses 
and concerning corporate responsibility, but does not focus on Deuteronomy's interests 
in covenant and purity. My observations here are that Matthew 18 and 1 Corinthians 5 
both draw on and modify traditions from Deuteronomy about community discipline. 497 
All three of these texts emphasize the need for discipline in response to transgression of 
community norms; in addition, all value the corporate response of the group in 
disciplinary action. However, Paul further includes the deuteronomic themes of strong 
group identity as the people of God498 and purity as integral to that identity, motifs that 
are not obvious in Matthew 18. 
On the other hand, 1 Corinthians 5 and Matthew 18 have both modified the 
Deuteronomist's requirement of capital punishment. Matthew describes a three-tiered 
method of attempting to `regain a brother', already a mitigation of Deuteronomy, with 
expulsion as the final step if the procedure fails. The group is not to execute the 
transgressing member; rather he lives, but becomes like a Gentile and tax collector to 
them (18.17). Paul also mitigates the death sentence. He quotes the deuteronomic 
expulsion formula in 1 Cor 5.13, but it does not reflect capital punishment. This 
observation is based on the fact that it stands parallel to Paul's other appeals to 
exclusion (vv. 2,5,7,9,11) and that v. 13's immediate context (vv. 9-13) is 
496. See 2 Cor 13.1. 
497. C. H. Dodd also notes similarities between the book of Matthew and Paul's 
disciplinary passages. In fact, he suggests that a common tradition lies behind both 
writers (C. H. Dodd, "Matthew and Paul, " ExpT 58 [1947]: 297). 
498. Rosner describes it as a covenant concern (Rosner, Paul, 65-66). 
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nonassociation, a directive that assumes that offenders are living and, perhaps, in close 
proximity with the Corinthian believers. 
More generally, Forkman's study gives a survey of NT texts concerning the 
practice of exclusionary discipline. He divides them into two categories: those that 
describe deviations that lead to expulsion and those that advise communities to carry out 
exclusionary discipline. 499 Furthermore, he notes three categories of transgressions, 500 
which I have reorganized into heresy50' (including `outside' preaching that leads people 
astray502), unrepentant behavior'503 and serious sin with the threat of total 
condemnation. 504 I do not seek to duplicate Forkman's work here, but I will highlight 
the diversity of views within the NT texts about sin, exclusion from the community, and 
the possibility of restoration of the offender. In Forkman's perspective `the New 
Testament texts reveal little of interest for defining expulsion procedures. We found no 
uniform terminology and only a few rules which were meant to be followed whenever 
questions of expulsion came up', 505 
499. See Forkman, Limits, 170-87. 
500. Forkman's categories are helpful. Here I have left the first intact, but 
reorganized the last two, which he called `voluntarily leaving the community' (Matt 
18.15-17; Luke 12.10; John 15.1-8; Heb 6.4-8; 10.26-31; 1 John 5.16-17) and `serious 
sin' (1 Corinthians 5; 2 Cor 12.20-13.2). For his discussion of these categories, see 
Forkman, Limits, 181. 
501. Matt 18.7-9; Rom 16.17; 2 Thess 3.14-15; 1 Tim 1.19-20; 2 Tim 3.1-5; 
4.14-15; Titus 3.10-11; Rev 2.14-16,20. 
502. Matt 7.15-23; Gal 1.6-9; 2 John 10; Rev 2.2. 
503. Matt 18.15-17; 1 Cor 5; 2 Cor 12.20-13.2; Rom 1.18-2.11. 
504. Luke 12.10; John 15.1-6; Acts 5.1-11; 8.18-24; 1 Cor 6.9-11; 11.27-32; 
16.22; Gal 1.8-9; Eph 5.3-7; Heb 6.4-8; 10.26-31; 1 John 15.1-6. Cf. 1 Cor 12.3; Jas 
5.19-20; 1 Pet 4.8; Jude 22-23. Even in this last category repentance and restoration are 
possibilities, as indicated by Acts 8.18-24; 1 Cor 6.9-11; 11.27-32; Eph 5.3-7; 1 John 
5.17. 
505. Forkman, Limits, 186. 
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Here I will examine the above texts to determine which, if any, substitute 
exclusion for execution as a punishment. In fact, nearly all of the texts describe the sin 
of blasphemy, which carried the death sentence in the OT (e. g., Deut 13.2-18). Even 
those that do not have blasphemy in view -1 Cor 5.9-13; 6.9-11; 2 Cor 12.20-13.2; Eph 
5.3-7; 2 Tim 3.1-5 - have vices lists that incorporate several sins, like lropvcia, µoixcia, 
Xoi6opia, and ai&wXoXaipia, that merit the death penalty in the Torah. These lists, 
however, indicate that, rather than being killed, offenders turned away from these vices. 
In 1 Cor 5.1-8, Paul speaks of a lropvcIa that is incest, a capital sin in the Pentateuch. 506 
This thesis seeks to prove that in this passage Paul mitigates the OT death sentence. We 
will return to this. The offenses in Matt 18.15-17 and Acts 8.18-24 have no obvious 
correspondence with OT passages. 
Of the twenty-one passages not yet mentioned, eleven demonstrate a 
modification of capital punishment in favor of exclusion. 507 A common admonition for 
avoidance is found in Rom 16.17: `I urge you brothers and sisters, to keep an eye on 
those who cause dissensions and offenses, in opposition to the teaching that you have 
learned; avoid them'. This is clearly a different understanding from that of Deut 13.5. 
However, the ten remaining NT texts in this study either retain or intensify Mosaic 
law. 508 For example, Luke 12.10 (par. Matt 12.31-32; Mark 3.28-29) reports that 
everyone can be forgiven who speaks against Jesus; but anyone who blasphemes the 
Holy Spirit will not be forgiven. The meaning of this verse is debated, but what is clear 
is that a blasphemer has no escape from condemnation, which is alike in result, if not 
506. Peter Zaas posits that the vice lists in 1 Corinthians 5 and 6 serve to 
reinforce Paul's point that the boundaries between church and world are essential for 
formations as a "`neo-levitical community", holy separate, and pure' (Zaas, "Catalogues 
and Context, " 629). 
507. Matt 18.7-9; Rom 1.18-2.11; 16.17; Gal 1.6-9; 2 Thess 3.14-15; 1 Tim 
1.19-20; 2 Tim 3.1-5; 4.14-15; Titus 3.10-11; 2 John 10; Rev 2.2,13-16,20. 
508. Matt 7.15-23; Luke 12.10; John 15.1-6; Acts 5.1-11; 1 Cor 12.3; 16.22; Gal 
1.8-9 (also categorized above); 1 John 5.16-17 (although this passage indicates that not 
all sin is mortal, it clearly states that some are); Heb 6.4-8; 10.26-31. 
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mode, to OT capital punishment. The offender cannot experience salvation because he 
or she has chosen against it. Heb 6.4-8 expands on this notion by claiming that is 
impossible to restore someone to repentance who has fallen away after baptism. Heb 
10.26-31 echoes this view, but builds on it by stating that punishment for those who 
spurn the son of God is worse than for those who died without mercy when they violated 
the law of Moses (vv. 28-29). These passages from Hebrews actually display an 
intensification of the Torah. 
Therefore, with Forkman, it is possible to observe the diversity in the NT canon 
regarding understandings about appropriate punishments for offenses. However, in a 
majority of cases the NT authors substitute exclusion or avoidance for offenses that were 
deserving of the death penalty in the OT. The book of James even goes so far as to 
state, `you should know that whoever brings back a sinner from wandering will save the 
sinner's soul from death and will cover a multitude of sins' (5.20), a sentiment shared 
with three other NT authors (Gal 6.1; 1 Pet 4.8; Jude 22-23). 
Of the above discipline passages, Paul is more closely aligned with OT legal 
traditions than some NT authors. However, a closer look at the passages reveals that 
Paul did, in fact, modify OT meaning in significant ways. Even though Paul adopts 
categories of offense from the Torah509 he significantly modifies the consequences for 
sin. 1 Cor 6.9-11 is indicative of this. There one sees that a group of offenders who 
were deserving of execution according to OT law have been accepted within the 
Corinthian fellowship. Paul emphasizes that their sins were worthy of eternal exclusion 
from the kingdom of God (v. 10); however, they have been granted access - `washed 
sanctified, and justified' - in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and the Spirit of God (v. 
11). This is the hope that Paul extends to the Corinthians: although they once stood in 
sin and condemnation before God, inclusion is now possible. 
The topic of salvation will be examined further in chapter 8. However, here I 
note that the negative corollary to remission of sin and salvation for the kingdom of God 
509. See, particularly, his vice lists in 1 Cor 5.9-13 and 6.9-11 and his discussion 
in Rom 1.18-2.11 of those who are self-condemned. 
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is that those who have chosen to turn away from a relationship with the Lord will bear 
the consequences of this choice (Rom 1.18-2.11). They are given over (iapa&8iµi) to 
impurity and dishonor, pursuits that they have chosen (Rom 1.24). They have turned 
away from God, which God allows them to do. This self-orientation away from God, 
i. e. worshiping `the creature rather than the creator' (v. 25), is the stance of `the flesh' 
(see Rom 8.7). These are people who deserve to die (1.32), but Paul indicates that 
repentance is possible for all who respond to the kindness of God (2.4). God's mercy is 
great, but wrath is in store for those with an impenitent heart (2.5). 
Furthermore, the evidence of Acts 7.58-8.3 (and verified by Paul's own 
testimony in Gal 1.13-14; Phil 3.6) indicates that Paul's understanding of capital 
punishment changed during his life. Acts 7.58 and 8.1 depict Saul at Stephen's stoning. 
The people who killed Stephen laid their garments at his feet, and `Saul was consenting 
to his death' (8.1) for the sin of blasphemy. As indicated above, capital punishment for 
blasphemy was legislated by Torah. However, as 2 Cor 12.21 reveals, Paul came to 
understand that it was possible for people who committed crimes deserving of the death 
penalty to repent. 510 
Therefore, we see that Paul, much as many other Jews of his day, has 
reinterpreted Torah in favor of the view that offenders should experience exclusion from 
the people of God whilst alive, rather than death by the hands of the community. 
Exclusion from the community has the consequence of ultimate exclusion from the 
kingdom of God if people willfully persist in sinning. However, Paul says that if they 
repent of living in `the flesh', forgiveness and salvation are open to them. This 
opportunity is available because they continue to live and can choose to respond to 
God's mercy. 
6.1.3 Curse 
In chapter 5,1 considered arguments for understanding 1 Cor 5.3-5 as a curse 
510. In 2 Cor 12.21-13.1, Paul both modifies and maintains aspects of Torah in 
regard to corporate discipline. 
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based on similarities between v. 5 and an ancient curse formula, irapa8i&o)µ1 + 60l 
[N]. 51 1 Here I will consider a `curse interpretation' advanced according to similarities 
between the passage and other biblical traditions, namely the covenant curses found in 
Deuteronomy 27-28 and Paul's own 6vä6Eµa statements (Rom 9.3; 1 Cor 12.3; 16.22; 
Gal 1.8-9). 
6.1.3.1. Covenant Curses: Deuteronomy 27 and 28. 
In chapter 3, I suggested that Deuteronomy is a significant OT text for 
understanding the intent of 1 Corinthians 5 because of Paul's quotation of the 
Deuteronomic expulsion in 1 Cor 5.13. In addition, Deuteronomy 27-28 offers another 
depiction of discipline, which is used in a curse interpretation of 1 Cor 5.5.512 I do think 
that the covenant curses are within Paul's context; however, it appears that Paul has 
modified the meaning of this passage for 1 Cor 5.3-5, much as he modified the 
Deuteronomic expulsion formula in 1 Cor 5.13. 
In Deuteronomy 27-28, once the covenant is accepted by Israel, the good and bad 
occurrences in life are understood to be the consequence of either upholding or 
disregarding God's ordinances. Deut 28.15 is representative: `if you will not obey the 
Loiw your God by diligently observing all his commandments and decrees, which I am 
commanding you today, then all these curses shall come upon you and overtake you'. 
Of specific interest is Deut 27.20, where the sin of a sexually immoral relationship 
between a man and his father's wife exposes the offender to the curse. 513 Bringing the 
covenantal curses upon oneself is catastrophic. In every aspect of life - relationships, 
finances, and personal health - the effects are disastrous for oneself and one's 
511. See pages 141-47. 
512. From Smith, "Incest and Execration" March 8,2004. 
513. Here, all of the assembled people utter `Amen' to seal the curse against the 
one who uncovers the nakedness of his father's wife. This corporate response follows 
all of the curses in Deuteronomy 27. 
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descendants. 514 The calamity is so great that the ones upon whom the curses fall `shall 
become an object of honor, a proverb, and a byword among all the peoples where the 
LORD will lead you' (Deut 28.37). 
Forkman observes that the consequences of being handed over to Satan as 
depicted in the book of Job are like those of the revocation of the covenant: Job's cattle 
are stolen and his sheep destroyed by fire, 515 his sons and daughters perish, 516 and Job 
suffers abscesses from the soles of his feet to the crown of his head. 517 Unlike Forkman, 
I do not think that Job's closeness to Deuteronomy 27 and 28 and, moreover, 1 Cor 5.5's 
link to the book of Job necessitate that one read `hand this man over to Satan for 
destruction of his flesh' as signifying a curse. I believe Paul does invoke curses, but not 
in this way. I will return to this topic in an examination of Paul's ävc&E Ia passages. 
However, 1 Cor 5.5 is a different situation than that of Job because Paul 
expresses that the offender `should be saved in the day of the Lord'. Furthermore, the 
story of Job itself, while drawing on imagery from the covenant curses, drastically 
modifies the original context. Rather than being someone who has transgressed the 
covenant, Job is a man who, although righteous, is afflicted with the same consequences 
as a breach in the covenant. Job's situation is not that of punishment for wickedness 
versus abundant blessings for righteousness. Given that 1 Cor 5.3-5's links are closer to 
the prologue of Job than to Deuteronomy 27-28, it is better to find commonality with 
Job's testing at the hands of an agent of God, rather than invocation of the covenant 
curses, as that which initiates the incestuous man's suffering. 
6.1.3.2. Paul's Curses: 'AväOgta Passages. 
In concluding that 1 Cor 5.3-5 is not akin to the covenant curses, I do not claim 
that Paul does not invoke curses. Here I will consider Paul's own curse passages, i. e. 
514. See Deut 28.46. 
515. Job 1.14-17; cf. Deut 28.18,31. 
516. Job 1.18-19; c£ Deut 28.32. 
517. Job 2.7; cf. Deut 28.35. From Forkman, Limits, 143. 
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the texts in which he calls for absolute exclusion. These passages, particularly where 
Paul uses the word äv&OFga, 518 fall within the examination of the `curse interpretation' 
because they underscore why it is not appropriate to understand 1 Cor 5.3-5 as a curse. 
For this study, the question is what did Paul mean by ävä6Eµa? Horbury 
interprets Paul's use of ävä9Eµa to indicate exclusion as a substitute for the death 
penalty. 519 His observation that the LXX often renders äv&Oega for n-IM opens the 
possibility that 6ivä9c rn similarly shared with DIM in post-exilic development of 
meaning from `devotion' for death to excommunication; indeed, a7ii became the word 
for the Jewish `great ban' from the synagogue. 520 Horbury's study presents the question 
about whether Paul meant ävä6Eµa to be taken as the equivalent of excommunication. 
Here I will test this hypothesis against Paul's other uses of äv&Ocga, as well as draw 
from the evidence gained in the 6väOcµa/a7ii word studies. 521 
As noted, the NRSV translates äväOsµa in Paul as `accursed' (Rom 9.3; 1 Cor 
12.3; 16.22; and Gal 1.8-9). However, I have found that the LXX never renders 
äv&OEpa for TIN, which is the word used in the covenantal curses of Deuteronomy 27 
518. Rom 9.3; 1 Cor 12.3; 16.22; Gal 1.8-9. 
519. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 27. This, indeed, seems to be the case for Gal 1.8- 
9. There Paul pronounces ävä9Eµa against those that would subvert the gospel and lead 
people astray. This concern is similar to that in Deuteronomy 13: no matter who 
proclaims an alternative message to God's, i. e. a false prophet, or diviner (Deuteronomy 
13), or Paul himself, or an angel (Galatians 1), it is a subversion that will be punished. 
In Deut 13.5 (LXX/MT 13.6) that punishment is death ((xitoOvf mxo/nv) to `destroy the 
evil in the midst of the people' (ä(pavtE! q T6v 1rovrlp6v E4 ug6v aüicbv/j ý7n ý7ý nývs1 ). 
Paul's proclamation against a treasonous person is that of 6vä8c ta, which is a 
modification of the death sentence prescribed by the OT. 
520. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 19; Moshe Greenberg, H. H. Cohen, and Isaac 
Levitats, "Ilerem, " in EJ, vol. 8 (Jerusalem: Keter, 1971), 350-55. As noted above, 
Forkman dates the earliest practice of the `great ban' to the mid-third century CE. See 
also Weiß, Erste Korintherbrief, 130: `im NT wird die leichtere Form des Bannes '11; 
erwähnt Lk 6.22 äcpopicEty; Joh 9.22; 12.42; 16.2 äiro6uväy(oyov noiEiv. Dagegen 
äväBc ta, das dem a-, n entspricht, im Munde von Einzelpersonen: Apg 23.12,14: 
äva0E tail ävEOEµaiiaaµsv EavTOVS, d. h. die Juden rufen den göttl. Fluch auf sich herab, 
wie Paulus Röm 9.3, wenn er für seine Brüder nach dem Fleisch ein ävä9c to sein will'. 
521. See pages 163-164. 
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and 28. Rather, ävaOE is is always used to translate a"It1, which, in turn, never indicates 
a curse in the OT. This alone does not negate the translation of ävä6sµa as `accursed' in 
the NT. It is entirely possible that the word developed independently of n1f so as to 
include the connotations of curse. Indeed, evidence for this meaning of äväOEµa is 
found in a Greek defixio found near Megara, located between Athens and Corinth, and 
dated from the first or second century CE. In this tablet, words of the 6vä6Eµa and 
KaTaypäcpco522 groups signify a curse. Furthermore, at the end of the inscription, the 
word ANAOEMA appears alone in large letters. 523 This occurrence prompts N. Lohfink 
to wonder if the meaning `to curse' is present in the LXX's use of äv69Eµa. 524 
However, after consideration of curse situations in Hebrew scripture, I cannot 
endorse Lohfink's suggestion. In the MT, curses are most commonly designated by 
-1-1K, a word that signifies the formal pronunciation of curses, including those in 
Deuteronomy 27 and 28. In none of its sixty-three occurrences does the LXX render 
T1K as dväOEµa or napa6I&o u. Instead, in the majority of cases it is translated by 
E7nxaiäpaioq (fifty-two times). This word, in turn, appears two times in the NT, both 
within the Pauline corpus (Gal 3.10,13), where he quotes (or misquotes, as is the case in 
Gal 3.10) curses from Deuteronomy: 
Gal 3.10: `It is written, "Cursed (E11xaiäpaioS) is everyone who does not 
observe and obey all of the things written in the book of the law"'. 
Paul here refers to Deut 27.26, "`Cursed (E1rtKaiäpaioS/_11-1K) be anyone who 
does not uphold the words of this law by observing them". All the people shall 
say, "Amen! "'. 
Gal 3.13: `It is written, "Cursed (E1rtKai6cpaioS) be everyone who hangs on a 
tree"'. 
522. Kaiaypäcpo is a comon binding term in spells, which holds the sense of 
transferral from one realm to another (Gager, Curse Tablets, 140n. 84). Its earliest 
attestation in the context of cursing is more ancient than that of äväOEµa. See the 
translation of a fifth century BCE defixio from Sicily in Gager, Curse Tablets, 140-41, 
plate 50. 
523. See Augustus Audollent, Defixiorum Tabellae, rev. ed. (Frankfurt: Minerva, 
1967), 75-76, tablet 41. 
524. N. Lohfink, "trn I; iäram, " in TWOT, vol. 5 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1986), 182. 
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Paul's proof-text here is Deut 21.23: `For anyone hung on a tree is under God's 
curse (xaiapd%tal/71ýý7)'. 
Thus we see that Paul is familiar with this expression for a formal curse; in fact, 
he is the only NT author to use eituxaiäpaioq. However, it is not the formulation he 
uses in 1 Cor 5.5 and this choice is significant. It indicates that if Paul would have 
wanted his readers to understand the punishment of the incestuous man as a curse, he 
would have had the terminology to express this. A further observation bolsters this 
point: in 1 Corinthians 5, Paul does not quote from the curse in Deut 27.20. There we 
find the same situation of incest as in 1 Corinthians: `cursed (EýtxaiäpaioS/ýlýK) be 
anyone who lies with his father's wife'. Given his familiarity with Deuteronomy, his 
willingness to cite deuteronomic curses on other occasions, and the exactly parallel 
situations, Paul could have easily drawn on terminology from Deut 27.20 to indicate that 
the incestuous man should be placed under a curse. However, he modifies this part of 
the Torah. He agrees with Lev 18.8,20.11, and Deut 27.20 that the situation in 1 
Corinthians 5 is a sin. On the other hand, he changes the punishment from death (the 
prescription of Leviticus) and from a curse (as in Deuteronomy). Instead of 
EnnxatäpaioS, Paul uses itapaSI&i u in 1 Cor 5.5. 
This said, we return to the question above: what is Paul conveying in his 
äv66Eµa passages? It is improbable, given that äväOgta does not render -1-IN, that the 
covenant curses are within Paul's purview when he uses äv69E ta. On the other hand, 
this does not mean that, for Paul, äväOcµa had not come to signify a curse, as it had in 
the ancient Megara tablet. I will now turn to investigation of his ävä8Eµa passages. 
In Rom 9.3, Paul claims that he wishes he could be äväOz is from Christ for the 
sake of the salvation of the Jews. 525 The NRSV's preservation of the gloss `cut off 
from' seems to capture the connotation of 6v0cµa here, although it also begs the 
question, cut off from what? Following Horbury, I consider what Paul describes as 
525. A literal translation is `for I wish äväOsµa to be I myself from Christ for my 
brothers' (qu' XoRrjv yap äväOc to dvat a'o, q Eyw äßö toü Xptßioü WEEP ithv ä EX pthv). 
The NRSV interprets äväOcpa by the gloss `accursed and cut off from'. 
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&väesµa is the `due treatment of apostates'; 526 in the Torah this meant capital 
punishment, but this, in turn, came to be equivalent to the punishment of 
excommunication in the Second Temple Period. However, Paul is not an apostate and 
äväeEµa as excommunication against him would not be appropriate. Of course his wish 
(EbXoµat) is expressed in the middle voice, which indicates that he would both produce 
and receive the action of the sentence - i. e. he would initiate being cut off and he would 
feel its effects. However, the substitutionary character of Paul's desire is apparent: he 
wishes that he could cut himself off so that the Jews could be re-inserted, as depicted by 
the re-grafting vision of Romans 11. That Paul desires for Jews to be saved is obvious 
from his statement, `brothers and sisters, my heart's desire and prayer to God for them is 
that they may be saved' (10.1), a verse that should be understood as conceptually 
parallel to Paul's wish in 9.3. Therefore, an important observation about the meaning of 
äväOcpa is that it signifies a loss of salvation. 
Is this meaning consistent with Paul's other ävä0E to passages? Loss of 
salvation can easily be in view in 1 Cor 16.22 ('let anyone be 6cv6c0Eµa who has no love 
for the Lord') and Gal 1.8-9 (pertaining to himself and his co-workers). However, a 
question about how angels would lose their salvation emerges from Gal 1.8. Although 
Paul never directly mentions the Watcher tradition (as does Jude, 2 Peter, and probably 
Revelation 12), the story of punishment of rebellious angels would make sense of the 
stance that angels could lose their place in heaven and suffer eternal punishment. It is 
difficult to know if Paul has the tradition of the Watchers as his context here. However, 
a clue comes from 1 Cor 11.10, where Paul lists angels as among the reasons why 
women should wear head coverings while worshipping God. Following 
Loren 
Stuckenbruck's reading of the passage, this strange justification conveys that women 
should wear a protective head covering in deference to the angels, who worship 
God 
with them. 527 The veil serves to protect angels from vulnerability to 
lust for the women 
526. Horbury, "Extirpation, " 27. 
527. See 1 Cor 13.1; also 4.9,15; 6.3; Gal 1.8 for the overlapping spheres of 
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and shields women from unwanted sexual attention from the angels. 528 If it was Paul's 
understanding that angels are susceptible to sexual temptation, then he must also think 
that it is possible for them to sin. If this is so, then they may be able to transgress in 
other ways, such by as `perverting the gospel' (Gal 1.7), which would lead to a loss of 
their close connection with God. 
The final ävä*µa passage to be considered is 1 Cor 12.3.529 There Paul makes 
the point that no one who is speaking in the Spirit of God can say `AväOEµa'Ig(Toi3S'. 
This is counterbalanced by the assertion that no one can proclaim `Küptoq 'Iq oüc' 
except by the Holy Spirit. It is logical, given the syntactical parallelism of these clauses 
to conclude that the statement `Jesus is äväOcµa' is antithetical to that of `Jesus is Lord' 
(as in the RSV). Bruce Winter, however, questions this translation and offers instead 
the rendition of `Jesus [grants or gives] a curse'. 530 
Winter draws on two bases of support for his translation. First is the evidence of 
humans and angels, which was not an uncommon view for the period. See also, 1 QH 
11.8; 21-23. This observation is from Loren T. Stuckenbruck, "Angels and God: 
Accommodating Angels Alongside God in Early Jewish Sources, " a paper delivered to 
the NT Postgraduate Seminar, Theology Department (University of Durham, April 29, 
2002). 
528. Loren T. Stuckenbruck, "Why Should Women Cover Their Heads Because 
of Angels (1 Corinthians 11.10)? " Stone-Campbell 4 (2001): 248. 
529. In making his assertion that itapaSoüvai iw 6aiavä of 1 Cor 5.5 is 
equivalent to 6vä9sµa, Weiß claims that 1 Cor 5.5 and 12.3 are similar situations: 'I 
Kor 12.3 rufen Dämonen aus dem Munde Ekstatischer den Fluch über Jesus, Paulus 
selber über irrende und gottlose Gemeindeglieder 16.22; Gal 1.8. Was das heißt, besagt 
Röm 9.3 äva@Fga äirö Xpi6iov; durch den Spruch des Ap. wird der Betroffene aus der 
Gemeinschaft mit Christus losgerissen; damit fällt er nach dem Gesetz des 
auschließenden Gegensatzes der ßaat? ia iov Eaiavä (Mat 12.26ff. ) anheim. Insofern 
ist dies ein itapa8oüval ich Ea'ravä, wie Paulus es nach 1 Tim 1.20 auch als einzelner 
geübt hat. An unser Stelle ist also das 7rapaöoüval nichts andres als das äväOEµa: die 
schwere, unwiderrufliche Form des Bannes von Seiten der ganzen Gemeinde' (Weiß, 
Erste Korintherbrief, 130). 
530. Bruce W. Winter, After Paul Left Corinth: The Influence of Secular Ethics 
and Social Change (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 176. 
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the Megara tablet; 531 second is that the earliest attestation of 1 Cor 12.3, P46 (ca. 200), 
does not give witness to parallel phrases in 12.3. From the Megara tablet, Winter finds 
that äväBcµa can stand without a verb. Furthermore, he points to a similar occurrence in 
the first century CE defixio against Karpime Babia found at Corinth, where'Epµf X86vtz 
tä µtFyäXa is translated `Hermes of the Underworld [grant] a curse'. 532 Winter 
understands these occurrences as evidence of a literary convention in which it is possible 
to convey the intent for a curse without a verb. 
However, Winter also notes that one cannot be completely sure of his translation 
for 1 Cor 12.3 because of textual variants for the case of `Jesus'. 533 The best evidence is 
for the nominative (A BC6.33.81. ), which allows for both the usual `Jesus is 
anathema' and Winter's reading of `Jesus [grants or gives] an anathema'. However, P46 
demonstrates that the parallel phrases of ANAOEMA IHEOYE and KYPIOE IHEOYE 
may not have been original. Winter understands that the evidence of P46 `suggests that 
no exact parallel was deemed essential in those texts .... It 
is suggested that a good case 
can be made for a translation determined by what is known of the literary genre of curse 
534 tablets and not by an argument based on what we judge to be parallelism'. 
Winter's assertions are reasonable, given the prevalence of ancient formulaic 
curses within Paul's world. 535 In addition, he observes that a situation in which Paul 
denounces the Christian use of curses would make good sense of the occasion of 1 
Corinthians: `we have already noted the circumstances in which pagans used curses - 
531. Seepage 193, above. 
532. See Winter, After Paul Left Corinth, 175-76. See also 146, above, for a full 
quotation of the curse. 
533. In addition to 'Irl6oOS the strongest readings are for'Ir16oü, which can be 
vocative, dative, or genitive, and for'Iq ovv, the accusative. In P46, `Jesus' 
in v. 3a is in 
the accusative and in the nominative in v. 3b. 
534. Winter, After Paul Left Corinth, 177. 
535. Regarding curses, Gager says, `everyone, it seems, used or knew of them' 
(Gager, Curse Tablets, 3). 
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rivalry in sports, love, litigation, politics, and commerce. In I Corinthians there is 
definite evidence of rivalry and dissension among Christians over Paul and other 
teachers (1.10-4.21, especially 4.6)'. 536 Thus I Cor 12.3 would indicate that Paul's 
stance is uncompromising against Christians invoking the name of Jesus in order to 
enact a curse against rivals, much as pagans would do. 
It is not relevant to the task of this thesis to determine if Winter's translation of 1 
Cor 12.3 is the best. I merely note that it is plausible and fits with the situation. On the 
other hand, the rendition `Jesus is anathema' also is plausible. What is important here is 
evidence that Paul was familiar with cursing in the ancient world. He himself invokes 
äv6t9Eµa; however, he differs from the ancient defixiones in that he does not adjure a 
deity to enact the curses and the ävä6Eµa passages themselves are unformulaic and 
unadorned. More importantly, Paul does not direct them against personal rivals, but 
indicates that those who would suffer äväOc to are opponents to the message of the 
gospel and of the Lord himself; as such, they are already separated from God. 
Therefore, I find that Paul's ävä6Eµa passages have little to do with 
excommunication, which is the direction that the meaning of anti takes in Rabbinic 
Judaism. On the one hand, whilst ävä9sµa may indicate expulsion from a particular 
believing community, it also represents something vastly more than that: eternal 
expulsion from the people of God with the resulting loss of salvation. This represents a 
vastly different form of corrective discipline than 1 Cor 5.3-5, where Paul hopes for 
reinstatement of an offender to salvation, an observation that makes it impossible to 
connect Paul's äv69gia passages to 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
6.2 The Punishment and Its Result 
Investigations of the previous three chapters have explored traditions that 
provide a context for Paul's difficult shorthand in 1 Cor 5.3-5. Based on the information 
at hand, the task is now to pull together this information in order to propose a meaning 
for `hand over such a person for the destruction of his flesh' - the disciplinary action and 
536. Winter, After Paul Left Corinth, 180-81. 
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its intended result. The current chapter has investigated the main interpretations of 1 
Cor 5.5 in comparison with the findings of chapters 4 and 5. 
My study of Paul's use of `the flesh' and `destruction' in chapter 4 revealed that 
these are concepts related to separation from God. Destruction occurs when one is 
outside the presence of God; `the flesh' is humanly existence, which is weak and 
susceptible to sin. Thus if one is in `the flesh', then one's stance is that of separation 
from God and eschatological destruction is the likely outcome. The destruction that 
Paul envisions resulting from being handed over to Satan ensues after removal from the 
people of God, where the Holy Spirit dwells. In chapter 5, I advanced the position that 
Paul understands Satan to be God's agent, who, rather than opposing God's will, 
operates within parameters allowed to him in opposition to humans. Furthermore, the 
results from this chapter indicate that it is most likely that in the first century CE Torah- 
decreed capital crimes being interpreted as deserving expulsion from the group. Thus 1 
Cor 5.3-5 is best interpreted as Paul's call for excommunication. 
Here it is appropriate to outline what Paul calls for and thinks can be achieved by 
excommunication. This answer can be grasped within the context of the book of Job, 
the story to which Paul links his disciplinary sentence. Given this connection, it is 
probable that Paul imagined `destruction of the flesh' to entail the offender's suffering 
along the lines of Job's suffering, which included the loss of personal possessions and 
the affliction of physical ailments. Forkman observes that the manifestation of Job's 
suffering is quite like that of Israelites who broke the covenant (as in Deuteronomy 
28) 537 However, the significance of this insight is not that Job in some way broke the 
covenant (as his friends contend), particularly since this would not at issue for a non- 
Israelite such as Job. Rather, both situations model what sort of destruction was 
expected for those who existed in separation from God. That this is the case in 
Deuteronomy is apparent from the fact that the covenant represents the special 
connection between God and the people of Israel. Thus revocation of the covenant and 
537. Forkman, Limits, 143. 
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experiencing its curses indicate separation from God, the logical flip side of the 
covenant. That separation from God is the situation in the book of Job is made clear in 
its first two chapters, where the blessings of living in God's custody are revoked and Job 
is transferred to the complete control (irap(xSi&ßµi) of Satan. 
Job, although righteous, suffers as a test of his integrity. That he suffers in the 
same way as covenant-transgressing Israelites does not mean that he is a covenant- 
transgressor himself; it merely reflects that the authors of Deuteronomy and of the book 
of Job share the same outlook of what happens to those who are outside of the protective 
care of God. I believe that Paul makes the connection between Job and Deuteronomy, 
which is reinforced by his idea that the Corinthian fellowship, as the holy temple of 
God, is part of the people of God. Therefore, disregarding covenant norms (such as the 
prohibition against incest) indicates that the offender's relationship with God is already 
in peril. In his own study of 1 Corinthians, B. J. Oropeza highlights a connection 
between apostasy and covenant transgression. He writes, 
if Paul reflects the prominent ideas of the early Israelite sources, such as those 
found in the Deuteronomic tradition, it would seem that his understanding of 
apostasy is not identified with a single act of sin or disobedience; rather, it is an 
abandonment of one's covenantal relationship with God. Apostasy presupposes 
that the one who apostacises was once faithful to God's covenant but is no 
longer so. 538 
Thus Paul probably consider that the result of the discipline would be that once outside 
the believing (i. e. `covenant') community, the offender would experience personal loss 
and pain. Conclusions about the nature and result of the discipline can be glimpsed 
now, but final judgment about the proper interpretation must be reserved until analysis 
of the purpose clause, `so that his spirit will be saved in the day of the Lord', is 
accomplished. 
538. B. J. Oropeza, Paul and Apostasy: Eschatology, Perseverance, and Falling 
Away in the Corinthian Congregation, WUNT (Tübingen: Mohr [Siebeck], 2000), 225. 
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CHAPTER 7 
`WHEN YOU ARE ASSEMBLED': 
THE HOLY COMMUNITY 
This chapter investigates the nature of the group of believers in Corinth. The 
phrase `when you are assembled together' (auvaxOei ov) appears in 1 Cor 5.4, which 
both refers to the gathering of the individual Corinthian believers and to their common 
fellowship. Paul asks them to assemble in order to discipline the incestuous man. 
Conzelmann writes that `what is plain is that Paul is resolved upon a judicial act of a 
sacral and pneumatic kind against the culprit. The community merely constitutes the 
forum; it does not share in the action. '539 On the contrary, here I contend that Paul 
expected the collective identity of this group as God's holy people to be strong enough 
that they would seek to curb individual deviations from group norms, some of which he 
categorizes as the vices of 1 Cor 5.10,11. 
The focus here is to gain a sense of Paul's ideal for the collective identity of the 
Corinthian fellowship. I will look at I Corinthians 5, particularly vv. 6-11, as well as 
other passages from the letter, where Paul discusses what sort of group the Corinthians 
should be. It will be important to examine the boundary markers that Paul advocated 
and how they were essential for group formation and maintenance. It is clear from 1 Cor 
5.9-13 that Paul emphasizes the need to properly distinguish between insiders and 
outsiders; additionally, he links this discernment to ideals of judgment and discipline. 
He makes it clear that discipline is necessary for ensuring the integrity of community 
539. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, 97, emphasis mine. Barrett's interpretation, 
however, is different: `it should be noted that the power of the Lord Jesus lies behind the 
act of the assembled church. Paul does not claim to exercise it on his own, but urges the 
community (as a whole ... ) to act. He has no doubt what it ought to do, or of his place 
in its counsels, but he does not seek to by-pass it' (Barrett, First Corinthians, 125). 
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boundaries, which serve to remind the community members both of what they are and 
what they are not. In connection to boundaries, Paul's metaphor of the temple (1 Cor 
3.16-17) illustrates why he requires purity of the Corinthian congregation. Furthermore, 
his metaphor of the body - the Corinthian believers as members of Christ's body (1 Cor 
12.12-26; also 6.12-20) - captures his hope for the cohesiveness of the group. Both of 
these metaphors will be pursued in gaining a picture of Paul's sense of community. 
7.1 Community Identity: Holy and Pure 
Paul writes to the Corinthians, `God's temple is holy, and you are that temple' (1 
Cor 3.17). a statement that conveys their core identity. However, the actions of the 
Corinthian believers display that they lack this self-understanding. In fact, Paul is 
shocked that they have not taken steps on their own to deal with the egregious sin in 
their midst (5.2). He instructs them that their task is to enact a disciplinary procedure 
that removes the incestuous man from their group (vv. 3-5). As an exhortation, Paul 
likens the Corinthians to a batch of dough that can easily be contaminated by a small 
amount of leaven (v. 6), so they must remove the impure offender to maintain their 
unleavened status (v. 7). 
As highlighted in chapter 3, imagery of the group as unleavened dough recalls 
the Jewish feast of unleavened bread (see Exodus 12). This festival, moreover, stands 
within the context of the Exodus event, which was God's act of choosing and forming a 
people of God. Holiness was an essential state for both groups: `be holy as I am holy' 
(as in Lev 19.2). Paul expects the Corinthians' primary identity to be the people of God 
and draws on the Jewish scripture tradition as a guide for how to achieve this. The 
example from the OT is that the holiness of the group is essential for their contact with, 
and thus their true worship of, God. Individual purity or impurity mattered in that it 
contributed to or detracted from the group's ability to be in contact with God. 
Paul specifies that the Corinthians are the temple of God, which houses God's 
Spirit. However, for them to have contact with and to fully worship God, the fellowship 
of believers must maintain purity. Thus being unleavened is actually a manifestation of 
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their fundamental purpose. It is dangerous to keep the incestuous man in their midst 
because of the way in which his impurity can spread like a contagion that would affect 
the status of the whole group before God. His statement `a little leaven leavens the 
whole lump' (5.6) shows that Paul thought the impurity of the offending member puts 
the whole group's relationship with God at risk. Furthermore, vv. 9-11 emphasizes that 
it is not only the nöpvo; who exposes the community to the leaven of malice and evil (v. 
8), but also the 7TXEovEKT1JS, äpira4, ciöwa, oXäxprlc, ? oi8opo;, and µ&vao;. It is possible 
to see how the community's purpose, boundary maintenance, and enactment of 
discipline are linked; these are topics that will now receive further attention. 
7.1.1 Boundaries and Purity 
The ascription of boundaries for a group is part of the very act of community 
formation. Through the grouping of people together, boundaries are set according to the 
sorts of people, characteristics, or behaviors that are deemed appropriate to the group. 
Of course, the rigidity of boundaries varies from group to group, but the existence of 
boundaries for groups is undeniable. 540 
As highlighted above, chief amongst Paul's concerns is identity of the Corinthian 
fellowship. Therefore, it is natural to expect boundary-setting terminology in Paul's 
writings, and such language exists in 1 Corinthians 5: `for what have I to do with 
judging those outside (oi Ed(o)? Is it not those who are inside (oi i (O) that you are to 
judge? ' (v. 12). Desire for this sort of sharp group definition is evident throughout 
Paul's letters in what Meeks calls the `language of separation'. 541 
540. See Meeks: `in order to persist, a social organization must have boundaries, 
must maintain structural stability as well as flexibility, and must create a unique culture. 
The second factor, the social structures of the organization, is concerned largely with 
leadership, the allocation of power, the differentiation of roles, and the management of 
conflict' (Wayne A. Meeks, The First Urban Christians: The Social World of the 
Apostle Paul, 2nd ed. [New Haven, CN: Yale University, 2003], 84). See also Bruce J. 
Malina, The New Testament World: Insights from Cultural Anthropology, rev. ed. 
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1993), 152. 
541. Meeks identifies the following five indicators of boundary markers for 
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The Pauline groups have special terms not only to refer to themselves but also to distinguish those who do not belong. The latter are simply `the outsiders' (hoi 
exö: 1 Cor 5.12; 1 Thess 4.12; Col 4.5). Sometimes they are lumped together as 
the world' or `this world', although ho kosmos is often used with a quite neutral 
connotation in the Pauline letters and never with quite so negative a cast as it 
receives in the Johannine circle and in later gnostic texts. However, the 
outsiders may be further stigmatized not only matter-of-factly as `nonbelievers' 
(apistoi) but also as `unrighteous' (adikoi; 1 Cor 6.1,9), `those despised in the 
church' (1 Cor 6.4), `those who do not know God' (1 Thess 4.5; Gal 4.8; 2 Thess 542 1.8). 
It may be that Paul anticipates that persistent use of this language would encourage a 
sense of what Malina has called a `socially shared map' in the congregation. 543 In fact, 
evidence of Paul's hope is demonstrated by his language of belonging. Alastair May 
notes the presence of this phenomenon in 1 Corinthians 1-4. He writes, 
the prevalence of language in 1 Cor 1-4 serving to create a sense of belonging 
and distinction is noticeable. A stereotype of the believing and non-believing 
groups is constructed and in such a way as to create both distinctiveness and a 
positive social identity for the believing group in absolute, rather than merely 
relative terms. 544 
Paul uses these sorts of designations throughout his letters: the believers are 
`saints'/`holy ones'; 545 `elect' ; 
546 'called'; 547 `loved by God'/Christ/Spirit; 548 and 
Pauline groups: `(1) special language emphasizing separation; (2) rules and rituals of 
purity; (3) membership sanctions, especially for excluding non-conformists; (4) the 
development of autonomous institutions; and (5) instructions about interaction with the 
macrosociety' (Wayne A. Meeks, "`Since Then You Would Have to Go Out of the 
World': Group Boundaries in Pauline Christianity, " in Critical History and Biblical 
Faith: New Testament Perspectives, edited by T. J. Ryan [Villanova: College Theology 
Society, 1979], 4-5). 
542. Meeks, First Urban Christians, 94-95. 
543. Malina, NT World, 152. 
544. Alastair May, "The Body for the Lord: Sex and Identity in 1st Corinthians 
5-7, " unpublished Ph. D. thesis (University of Glasgow, 2001), 60. 
545. Rom 1.7; 15.25-26; 16.15; 1 Cor 1.2; 6.1-2; 16.1,15; 2 Cor 1.1; 8.4; 9.1, 
12; 13.12; Phil 1.1; 4.21-22; Phm 5,7. 
546. Rom 8.33; 16.13; 1 Cor 1.27; 1 Thess 1.4. 
547.1 Cor 1.9; 7.15,17-24; Gal 1.6,15; 5.8,13; 1 Thess 2.12; 4.7; 5.24. 
548. Rom 1.7; 5.5,8; 8.35,39; 15.30; 2 Cor 5.14; 13.11,13; 1 Thess 1.4. 
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'known'. 541) This language also appears in the disputed Paulines. 550 
The frequency with which Paul calls the believers `saints' or `holy ones' is 
striking. The sense conveyed in this terminology and the clear distinction between the 
congregation and `the world' is that the believing community is, in the ideal sense, a 
repository of holiness. This idea is explicitly stated in 1 Cor 3.16. Thus Paul would 
have wanted to maintain a separation between anything impure and the group. It is 
precisely in an attempt to avoid potential confusion about identity and resulting 
incoherence that group boundaries are set. 
Indeed, Paul describes his fear about improper boundary maintenance in 1 Cor 
5.9-11. Here he attempts to clarify that the Corinthians should not be associated 
(ßuvav(xµiyvv66ai) with immoral people (iröpvotq; v. 9). It is not, however, the immoral 
people of the world (rob xößµou iovTOU) that they must be careful of, rather, they 
should be wary of the ä ckTo' q o'voµaýöµEvoq. The Corinthians should be on guard 
against a person `calling himself a brother'551 who commits lropvcia (v. 11). Since he is 
engaging in what Paul calls nopvcIa, the incestuous man is one against whom his 
critique is leveled in 1 Cor 5.9-11. Correspondingly, the man should be treated as those 
calling themselves brothers, but who actually act as outsiders: the Corinthians should 
expel him (v. 13) and have nothing to do with him - not even to eat with him (v. 11). 
Paul bases his judgment that the offender's behavior is wrong on the `forbidden 
degrees' legislation of Leviticus. This indicates that he found them to be appropriate 
boundary markers for the Corinthian fellowship of believers. Therefore, to appreciate 
the effect of these boundaries, the levitical notions of impurity and purity will be the 
next focal point. 
549.1 Cor 8.3; Gal 4.9. 
550. Eph 1.1; 2.4; 3.19; 5.2,25; Col 1.2,4; 3.12; 2 Thess 1.11; 2.13,16. 
551. The Greek 6vogaý6µsvog could be a middle or passive participle, thus 
`calling himself or `being called' are possible translations. 
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7.1.2 Purity and Holiness 
In particular, the Holiness Code of Leviticus (chapters 17-27), focuses on 
establishing rituals through which people can move from a state of impurity to that of 
purity. On the surface, it is difficult to understand why a text dwells on minutiae such as 
ensuring that threads of different kinds in a garment do not mingle (Lev 19.19). 552 
Leviticus offers an ordering of society, but it is a system not easily comprehended by 
many modern readers of the Bible. Mary Douglas, however, holds that it is precisely in 
those laws of separation that one gains a sense of how the community ordered itself, 
particularly in regard to purity and impurity. She says that defilement 
cannot occur except in view of a systematic ordering of ideas. Hence any 
piecemeal interpretation of the pollution rules of another culture is bound to fail. 
For the only way in which pollution ideas make sense is in reference to a total 
structure of thought whose key-stone, boundaries, margins and internal lines are 
held in relation by rituals of separation. 553 
In order to understand the system in Leviticus, as well as Paul's exhortation to purity in 
1 Corinthians 5, it is important to gain a sense of the overarching principles involved. In 
other words, it is necessary to determine what is at stake in the struggle to eradicate 
impurity. 
To this end, several questions are raised: what is the significance of achieving 
purity? Is impurity inherently bad, i. e. a morally deplorable state of existence? Why 
would the Israelites be exhorted to strive for a condition of purity and be given rituals by 
which they may achieve that condition? Jacob Milgrom, in his commentary on 
Leviticus, is able to offer insight into these questions. Milgrom identifies the aims of 
the Holiness Code as giving a clear structure for what is considered pure and impure, 
552. The KJV translation ('neither shall a garment mingled of linen and woollen 
come upon thee'), uses `mingled' for the Hebrew i; ynv, which has been rended by the 
LXX as KI &q2 oq ("adulterated", "spurious", "base"). Although Paul uses a different 
word in 1 Cor 5.9,11 (mvavaµiyvu9ai), his concern about mixing is similar to that 
found throughout Leviticus. 
553. Mary Douglas, Purity and Danger: An Analysis of Concepts of Pollution 
and Taboo (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1966), 41. 
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while providing methods by which impure things can become pure. These detailed 
instructions outline the procedures by which the common, everyday, impure, and 
profane could become set apart, unique, pure, and sacred. Milgrom makes the case that 
the ritual was important because it allowed the common Israelite to be in contact with 
the holy, i. e. to be able to approach God. 
Holiness implies imitatio dei, namely, Israel should emulate God by living a 
godly life. Observance of the divine commandments leads to God's attribute of 
holiness, but not to the same degree - not to God, but to godliness. Just as the 
priests, who are innately holy, are qualified to enter into God's presence in the 
sanctuary, so Israel, by following all YHWH's commandments (19.37), can 
attain holiness (19.2) and qualify for admission metaphorically into the 
providence (i. e. the presence and protection) of God. 554 
Milgrom observes that Leviticus provides a way in which a fallible people can, in fact, 
be distinct from those things deemed `common': other nations, sin, and impurity. 
Furthermore, `both purity and holiness have to be carved out of areas of the impure and 
the profane, respectively, and they must be safeguarded (segregated) against incursions 
of the ever virulent impurity'. 555 The rituals and commandments given in these chapters 
of Leviticus, then, take on special significance because they offer a way for `laity' to be 
rid of impurity: 
H [the Holiness Code] focuses exclusively on the beneficial aspects of divine 
holiness. It generates blessing and life; it is the antonym and ultimate conqueror 
of impurity, the symbol of death. This dynamic power of holiness can also be 
represented diagrammatically: 
Holy -º Common 
II Pure Impure 
Persons and objects are subject to four possible states: holy, common, pure, and 
impure. Two of them can exist simultaneously: pure things may be either holy 
or common; common things may be either pure or impure. (These relationships 
are represented in adjoining boxes in the diagram. ) However, the holy may not 
come into contact with the impure. (Their respective boxes do not touch. ) 
These latter two categories are mutually antagonistic. Moreover, they are 
dynamic; they seek to extend their influence and control over the other two 
categories: the common and the pure. In contrast to the holy and impure, the 
554. Jacob Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary, AB (New York: Doubleday, 2000), 1398. 
555. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1398. 
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common and pure are static. They cannot transfer their state; they are not 
contagious. Indeed, in effect they are secondary categories. They take their 
identity from their antonyms. Purity is the absence of impurity; commonness is 
the absence of holiness. Hence the boundaries between the holy and the 
common and between the pure and the impure are permeable, represented by a broken line. There is no fixed boundary. Israel by its behavior can move the 
boundaries either way. But it is enjoined by H to move in one direction only: to 
advance the holy into the realm of the common and to diminish the impure, 
thereby enlarging the realm of the pure. 556 
The purification rituals were more rigorous for priests and Levites than for any 
other Israelite since the priests and Levites would need to be in contact with the holy in 
the sanctuary on a much more frequent basis. 55' However, the extraordinary thing is that 
the ordinary Israelite could also draw near to God, provided that he would undergo 
various ritual procedures to become pure: `Israel's sins generate impurity, but it can be 
transmuted into the pure by purificatory rituals. YHWH has bestowed upon Israel an 
additional power. It can transmute the pure (and the profane) by observing the divine 
commandments'. 558 As described above, purity was important because only the pure 
could have contact with the holy. 
Holiness is, in fact, what is expected of the people of Israel and the reason why 
they are to keep the commands of God. This point is made explicitly in Lev 20.7-8: 
`consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy; for I am the LORD your God. Keep my 
statutes and observe them; I am the LORD; I sanctify you'. This refrain, 'I am the LORD', 
is the reason given throughout Leviticus for why the Israelites should adopt and abide by 
the commandments outlined therein. Almost every injunction in chapter 19 is followed 
556. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1720-21, emphasis original. He also notes, `this 
accounts for the formulaic expression ben gödes lehöl üben-tame' letähör "between holy 
and common and between impure and pure" (Ezek 44.23; cf. Lev 10.10)' (1721). The 
full quotation from Ezekiel is, `they [the Levitical priests] shall teach my people the 
difference between the holy and the common, and show them how to distinguish 
between the unclean and the clean'. 
557. See Philip Jenson, "Holiness in the Priestly Writings of the Old Testament, " 
in Holiness: Past and Present, edited by Stephen C. Barton (London: T. & T. Clark, 
2003), 106-07. 
558. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1398. 
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by this formulation. For example, `do not turn to mediums or wizards; do not seek them 
out, to be defiled by them: I am the LORD your God' (19.31). The significance of the 
phrase is that just as God is holy, the people of God are also to be holy. 559 This is 
because of the nature of their call - they are chosen by the LORD to be different from all 
other people. Thus holiness involves uniqueness, not being ordinary, but set apart: `you 
shall be holy to me; for I the Loim am holy, and I have separated you from the other 
peoples to be mine' (Lev 20.26). Holiness is less an intrinsic quality than making a 
distinction between what is common and what is uncommon. Hans Küng poses the 
question, 
What does `holy' mean? The Old Testament word kadad implies a separation 
and a cutting-off, a distinguishing and dividing of what is profane and impure 
from what is pure. It implies a separation for God's service; pure things become 
holy by being removed from their profane usage and dedicated to God. 560 
It is this sort of uniqueness that Paul stresses to the Corinthian believers. 1 Cor 
3.16-17 states that they are the holy temple of God. They have become separate from all 
other peoples for God so that they can be unified with God. The ideal of unity is also 
highlighted by Paul. He is very upset because the Corinthians have factions and 
jealousies amongst them. What is particularly distressing to him is that these divisions 
reveal that the Corinthians are just like all other people. Their pettiness marks them as 
ordinary: `for as long as there is jealousy and quarreling among you, are you not of the 
flesh, and behaving according to human inclinations? For when one says, "I belong to 
Paul", and another, "I belong to Apollos", are you not merely human? ' (1 Cor 3.3-4). In 
particular, by indicating that they belong to certain parties or groups, they make a 
559. Indicative of H is the statement, `you shall be holy, for I the LORD your God 
am holy' (19.2). Jo Bailey Wells notes that `the message of Leviticus is both cultic and 
ethical, urging faithfulness on the principle of imitatio dei' (Jo Bailey Wells, God's Holy 
People. A Theme in Biblical Theology, JSOTSS [Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 
2000], 83). 
560. Kling, The Church, 324. 
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statement against solely belonging to God (in contradiction to Lev 20.26). This worries 
Paul because it indicates that the Corinthians are not `set apart', i. e. holy. 
7.1.3 Holiness and God 
Therefore, one notes a connection between the holiness of God and of the people 
who belong to God. Why must the people of God also be holy? Milgrom states that 
Leviticus does not intend that the people of God can achieve YHWH's holiness. 
Holiness [in the Bible] is not innate. The source of holiness is assigned to God 
alone. Holiness is his quintessential nature, distinguishing him from all beings 
(1 Sam 2.2). 561 It acts as the agency of his will. If certain things are termed holy 
- such as land (Canaan), person (priest), place (sanctuary), or time (festival day) - 
they are so by virtue of divine dispensation. Moreover, this designation is 
always subject to recall. 562 
What is the point, then, of obeying commandments and observing rituals in order 
to purify oneself, if holiness is transmitted rather than something human effort can 
achieve? Above I related Milgrom's observation that God required the people of Israel 
to set themselves apart from the other nations via observance of the law (Lev 20.26). 
Indeed, they were to keep the commandments precisely because God had already set 
them apart. Specifically, in bringing the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt God set them 
apart: `God's holiness is implied by his self-declaration 'äni YHWH ('elöhekem) "I (am) 
YHWH (your God)", especially when it is followed by his salvific action 'äser h6s 'tikä 
561. This reference is to the Song of Hannah: `there is no Holy One like the 
LORD, no one besides you'. 
562. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1711-12. Cf. the view of Rudolf Otto, who 
says, that `holy' is `a unique original feeling-response, which can be in itself ethically 
neutral and claims consideration in its own right. And when this moment or element 
first emerges and begins its long development, all those expressions (gadösh, äylo;, 
sacer, &c. ) mean beyond all question something quite other than "the good"' (Rudolf 
Otto, The Idea of the Holy: An Inquiry Into the Non-Rational Factor in the Idea of the 
Divine and Its Relation to the Rational, 2nd ed., translated by John W. Harvey [London: 
OUP, 1950], 6). While this is, surely, an important description of the `complete 
otherness' of God, Otto's statement does not contend with the point that H makes in 
Leviticus, which is that the people of God are enjoined to observe certain 
commandments of God (i. e. to be `good') in response to the holiness of the LORD. 
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me'eres misr U_1 'ill "who has freed you from the land of Egypt"'. 563 
Therefore, by their acts of obedience the people of God demonstrate their 
election and uniqueness; they draw near to God by obeying the commandments even as 
God has already drawn them near. This sort of logic is remarkably similar to that 
expressed in Paul's characteristic indicative-imperative statements, as in 1 Cor 5.7: 
`clean out the old yeast so that you may be a new batch, as you really are unleavened'. 
Here Paul implies that if the people of God do not act in obedience to God's will, they 
deny the reality that they are a segregated (i. e. holy) people. 
This contradiction cannot stand, which is precisely the point that Paul makes to 
the Corinthians. Their arrogance (1 Cor 5.2) is based on presumed knowledge, but this 
knowledge fails to realize that the fellowship must be pure in order to be holy -a way in 
which Paul already characterizes them (the indicative: 3.16-17). Herein lies the travesty 
for Paul. The Corinthians have not grasped the fact that by tolerating impurity in their 
midst, they contradict their identity. Although they have been called out to be saints 
(xaxlioig äyiotq; 1.2), i. e. segregated from others, they are tolerating behavior that even 
Gentiles, `the nations', would not (5.1). This demonstrates their commonness, which 
Paul will not tolerate. Thus he imperatively states, `clean out the old yeast'. 
7.1.4 Holiness and the People of God 
It is in the notion of the people of God that one finds the link between Paul's 
exhortations to the Corinthian community with those of Leviticus. In this way Paul 
understands the Corinthian fellowship of believers as being in continuity with Israel, 
who are the chosen people of God. This is why exhortations similar to Leviticus about 
purity and holiness exist in Paul's letter to the Corinthians. Paul also appeals to the 
traditions of Deuteronomy, a corpus with a perspective similar to H, for guidance on 
community discipline. 564 The underlying question here is why Paul would have 
563. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1714. See Lev 11.45 for this specific 
formulation; see also Exod 6.7; Psa 105.43-45. 
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considered it appropriate to invoke the deuteronomic expulsion formula in this 
'Christian' context. 565 It does not go deep enough to say that it is attributable to his 
training as a Pharisee. What must be examined is the extent to which Paul believed the 
Corinthians were in continuity with Israel. Paul is disturbed by a community member's 
breach of a levitical commandment, he uses an expulsion formula from Deuteronomy to 
exhort the Corinthians to perform community discipline, and he espouses perspectives 
of holiness and community purity as described in Leviticus. 566 
This point can be illustrated by a brief look at texts in which Paul addresses his 
congregations as the people of God. In his comments about 1 Corinthians 5, Hays 
observes that through Paul's negative usage of E9voq in v. 1, which `offers a fascinating 
hint that he no longer thinks of the Gentile converts at Corinth as Gentiles no longer 
[sic. ] (cf. 12.2,13; Gal 3.28). Now that they are in Christ, they belong to the covenant 
people of God, and their behavior should reflect that new status'. 567 Furthermore, he 
describes the Passover imagery in 5.7 as indicative of Paul's view of the Corinthians' 
status as people set apart, an outlook that would include them in the same covenant as 
Israel: `it is important to be clear about the function of the Passover lamb. This is not a 
564. I connect the expulsion formula of Deut 17.7, et al., with the forbidden 
degrees in Leviticus 18 specifically on the point of the authors' primary concern about 
the integrity of the community. 
565. As Richard Hays remarks, `Paul seems to have translated and transferred 
the basic disciplinary norms of Israel's covenant community over onto the church at 
Corinth. The word of command, "Drive out the evil person from among you, " is 
presented as a word spoken directly to the Corinthians. There is no appeal here to 
analogy ... rather, 
Paul in effect addresses the Gentile Christians as Israel' (Hays, First 
Corinthians, 88, emphasis original). 
566. Hays cites Deut 27.20 and Lev 18.8; 20.11 to show that Paul's outrage in 
this matter of immorality has echoes in scripture. For Paul, then, `the behavior of the 
incestuous man is a direct violation of God's covenant norms for Israel ... this 
fact is 
pertinent to understanding Paul's directive to the community to expel the offender' 
(Hays, First Corinthians, 81). 
567. Hays, First Corinthians, 81. 
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sacrifice to atone for sin; rather, it symbolizes the setting apart of Israel as a distinct 
people delivered from slavery by God's power'. 568 
Scanning the Pauline corpus, one observes his use of imagery, such as election 
and sonship, from the Hebrew scriptures in speaking about the followers of Christ. 569 
This is particularly poignant in 1 Corinthians 10.1-I1, where Paul admonishes the 
Corinthians via stories from Israel's history. That he sees them as relevant to the 
Corinthians is clear from v. 11: `these things happened to them to serve as an example, 
and they were written down to instruct us, on whom the ends of the ages have come'. 
This view of `Christian' continuity with Israel is equally explicit when Paul writes to the 
Romans that they are, indeed, able to share in the abundance of God's kindness only 
because Gentile believers are branches grafted into the root of Israel (Rom 11.16-24). sß° 
In sum, Paul's closing wish to the Galatians is that they be a new creation, walking as 
the Israel of God (Gal 6.15-16). 
7.2 Community Identity: `The Body of Christ' 
The above sections have highlighted Paul's emphasis on purity in the Corinthian 
fellowship. Now the task is to examine unity, another aspect that Paul believes is 
necessary, yet lacking, in this group. Paul's hope for their corporate nature can be 
exemplified by his metaphor of the Corinthians as the body of Christ. This is not 
explicitly stated in 1 Corinthians 5,571 but the appropriate discernment of one's 
568. Hays, First Corinthians, 83. 
569. See Rom 8.16-17,21,23; 9.8; 1 Cor 1.27 Gal 3.26; Phil 2.15; 1 Thess 1.4. 
570. `If the root is holy, then the branches also are holy. But if some of the 
branches were broken off, and you, a wild olive shoot, were grafted in their place to 
share the rich root of the olive tree, do not boast over the branches. If you do boast, 
remember that it is not you that support the root, but the root that supports you' (Rom 
11.16-18). 
571. Murphy-O'Connor, however, highlights that the case in 1 Cor 5 is one of 
several in the letter where Paul admonishes the Corinthians for improperly valuing the 
physical body in religious life: `for Paul, however, the body was the sphere in which the 
following of Christ became real ... one's 
behavior was a public statement' (Jerome 
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embodied behavior in relation to identity as a believer is a significant topic throughout 
the letter (see 1 Cor 5-14). In addition, `the body' strongly influences Paul's sense of 
`group' and, as such, will give insight into his expectation of corporate discipline. In 
particular, this metaphor evokes a `clinical' image of a group, namely that the well- 
being of the entire group is contingent on the healthy functioning of all members. Only 
extreme cases of dysfunction would merit separation of the body. Thus Paul's view of 
the body is an important area of investigation for his ideas about discipline. 
Scholarly discussions about the Pauline phrases `in Christ' and `with Christ' 
abound. A summary of the state of research can be found in Thiselton's commentary, 572 
thus the topic will receive only brief treatment here. However, one can note that the 
ideal of `oneness in Christ' reflects Paul's desire for unity in the fellowship. 573 Recent 
studies by Alistair May and Dale Martin are relevant because of their investigation of 1 
Cor 6.15-20, a passage that is related to 1 Cor 5.3-5 via the issues of nopvcia ('union' 
with a prostitute [nöpvTl]; 6.15-16,18), membership in Christ's body (gWj Xptriov; v. 
15), and their status as a temple (T6 awµa vµwv vaöS ioü äyiou 7rv6µaT6;; v. 
19), 574 all of which relate to their own embodiment. 
Although drawing quite different conclusions, May and Martin both highlight 
Paul's conviction of the believers' close (bodily) connection to Christ and how nopvcIa 
Murphy-O'Connor, "1 and 2 Corinthians, " in The Cambridge Companion to St. Paul, 
edited by James D. G. Dunn, CCR [Cambridge: CUP, 2003], 77). 
572. See Thiselton, First Corinthians, 989-1024. 
573. Horrell writes, `Paul describes Jesus not solely in terms of what he as an 
individual is or has become - Messiah, Lord, Son of God, etc. - but as someone in and 
through whom believers live, both individually and corporately' (David G. Horrell, 
"`No Longer Jew or Greek': Paul's Corporate Christology and the Construction of 
Christian Community, " in Christology, Controversy and Community: New Testament 
Essays in Honour of David R. Catchpole, edited by David G. Horrell and Christopher 
M. Tuckett [Leiden: Brill, 2000], 325, emphasis original). 
574. Here iö a6to is singular although all of the pronouns and verbs are in the 
2nd person plural, which indicates that their individual bodies corporately make up the 
temple. 
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is a particularly serious sin since it is against the body. Martin concludes that Paul's 
mytho-cosmological view prompts a belief that the bodies of the people who follow 
Christ are actually physically connected to Christ. The boundaries between the 
individual and Christ are nearly nonexistent; at the same time, the boundaries between 
the `evil cosmos' and the believer who is `in Christ' are firmer. Martin believes that 
Paul's distress about the situation of believers visiting prostitutes is because `a 
Christian's copulation with a prostitute constitutes Christ's copulation with her'. 575 
On the other hand, May considers the issue here to be that `sex with a iröpvil is 
not deemed to be simply detrimental to Christian identity, but destructive of it. The 
body is envisaged as a limb of Christ: a limb that cannot become the lröpvrj's unless first 
removed from the Lord'. 576 These unions are `incompatible due to their similar claims 
on the body'. 577 The differences between May and Martin are, in May's own words, 
Like him we accept that Paul uses the logic of invasion to object to union. The 
itöpvil is a polluting agent that cannot enter the holy place. However, unlike 
Martin we do not suggest that Christ or his Spirit (or the `body of Christ') are 
permeable. Rather, it is the believer's body that is permeable and vulnerable to 
pollution from the 7r6pvrl. Her contact with his body through sexual union causes 
not the pollution of Christ or his Spirit, but the pollution of that body, which 
necessitates the withdrawal of the Holy Spirit and thus the destruction of the 
believer's spiritual union with Christ. 578 
1 Corinthians 6 shows how Paul's perception of holiness is connected to the 
fellowship's unity. With May, I think it is best to conclude that Paul believed sexual 
union with someone who is not pure (i. e. who does not conform to the norms of the 
group) necessitates removal of the offending believer. This must occur because the 
Holy Spirit, which dwells within the corporate Corinthian body, cannot have contact 
with any impurity. For Paul, it is actually counterfactual for a fellowship of believers to 
575. Martin, Corinthian Body, 175. 
576. May, "Body for the Lord, " 132. 
577. May, "Body for the Lord, " 136, emphasis original. 
578. May, "Body for the Lord, " 150. 
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consider unity with such a person possible. Thus Paul conveys his concerns about 
holiness in 1 Corinthians 6 through discussion about the believers' participation in the 
body of Christ. 
7.2.1 The Social Body 
The corporate dimension of purity is of particular interest for this study. On this 
topic, Mary Douglas has observed that the body is a common symbol in self-descriptions 
of societies. As such, this metaphor is particularly helpful in understanding how social 
systems are organized. Douglas proposed that the body should be studied as `a symbol 
of society, and to see the powers and dangers credited to social structure reproduced in 
small on the human body'. 579 Douglas broadened her observations about societies' 
perceptions of `body' into a framework comprised of the categories of `grid' and 
'group'. Her work, important for social anthropology, has been used for insight into 
Paul's own descriptions of the Corinthian body; thus a brief survey here will enhance 
my study. Douglas designates systems of classification by the term `grid'. `High grid' 
indicates a structure that is highly ordered, both corporately and privately; `low grid' 
signifies low structure. The other term, `group', is used to connote levels of control. 
`High group' is a highly controlled environment and `low group' indicates low control. 
Douglas' diagram (where `+' is used for `high' and `0' for `low') for `grid' and `group' 
will illustrate this description: 580 
Grid 
system of shared classifications 
T Group 
ego increasingly ego increasingly 
exerting pressure + E- 0-+ controlled by 
that controls other people's 
other people 14.1 pressure 
+ 
579. Douglas, Purity and Danger, 115. 
580. Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in Cosmology (London: 
Barrie & Jenkins, 1970), 84. 
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private system of classification 
In applying this analytical framework to institutions, Douglas says, 
With high classification, piety and sacralized institutions, [there are] strong 
boundaries between purity and impurity; this is ... where all moral 
failings are at 
once sins against religion and the community. With small group there is less 
confidence in the power of God to protect the faithful, a dualist cosmology 
reckons with the power of demons and their allies; justice is not seen to prevail. 
Strong grid tends to a pragmatic world view, sin is less understood than shame 
for loss of personal honour, face or solvency .... 
Finally the positions near and 
around zero should be specially noticed. When public classification and 
pressures are withdrawn or cast aside, the individual left alone with himself 
develops a distinctive cosmology, benign and unritualistic. 581 
Jerome Neyrey builds on Douglas' work in order to gain access to Paul's 
understanding of the Corinthian fellowship. He pays particular attention to Paul's 
language about the body and how it relates to identity of the fellowship. His 
observations are focused around three areas of the social body: 
(1) structure - the relationship of its parts; (2) boundaries - defenses around it: 
and (3) margins - entrances, exits, and their exuviae. The social body and 
physical body are related as macrocosm to microcosm. Controls operative in the 
social body tend to be replicated in control of the physical body. 582 
Furthermore, he adapts and uses Douglas' grid/group method of analysis for 
interpretation of his findings. Neyrey's use of grid/group concentrates mainly on the 
issue of control, particularly of the boundaries that Paul wishes to establish: 
Where there is strong group pressure, the body is imaged as a controlled or 
bounded system; entrances and exits are guarded; order and discipline are 
valued; personality is not individualistic; and group values predominate. Where 
group pressure is weak, the body is not perceived as a controlled system; 
entrances and exits to the body are porous; norms and discipline are not valued; 
personality is very individualistic. 58 
Based on his observations and the classification system, Neyrey concludes that Paul's 
581. Douglas, Natural Symbols, 91-92. 
582. Jerome H. Neyrey, Paul, In Other Words: A Cultural Reading of His Letters 
(Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1990), 106. 
583. Neyrey, Paul, 107. 
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desire is for the Corinthian group to be highly ordered and highly controlled - an entity 
that he calls high grid and high group. 584 
However, Timothy L. Carter, also using Douglas' system, does not fully agree 
with Neyrey's portrayal. With Neyrey, Carter finds evidence for a high group rating for 
Paul: he has a strong concern for group boundaries (1 Corinthians 5-6) and social 
cohesion (1 Corinthians 12-14). On the other hand, Carter does not follow Neyrey's 
understanding that Paul wants his groups to be `high grid'. Carter takes this category as 
indicating approval of the cultural norms and values of the surrounding society. Carter 
points out that `closer inspection reveals that Paul should in fact be given a low grid 
rating, as someone who expressly rejected the prevailing cultural norms and values in 
favour of the ultimate symbol of debasement - the cross of Christ (1.18-25)', 585 
Furthermore, Carter differs with Neyrey over the significance of `the body' as a 
symbol for Paul. To Carter, Paul's use of this imagery is interesting because he does not 
develop `the body' as a way to impose structure on the group: 
The apostle does not draw on this symbol's inherent potential for developing a 
hierarchical structure within the community; instead he employs it to stress the 
corporate identity and equal interdependence of all the members of the group, 
thereby ruling out any possibility of individualism. There is thus a strong sense 
of group identity, and in the absence of any strongly articulated hierarchical 
structure, membership is defined primarily in terms of being inside or outside of 
the group. 586 
584. Although he does not specify what type of `high grid' and `high group' he 
means, Neyrey's language suggests that he is referring to the upper right quadrant of 
Douglas' diagram. 
585. Timothy L. Carter, "`Big Men' in Corinth, " JSNT 66 (1997): 48. This 
disagreement between Neyrey and Carter about the application of Douglas' theory 
illustrates J. T. Sanders' critique that grid and group have been used arbitrarily by some 
biblical scholars (Jack T. Sanders, Schismatics, Sectarians, Dissidents, Deviants: The 
First One Hundred Years of Jewish-Christian Relations [London: SCM, 1993], 100- 
13). His main charge against Douglas' model is that it `deals with change only to the 
degree that such change occurs as a normal part of a small, stable society. It is not 
intended to deal and cannot deal with history' (105-06). He prefers to consider the 
development of sects, like early Pauline congregations, in regard to social change theory 
(see 149-51 for a summary of his analysis of models). 
586. Carter, "`Big Men, "' 49. 
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Paul seeks to instill the outlook of community unity within the Corinthian congregation. 
In I Corinthians, Paul exhorts them to lay aside their factionalism and to start acting 
jointly as a body. Moreover, the body represents the ideal for their group identity not 
solely because unity is to their advantage, but because now they belong to the body of 
Christ and the people of God. 
7.2.2 Paul's Body Metaphor 
Paul extensively uses the metaphor of `the body' in 1 Cor 12.12-27, which is 
emblematic of his understanding of the social body. 587 First, however, one must note 
that the situation in 1 Corinthians 12 is different from that in 1 Corinthians 5. In chapter 
12, Paul deals with issues regarding spiritual gifts, whereas chapter 5 concerns lropvEia 
and the Corinthian tolerance of it. However, these Pauline passages have the issues of 
individuation and group membership in common. 588 Paul's annoyance with the 
Corinthians for their lack of cohesive disciplinary action is apparent in 1 Corinthians 5. 
Furthermore, Paul reveals in 1 Corinthians 12 that although the manifestation of 
xapiaµaia is individual, they are meant to be shared for the good of the community. It 
is to illustrate this point that he employs the metaphor of the body in vv. 12-27. That the 
Corinthians have not been using their gifts in a corporately edifying way is revealed in 1 
Corinthians 14. This evidence further supports Mitchell's thesis that the letter of 1 
Corinthians is best understood as Paul's sustained argument against disunity. Of Paul's 
use of the body metaphor, she says, `there can be no doubt that 1 Cor 12, which employs 
the most common topos in ancient literature for unity, is a straightforward response to 
the factionalism within the church community'. 589 
587. Other corporate metaphors in 1 Corinthians are God's temple (3.16-17), 
belonging to Christ (3.23; 7.22), `members of Christ' (6.15), God's field and God's 
building (3.9), and an unleavened lump of dough (5.7). 
588. For more on this topic, see J. Paul Sampley, Walking Between the Times. - 
Paul's Moral Reasoning (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1991), 37-49, particularly 42-43. 
589. Mitchell, Paul and Rhetoric, 161 She finds commonality between Paul's 
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This passage contains a comparison of the Corinthian fellowship of believers to a 
body, specifically the body of Christ into which they have been baptized (12.13). Paul 
explains how each part is needed for proper functioning of the whole (v. 17), and how 
even if one part should desire a different job or position, the reality does not change that 
it is a part of the whole (vv. 15-16). Consequently, the parts are unified to the point that 
`if one member suffers, all suffer together with it; if one member is honored, all rejoice 
together with it' (v. 26). The implication is that removal of any part of the body is never 
desirable and if it happens the body is both handicapped and in pain. The corollary to v. 
18, `God arranged the members of the body, each one of them, as he chose', is that when 
a member is missing the community is not fully arrayed based on God's design. 590 
Thiselton comments that `to try to rank some gifts as "more essential" than others, let 
alone as necessary marks of advanced status to which all should aspire, is to offer a 
blasphemous challenge to God's freedom to choose whatever is his good will for his 
people both collectively and individually. ' 591 This also highlights the serious effect on 
the whole when one part is excluded. The passage emphasizes that `unless the many 
perform their assigned functions, however diverse, the one body would not exist as a 
single entity but as a chaotic array of conflicting forces, without focus or coherence'. 592 
Furthermore, Paul points out that once `baptized into one body' (v. 13), the members are 
ty. linked together in a way that they all experience joy and pain as a single enti 593 
use of the body metaphor and the fable of Menenius Agrippa (recorded in Livy, Ab Urbe 
Condita 2.32.7-33.1); also Dio Chrysostom, Orations 1.32; 3.104-7; 17.19; 34.23; 50.3; 
Plato, Republic 5.470c-d; 2.370a-b; cf. 1.352e-54. 
590. A quote from South anticipates the topic of my next chapter: `anyone with a 
sense of identity as a member of the "body of Christ", redeemed from sin, and living in 
fellowship with God and other redeemed people, could not help feeling the effects of 
being formally, visibly, and completely excluded from that community. The sense of 
loss would be overwhelming' (South, Disciplinary Practices, 67). 
591. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1004. 
592. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1002. 
593. See also Plato, Republic 5.462 (LCL, vol. 1); Sextus Empiricus, Adversus 
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If one extends the logic of the body metaphor to situations of exclusion, it 
follows that if a part of the body is not operating correctly, then the whole organism 
suffers. In such cases it may be best for the body's health that the member is removed. 
However, when a body part is missing, the body itself is not whole and it is not fully 
functional. Moreover, the excluded part suffers because it is not autonomous and needs 
sustenance from the body. Hence, in taking Paul's body metaphor in conjunction with 
situations of transgression, one sees that exclusionary discipline cannot happen lightly 
and that hope for penitence and restoration of an offending member is the goal of 
Christian community discipline. 594 
Furthermore, bodily wholeness is the goal because it is important for holiness. 
Douglas and Neyrey have made this observation. Of 1 Corinthians, Neyrey writes, `one 
aspect of bodily purity, then, is completeness. Something must be completely in place to 
fulfill its category. What is incomplete, does not fulfill a cultural definition'. 595 
Douglas' examination of the purity rituals in Leviticus leads her to conclude that `to be 
holy is to be whole, to be one; holiness is unity, integrity, perfection of the individual 
and of the kind'. 596 On the other hand, Milgrom does not accept this as an accurate 
depiction of holiness. He critiques the findings of J. E. Hartley, which are similar to 
Douglas': `Hartley writes that "another polarity inherent to the holy is that of 
Mathematicos 9.78-79 (LCL, vol. 3); Josephus, JW 4.406-7; Philo, De Migratione 
Abrahami 180 (LCL, vol. 4); and Str-B 3.448-49. 
594. I will pause to note that Carter's evaluation that Paul is `low grid' seems 
appropriate in regard to Paul's metaphor of the body. In particular, 12.22 ('the members 
of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensible') emphasizes the importance of 
each member. Dale Martin observes, `the most remarkable thing about Paul's imagery 
is not his use of status terms ... 
but his claim that the normally conceived body hierarchy 
is actually only an apparent surface hierarchy' (Martin, Corinthian Body, 94-95). 
Moreover, this is not an isolated occurrence of what Thiselton calls `status reversal' 
(Thiselton, First Corinthians, 1007); we also find this dynamic between 1.18-22 and 
1.23-25; 2.1-5 and 2.6-11; 1.26-29 and 1.30-31. 
595. Neyrey, Paul, 113, emphasis original. 
596. Douglas, Purity and Danger, 54. 
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whole/defective". This undoubtedly holds within the sanctuary, where priests and 
sacrifices must be unblemished. But outside the sanctuary, this antimony does not 
prevail'. 597 This is a significant point to make about Leviticus, but in 1 Corinthians Paul 
portrays the Corinthians as the temple of God. Thus their corporate fellowship must be 
both pure and whole. 
In this chapter, I made the case that Paul considers the group of Corinthian 
followers to be a holy community, which is in continuity with the holy community of 
Israel. Maintaining this holiness, then, requires two things. First, the now impure body 
must be rendered pure, meaning it is necessary to remove the offender. Second, the 
group must be whole. This criterion implies that all of the members of the body must be 
properly functioning, for which unity is necessary. The discipline Paul demands in 1 
Cor 5.3-5 incorporates both of these concerns. It is now the task of the following 
chapter to address how Paul's disciplinary intent, salvation, relates to corporate holiness. 
597. Milgrom, Leviticus 17-22,1722; see also John E. Hartley, Leviticus, WBC 
(Waco: Word, 1992), lx, where his quote appears. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SALVATION IN THE DAY OF THE LORD: 
THE HOPE OF REINTEGRATION 
To this point I have examined `the flesh' and its relationship to body and spirit, 
as well as possible meanings of `destruction of the flesh', `hand over to Satan', and 
Paul's depiction of group identity. These concepts have been examined in relation to 
Jewish traditions, particularly those of the OT, which have aided in clarifying Paul's 
thought world. I have studied his verdict, desired action, and anticipated result as 
presented in 1 Cor 5.3-5. Now it is possible to examine the intended purpose of the 
discipline - that the spirit of the offender should be saved in the day of the Lord. 
The precise problem is how the discipline can have both destructive and salvific 
elements. It is punitive in that it will lead to `destruction' and restorative because Paul 
hopes that the final outcome will be the salvation of the man. The cumulative evidence 
is that the punishment entails removal of the offender from the group (vv. 2,5,7,13) at 
which point `destruction' will ensue at the hand of Satan. How, then, does Paul 
reconcile this with his hope that the offender will be saved? In addressing this question, 
I will examine the senses of `salvation' and `the day of the Lord' in the passage. 
Furthermore, I will incorporate findings from the previous chapter about `group' and 
Paul's belief that the proper functioning of the whole depends on correct conduct of the 
individual members. Thus my premise is that the discipline in 1 Cor 5.3-5 has the dual 
aim of individual and corporate benefit. 
8.1 `Salvation' in the `Day of the Lord' 
The final clause in 1 Cor 5.5 reveals Paul's intent for the disciplinary procedure. 
In chapter 4,1 determined that `the spirit' in this verse refers to the offender's spirit. 
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Thus the hope in the passage is that the incestuous man will experience salvation (ßc, 611) 
when it is time for a reckoning (Ev irk Toi xvpiov). Interpreters offer numerous 
views of what this statement could entail for the offender. I have noted that most 
commentators observe the eschatological nature of Paul's intent, but do not engage in 
further investigation to determine what this signifies. Here I shall address this by 
examining Paul's use of `salvation' and `the day of the Lord', particularly in relation to 
his scriptural traditions. 
8.1.1 Occurrence of `Salvation' in the Bible 
The verbal forms of ßchccw occur 471 times in the LXX and NT. 598 The contexts 
in which this word appears vary from flight, escape, preservation, survival, deliverance, 
defense, protection, gaining victory, aid in distress, and healing, to what NT authors 
present as a release from sin that only Jesus provides. Despite this range, a consistent 
component of &j w is that it signifies action against all that imperils life. In the 
majority of the LXX occurrences, God is attributed with saving power. 599 Although the 
LORD raises up human deliverers for Israel, credit for the ensuing protection is often 
given directly to God. This point is made particularly obvious in the case of Gideon, 
who was selected as a deliverer by God. The narrative relates that God allowed Gideon 
only a handful of soldiers, which prevented him from claiming personal glory for 
routing the Mideonites (Jdg 6.11-7.25). Furthermore, the book of Hosea declares that 
the LORD alone saves (1.7; 13.4)600 and numerous psalms incorporate pleas to the LORD 
for deliverance from human adversaries (e. g., Psa 18.3 [MT 18.4/LXX 17.4]) and from 
death itself In Psa 30.3 (MT 30.4/LXX 29.4) the psalmist praises God for saving his 
yivxij from Sheol. 
598. Combined with `savior'/`salvation' (ßo 'n p/awu pi(X), `to save' (ß4 w) 
appears 886 times in the Bible; approximately one-fifth are found in the NT (178 
occurrences). 
599. For e. g., God asks Job if he has any power to save himself (Job 40.14). 
600. See also Isa 43.3,11,12. 
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In addition, some traditions focus on the type of attitude a supplicant must have 
to be saved. In Jer 4.14 one finds that the people of God must `wash their hearts' in 
order to be saved. 1 Maccabees claims that it is `religion that preserves them for eternal 
life according to God's promises' (15.3). Thus in Jewish texts (7ci), ü is at home in the 
context in which the protection of life is attributed to God's activity. The resulting 
preservation may be for continued life on earth, (i. e. momentary escape from Sheol), or, 
as envisioned in 1 Maccabees, that which allows for ongoing existence after death. In 
one instance, being saved is described as being in the presence of God: `let your face (cö 
np66cwnöv 6ou) shine, that we may be saved' (Psa 80.3 [MT 80.4/LXX 79.4]). 
In the NT, a majority of occurrences refer to Jesus' activity. Louw and Nida's 
semantic study of ß4w in the NT show that it appears in contexts of rescue from 
danger, spiritual deliverance ('divine salvation'), and bodily healing. 601 A common 
claim of the Gospels is that Jesus was able to heal (c j (o) people, 602 but most significant 
is the NT report that Jesus is the savior of humanity. 603 Even calling on his name has 
the effect of salvation604 and Paul is in concert with NT writers in insisting on this 
special role of Christ for humanity. 605 
Within the Pauline corpus, c4o appears eighteen times, acotpia fifteen times, 
and 6cor p once (Phil 3.20). Most basically, Paul preaches that the gospel has `the 
power of God for salvation' for everyone who believes it (Rom 1.16). For Paul, the 
gospel indicates life. It is the `message about the cross' which is `the power of God' to 
those being saved (1 Cor 1.18), i. e. those set apart for life rather than death (2 Cor 2.15- 
16). Salvation is given to those who confess Jesus Christ as Lord (Rom 10.9-10,13) 
601. See L&N, entries 21.18 (see also 21.22), 21.27 (see also 21.25-26,28-32), 
and 23.136, respectively. 
602. Matt 9.21,22; Mark 5.23,28,34; 6.56; 10.52; Luke 8.36,48,50; 17.19; 
18.42; John 11.12; Acts 4.9; 14.9. 
603. E. g., John 3.17; Acts 5.31; 13.23; Phil 3.20; 1 John 4.14. 
604. Rom 10.13; c£ Mic 6.9; Joel 2.32. 
605. See Rom 5.9,10; 10.9,13. 
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and this confession is the foundation of true belief (1 Cor 3.11). Salvation occurs by the 
grace of God (2 Cor 6.1), which, if accepted, reconciles humans to God (e. g., Rom 
5.10), conferring upon them the citizenship of heaven (Phil 3.20) and rescue from God's 
wrath (e. g., Rom 5.9; 1 Thess 5.9). 
Although `salvation' for Paul implies a sense of rescue similar to most OT 
occurrences (i. e. delivery from peril and death), salvation in the Pauline corpus always 
has eternal consequences. Believers can experience physical death - that which Paul 
calls `falling asleep' - but this is not equivalent to condemnation. Condemnation 
happens by the judgment of God and falls upon those who have stored up wrath for 
themselves by walking in sin (Rom 2.6-11). These people have not accepted the gospel 
message, which is the resurrection of Christ (1 Cor 15.1-4). Indeed, Paul emphasizes 
that those who do not believe that there is resurrection of the dead - and thus deny the 
gospel - are choosing the fate of eternal death for themselves (1 Cor 15.12-19): `if Christ 
has not been raised, your faith is futile and you are still in your sins' (v. 17). Paul's view 
of salvation is that one must accept the message of Christ's resurrection and turn from 
sin and death (Rom 6.23). Thus Jesus' death and resurrection ensure the preservation of 
life. 606 As with the author of 1 Maccabees, the life for which one is saved is eternal (1 
Cor 15.2,12,16); in fact, the last enemy of Christ is death (15.26). 
8.1.1.1. Related Topic: After-Life Existence. 
The portrayal of the after-life in many ancient Jewish traditions is that of 
existence in a place called Sheol. As such, Sheol stands as a counterpoint to the life- 607 
606. Rom 8.24; 11.26; 1 Cor 1.18; 3.15; 5.5; 2 Cor 2.15. 
607. The `Pit', Abaddon, and Tartarus are also biblical designates for places that 
dead people dwell, places where souls were understood to be separated from God. For 
e. g., 2 Pet 2.4 portrays Tartarus as the place that God cast the angels that sinned, where 
they are kept in chains and await judgment (BDAG describes Tartarus as the lower level 
of Hades, where divine punishment was delivered [entry 7265]). This story derives 
from that of the Watchers, in which Uriel is depicted as the master of Tartarus, where 
some of the rebel angels are sent (1 Enoch 20.2). In his Against Apion, Josephus 
designates Tartarus as a place of binding ancient animals (2.240) and of the dead distinct 
from heaven (2.241). The NT and Josephus indicate that by the first century CE äBiic 
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saving action of God (as in Psa 30.3). '71KtII, often translated as äSr1S 
in the LXX, occurs 
sixty-five times, accompanied in five instances by the term it ('pit'). Sheol most often 
signifies the place of the dead, which in one stratum of thought, is the common 
destination for all people (thirty-four occurrences). 608 For example, Jacob mourns the 
loss of Joseph, saying that he will join his son in Sheol (Gen 37.35). In this occurrence, 
Sheol is not a place of judgment, but where the person goes at the end of life. 609 
However, the sense of Sheol also varies within the OT. A speech of Job 
idealizes Sheol as a place of peace (21.13); in fact, he expresses the desire to be hidden 
in Sheol until God's wrath has passed him (14.13). On the other hand, Job also 
acknowledges that there is no escape from God in ý1Ký: `Sheol is naked before God' 
(26.6; see also Prov 15.11). 610 Indeed, Deut 32.22 expresses that God's wrath burns 
even in Sheol; God is also attributed with the power over life (as in 1 Sam 2.6) and over 
Sheol itself. 61 This authority is, at times, perceived as being manifest as righteous 
judgment, which explains cases of untimely death, characterized by the book of Job as 
the fate of sinners (24.19). Furthermore, the unnatural death of Korah, Dathan, and 
Abiram in Numbers 16 is described as the punishment of God (vv. 29-33): the ground 
opens up and swallows them alive (vv. 30,33) and fire comes down from the Loim to 
consume 250 more offenders (16.35). Thus another sense of Sheol is highlighted - that 
it is also a place to which the wicked are fated. 612 
and iäpiapog, were used in contrast to the realm of God. 
608. Stephen H. Travis finds `the Old Testament does not view physical death as 
the end of existence. All men go to sheöl, there to experience a shadowy existence' 
(Stephen H. Travis, Christ and the Judgment of God: Divine Retribution in the New 
Testament, FF [Basingstoke: Marshall Pickering, 1986], 68). 
609. Refer to where Sheol is equated to death (2 Sam 22.6; Pss 18.5 [MT 
18.6/LXX 17.6]; 116.3 [LXX 114.3]). 
610. Cf. Isa 38.18, where those in Sheol cannot praise God because that is 
something that only the living can do. 
611. See Ezek 31.15; Hos 13.14; Jon 2.2 [MT/LXX 2.3]. 
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Related to this is the aspect of Sheol as contrasted to heaven. In Psa 49.14-15 
[MT 49.15-16/LXX 48.15-16] a distinction is made between those who go to God and 
those who go to Sheol. 613 In addition, 71KüI is caricatured as a greedy creature that can 
thirst (Prov 30.16) and hunger (Isa 5.14; Prov 27.20). "A8r1S, which renders 71KtIl all but 
four times, shares this connotation of Sheol. Its contrast with heaven is particularly 
sharp in the nine occurrences of Hades in the NT. It is the opposite of heaven614 and 
described as a place of torment in Luke 16.23. In addition, Hades is personified as an 
opponent to those who have faith in Christ. 615 Indeed, Revelation shows Christ's 
victory as being over the figures of Hades and Death (1.18). 616 
Of the 132 occurrences of `death' or `to die' (66vaioq/Oavai6(o) in the NT, a 
little less than half are Pauline (forty-nine). For Paul, `death' is the opposite of life in 
Christ, which is the promise of eternal life (Rom 5.21). Paul writes about death in the 
context of the loss of one's earthly existence (Rom 1.32), but his primary emphasis is 
that it is possible for believers to escape the ultimate penalty of death, which is 
separation from God (Rom 5.10). However, believers can lose their earthly existence 
and they also suffer with Christ, 617 a fact that causes consternation amongst the 
congregation at Thessalonica (1 Thess 4.13-18) and for Paul himself. 618 He consistently 
612. This is indicated in 15 occurrences (Num 16.30,33; Job 24.19; Psa 9.17 
[MT/LXX 19.18]; 16.10 [LXX 15.10]; 31.17 [MT 31.18/LXX 30.18]; 141.7 [LXX 
140.7]; Prov 1.12; 5.5; 7.27; 9.18; Eccl 9.10; Isa 14.9,11,15) of 65. 
613.7 more instances of this are in Job 11.8; Pss 86.13 [LXX 85.13]; 139.8 
[LXX 138.8]; Prov 15.24; 23.14; Isa 7.11; Amos 9.2. 
614. Matt 11.23; Luke 10.15; Acts 2.27. 
615. Matt 16.18; Rev 20.13,14. 
616. See also 1 Cor 15.26. 
617. Rom 6.3-5; 2 Cor 4.11; Phil 3.10. 
618. See 1 Cor 11.30; 1 Cor 15.18; 1 Thess 4.13. Paul prefers to speak about 
dead believers as having fallen asleep, perhaps because xotiµäoµal conveys that they 
merely must be awakened by the Lord (Rom 13.11) at the parousia (1 Thess 4.14-17; cf. 
5.10). See also 95-96,172, above, where I touch on this topic. 
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links sin with death, 619 thus indicating that how one lives is a matter of great 
significance. 620 Furthermore, Paul understands death as the last enemy (1 Cor 15.26), 
which Christ has defeated by his resurrection. 621 This event signals God's victory over 
the old eon and initiation of the new (Rom 5.14-18), which is called the `dominion of 
life' (Ev co )f ßaat ü(youßty; 5.17). The dawning of this new age will culminate in the 
end (TEXog; 1 Cor 15.24), itself brought to fruition by Christ's parousia, and the ensuing 
judgment of all people (Rom 2.5-16). At that time, those who have lived `in sin' and 
`the flesh' will go to death and those who have based their lives on the gospel622 will be 
allowed entry to the kingdom of God. 623 Paul, however, reassures believers that 
although they may presently suffer and die as the Lord did, they also have the promise 
that they will rise to eternal life, just as Christ (Rom 6.5). 
8.1.1.2. Related Topic: `Kingdom of God'. 
In the NT it is clear that the believer is saved for the kingdom of God. This 
phrase occurs seventy times in the LXX (PsSol 17.3 and WisSol 10.10) and NT (sixty- 
eight occurrences), all outside of the canonical Hebrew Bible. 624 Of these, the vast 
majority (fifty-three) are found in the Gospels, thirty-two of which are concentrated in 
619. Travis observes, `death, therefore, in Paul's view, is primarily separation 
from life - the inevitable consequence of sin, which separates men 
from God .... Sin and 
death are bound together by inner necessity' (Travis, Christ, 76). 
620. See e. g., Rom 6.23; 8.6 (where T6 (ppövrJµa'tfg GapK6q is death); 8.13. 
621. Rom 6.9; 1 Cor 15.54-57. 
622. Rom 1.16 states that gospel is `the power of God for salvation to everyone 
who has faith'. 
623.1 Cor 6.9-10; 15.50; Gal 5.21. 
624. The MT does contain related concepts of God as the ruler of the kingdoms 
of earth and as enthroned in heaven (see 2 Kgs 19.15; Isa 37.16; 2 
Chron 13.5; 26.23; 
Psa 45.6 [MT 45.7/LXX 44.7]). In addition, phrases similar to `kingdom of God' 
appear in Daniel (2.44; 4.3 [LXX 4.37]; 6.26 [LXX 6.27]) and in Tobit: 
`blessed be God 
who lives forever, because his kingdom lasts throughout all ages. For 
he afflicts and he 
shows mercy, he leads down to Hades, and he brings up again, and there 
is no one who 
can escape his hand' (13.1-2). 
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Luke. 625 There Jesus characterizes his whole ministry as `proclaiming the good news of 
the kingdom of God' (Luke 4.43), and he sends his disciples to do the same (e. g., Luke 
9.2). Jesus declares the content of his ministry to be bringing, `good news to the poor. 
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery of sight to the blind, to 
let the oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of the LoRV's favor', which he reads from 
the Isaiah scroll (LXX 61.1-2). In the book of Mark, Jesus' declaration of his ministry is 
that the kingdom of God is at hand; repent and believe in the gospel' (1.15). 
Consistently, the kingdom of God is that which gives comfort to the poor and 
disadvantaged. 626 In addition, the Gospels expected the kingdom of God immanently. 627 
The emphasis in the book of John is that entry into the kingdom of God is through birth 
from above (3.3), which comes through `water and Spirit' (3.5). 628 Thus the Gospels 
depict the good news, Jesus' ministry, and the kingdom of God as intricately connected. 
In contrast to Luke-Acts, Paul uses the phrase `kingdom of God' only seven 
times. Paul refers to the `kingdom of God' four times in 1 Corinthians, three of which 
are situated near our passage of interest (1 Cor 4.20; 6.9-10). Paul's statement in 1 Cor 
4.20, `for the kingdom of God depends not on talk but on power', addresses the issue of 
the arrogant `talk' (T6v k6yov) of some of the members of the congregation. Arrogant 
talk is likened to inaction, which is contrasted to power (4.19-20; 5.4). Paul, however, 
sees himself as wielding the sort of power that is representative of the kingdom of God. 
He can visit the Corinthians either with the disciplinarian's harshness, or in a spirit of 
gentleness (4.21). 
In 1 Cor 6.1-8, Paul addresses the issue of the Corinthians taking one another 
before pagan judges, which he considers to be a defeat for the fellowship (v. 7). He 
625. Almost half of all occurrences of 13aßtXia ioü OEov are located in Luke- 
Acts (38). In addition, nearly all of the occurrences of `kingdom of God' in Luke have 
parallels in other Gospel accounts. 
626. Luke 6.20; 11.20; 18.16,24-25; see also Matt 19.24; 21.31; Mark 10.23,25. 
627. Mark 9.27; 10.9; 17.21; Luke 19.11; 23.51. 
628. See also Acts 8.12. 
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accuses them of wronging and of defrauding the people around them (v. 8) and he 
underscores this by saying that `wrongdoers' will not inherit (iXipovoµE(0) the kingdom 
of God (6.9-10). Indeed, the Corinthians themselves had once been offenders like the 
ones Paul mentions, but now they have been washed (änoXoüo), sanctified (äyiäcw), 
and justified (8lKai6(o) by the Lord Jesus Christ (v. 11). To return to their previous state 
is contrary to an identity as believers and indicates that they are not heirs of the kingdom 
of God. 
Paul does not explicitly say that repentance is necessary to gain entry to the 
kingdom of God (as Mark 1.15). However, actions do indicate whether a person 
belongs to the kingdom. That some of the Corinthians were previously offenders who 
were ineligible for the kingdom is shown by 1 Cor 6.9-11; equally obvious from that 
passage is that their behavior had changed and that they are now worthy heirs (v. 11). 629 
Paul emphasizes that the kingdom of God is everlasting; therefore the Corinthians must 
part with the perishable, including `flesh and blood' (a6p4 Kai aiµa), otherwise they 
cannot inherit the kingdom of God (1 Cor 15.50). 630 Being `those who are of heaven' 
(oi. £iroupävot; v. 48) means bearing the image of the man of heaven (v. 49), i. e. being 
`in Christ'. 
Paul relates inheriting the kingdom of God with salvation. Corresponding to this 
sense of inheritance is that of designated `portion' or `lot' (µ£pog/µspiq or Kk poq; '7-1) 
or ? '70) into which people are cast; that is, their present and future status are determined 
by their `lot'. 631 One's lot may be shown by one's choices, as Psa 50.18 [LXX 49.18] 
629. See also 1 Thess 2.12, where the fellowship is asked to lead a life worthy of 
God, who calls them `into his kingdom and glory'. 
630. For Paul, the concept of `eternal life' is roughly equivalent to that of 
`kingdom of God' (Rom 2.7; 5.21; 6.22-23; Gal 6.8). See Frances Young, "Paul and the 
Kingdom of God, " in The Kingdom of God and Human Society: Essays by Members of 
the Scripture, Theology and Society Group, edited by R. S. Barbour (Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 1993), 247. 
631. See Otto Betz, "The Dichotomized Servant and the End of Judas Iscariot, " 
RQ 5 (1964): 45. 
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indicates: `you keep company with adulterers [Kai µßiä poi, xwv 'r v µspi&a (you 
M71]'. There is, however, confidence that God bestows upon each 
person a lot, either good or bad, at the eschaton, an idea that is attested in biblical 
literature and in the DSS. For example, 
`You shall rise for your reward632 at the end of days [Kai 6vaßi1 c Eid T 11V bö av 
aou Eig auv'r X uxv ý[tcpc3v/1l]°, 1 Yilp 1'7lb tnYM]' (Dan 12.13). 
`God will give his allotted portion in the midst of the accursed forever [1'711'7 111' 
a'lný17 "111K JIM]' (I QS 2.17). 633 
`If anyone takes away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take 
away that person's share in the tree of life and in the holy city [a(pEXai ö OcÖS to 
µEpoS ai toi3 WCO toi ýAAOI) Tf cwf 5 Kai EK zig ROXECOS iij äyiaS]' (Rev 
22.19). 634 
The fate of the ungodly is that `their place will be in the lake that burns with fire 
and sulfur [TO' µEpoS aüiCOv Ev ilj Xiµvrj i11 xai, oµEvIn Kvpi xai Asia], which is the 
second death' (Rev 21.8). 
For Paul, `portion' or inheritance is expressed in relation to the believer's status as an 
heir of God (Rom 8.17). Belonging to Christ means that believers share the inheritance 
of the world with Abraham (to xXqpovöµou aviöv £ivat Köc tov; Rom 4.13), and in the 
inheritance of Christ (61)yKXrlpov6µo1 8E Xptniov; Rom 8.17), which will be co- 
glorification (6uv8o4äýco; 8.17). 635 Although Paul proclaims that his Israelite kin have 
received promises from God (9.4), he contends that not all are `children of the promise' 
(iä ii; xva i115 E7rayyE2 (xS) or counted as descendants of Abraham (9.7-8). 
636 This is 
because, according to Paul, ethnicity alone, 637 does not determine worthiness for God's 
632. RSV: `stand in your allotted place'. 
633. See also 1 QS 1.9-10,16; 3.24; 4.24; 5.3; 6.16,18-19,22-23; 9.7; 11.7-8; 1 
QM 1.11; 13.2; 1 QH 19.11-12; 14.13; 11.22-23; 1 QGenApoc 2.20-21. 
634. See also Acts 26.18; Col 1.12; Rev 20.6. 
635. Co-suffering ((Yuj näßxcw; Rom 8.17) is similar to the partnership that 
believers have in Christ's death (muraupöo tat; Gal 2.19) and resurrection (Rom 6.5), 
the outcome of which is `eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord' (6.22). 
636. See Gal 3.29 where the heirs according to promise are Gentiles. 
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inheritance. Even adherence to the law does not guarantee a share in Abraham's 
promise. 638 Rather, the promise is based on grace (Rom 4.16) and received by the Spirit 
through faith in Christ (Gal 3.14). 639 
Although the theme of believers being heirs to God's promises is more prevalent 
in Galatians and Romans than in the letters to the Corinthians, Paul's appeal to this 
motif emphasizes proper behavior for the followers of Christ, the main problem at 
Corinth. In introduction to a section about the importance of repentance for sinners in 
the church (2 Cor 7.1-16) and following an exposition on how to be the `temple of the 
living God' (2 Cor 6.15), Paul provides this exhortation: `since we have these promises, 
beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from every defilement of body and spirit [xaOapI U tcv 
EauTObq äirö lravröS µokuagov 6apK6q Kati 7rvEÜµaioS], making holiness perfect in the 
fear of God [i; 1ntEXobvzcS äytoxri vrly zv cpößw 6soü]' (7.1). 
Paul's understanding of the Corinthian fellowship as the temple of God 
necessitates that they be holy. The motivating factor expressed in 2 Cor 7.1 is God's 
EitayycXia, which is explicated in 2 Cor 6.16-18 by a quotation from Leviticus and the 
Prophets. This appeal to scripture serves to highlight the chosen status of the people of 
God and the fact that they must maintain an identity of purity and, to some extent, 
separateness. 640 Paul writes, 
As God said, `I will live in them and walk among them, and I will be their God, 
and they shall be my people. Therefore come out from them, and be separate 
from them, says the LORD, and touch nothing unclean; then I will welcome you, 
637. He describes ethnicity with the phrase `children of the flesh' (iä i£xva tIjc 
aapxög) in Rom 9.8. 
638. See Rom 4.13,14; Gal 3.18. 
639. The believers' status as heirs of Abraham is the major theme of some of 
Paul's `justification by faith' passages (see Romans 4, Galatians 3 and 4). In these 
passages Paul seeks to demonstrate that the Christ-event confirms God's promises to the 
patriarchs (Rom 15.8) so that the Gentiles may also experience God's compassion (15.9- 
12; see also Gal 3.14). Even though Paul seeks to identify the children of God, 
ultimately he admits that God's ways are inscrutable and that God may choose to have 
mercy on everyone (Rom 11.32-36). 
640. In fact, the context here is Paul discouraging relationships between 
believers and unbelievers (2 Cor 6.14). 
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and I will be your father, and you shall be my sons and daughters, say the LoRD Almighty'. 641 
Thus one sees that in Paul's writings God's promises are connected to the conduct of 
believers and their status as co-heirs with Christ in resurrection and in eternal life. 
8.1.2 Occurrence of `Day of the Lord' in the Bible 
From the context of 1 Corinthians itself, one observes that the `day of the Lord' 
represents the end (tEXoq) of the epoch (1.8), which draws to a close upon `the 
revealing' (i änoxäXuwtc) of the Lord Jesus Christ (v. 7). It is the point at which each 
person's works will be examined by fire (3.13). Fire tests what sort of work every 
individual has done: `if what has been built on the foundation survives, the builder will 
receive a reward. If the work is burned up, the builder will suffer loss; the builder will 
be saved, but only as through fire' (3.14-15; cf. 1 Pet 1.7). Furthermore, it is when the 
Lord comes (EXOcty) to `bring to light the things now hidden in darkness and will 
disclose the purposes of the heart. Then each one will receive commendation from God' 
(4.5). Prior to that point the Corinthians should not pronounce judgment (xpiv(O) on 
Paul, although they are to judge (xpiv(w) those inside the congregation (5.12). 
Interestingly, Paul has a hopeful view of how the Corinthians will fare in the final 
judgment (as in 1.8) despite his frequently-expressed exasperation about their 
shortcomings. I will investigate if this is characteristic of Paul in his other letters. 
In 2 Corinthians, Paul expresses confidence that he will be proud of them on the 
day of the Lord Jesus (1.14). 642 Connected to this is his hope that they understand fully 
(v. 13), compared to their current partial understanding (v. 14). True knowledge of God, 
then, is an important theme for Paul in receiving commendation in the day of the Lord. 
This theme recurs in Philippians: Paul hopes that the `good work' begun in the 
Philippians will be brought `to completion by the day of Jesus Christ' (1.6). He prays 
641. This is a mixed quotation, coming from Lev 26.11-12; Exod 29.45; Isa 
52.11; Ezek 37.27; 2 Sam 7.14. 
642. See also Phil 2.16. 
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that their `love may abound more and more, with knowledge and all discernment, so that 
you may approve what is excellent, and may be pure and blameless for the day of Christ' 
(1.9-10). Furthermore, the Pauline tradition of 2 Thessalonians portrays the day of the 
Lord as 
when the Lord Jesus is revealed from heaven with his mighty angels in flaming fire, inflicting vengeance on those who do not know God and on those who do 
not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus. These will suffer the punishment of 
eternal destruction, separated from the presence of the Lord and from the glory 
of his might, when he comes to be glorified by his saints and to be marveled at 
on the day among all who have believed, because our testimony to you was believed (1.7-10, emphasis mine). 
True knowledge is inextricably linked to ethical behavior. In fact, `the day' is when 
`God, through Jesus Christ, judges the secret thoughts of all men' (Rom 2.16). 
Another characteristic of the day of the Lord is its suddenness. It is likened to 
the coming of a thief in the night and Paul anticipates that some people will be caught 
unaware. 643 Indeed, there are those who feel like they have peace and security, but 
destruction will come upon them suddenly; like a woman in labor, `there will be no 
escape' (1 Thess 5.3). Here Paul's intent is to reassure the Thessalonians. They are not 
in darkness and they will not be surprised by the sudden coming of the Lord: `for you 
are all sons of light and sons of the day' (5.5). Here Paul displays confidence that the 
believers are pure ('sons of light') and alert (awake and sober; v. 6). Connected with 
light and sobriety is the image of being ready as a warrior is prepared for battle (v. 8). 
Although he uses the metaphor of war, Paul's words continue to be comforting. The 
equipment that the Thessalonians must don are things that they already possess: the 
breastplate of faith and love and the helmet of salvation (5.8; cf. 1.3). Indeed, Paul 
instructs them to continue as they already are (5.11) and their assurance is that they are 
not destined for wrath, but for salvation through `our Lord Jesus Christ' (V. 9), 644 
643.1 Thess 5.2; cf. Matt 24.43; Luke 12.39; 2 Pet 3.10; Rev 3.3; 16.15. 
644. In the Pauline corpus, this day of judgment is also referred to as the `day of 
redemption' (iji pa äiroXutpch(Yscoq), for which the believers have been marked with a 
seal by the Holy Spirit (Eph 4.30). 
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Paul writes words of comfort to his congregations about the day of the Lord. 
However, he is also frank that harsh penalties are in store for those who are not living in 
the ways of the Lord. For them, Paul calls this the `day of wrath' (Rom 2.5). 645 Paul 
warns the Christian communities in Rome that they are in peril because of their 
judgmentalism and self-righteousness. To them he writes, 
Therefore you have no excuse, whoever you are, when you judge others; for in 
passing judgment upon another you condemn yourself, because you, the judge, 
are doing the very same things (2.1) .... 
But by your hard and impenitent heart 
you are storing up wrath for yourself on the day of wrath, when God's righteous 
judgment will be revealed (2.5). 
God's righteous wrath comes upon the hard-hearted; thus those who are penitent should 
expect to receive God's mercy (2.4). It is now possible to see how Paul may hope for 
the salvation of the offender in 1 Corinthians 5. It must be that Paul believes that the 
discipline can result in a softening of the offender's heart. In 1 Cor 5.5, Paul refers to 
judgment as the `day of the Lord', rather than to the `day of wrath'. Hence the promise 
of salvation remains. 
In contrast to Paul's relatively limited attention to the `day of wrath', one finds 
the motif more commonly in the OT prophets. The day of the LORD is the day of 
judgment, taking the form of wrath and destruction for some, and a time of vindication 
and restoration for others. Zeph 1.15 presents an ominous picture: `that day will be a 
day of wrath, a day of distress and anguish, a day of ruin and devastation, a day of 
darkness and gloom, a day of clouds and thick darkness'. Zeph 1.18 and Ezek 7.19 
share the perspective that even gold and silver, in which some people had placed their 
trust, cannot save sinners on the day of wrath when fire will consume the earth. The day 
will bring destruction and Zech 12-14 assiduously catalogues the disaster. More 
positively, Joel 1.15 holds the hope that impending doom will motivate repentance 
among those who have strayed from God. Nevertheless, the book of Joel also displays 
645. Calvin Roetzel also observes the double edge to Paul's use of iij pa. He 
says that the church can anticipate the day of salvation, whereas for unbelievers `the 
day' will portend terror and loss (Calvin J. Roetzel, Judgement in the Community: A 
Study of the Relationship Between Eschatology and Ecclesiology in Paul [Leiden: Brill, 
1972], 84). 
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an air of pessimism: the day of the Lord is one of darkness and gloom and it will 
descend upon the people like a devouring army (2.2-3). `Truly the day of the LORD is 
great; terrible indeed - who can endure it? ' (2.11). Similarly, one reads in Isa 13.6, `wail 
for the day of the LORD is near; it will come like destruction from the Almighty'! This 
oracle against Babylon (Isa 13.2-22) predicts annihilation of all things living: `see the 
day of the LORD comes, cruel, with wrath and fierce anger, to make the earth a 
desolation, and to destroy its sinners from it' (v. 9). 
However, prophetic traditions also offer the hope of vindication and relief. Zeph 
2.3 proposes that the righteous may be sheltered at the time of wrath: `seek the LORD, all 
you humble of the land, who do his commands; seek righteousness, seek humility; 
perhaps you may be hidden on the day of the LORD's wrath'. In addition, the day `is a 
time of distress for Jacob; yet he shall be rescued from it' (Jer 30.7). Moreover, Mal 
4.1-3 promises vindication for those who have remained faithful to God. In fact, they 
will participate in disciplining the wicked: 
See, the day is coming, burning like an oven, when all the arrogant and all 
evildoers will stumble; the day that comes shall burn them up, says the LORD of 
hosts, so that it will leave them neither root nor branch. But for you who revere 
my name the sun of righteousness shall rise, with healing in its wings. You shall 
go out leaping like calves from the stall. And you shall tread down the wicked, 
for they will be ashes under the soles of your feet, on the day when I act, says the 
LoRD of hosts. 
Isa 61.1-2 also promises the LoRD's deliverance for many who despair in their earthly 
existence. 
The spirit of the LORD God is upon me, because the LORD has anointed me to 
bring good news to the oppressed, to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim 
liberty to the captives, and release to the prisoners; to proclaim the year of the 
LORD's favor, and the day of vengeance of our God. 
Even the book of Amos, with its uncompromising condemnation of the practices of 
Israel, contains the hope of restoration. Amos 9 prophesies that the booth of David will 
be repaired and raised again on the day of the LoRD. When the world is restored in this 
way, harmony will prevail amidst humanity and nature on earth (vv. 11-15). 
These same themes are also observable in the NT, although here the accounts are 
often imbued with the hope of the parousia of Jesus Christ. In Acts, Peter quotes from 
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Joel: the sun shall be turned to darkness and the moon to blood, before the coming of 
the Lord's great and glorious day. Then everyone who calls on the name of the Lord 
shall be saved' (Acts 2.20-2 1). It is the day when everything will be transformed - `the 
heavens will pass away with a loud noise, and the elements will be dissolved with fire' - 
and the time of disclosure (EVpcO 5cTat; 2 Pet 3.10). Likewise, Luke 17.30 promises 
that then the Son of Man will reveal himself (äitoxaXüittEi(xi) and that Jesus' return will 
be sudden, visible and dramatic, like lightning flashing across the sky (17.24). The 
Gospel of John emphasizes that the task of Jesus on the last day will be to raise up all of 
those who believe in him to eternal life (6.39-40,44,54; 11.24). 
The NT also points to judgment646 and wrath647 in the day of the Lord. 
However, in concert with Paul's pastoral encouragement to his congregations, other NT 
texts insist that the righteous will have no fear of judgment. 648 In Revelation, it is the 
day when the demonic spirits and the kings of the whole world assemble to do battle 
against the host of God (16.14). Nevertheless the Lamb of God is ultimately victorious 
(17.14). 
8.1.3 Occurrence of `Judgment' in Paul 
In general, one observes two different kinds of judgment in Paul: eschatological 
judgment that happens at the end of time and self-discernment throughout the course of 
one's natural life. Their correlation is that `accurate self-evaluation is the sine qua non 
for proper action and thereby is critical to any hope of escaping divine judgment. Self- 
evaluation anticipates the eschatological judgment of God and permits the individual 
believer to make a midcourse correction'. 649 In chapter 6, I highlighted the shades of 
meaning conveyed by Paul's terms Siaxpivw, Kpivw, and xaiaxpivw, particularly 
in 1 
646. John 12.48; Matt 7.21-23; 12.36; 2 Pet 2.9; Jas 5.5. 
647. Matt 10.15; 11.22,24; Luke 10.12; 2 Pet 3.7; Rev 6.17; 16.19-21. 
648.1 John 4.17; Luke 6.23; 2 Tim 1.12,18; 4.8; Heb 10.25. 
649. Sampley, Walking, 52. 
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Cor 11.27-32.650 Divine judgment is already bringing about illness and `sleep' for some 
of the members of the congregation. This judgment is a teaching tool (v. 32), but Paul 
believes it can be avoided if the Corinthians had properly tested themselves (v. 31). 651 
Self-discernment and correction of behavior is necessary because the Lord will 
look directly into each person's heart on the day of judgment. 652 Based on what is seen, 
the person will either receive approval (Eiratvoq; 1 Cor 4.5) or wrath (Rom 2.5). There 
will be `anguish and distress for everyone who does evil' (Rom 2.9), but `glory and 
honor and peace for everyone who does good' (2.10), i. e. eternal life (2.7). Indeed, what 
one does in life is important for the final judgment; even believers will need to pass 
through an ordeal if they have not properly discerned their conduct (see 1 Cor 3.12-15). 
Similarly, testing during one's lifetime can show a person's integrity. The 
paradigmatic story is Job's testing by Satan. Walter Moberly suggests that the narrative 
of Job is meant as an heuristic tool for the people of God about integrity. 
The story revolves around the satan's suspicious response to YHWH, a response 
which poses stark alternatives that are usually muted: either God or self-interest 
.... 
Within the story of Job the issue has arisen precisely because it is a matter of 
holding up Job as a supreme model for emulation, and this necessarily raises the 
critical question uestion of testing for authenticity more acutely than in many other 
contexts. 
The intent of Paul's discipline in 1 Cor 5.5 is that the offender's weakness to sin will be 
destroyed so that he may ultimately be saved. The situation in 1 Corinthians 5 is 
different from that of Job, but the role of Satan is the same: he afflicts humans in order 
to test the steadfastness of their integrity, i. e. their faith in God, in the midst of 
adversity. 654 Defying human logic, Paul expresses the hope that in adversity the 
650. See pages 168-70. 
651. See also e. g., Rom 1.18-25; cf. Psa 81.11-12 (LXX 80.12-13): `but my 
people hearkened not to my voice; and Israel gave no heed to me. So I let them go after 
the ways of their own hearts: they will go on in their own ways'. 
652.1 Cor 4.5; Rom 2.16; cf. 1 Thess 2.4. 
653. R. W. L. Moberly, The Bible, Theology, and Faith: A Study of Abraham 
and Jesus, CSCD (Cambridge: CUP, 2000), 87. 
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offender will learn to have Christian integrity. 
How is it that Paul maintains hope that such a sinner will gain salvation? 
Perhaps it is that Paul imagines that he will be found blameless (1 Cor 1.8) through 
repentance of his sin (as in 2 Cor 7.10), much as repentance allows sinners initially to 
become heirs of God (1 Cor 6.9-11). It may be Paul envisions that the adversity of 
Satan will prompt the incestuous man to abandon his impure building materials so that 
he can gain salvation in the day of the Lord. On judgment day, each person will be 
examined to discover how he or she has built upon the foundation of Christ (1 Cor 
2.11), i. e. with durable materials (gold, silver, and precious stones) or with perishable 
substances (wood, hay, and straw; 3.12). 655 Anything not worthy will be burned away 
(3.15). 656 
Testing by fire is also a theme found in the OT. In Prov 17.3 one finds, `the 
crucible is for silver, and the furnace for gold, and the LORD tries hearts'. 657 Job desires 
to emerge from his earthly testing as gold (Job 23.10). Indeed, it is those who come 
through the fire as refined silver and gold who are called the people of God (Zech 
13.9). 658 It is also a metaphor that the book of Malachi employs to describe the day of 
the LORD: 
654. `The story [of Job] makes clear that the issue at stake is not one that can be 
resolved on a purely theoretical level .... 
Questions of integrity and self-seeking can 
indeed be discussed, but ultimately the only response to suspicion is a demonstration of 
integrity' (Moberly, Bible, Theology, and Faith, 87-88, emphasis original). 
655. Cf. 1 QS 4.18-21, where the time of judgment is when God will `refine, 
with his truth, all man's deeds, and will purify for himself the structure of man, ripping 
out all spirit of injustice from the innermost part of his flesh and cleansing him with the 
spirit of holiness from every wicked deed'. 
656. Barrett notes that the fire of 3.15 is that of testing, not retribution. He says, 
`the servant of God who uses improper or unworthy materials, though himself saved, 
will miss the reward he might have had' (Barrett, First Corinthians, 88). 
657. Here I have quoted the RSV, which is a more accurate translation of the 
LXX and Hebrew than the NRSV. 
658. See also Psa 66.10-12 [LXX 65.10-12]. 
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But who can endure the day of his coming, and who can stand when he appears? For he is like a refiner's fire and like fullers' soap; he will sit as a refiner and 
purifier of silver, and he will purify the descendants of Levi and refine them like 
gold and silver, until they present offerings to the LORD in righteousness (3.2-3). 
The idea of judgment through testing is also found in several places in the NT. 
John writes to the church in Philadelphia, `because you have kept my word of patient 
endurance, I will keep you from the hour of trial that is coming on the whole world to 
test the inhabitants of the earth' (Rev 3.10). 659 Jesus endured testing by the devil in the 
wilderness and proved his integrity. This testing, prior to the day of judgment, is 
another way in which Christ is shown to be the forerunner of a new humanity. 660 Also, 
according to Paul, no one is tested beyond what she or he can endure (1 Cor 10.13). 
However, the mystery that Paul acknowledges in 1 Cor 3.15 is that it is the 
LORD's prerogative to redeem from the fire even those who are unworthy. 661 Although 
it is unlikely that (o; 8t6 lrup6q signifies that the person comes through the fire 
unscathed, the phrase probably has the proverbial sense of escaping doom at the last 
minute. 662 The book of Amos reports that God righteously overthrew some in Israel, but 
others were mercifully snatched from the fire (4.11). In the face of accusations by `the 
adversary' (jtQtUý), the high priest of Jerusalem, Joshua, is saved by the LORD from the 
fire (Zech 3.2). Moreover, Jude advises believers to be compassionate by `snatching 
[sinners] out of the fire' (v. 23). The mercy that Paul describes in 1 Cor 3.15 is that 
even if one's building material is incinerated, the builder will be saved in the day of the 
Lord. 
Related to the motif of eschatological judgment, NT authors also portray `present 
afflictions' as testing. For example, 1 Pet 4.12-19 uses the image of fire to describe 
659. See also 1 Pet 1.7; 4.12; Jude 22-23; Rev 2.10. 
660. See Rom 5.17; 6.4; 1 Cor 15.47-48. 
661. As Isa 48.8-11; Jer 9.7. 
662. Thiselton, First Corinthians, 315. 
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suffering: 
Beloved, do not be surprised at the fiery ordeal that is taking place among you to 
test you, as though something strange were happening to you. But rejoice insofar 
as you are sharing Christ's sufferings, so that you may also be glad and shout for 
joy when his glory is revealed (vv. 12-13, emphasis added). 
Paul also assures believers that sharing in Christ's sufferings is actually desirable. In 2 
Cor 4.17 he writes, `for this slight momentary affliction is preparing us for an eternal 
weight of glory beyond all measure'. 663 Testing through adversity664 is beneficial for 
believers, as Paul eloquently exhorts in Rom 5.3-5: `we also boast in our sufferings, 
knowing that suffering produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and 
character produces hope, and hope does not disappoint us, because God's love has been 
poured into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us'. 665 Personally, 
Paul refers to the thorn in his flesh, given to him by a messenger of Satan, as having just 
such a purpose. He believes that this affliction is meant to keep him from being too 
elated Civa µrl ü7rzpaip(%µai; 2 Cor 12.7). 
Three times I appealed to the Lord about this, that it would leave me, but he said 
to me, `My grace is sufficient for you, for power is made perfect in weakness'. 
So, I will boast all the more gladly of my weaknesses, so that the power of Christ 
may dwell in me. Therefore, I am content with weaknesses, insults, hardships, 
persecutions, and calamities for the sake of Christ; for whenever I am weak, then 
I am strong (2 Cor 12.8-10). 
This paradoxical outlook, i. e. strength in weakness and hope in suffering, is 
characteristic of Paul. He is confident that adversity can be beneficial, and even Satan's 
action can result in manifestation of Christ's power. 
8.1.4 Summary of Findings 
Judgment is something that Paul expects all people to face in the day of the Lord 
663. See also 2 Cor 1.3-10; 6.4-5; Phil 3.10-11; cf. 1 Pet 1.6-7. 
664. As in Isa 48.10: `see, I have refined you, but not like silver; I have tested 
you in the furnace of adversity'. 
665. It is this hope that signals future salvation, about which we read in Rom 
8.18-25. Paul writes, `for in hope we were saved. Now hope that is seen is not hope. 
For who hopes for what is seen? But if we hope for what we do not see, we wait for it 
with patience' (vv. 24-25). See also Jas 1.3-4. 
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when some will be deemed `saved' and others as not worthy of eternal life. Whereas 
OT and NT authors fairly evenly portray the day of the Lord in positive and negative 
ways (i. e. as relief and vindication, or as destruction and wrath), Paul is prone to write 
comfortingly to his congregations; he expresses confidence that the faith and salvation 
of the believers will be revealed on the day of the Lord. My investigation of 6dýo has 
provided the insight that a usual understanding of salvation was of escape or 
preservation from death. In Paul's letters, not only does it signify rescue from death, 
Hades, and punishment, but also for eternal life. Thus it is in the theme of judgment, as 
manifested in self-discernment and end-time examination, that one finds Paul's 
connection between salvation and the day of the Lord. 
A believer manifests his or her salvation by abandoning a life in `the flesh' in 
order to walk in the Spirit. 666 If the `mind of flesh' (Rom 8.6) persists in one who 
confesses belief, then it must be repented of in order to receive God's mercy (2 Cor 
7.10): a person is storing up wrath for the day of judgment by having a `hard and 
impenitent heart' (Rom 2.1-5). Paul warns that this day is near (Rom 13.12), but 
comforts believers that salvation acts as protection (a helmet) until that day (1 Thess 2.5- 
8). In fact, Paul declares that for those who have experienced the grace of God, the `day 
of salvation' is already at hand (2 Cor 6.1-2). 
Thus one notes that Paul's use of salvation is, indeed, eschatological. 667 
However, making this claim does not avoid contending with what Paul imagines that 
fate of the incestuous man to be. Rather, by engaging in a survey of the Pauline concept 
of salvation we are now poised to make decisions about Paul's intent. This task is 
666. E. g., Gal 5.16-25; Rom 8.5. This is also called walking in the `newness of 
life' (Rom 6.4). 
667. Barton's commentary on 1 Cor 5.5 is representative: `Paul's perspective is 
consistently eschatological .... 
This implies that any restitution, if it happens at all, is left 
to God: by expelling the man from the church into Satan's sphere of influence, the 
man's inclination to sin (his "flesh") will be destroyed and his life ("spirit") thus 
purified, will be saved at the Day of Judgment (cf. 1 Tim 1.20)' (Barton, "1 
Corinthians, " 1325). 
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important because one's interpretation of the discipline involved in 1 Cor 5.3-5 is 
determined by the purpose expressed by Paul: {va iö nv4ta acoOf Ev 'an rl 4q ioü 
KUplov. 668 However, many scholars lack consistency in explaining what Paul means by 
salvation in this context. Those commentators who regard as ridiculous the thought that 
consignment to Satan may stimulate change of behavior and repentance669 do not 
account for how Paul can hope for the incestuous man's salvation. If Satan's action 
does not bring about such a change, then the offender will continue to live in `the flesh' 
and, as a result, will suffer perpetual exclusion in the form of condemnation on the day 
of judgment. Given that this is the opposite of Paul's intent, it is logical to assume that 
Paul saw salvific possibility in Satan's agency. 
Of the many theological positions about Paul's presentation of salvation, there 
are two main categories of thought in regard to 1 Cor 5.5: 670 
1. Salvation occurs as election by God - This entails the notion of complete 
predestination, i. e. it is God who confers the status of salvation; there is nothing one can 
do and there no way to know if one is saved. 671 However, this position is in conflict 
with Paul's insistence that actions are important (e. g., Rom 6.23) because judgment is 
based on works (Rom 2.6; 1 Cor 3.13-15); hence if a person stumbles, then she or he 
must repent to gain salvation (e. g., Rom 2.5; 2 Cor 7.10). 
668. Refer to the diagram of interpretations on page 9, where it is clear that level 
5 is the determinative factor in interpretation. 
669. See, e. g., Morris, 1 Corinthians, 86 and Lampe, "Church Discipline, " 351. 
670. Here I give only limited documentation for these positions in scholarship 
and I have not endeavored to provide denominational doctrines, which encompass a vast 
area of theological discussion in regard to salvation in Paul. See the introduction to 
Oropeza, Paul and Apostasy, for an excellent survey about the historical debates 
surrounding the topics of salvation and predestination. 
671. See R. T. Kendall, Calvin and English Calvinism to 1649, PBTM (Carlisle: 
Paternoster, 1979), who describes the doctrine of double predestination as `the belief 
that God foreordained a certain number of men to salvation (the elect) and a certain 
number of men to perdition (the reprobate); this number can neither be increased nor 
diminished by anything men can do' (In. 3). 
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2. Salvation occurs in response to individual choice (e. g., Rom 10.9-10,13) - This 
involves a verification of one's status at the time of judgment. 672 Of this position, there 
are two main subcategories: 
a. Once salvation is chosen, then one always has the status of `saved'; i. e. there is 
assurance and perseverance. Judith Gundry Volf represents this view in a recent 
monograph. 673 
b. Salvation is chosen, but can be lost through sinful actions and regained 
through repentance (e. g., Origen674). B. J. Oropeza is representative of this position. 675 
672. Based on investigation of Rom 8.13; 1 Cor 3.17; 6.9-11; 9.23-27; 2 Cor 6.1; 
13.5-7, Gal 1.6; 3.4; 4.9,11; 5.4,21; 6.8; 1 Thess 3.5, Travis says, `clearly Paul believed 
it possible for genuine Christians, possible even for himself, to forfeit the salvation 
which they had already begun to enjoy. Justification is not an irreversible verdict which 
renders the final judgment unnecessary. It is a provisional, anticipatory verdict of 
acquittal, given in response to faith, and it will be confirmed at the final judgment, 
except in the case of those who have ceased to exercise faith and show this by their 
lives. It is not so much that they are condemned for their evil deeds, as that they 
condemn themselves by repudiating the grace of God which alone can save them' 
(Travis, Christ, 105). 
673. According to her, Paul espoused the positions of perserverance and 
assurance of salvation for true believers; of this Rom 8.29-30 stands as the theological 
centerpiece: `God foreknew, predestinated, called, justified, glorified! Paul portrays 
salvation as a series of divine initiatives snowballing toward fullness .... Glorification is thus the finishing touch on the indivisible divine work of salvation which originated in 
God's foreknowledge and predestination of Christians and has come to historical 
expression in their calling and justification' (Gundry Volf, Paul and Perseverance, 13). 
674. Origen believed in apocatastasis (universal salvation), which `includes the 
doctrine that, at the end of all succeeding aeons, even the devil would be saved. 
Otherwise, an eternity of hell would mean the ultimate truimph of Satan' (Forsyth, Old 
Enemy, 359-60). For this stance, Origen was attacked by Augustine and condemned for 
heresy by Justinian in 543 and again in 553 at the Second Council of Constantinople 
(359). 
675. He portrays Paul's view of apostasy as something that is possible even for a 
believer, but not as a result from a single act of sin. Rather, apostasy results only 
through abandonment of the covenantal relationship with God: `apostasy occurs when a 
person who belongs to the elect people of God persists in vices associated with his or 
her pre-conversion life. The result of apostasy in this state is something more than a 
physical death in the present age. It means being rejected by God and cut off from the 
grace of God and from God's elect people; the apostate is denied access to the salvific 
benefits of the "not yet" eschaton' (Oropeza, Paul and Apostasy, 223). 
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There are also two main views about repentance: 
i. Repentance can only occur during earthly existence. 6"6 
ii. Repentance may be done after death, i. e. in 'purgatory'. "' 
It is possible to evaluate these views. That Paul hopes for salvation in 1 Cor 5.5 
of the offender in the day of the Lord is not an indication that he rules out the man's 
repentance and restoration to the people of God during his lifetime. Even though 
judgment occurs on an individual basis, 678 salvation is corporate. Paul's use of 
sanctification/holiness language in his Corinthian letters is overwhelmingly corporate. 679 
Given that this language occurs in 1 Corinthians in reference to the group, it must be 
that for the offender to be deemed holy once again he must reassociate himself with the 
fellowship of believers. 680 Concerning corporate consecration, one finds the idea of 
contagious holiness in 1 Cor 7.14, where an unbelieving husband or wife is sanctified 
(fyiaaTat) through his or her believing spouse. Furthermore, the children have holiness 
imparted to them from their believing parent(s). 
Finally, the question of salvation is settled in the day of the Lord for everyone, 
precisely because that is the day on which the Lord determines who is worthy of eternal 
676. In the article about discipline in the Church, the Mennonite Confession of 
Faith states: `mutual encouragement, pastoral care, and discipline should normally lead 
to confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation' (Confession of Faith, 55). 
677. See MacArthur, "Spirit", and my discussion on pages 94-96. 
678. According to Sampley, `God's judgment is individual because each person 
is responsible for his or her disciplined stewardship of the trust that God has granted (cf. 
1 Cor 9.24-27)' (Sampley, Walking, 66). 
679. See 1 Cor 1.2,18,30; 2.12; 3.17; 6.1,2,11; 7.14; 14.33; 15.2; 16.1,13,15; 
2 Cor 1.1; 7.1; 8.4; 9.1,12; 13.12. 
680. Oropeza similarly observes: `regardless of what we may think about this 
logic, Paul believes in the election of the people of God as a solidarity, but individuals 
within that unit can fall away so that those individuals no longer participate in the grace 
of God's elect .... The 
"all" is not what finally apostatises, but the "some". In the 
Corinthian situation, Paul emphasises that the individuals should beware of falling away 
(1 Cor 10.12; cf. 3.16-17; 5.1-5; 6.18f; 9.24-27; 16.22). ' (Oropeza, Paul and 
Apostasy, 224). 
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life. The incestuous man must undergo judgment on that day, but this is no different 
than the fate of all people. Furthermore, despite his offense and his life in `the flesh' 
Paul hopes that the man will, in the end, receive the gift of salvation. According to 
Paul's own thinking about the man's sin, it is clear that he deserves death (cf. Rom 
6.23). The information that Paul had about the situation at the time of the letter points 
towards this; however, he still hopes that the offender will experience salvation. The 
only way this can occur is for the man to change, so that when the secret intentions of 
his heart are judged in the day of the Lord he will be saved. It must be, then, for his 
heart to be judged as pure, he needs to undergo `godly grief that `produces repentance 
and leads to salvation' (2 Cor 7.10), the topic to which I now turn. 
8.2 The Possibility of Repentance 
After examination of `salvation' and `day of the Lord' in 1 Cor 5.5, it is now 
possible to look at the connection in Paul's thought between behavior and sanctification. 
In particular, due to the traditional association of 1 Corinthians 5 with 2 Cor 2.5-11, I 
will investigate whether Paul indicates the possibility of repentance for the incestuous 
man by his statement, `so that he may be saved in the day of the Lord'. Understanding 
these two passages as reference to the same offender is not an interpretation currently 
held by many commentators. 681 In addition, scholars observe that repentance is not an 
obvious theme in Paul. 682 1 shall now evaluate these perspectives. 
8.2.1 `Repentance' in Paul's Epistles 
First, it should be noted that the current prevalent view amongst scholars that 1 
Corinthians 5 and 2 Cor 2.5-11 are unassociated has not traditionally been a majority 
681. Barrett states that `this view is now almost universally abandoned; it is hard 
to think that after writing 1 Cor 5.3-5, Paul would be content to have the incident simply 
washed out' (C. K. Barrett, A Commentary on the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, 
BNTC [London: A&C Black, 1973], 213). 
682. `Repentance does not play a large part in Paul's thought; here [2 Cor 7.9- 
12] it is not a fundamental element of salvation so much as a return to the way after 
deviation from it' (Barrett, Second Corinthians, 211). 
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opinion. Christian interpreters of the first centuries found a basis for understanding 2 
Cor 2.5-11 as the same situation as 1 Corinthians 5 in their development of doctrines 
about penitential discipline. 683 For example, Clement of Alexandria believed that the 
judgment portrayed in 1 Cor 5.5 was meant for bringing the offender to repentance. 684 
He represents the `medicinal' view that penance can initiate healing from the disease of 
sin. 685 In addition, Origen, who took 2 Cor 2.5-11 as reference to the restoration of the 
sinner of 1 Corinthians 5,686 saw the example of the incestuous man as the biblical norm 
for the penitential procedure. 68' He connected 1 Corinthians 5 and 2 Corinthians 2 to 
demonstrate that punishment can be remedial and that all sins are remissible by the 
Church. John Chrysostom also propounded the view that there is no sin that cannot be 
forgiven and linked the two passages together. 688 
The exception to the majority opinion of the time was Tertullian. He used 1 Cor 
5.5 to counter Marcion's view that Paul depicted a God of love and not of judgment. 
Tertullian understood the carnis that Paul said would be destroyed in its most literal 
sense, i. e. the offender's physical body. In his Apologeticum, Tertullian explicates the 
683. Refer to McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection", which is an excellent 
survey of this topic. Modern interpreters who link 2 Cor 2.5-11 and 1 Cor 5.3-5 are 
South, Disciplinary Practices, 89-110 and Colin G. Kruse, "The Offender and the 
Offence in 2 Corinthians 2.5 and 7.12, " EvQ 60 (1988): 129-39. 
684. His views on this matter come mostly from the lost 'Yitoiuic)6Et;, which 
survives in Adumbrationes (from McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection, " 27). 
685. McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection, " 31. 
686. Origen was the first known to link these passages (McDonald, "Spirit, 
Penance & Perfection, " 36). 
687. See Bernhard Poschmann, Paenitentia secunda: Die kirchliche Buße im 
ältesten christentum bis Cyprian und Origenes, Theophaneia (Bonn: Peter Hanstein, 
1940), 440-53, particularly 445; and Karl Rahner, "La Doctrine D'Origene sur la 
Penitence, " RSR 37 (1950): 47-97 for a survey of Origen's views about penitential 
discipline. 
688. See McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection, " 169. The Cappadocians, 
Basil the Great, Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory of Nyssa, also interpreted the passages 
in this way. 
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necessity of excommunication in the Church by comparing offenders with lepers in the 
OT, who were expelled from the community of healthy Israelites. 689 Tertullian believed 
that some sins are irremissible by the Church. Although a person involved in a serious 
sin may be forgiven by God, he or she should not be by the Church. 690 Finally, he 
considered that `destruction of the flesh' referred to the expulsion of the offender from 
Christian fellowship, with the likelihood of ensuing death. 691 
Here I will examine 2 Cor 2.5-11 in order to ascertain if it is an appropriate text 
to aid in understanding 1 Cor 5.3-5. In his commentary on 2 Corinthians, Barclay notes 
that the contexts of the passages suggest that they are not about the same offender. He 
proposes that 2 Cor 2.5-11 actually refers to the spokesperson of Paul's opponents in 2 
Cor 10.10-11.692 Barclay may be correct; 693 nevertheless, given that both texts discuss 
situations of exclusionary discipline in the Corinthian congregation, it is likely that there 
is conceptual similarity. For example, throughout this thesis I have noted Paul's 
emphasis on the corporate dimension of the case of nopvcia. He intimates that this sin 
affects them all (1 Cor 5.6) and that they should, as a group, remove the offender from 
among them (vv. 2,5,7,13); moreover, they should be vigilant in safeguarding 
community boundaries to protect themselves from further impurity (vv. 9-11). Within 
the text of 2 Corinthians 2 one also sees how an individual affects the group and how 
Paul, again, expects the Corinthians to act as a body in response. 
689. In Tertullien: Apologetique, 2nd ed, Jean-Pierre Waltzing, trans. (Bude. 
Pans: "Les Belles Lettres", 1961), IV, 9. 
690. De Pudicitia chapter 3, in ANF, vol. 4. 
691. See McDonald, "Spirit, Penance & Perfection, " 6-10,24. 
692. John M. G. Barclay, "2 Corinthians, " in ECB, 1358. See, in particular, his 
reconstruction of the sequence of the letters that comprise 2 Corinthians (1353-56), 
which provides the basis for his premise that 2 Corinthians 2 is Paul's proposed 
resolution of a situation found in 2 Corinthians 10. 
693. However, the evidence he provides in favor of this link (i. e. that "`such a 
person [6 iotoü'tog]" [2.6] matches 10.11 precisely' [Barclay, "2 Corinthians, " 1358]) 
could also be used to support a connection with 1 Cor 5.5. 
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2 Cor 2.5-11 reflects Paul's perception of the seriousness of community 
discipline both in terms of the penalties experienced by an offender and how this 
member's removal affects the group: 
But if anyone has caused pain, he has caused it not to me, but to some extent - not to exaggerate it - to all of you. This punishment by the majority is enough for such a person; so now instead you should forgive and console him, so that he 
may not be overwhelmed by excessive sorrow (ifj itcpuuaotEpa ? irii xatalro®Ij). So I urge you to reaffirm your love for him. I wrote for this reason: to test you 
and to know whether you are obedient in everything. Anyone whom you forgive, 
I also forgive. What I have forgiven, if I have forgiven anything, has been done 
for your sake in the presence of Christ (Ev npoa6i p Xpiaioiv). And we do this 
so that we may not be outwitted by Satan (lva µßj 1rXcovExirJ66)jEV v7r6 'tov 
aa'ravd); for we are not ignorant of his designs (iä voijµaia). 69a 
The whole group, not just Paul, has felt pain because of a member's actions (v. 5). 
However, Paul states that the community discipline has run its course and counsels the 
Corinthians to forgive the offender (vv. 7,10). Paul also indicates that his own identity 
is connected to the fellowship of believers. He associates the pain of the offense with 
both himself and the group (v. 5), just as he relates the community's forgiveness with his 
forgiveness: `anyone whom you forgive, I also forgive' (v. 10). Moreover, anything 
Paul has forgiven has been done for the sake of the community and in the presence of 
Christ (v. 10). This statement indicates the effectiveness of Paul's forgiveness as well as 
underscores his authority. Paul maintains, as in 1 Cor 5.3-4, that his actions are in 
concert with Christ. 
Paul also indicates that the community itself has some authority over Satan. In 1 
Cor 5.5, Paul wrote that the congregation should hand over the offender to Satan, thus 
implying that being in the church is a protection against Satan. In 2 Cor 2.11, he says 
that they have the power to prevent Satan from achieving his goal. Forgiveness is for 
the sake of the offender, so that he should not be overwhelmed by sorrow (v. 7), but also 
694. `Designs' is used by the NRSV for vörIµa. `Mind', `thought', `method', and 
`plot' are also suitable translations. One may wonder how Paul and the Corinthian 
believers are privvy to the mind of Satan. Building on the work of chapter 5, let me 
suggest that they know this because Satan's pursuit is predictable: he works against 
humanity in order to disturb their relationship with God. 
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so that Satan will not `gain an advantage' over the community (v. 11 [RSV]). 695 If 
forgiveness does not happen, then not only may the ostracized member be overwhelmed, 
but the community's callous attitude would fail to oppose Satan's designs. It is clear 
that readmission to the group can assuage the offender's sorrow. In addition, 
readmission works towards the community's own salvation. I have argued above that 
Satan's intent and role are to question the integrity of humanity before God, seeking to 
find fault in order to win his suit and to cause separation. Thus, Paul implies that 
discipline without the goal of restoration assists Satan in his condemnation of the 
Corinthians. 
What are Satan's techniques to bring about this `fall' of humans? In the book of 
Job, Satan is able to affect the `worldly' things a person has - prosperity, family, and 
personal health. These things are assured to the people of Israel if they uphold their 
covenant with God; conversely, this blessing will be revoked if they transgress the 
covenant (Deuteronomy 27-28). In the book of Job, Satan is allowed to remove the 
fence that God has placed around Job (1.10) and to assail his worldly blessings. Satan 
picks on humanity. If he is willing to question the integrity of a righteous man, he 
would be all the more eager to have an unrighteous man under his control, a situation in 
which victory would appear immanent. 
However, Satan's devices against humanity are not foolproof. Paul believes that 
there is potential for people to turn from a life of sin and to live in the Spirit. Observing 
that Paul envisions that it is possible for believers, aided by the Spirit, to radically 
reorient their lives, I challenge the view that repentance is not an important theme in 
Paul's letters. 696 Given that pcthvoia is not a word used commonly by Paul, I will 
695. NRSV translates 7t? ovExcE o as `outwitted'. However, the sense of "to take 
advantage of' is preferable in this context. The noun, 1rXEovs4ia (which the NRSV 
translates as `extortion'), appears in 2 Cor 9.5 as the opposite of a `voluntary gift' 
(EÜA, oyi(x). In addition, it is used in 1 Thess 4.6 as parallel to )Rcppaivw and translated 
as `to wrong' or `to transgress': both ülrspßaivco and it? ovcxitco must not occur 
amongst brothers. H2 ov&iric also appears in the vice lists of 1 Cor 5.10,11. 
696. This is contrary to Gundry Volf's position that `Paul does not make 
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investigate its occurrences in order to evaluate if the concept to which this word points 
and its attendant themes are, in fact, rare in Paul's thought. 
Forms of the word µciävota occur ninety-four times in the LXX and NT. Of the 
fifty-two NT occurrences, twenty-four are found in the Gospel accounts and four in 
Pauline epistles. However, full significance of jc'cävota is difficult to discern from the 
word itself. Here I will look at its semantic field in order to ascertain what it entails, to 
whom it is relevant, and what its repercussions are. Clues come from the context of 
each occurrence. Twelve of the LXX passages have God as the subject of µziävota, but 
on this issue the biblical witnesses are divided. On the one hand, 1 Sam 15.29 declares 
that God will not `recant or change his mind, for he is not a mortal'. However, the book 
of Jonah portrays God as compassionate to the penitent Ninevites who turned from their 
evil ways (3.6-10). Here, although the Ninevites are the ones who are unrighteous, it is 
God who repents: `when God saw what they did, how they turned (ältEmpEWav) from 
their evil ways, God changed his mind (µctEvörlßsv) about the calamity that he had said 
he would bring upon them; and he did not do it' (v. 10). In fact, that God relented is not 
surprising to Jonah, the prophet who was called to preach doom to Nineveh. He 
considers it characteristic of God and explains, `that is why I fled to Tarshish at the 
beginning; for I knew that you are a gracious God and merciful, slow to anger, and 
abounding in steadfast love, and ready to relent (µEiavochv) from punishing'. God's 
character is also understood this way by other, primarily prophetic, biblical traditions. 
697 
The other LXX occurrences have humans as the subject of µsiävota. These 
signify some aspect of change, either "turning around", "wandering", "fleeing", "tearing 
away", "being shaken", or "considering". Most similar, however, to the NT portrait of 
repentance are those occurrences found in the deuterocanonical writings of Wisdom of 
repentance from sin for which a Christian incurs temporal judgment pivotal for escape 
from final condemnation' (Gundry Volf, Paul and Perseverance, 112). 
697. See Amos 7.3,6; Joel 2.13-14; Zech 8.14; Isa 46.8; Jer 4.28; 18.8,10. 
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Solomon698 and Sirach. 699 Indicative of the occurrences of µEiävota here is that humans 
feel sorry for their sinful behavior and they turn from it. Referring to God, the author of 
Sirach writes, `yet to those who repent he grants a return, and he encourages those who 
are losing hope' (Sir 17.24). 
Moreover, every occurrence of gzrdvoia in the NT and twenty-three in the LXX 
have the sense of repentance from sin, or relenting from a particular activity or attitude. 
`Repentance' takes a place of prominence in the Gospels. Indeed, Mark depicts the 
initiation of Jesus' ministry with the words: `repent and believe in the gospel' for `the 
kingdom of God is near' (Mark 1.15//Matt 4.17). Nearly half, twenty-five, of its NT 
appearances are concentrated in Luke-Acts. 70° Indicative of p. Eiävota in the book of 
Luke is the author's concern that unrighteous people should undergo repentance: `I tell 
you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who repents than over ninety-nine 
righteous persons who need no repentance' (15.7). Furthermore, Peter's speech in 
Solomon's Portico addressed to those who `acted in ignorance' (Acts 3.17) represents 
the gospel message to `repent, therefore, and turn to God so that your sins may be wiped 
out, so that times of refreshing may come from the presence of the Lord, and that he may 
send the Messiah appointed for you, that is, Jesus' (3.19-20). 
From this study of gFTdvota, it is possible to see that it indicates a variety of 
things, but most consistently in the NT it signifies a person's change of behavior or 
attitude, particularly in regard to sin. In Paul's letters the word occurs four times. 701 In 
Romans 2, it is related to judgment in the day of the Lord. Paul contrasts God's wrath 
and mercy in this passage (2.4-5). Paul asks, `do you not realize that God's kindness is 
meant to lead you to repentance? ' (v. 4). He describes God's character as kind, 
698. WisSol 5.3; 11.23; 12.10,19. 
699. Sirach 17.24; 44.16; 48.15. 
700. See Luke 3.3,8; 5.32; 10.13; 11.32; 13.3,5; 15.7,10; 16.30; 17.3-4; 24.47; 
Acts 2.38; 3.19; 5.31; 8.22; 11.18; 13.24; 17.30; 19.4; 20.21; 26.20. 
701. Rom 2.4; 2 Cor 7.9-10; 12.21. 
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forbearing, and patient, attributes akin to those shown in some accounts of the prophets, 
but Paul does not allow that God may `repent' in the day of the Lord. Rather than 
averting condemnation, impenitent people are storing up wrath for themselves (2.5). In 
fact, Paul depicts God's judgment as a repayment for a person's deeds (2.6). He calls 
for repentance in v. 4 because he fears that the recipients are harboring a judgmental 
attitude (v. 3) that will be self-condemnatory (6Eauiöv xai(XxpivEt;; v. 2). The sins they 
judge are things that Paul attributes to a debased mind (1.28): every kind of wickedness, 
evil, covetousness, malice, envy, murder, strife, deceit, craftiness, gossip, slander, God- 
hating, insolence, haughtiness, boastfulness, inventions of evil, rebellion toward parents, 
foolishness, fatherlessness, heartlessness, and ruthlessness (1.29-31). However, Paul 
also castigates the judgmental Roman Christians `because you, the judge, are doing the 
very same things' (2.1). 
Given Paul's list of sin in Rom 1.29-30, it is difficult to see how any person can 
escape God's wrath. However, Paul offers repentance (2.4) and `patiently doing good' 
as ways to be worthy of eternal life (2.7). One's actions in life do matter because the 
`doers of the law will be justified' (2.13): `they show that what the law requires is 
written on their hearts, to which their own conscience also bears witness; and their 
conflicting thoughts will accuse or perhaps excuse them on the day when ... 
God, 
through Jesus Christ, will judge the secret thoughts of all' (2.15-16). 
Thus regret about sin and a desire to change can make sinners worthy of 
forgiveness by God. In 2 Corinthians 7, Paul addresses the Corinthians who have been 
grieved (EkuýýjOr1ic)702 `into repentance' (sic µsiävotav; v. 9). The numerous 
occurrences of `grief (vv. 8,9,10,11) point out that this attitude has positive and 
negative potential. There are two kinds of grief, i. e. `godly grief (x(I'tä OEÖV kbmj) that 
produces `repentance that leads to salvation' and `worldly grief ('cov xöaµou 2i nii) that 
produces death (v. 10). In 2 Cor 2.5-11, the offender is grieving and, according to Paul, 
here there is also positive and negative potential. Paul's statement that the sinner of 2 
702. The same root is found in 2 Cor 2.7. 
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Corinthians 2 not be overwhelmed with sorrow indicates his concern that offenders are 
vulnerable to experiencing `worldly grief, which is susceptible to Satan's designs. '(" 
Although . tciävola is not mentioned explicitly in 2 Corinthians 2, perhaps it 
should be understand here since Paul has forgiven the sinner and counsels the 
Corinthians to do the same. 704 Moreover, Paul is concerned that the offender not be 
overwhelmed with grief. Based on Paul's characterization of grief in 2 Cor 7.10, it is 
reasonable to consider that Paul believes the grief that the offender is experiencing has 
the potential to be `godly grief. However, if the penalty lasts too long, then it could 
become `worldly grief. Hence Paul forgives the offender of 2 Corinthians 2 and asks 
the Christian fellowship to do the same. He asks that they reaffirm their love for him (2 
Cor 2.8), an act that demonstrates their forgiveness and restores him to the group. 
Paul counsels forgiveness in one instance, but is this indicative? What is the fate 
those who seemingly have accepted God's gift, but subsequently are revealed to be 
a xcpoS övaµaOöµcvo; (1 Cor 5.11)? Having received one chance at reconciliation (see 
2 Cor 5.14-21), are such people (like the incestuous man) now apostates, who have lost, 
or never had, 705 salvation? Paul's hope for the repentance of serious sinners is evident 
in 2 Cor 12.21. There Paul writes that he is preparing to visit the Corinthians again, 
although he has trepidation about this. He fears that he will find them not as he wishes 
(12.20), a reference to problems that have plagued the Corinthian congregation: factions 
(quarreling, jealousy, anger, selfishness, slander, gossip, conceit, and disorder, v. 20), 
and recalcitrant sinners (v. 21). The sins in 2 Cor 12.21 are like those mentioned in 1 
703. Barrett comments that `it is Satan's object to seize Christian believers and 
make them his own; this he would succeed in doing if the offender were swallowed up 
in execessive sorrow' (Barrett, Second Corinthians, 93). 
704. We see that the rift between Paul and the Corinthians has similarly been 
healed by the congregation's grief and repentance (2 Cor 7.7-12). 
705. E. g., Gundry Volf views the point of 2 Cor 12.21 to be that there were 
`nonconverts' within the Corinthian body: `it alerts us to the fact that Paul may have 
thought that some Corinthians would actually fail the test and prove to be "rejected as 
nonconverts"' (Gundry Volf, Paul and Perseverance, 223). 
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Corinthians (impurity, sexual immorality [iropvcia], and licentiousness) and Paul fears 
that he will have to mourn (ir vOew) over those `who have sinned before and have not 
repented' (2 Cor 12.21; cf. 1 Cor 5.2). Paul uses the word icv8Ew in reference to 
ongoing sin in 2 Cor 12.21, thereby indicating that he is grieved by the wickedness of 
these sinners and that they may soon experience God's wrath. 706 Moreover, his grief, if 
he is to experience it, will be because these people are not fully reconciled to God. 
However, it is clear from the passage that Paul does not want this to happen. 
Furthermore, he believes that it is possible for people to be brought back into grace, 
much as the olive tree metaphor of Romans 11 demonstrates. There his concern is for 
the salvation of some Jews, who seem to Paul to be cut off from the root. Some of 
Israel's natural branches have been broken off because of their unbelief, but this made 
room for wild branches, i. e. the Gentiles, to be grafted in. In this way, Paul makes sense 
of why most of Israel has failed to acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah. Although he 
admits that the present is bleak for the natural branches, he does not give up hope for 
their salvation. Rather, he says, `and even those of Israel, if they do not persist in 
unbelief, will be grafted in, for God has the power to graft them in again' (v. 23). 
Although the situation differs from 1 Corinthians 5, the theme of the hope of salvation is 
the same. Paul does not know, or at least does not explain, in either case how salvation 
is going to happen, but he knows that it is possible with God. 
It is this type of possibility that is characteristic of Paul in matters of salvation. 
He exerts himself as an apostle to win as many as he can. In fact, as he claims, `I have 
7° become all things to all people, that I might by all means save some' (1 Cor 9.22). He 
706. Barrett comments that `Paul will mourn simply that men should sin in this 
way, and not repent' because at issue is their exclusion from the kingdom of God (as in 
1 Cor 6.6-10 [Barrett, Second Corinthians, 332]). 
707. Barton observes that `Paul's experience of the risen Christ brought with it 
the recognition that his people's messianic hope was fulfilled, that the new age of the 
kingdom of God and the resurrection of the dead had begun, and that the time of God's 
blessing through Abraham to all nations (cf. Galatians 3; Romans 4) had come. His 
special vocation was to announce this to the Gentiles in order that the full harvest of 
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works hard and suffers a great deal in this pursuit. His letters indicate his continued 
concern for the churches he established: he rebukes and admonishes, emphasizing that 
behavior is an important indicator of who they are as believers. 708 He also counsels 
Christians to have special regard for those who are weak, lest they should be `ruined'. 709 
In addition, Paul often encourages people to build each other up within the context of 
community. 710 In short, Paul's concern for the wellbeing of believers is frequently 
expressed and this concern extends even to those who have stumbled after initial 
profession of belief. Rather than being relatively uninterested in repentance, Paul 
actually fervently hopes that all unbelievers, including believers who have stumbled, 
should be reconciled with God. 
Hence study of the occurrences of . ic'rävota in Paul's letters allows us to see that 
his notion of `repentance' is not limited to those references, but point to his hope for all 
offenders, including the incestuous man of 1 Corinthians 5. There Paul portrays Satan's 
disciplinary activity as that which can cause `destruction of the flesh'. Existence `in the 
flesh' is synonymous with sin and leads to death (Rom 8.2-3). But Paul hopes for 
salvation, which is synonymous with life `in the Spirit' and eternal life (Rom 8.13). 
Moreover, if one's life is oriented towards `the flesh', experiencing `godly grief will 
lead to repentance and salvation. I propose, then, that Paul understands µsiävoia as 
essential for those who have fallen away from being `led by the Spirit' (Rom 8.14; Gal 
5.25). Paul does not often write about µEiävota because he is writing to God's holy 
God's people, Gentiles as well as Jews, might be brought in' (Stephen C. Barton, "Paul 
as Missionary and Pastor, " in The Cambridge Companion to St. Paul, edited by James 
D. G. Dunn, CCR [Cambridge: CUP, 2003], 35). 
708. E. g., 1 Cor 5.7; Gal 5.25. 
709. Rom 14.15; 1 Cor 8.11-13. 
710. See Rom 12.4-8,10,13,18; 13.8-10; 14.1-4,10-23; 15.1-7; 1 Cor 1.10; 8.1, 
9-13; 9.19-23; 10.23-11.1; 12.7,12-26; 13; 14.4-12; 2 Cor 6.3-13; Gal 5.13-26; Phil 1.9- 
11; 2.1-5; 1 Thess 3.12; 4.9-12; 5.11-22; Phm 5-6. 
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community, whom he considers to be already walking in the Spirit; '" however, Paul's 
understanding is that for those living in `flesh', repentance is vital for salvation. 
8.2.2 Restoration to the Congregation 
So far I have examined Pauline views on salvation and the day of the Lord, as 
well as his thoughts on grief, repentance, and forgiveness. In light of this examination, I 
have concluded that it is likely Paul expects that the incestuous man must repent of his 
offense during his earthly existence in order to experience salvation. Here I will assert 
that Paul believes the offender's restoration to the community of believers is also 
possible. 712 
Although repentance, forgiveness, and restoration are not explicitly in view in 1 
Corinthians 5, Paul's consistent use of them in conjunction with salvation indicates that 
he associates them in cases of sin. 713 Thus Paul manifests the hope of restored 
relationships within the Christian community when an offense has occurred. Based on 
the interrelation of ethical behavior and salvation in Paul's writings, I believe it is best to 
see that when Paul states his hopes for the salvation of the incestuous man he also 
implies repentance and restoration. By understanding the themes of the passages as 
connected, one sees that Paul would always conduct disciplinary action with the hope of 
reintegration. 714 Thus after separation from the community, if the offender experiences 
711. `One of Paul's favorite images for living the life of faith is "walking". One 
who walks chooses certain paths and decides not to take others .... Believers 
"walk in 
newness of life" (Rom 6.4); they walk "worthy of God" (1 Thess 2.12) and in such a 
fashion as to "please God" (1 Thess 4.1). In fact, they should walk in such a way as to 
set a good pattern for others (1 Thess 4.12; cf. Rom 13.13)' (Sampley, Walking, 75-76). 
712. Origen is an exemplar of this interpretation (see McDonald, "Spirit, 
Penance & Perfection, " 36-63). 
713. Romans 2; 2 Corinthians 2; 7; 12.21. Consider South, who wonders if `for 
Paul there could be any eschatological salvation without repentance and restoration to 
the community .... If 
it were in fact possible for any disciplined offender to be saved 
apart from repentance and restoration, why would Paul be so concerned that the offender 
in 2 Cor 2 be restored and forgiven? ' (South, Disciplinary Practices, 99, emphasis 
original). 
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grief and repentance, then the community would extend forgiveness and restored 
membership in the group and, ultimately, God would grant the penitent sinner salvation 
in the day of the Lord. 
Is this scenario plausible? To the Galatians Paul writes, `if anyone is detected in 
a transgression, you who have received the Spirit should restore such a one in a spirit of 
gentleness' (6.1). To the Corinthians, he asks them to forgive and comfort an offender 
by reaffirming their love (2 Cor 2.7-8). 715 Expulsion from the group results in delivery 
to Satan and refusal to readmit an offender signifies that he or she is still under Satan's 
control, susceptible to despair (v. 7). In addition, forgiving offenders is beneficial for 
the community because it undermines Satan's designs (v. 11). Since Satan works to 
separate humanity from God, it is the case that every person is a potential target for his 
attentions. Hence, for the sake of the wellbeing of all community members it is 
important that they bolster each other's faith and welcome every person who professes 
belief, even a former offender. In this way they provide security for the group from 
Satan. Moreover, Paul reminds the Corinthians that some of them had been sinners who 
were previously ineligible for the kingdom of God. 
The Corinthians had been called by God into a unifying fellowship (1 Cor 1.9), 
reconciled to God and to each other. 71' Mitchell highlights that Paul's focus in 1 
Corinthians is on mending divisions and factions at Corinth. However, this concern 
does not mean that he is not worried about the fate of the individual. In Paul's teachings 
about the inter-relatedness of the body and about special concern for weak members, he 
shows that the body is dependent on its individual members and that individual 
wellbeing is linked to the conduct of other members of the group. 1 Corinthians 
714. Cf. James 5.20: `you should know that whoever brings back a sinner from 
wandering will save the sinners' soul from death and will cover a multitude of sins'. 
715. See also 1 Cor 8.13; 10.24. 
716. See Rom 12.10; 13.8-10; 15.5-6; cf. Gal 5.13-15. 
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abounds in what Mitchell calls the language of 'oneness': one God, 717 one Spirit, 718 one 
Lord Jesus, 719 and one body. 720 For Paul, salvation is a corporate matter and life as 
Christians signifies life together. 
8.3 Salvation and Judgment of the Offender 
In this chapter, I have focused on the purpose clause of the disciplinary action of 
1 Cor 5.3-5: `so that his spirit may be saved in the day of the Lord'. I investigated the 
concepts of salvation and judgment in the Pauline corpus and how these understandings 
relate to the biblical material as a whole. Salvation is for eternal life and an inheritance 
in the kingdom of God, which are imparted by God in the day of the Lord. On that day 
there is also judgment of works, including the revelation of the secrets of each person's 
heart. Paul exhorts believers to practice self-discernment to endure the eschatological 
test: by properly judging oneself, it is possible to avoid condemnation with the world. 
Thus, in the Pauline view of salvation, one's behavior does matter. Those who are `in 
Christ' walk in the Spirit, to which life `in the flesh' is the antithesis. Being led by the 
Spirit brings about eternal life, whereas death ensues from a `fleshly' existence. Paul 
believes that it is, however, possible for offenders to be reintegrated into the people of 
God, for `godly grief leads to repentance and to salvation. 
When Paul says that he still hopes for the incestuous man's salvation, he 
indicates that he believes the discipline of 1 Cor 5.5 will produce repentance. Therefore, 
it is best to understand 1 Cor 5.3-5 as a statement of sharp discipline, which also 
expresses Paul's hope that the offender will repent and regain his place in the group. 721 
717.1 Cor 8.6; 12.6. 
718.1 Cor 3.16; 6.11,17; 12.4-11. 
719.1 Cor 1.10; 6.11; 8.6; 12.5. 
720.1 Cor 6.16; 10.17; 12.12-27. Mitchell, Paul and Rhetoric, 90. 
721. Meurer's conclusion about this passage is that, `die Strafe muß aber 
erkennen lassen, daß es einmal um die Erhaltung der Gemeinschaft und zum anderen um 
die Rettung des Bestraften geht' (Meurer, Das Recht, 132). 
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CHAPTER 9 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this thesis has been to consider Paul's intent in 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
Discerning original meaning is ultimately be an unverifiable task, but it is the goal of the 
exegete to offer a reading that is plausible within the considerations of context. The 
passage at hand, although small, is one that has impacted the practice of church 
discipline throughout the centuries. In addition, significance lies in how it gives insight 
into the mind of Paul. These verses contain Pauline `shorthand'; thus the modern reader 
of Paul should carefully consider the conceptual importance of these simply stated 
phrases. 
Now the task is to sum up and to consider the implications of my study. The 
significance is not that we are now able to claim with certainty what the historical 
outcome of the incestuous man's situation was. It is doubtful that any investigation can 
achieve that aim. However, I do find that Paul's intent for the discipline of 1 Cor 5.3-5 
is that it should be ultimately beneficial for both the community and for the offender. 
Indeed, in stating his hope for the sinner's salvation, Paul actually leaves the possibility 
open for his restoration to the congregation. 
9.1 Chapter Summaries 
Reconstruction of Paul's intent is important because many Christians, members 
of churches, and readers of the NT take the apostleship and authority of Paul seriously. 
If we would seek insight for faithful living from Paul's letters, then 1 Cor 5.3-5 serves as 
an important arbiter between laxity and over-zealousness in matters of discipline. 
722 
722. David Yeago emphasizes the importance of congregational discipline: `the 
exercise of the key of binding is the ultima ratio of pastoral governance, the last and 
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The introductory chapter drew attention to the interpretative problems, significance, and 
state of research of this text. While much has been written on the passage, no one 
thoroughly investigates Paul's discipline of the incestuous man with a particular focus 
on the purpose clause, `so that he may be saved in the day of the Lord' (v. 5). The 
warrant for my study is that this has been a text appealed to through the centuries in 
matters of Church discipline despite a lack of consensus about its meaning. 
In chapter 2, I engaged in grammatical and syntactical analysis of 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
There I adopted the method called `visual reading' in order to discern the syntactical 
patterns of the text and to establish the most likely arrangement of its clauses. As a 
result of that study, I offer this translation: 
For indeed I, being absent in body, but present in spirit, have already judged - as if present - the one who is doing such a thing: when you and my spirit are 
assembled together in the name of our Lord Jesus, with the power of our Lord 
Jesus hand over such a man to Satan for destruction of his flesh so that his spirit 
may be saved in the day of the Lord. 
Establishing a translation of the passage allowed for examination of the terms 
within the literary context of 1 Corinthians 5 and Paul's thought world of scripture 
traditions. Through this analysis in chapter 3, I found that Paul made explicit and non- 
explicit reference to traditions now found in the canonical books of Exodus, Leviticus, 
Deuteronomy, Ezra, and Job. These biblical traditions and other writings more 
contemporary to Paul have provided a framework for my interpretation of 1 Cor 5.3-5. 
In the remaining chapters, issues raised by the text itself were examined, namely: 
1. Paul's language of `body', `flesh', and `spirit'; 
2. The role of Satan as the agent of discipline; 
3. The nature of the discipline; 
4. The community's significance in the disciplinary procedure; 
5. Paul's salvific intent for the discipline. 
In short, the passage has allowed for insight into Pauline anthropology, cosmology, 
most serious word of warning and judgment. The church has been given no power of 
coercion, only the word, and the key of binding is the most emphatic utterance of God's 
"No" to sin at the church's disposal' (David S. Yeago, "The Office of the Keys: On the 
Disappearance of Discipline in Protestant Modernity, " in Marks of the Body of Christ, 
edited by Carl E. Braaten [Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999], 103). 
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ecclesiology, soteriology, and eschatology. 723 
In examination of the terms ßchµa, ß6cp4, and nvcfµa (chapter 4), 1 found that the 
passage's emphasis on Paul's presence in the community indicates that he characterized 
himself as a representative of God: 
1. His personal judgment carried the same weight `as if he had been present 
when delivering it, and 
2. He believed his spirit would be transported to be present with the Corinthian 
assembly during the man's formal expulsion. 
In addition, I conclude that it is the offender who is the referent of rf q 6apK6S and 'to 
mvcÜµa. These phrases indicate aspects of the man and his orientation either towards 
God (as signified by `spirit') or away from God (i. e. `flesh'). In the Pauline corpus, `the 
flesh' represents humanness, which is weak and prone to sin. It is this dimension that 
Paul says must be destroyed to allow for the possibility of new life in the Spirit. 724 
`Destruction' will occur through separation of the man from the presence of God in the 
Corinthian community. 
Chapter 5's inquiry about Satan's agency in 1 Cor 5.3-5 revealed a connection 
with traditions found in Job. There one observes Satan in the role of an agent of God, 
working within God's economy. In this capacity, Satan is also an adversary of 
humanity, who wishes to expose and exploit human weakness. The insight from the 
book of Job provides a way to understand Satan in 1 Cor 5.5. Paul may have anticipated 
that punishment of the incestuous man, once outside of the community and under the 
authority of Satan, would involve physical suffering. However, examination of the 
occurrence of irapaSI&o ti in ancient literature shows it is not necessary to see it as 
indicating death or physical destruction. What is certain is that Paul believed the 
723. In fact, I found that investigation of this passage has provided an excellent 
window into the field of Pauline studies. 
724. I follow Fee in the understanding that a human engages in the spiritual life 
(i. e. fellowship with God) inasmuch as she or he is led by the Holy Spirit (see e. g., Gal 
5.22-25; Fee, First Epistle, 204-05). 
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discipline had salvific potential. It is through intervention by the community and the 
action of Satan that the possibility of the man's salvation emerges. 
In chapter 6,1 focused on how the discipline described by Paul, to `hand over 
such a one to Satan for destruction of the flesh', has been understood by interpreters as a 
warrant for execution, a ruinous curse, or a punishment akin to excommunication. The 
previous chapters' examination of the phrase's terminology and conceptual bases 
provided evidence for the conclusion that Paul's disciplinary sentence called for 
community exclusion. This is in line with the observation that Jewish groups of Paul's 
time were also practicing exclusionary forms of discipline. Thus the best interpretation 
of the punishment in 1 Cor 5.5 is as a sentence of excommunication. 
Paul's understanding of the community of believers was investigated in chapter 
7, particularly to explore how this notion influenced his reaction to the offense and 
formulation of the discipline. I examined Paul's language about community in 1 Cor 
5.6-8 and other parts of 1 Corinthians, a survey that revealed his primary conception was 
that the believers were a holy fellowship in continuity with Israel. As such, impurity 
must be removed so that the community could maintain its relationship with God. 
However, Paul also considered the fellowship of believers to comprise the body of 
Christ, which emphasizes that the well-being of the whole group depends on the proper 
functioning of the individual members. The body metaphor suggests that there are both 
positive and negative effects for the whole when a diseased body part is removed. In 
line with Paul's metaphor of re-grafting in Romans 11, if the incestuous man should 
change it is important to readmit him into their fellowship. 
Finally, chapter 8 focused on Paul's purpose for the discipline. As described by 
him, the discipline has both punitive ('destruction') and restorative ('salvation') 
elements. Through examination of Paul's use of `salvation' and `day of the Lord' I 
found that these terms are linked to human self-discernment and divine judgment. Thus 
it is reasonable to conclude with the majority of commentators that Paul's hope for the 
man in 1 Cor 5.5 is `eschatological salvation' However, most studies fail to consider 
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how this concept bears on the earthly manifestation of eternal salvation. The Pauline 
corpus reveals that `walking' in the Spirit is necessary for participation in a life with 
God. To experience what Paul hoped for, salvation in the day of the Lord, the offender 
must reorient his life away from sin toward the Spirit. Furthermore, as the people of 
God, the Corinthians must restore this person to the fellowship if such a change occurs. 
Although Paul did not specify the possibility of the offender's repentance, forgiveness, 
and reintegration in 1 Cor 5.3-5, he expressed elsewhere to the Corinthians that this is 
the appropriate response to a life reoriented towards God. Thus when Paul spoke of the 
man's salvation in 1 Cor 5.5, the hope is for his repentance and restoration to the 
community of believers. 
9.2 Overall Conclusions 
Paul's discipline in 1 Cor 5.3-5 indicates that he believed the incestuous man 
should be excluded from the Corinthian fellowship. From this action Paul expected 
Satan to assail the man, perhaps in ways similar to his assault on Job, with the result that 
his `flesh', i. e. his life of sin, will be destroyed. The destruction of being outside of the 
community and, thus, the presence of God may well bring the man to sorrow, as 
experienced by the person described in 2 Cor 2.5-11. Furthermore, if `godly grief and 
repentance occur as a result of disciplinary measures, it is desirable that the sinner 
should be readmitted to the Corinthian community during his lifetime. A theme of 
Paul's writings is his desire that everyone who hears the gospel will be saved. 
Inspection of other Corinthian disciplinary passages close in situation to 1 Cor 5.3-5 
points to the interpretation that Paul's statement of hope for the salvation of the 
incestuous man is equivalent to a wish that he will repent and be readmitted to the 
community. Paul wanted the community of believers to protect its corporate purity, but 
individual good is also his intent. 725 
725. In his conclusion Meurer supports this view: `wir meinen, daß gerade dieser 
Unzuchtsfall und seine strafrichterliche Behandlung dem Christen deutlich machen 
kann, daß das Strafen nicht einfach abgelehnt werden kann, sondern im Gegenteil bejaht 
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In addition, my research has produced the corollary insight that interpretation of 
the passage has been aided by an investigation as informed by OT traditions. Jewish 
scripture traditions have explicated how Paul envisioned the punishing action of Satan 
to be potentially redemptive. Furthermore, comparison of Paul's exhortations to the 
Corinthian congregation with OT expectations for the people of God leads to the 
conclusion that Paul understood his communities to be in continuity with Israel. 
9.3 Further Implications 
My study has focused on what Paul meant in a difficult passage of the Bible. In 
the previous chapters I have not attempted to draw out the contemporary significance of 
this research, but here I will point to potential areas of use in religious and secular 
settings. 726 An impetus for this study has been my own denomination's appropriation of 
1 Cor 5.3-5 in matters of church discipline, sometimes occurring with regrettable results. 
Although it is not impossible to use this text in modern congregational settings, I do 
offer words of caution. Appropriation of 1 Cor 5.3-5 must be carried out as part of a 
theological discussion of discipline, including attention to Paul in relation to the wisdom 
of the Bible and Church tradition, the history of ecclesiastical discipline, and the 
discernment of the Holy Spirit's leading within one's own fellowship. All of these are 
necessary for reflection on right action in this critical area of corporate Christian life. 727 
My study suggests that despite its strange concepts and awkward syntactical 
construction, the principles of 1 Cor 5.3-5 have ongoing relevance in situations of 
contemporary church discipline. If one stumbles discipline may be necessary, but Paul 
werden muß, wenn es den Schutz und die Erhaltung der Gemeinschaft einerseits und die 
Rettung des Straftäters andererseits zum Ziel hat' (Meurer, Das Recht, 132-33). 
726. I take the distinction between `meaning' and `significance' to be that while 
`the text of a discourse has only one viable "meaning" - the meaning intended by the 
author ... 
it may have a multiplicity of significances for different readers as they attempt 
to relate that one meaning to their own situation' (Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 57). 
727. See the excellent discussion about biblical hermeneutics in Willard M. 
Swartley, Slavery, Sabbath, War, and Women: Case Issues in Biblical Interpretation 
(Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1983), particularly 229-34. 
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counseled that it should be correction with a redemptive purpose. Commenting on 1 
Corinthians 5, Christopher Marshall observes that `the command to "drive out the 
wicked person from among you" ... 
is followed by a reminder that the Corinthians were 
themselves once guilty of identical sins yet have been washed, sanctified, and justified 
in Christ (6.9-11), a recollection that would provide a check against treating an expelled 
offender as a lost cause'. 728 
Furthermore, the scope of my research, like Marshall's, could extend to 
examination of societal standards of justice. 72' Marshall is representative of a 
worldwide multi-disciplinary field, called Restorative Justice, which has developed to 
challenge the notion that permanent exclusionary discipline of offenders is beneficial for 
society. 730 My own work, if extended to consider the historical connections between the 
development of law in ecclesial and secular courts and between medieval 
excommunication and modern penal codes, also may have relevance for the field of 
Restorative Justice. My investigation, although confined to Paul's intent for the specific 
Corinthian situation, argues a restorative case. The primary goal of this thesis has been 
to show that Paul does not lose sight of the welfare of the individual in his concern for 
the fellowship's holiness. His desire is to achieve both corporate and individual good. 
728. Christopher D. Marshall, Beyond Retribution: A New Testament Vision for 
Justice, Crime, and Punishment, SPS (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2001), 161. 
729. Marshall studies how NT language judged to be `retributive' is sometimes 
appealed to for bolstering the moral authority of states' modern criminal justice systems. 
See also Meurer's observation about 1 Cor 5.5's cautionary message, `das Strafrecht 
darf somit niemals dazu mißbraucht werden, ein ideologisch gesetztes und gefordertes 
Ziel zu erreichen und zu verwirklichen' (Meurer, Das Recht, 132). 
730. One of the goals of Restorative Justice practitioners is to work with federal 
and state criminal justice systems in designing punishments for offenders that can help 
to integrate them into society as useful members, rather than as people who are likely to 
reoffend. See Howard Zehr, Changing Lenses: A New Focus for Crime and Justice 
(Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1990) for an excellent introductory text on this topic. A 
simple yet comprehensive definition of Restorative Justice is that `it focuses on what 
needs to be healed, what needs to be repaid, what needs to be learned in the wake of a 
crime. It looks at what needs to be strengthened if such things are not to happen again' 
(Susan Sharpe, Restorative Justice: A Vision for Healing and Change [Edmonton: 
EVOMS, 1998], 7). 
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Appendix 
1 Corinthians 5: Grammatical Analysis 
"OAS UKOUETaL EV UýILV iTOpVELa, 1 &KOUETaL 
- P, P, Asyndentic 
Ind, 3, s (beginning of 
KaL TOLa1TTI 1TOpVELa TJTLS o)SE EV TOLS E8VEQLV, EXELV - P, A, Inf pericope): Verbal 
clause + nominal 
CJQTE 7UVaIKä TLVa TOÜ naTpöS ' XELV. clause 
(as d. o. ) 
Nominal clause 
Verbal clause 
It is actually reported there is sexual immorality among you , and such sexual immorality which is not among the Gentiles/unbelievers, that someone is having the wife of his father. 
KaL U LELS TTEc UQLWµEVOL EGTE 2 TTEcooLWµEVOL Verbal clause 
- Perf, P, Ptc, n, Verbal clause 
KaL of 1. L&AXov E1TEVOTIQaTE, m, p Verbal clause: 
EQTE 
- P, A, Ind, subjunctive + ptc 
`\va apOtj EK µEGOU 'µ16V 2, p (as subject) w/ 
0 To' Epyov TotTO rrpc (XS; 
ETrEV6rjoaTE 
- 
imperatival force 
A, A, Ind, 2, p 
äpAtj - A, P, 
Subj, 3, p 
Trpa aS - A, A, 
Ptc, n, m, s 
And you are puffed up! But should you not, instead, have mourned so that the one doing this deed should 
be removed from among you? 
Eyc) µEV Yap, 3 äTrw' v-P, A, Verbal clause: 1S` p 
(XTrWV Tw G(A LcT L Ptc, n, m, s pronoun (for 
Trapc)v SE T(; ) TTVEÜµcTL, Trapwv - P, A, emphasis) + ptc 
T 6TI KEKP LKa Ptc, n, m, s (nom. ) + ptc (nom. ) 
WS irapwv KEKP LKa - Perf, 
+ main verb + ptc 
` Tov OUTWS TObTO KUTEpyaOaµEVOV" A, Ind, 1, s 
(nom. ) + ptc (acc. ) 
TrapWV - P, A, 
Ptc, n, in, s 
KOCTEPyacä4. LEVOV - 
A, D, Ptc, a, m, s 
For I (although I am absent in body, I am, rather, present in spirit) have already passed judgment (as though 
being present) on the one bringing about such a thing. 
Ev T6 övoµaT L Toll KUp Lou [i u iv] '17100b 4 QUVaxeEVTW V- Fragment: genitive 
6uvax8EvTWV U5 LWV A, P, Ptc, g, m, p absolute - satellite 
KaL TOÜ E 110b TrVEUµaTOS + ptc (gen. ) + 
ObV TTY SUVäµE L Tot) KUp LoU Tp(V 'IT100b, satellite 
+ satellite 
When you are gathered together, in the name of our Lord Jesus and of my spirit [and] with the power of our 
Lord Jesus 
TrapaöoÜVaL Töv ToLOÜTOV Tw Eatcw 5 1TapaöoüvoL - Verbal clause: 
E'LS 6XEApov Tfic ßapKÖS, A, A, Inf Inf. as governing 
`LVa TO TTVEÜ QWAý verb (impv. force) + 
EV Tý rµEpa Tob KUpL'ou. 
d. o. + ind. o. + 
satellite + satellite 
(result clause with 
subj. ) + satellite 
hand this person over to Satan for the destruction of the flesh, so that the spirit shall be saved in the day of 
the Lord. 
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OU' K00,6v TO' Kaüxrlµa 1410V. 6 01&&CTE - Perf, A, Asyndetic: nominal 
Ind, 2, p clause 
O )K O''&rrE (uµot - P, A, Asyndetic: verbal OTL lnKpä (i tr) öAov TO' ýüpaµa (Uµ01; Ind, 3, s clause: main verb + 
content clause 
Your object of boasting is not good. Do you not know that a small amount of yeast causes the whole lump 
to rise'? 
EKKUOC P XTE 'LTjV 1TaXUMV CUµTly, 7 EKKctOecpXtE 
- Asyndetic: verbal `Lva i rE vEOV ýüpaµa, A, A, Impv, 2, p clause + purpose 
1 tE - P, A, Subj, clause w/ subj. 
KUOu5c EßTE &CUµoL' 2, p Verbal clause 
EßTE 
- P, A, Ind, 
Verbal clause 
K(A yäp to 1räaxa ijµc. iv EiierJ XpLot6S. 2, p Etiü6rl 
- A, P, 
Ind, 3, s 
Clean out the old yeast in order that you will be a new lump, just as you are unleavened - for our Passover 
lamb, Christ, is slaughtered. 
WQtE E, OpTCYCWýLEV 8 EoptiacWjEV - Verbal clause: 
µ11 Ev c1µ1,1 TrOC, U Lä P, A, Subj, 1, p Main verb + 
µ116E EV (i .t KaK 
I KOCI. TfoV IJp f satellite + satellite 
ÖlilX' EV &(14. tOLS Ei LKpLVEýOCS KOGL äXrJ6EUcS. +satellite 
Therefore we will observe the festival, not with old yeast, nor with yeast of wickedness and evil, but with 
unleavened sincerity and truth. 
"Eypaira üµty Ev Tý EnLGTOý ýg "Eypaýa - A, 
µii ßuvavc LyvUGOcL TröpvOLS, A, Ind, 1, s 
auvavaµLyvuaeaL 
- P, M/P, Inf 
I wrote to you in the letter not to be associated with sexually immoral people, 
OÜ Tr&VTwc TOLL 1T6pVOLS TOÜ K06}. 10U TOÜTOU 10 (4ELXETE - P, 
M ti TOLS TTAEOVEKTaLS Ka l ap'RaELV A, Ind, 2, p 7l 
rj ELSw; W; W'CrpaLS, 
E E%AELV - A, 
A, Inf 
E1TEL WcEL%. ETE 
&pa EK TOB Kößµou EýEX8ELV. 
Asyndetic: verbal 
clause: main verb + 
ind. o. + satellite + 
d. o. (inf. phrase) 
Fragment: all 
datives describing 
with whom not to 
associate 
Verbal clause: main 
verb + satellite + 
d. o. (ini) 
surely not the sexually immoral of this world, not the greedy and the swindlers, nor idolators, since you 
would be therefore obliged to escape from the world. 
vüv SE Eypajra üµLv 
µiß ouvav%lLyvuoOaL 
Eöcv TLS d&Acköc 6voµa46 tEVOS 11 
nöpvoc 
rj TrXEOVEKn]c 
11 E L5WXO) äiprJS 
fl 7LoLSopoc 
71 µEAUGOS 
ij apTra 
tW TOLOUTW l1öE GUVEQOLELV. 
11 Eypa4a - A, A, 
Ind, 1, s 
auvavaµiyvuOAaL 
- P, M/P, Inf 
övoµc (( LEVOS - 
P, P, Ptc, n, m, s 
1,9 - P, A, Subj, 3, 
s 
O'UVEßOLELV - P, 
A, Inf 
Verbal clause: main 
verb + ind. o. + d. o. 
(inf phrase: )+ 
class 3 condition + 
d. o. (inf phrase) 
But now I write to you not to be associated with [such a person] (even if someone 
being called a brother be 
sexually immoral, or greedy, or an idolator, or a slanderer, or a drunkard, or a swindler), 
do not even eat 
with such a person. 
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TL yap 1OL TODS 
ETW KpLVELV; 12 KpLVELV - P, A, Verbal clause 
Inf Asyndetic: verbal 
OUXL TOÜS EQW l LELc KpLVETE; KpLVETE - P, A, clause 
Ind, 2, 
What do I have to do with judging an outsider? Do you not judge the insider? 
TODS SE ETW 0 OEOS KpLVEL. 13 KpLVEL - F, A, Verbal clause 
Ind, 3, s Asyndetic: verbal 
EýäpaTE Töv lrovr)pbv Eý ü i(v a&T(. V. 
EýÖGpaTE 
- A, A, clause - imperative 
Im v, 2, p 
But God will judge the outsiders. Remove the evil (one) from your midst. 
1 Corinthians 5: Sentence Flow Diagram 
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4 Ev ic; U övöµaiL 
F ioü KupLOU [i t6 v] 'Iiiooü 
ßu ax6EViwv 
ML 
L- Eµoü* 
Qüv irk SuyäµE L 
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